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PREFACE. 

  

I sruprep while young Mahrathi, Tamil, Telugu and 

Sauskrit for many years, and, after finishing my collegiate 

course of studies, learnt Kanarese, Malayalam, Hindustani, 

Bengali and Uriya. Having seen my taste for linguistic 

study, my teacher, Mr. H. Thompson, the late Principal of 

the Presidency College, recommended to me a comparative 

stud of the languages, and I carried out the advice. This 

comparative method gave a fresh impetus to my study of 

languages and made the otherwise uninteresting and barren 

investig« tion of words and grammatical forms of languages 

very pleasant and fruitful. He recommended me also to 

lerrn Latin and Greek, and in my study of those languages 

he rendered me much assistance for which I have to thank 

him for ever. By means of this peculiar study I was able to 

discover many facts concerning the languages, I studied, 

which had remained in deep obscurity, to assign proper deri- 

vations to dificult words, and to explain grammatical] for- 

mations by sound philological l-ws. I have thus gathered 

materials for an etymological dictionary of each of the lan- 

guages I studied, and a comparative grammar of each family 

of those languages ; and all these works are in preparation, 

Before publishing them I wished to communicate to the 

reading public the new laws and rules which I have dis- 

cevered in the Aryan and Dravidian languages and be 

benefited by the criticism of competent scholars. With 

this view I have written a series of volumes which treat 

of the Aryan and Dravidian languages alternately and of 

which 2uis is the first.
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The method I have followed in treating of the subject 
is my own and is in keeping with the analytical scheme of 

my investigations, 

Each word mentioned in a Group must be traced directly 
to the word from which it is derived, and ultimately con- 

nected with the principal word which heads the Group. 

But, in some cases, I have provisionally included words in 

one Group, and they may be referred to another with equal 

propriety. 
The different Groups which are headed by different 

words may be blended into one on account of the alliance 

of the representative words which may be proved hereatter. 

In the same way one Group may be separated into more 

Groups owing to the errors I may have committed in put- 

ting some words in a particular Group. 

In deriving words from a primitive source I Five con- 

ceived forms which do not now exist, though they might 

have been in use formerly; but I have not marked them 

and have left the readers to know them and treat them 
as such. Those who cannot make the distinction may bear 

the faci in mind that such forms w:ll not be mentioned in 

the Index which will appear at the end of this volume. 

The results of my investigations may be imperfect, and, 

in some cases, erroneous, c-ving to the incomprehensiveness 

of my knowledge of the Aryan languages, whichis confinedto 

Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and Anglo-Saxon. But I have been 

emboldened to put them before the public by a conviction 

waich I have myself derived and which was strengthened 

by the agreement of some of my learned friends in my 

views and theories notwithstanding their novelty. 

With regard to the languages treated in this book, it is 

to be remarked that Sanskrit being the oldest of the Aryan 
languages occupies a prominent position and next, come 

Greek and Latin and other languages, In Sansirit too
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we must recognize a threefold division according”to" the 
three stages of the language. The first stage may be 

called primitive, the second, derivative, and the third, cor- 

ruptive. The Vedic Sanskrit occupies the first stage and 

has passed the agglutinative character and assumed the 

inflexional. We have no record of the language in its 

agglutinative character. The second stage is occupied by 

the Classical Sanskrit in which there is a greater change 

than seen in the Vedic Sanskrit. The last stage is to be 

assigned to Prakrit which has undergone a greater modi- 

fication than the previous two have done. But the present 

classifiv..jion of Sauskrit into the three kinds ts not coter- 

mino1s with the above three stages, but arbitrarily creat- 

ed by Paniri and his predecessors who separated the 

Classical from the Vedic, and by Vararuci, Hemacandra 

and othe.s who differentiated the Prakritic languages from 

the Classical Sanskrit. These three languages are there- 

8003 overlapping each other. But as no living language 

in the world can remain without undergoing any modifica- 

tion, the Vedic Sanskrit which was a living language at 

one time, began to puss from its primitive stage to the 

derivative and corruptive stages ; for in the Vedas them- 

selves we see traces of mutations and corruptions. The 

Classical Sanskrit also exhibits + great deal of those modifi- 

cations and corruptions which constitute the peculiar feature 

of the Prakritic languages. Take, for instance, the three 

allied forms grbhnami, grhnam, ghinnami, the first of 

which is primitive; the second, derivative, because of the 

change of bk into h; and the third, Prakritic on account 

of the corruption of the word grbinami by the inser- 

tion of j for the vowel (properly a consonant) r, the doubling 

of n and the amalgamation of the aspirate / with the initial 

g- The first two occur in the Vedas and the last in the 

Classical Sanskr't- The form Gpige which is a Prakritia 

Aa
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corruption of avapase (4 prefix, vap, ‘ to sow’) occurs in the 
Rig: Veda. The words vaucat and vasat (for vahéat), and 

vat, a contraction of vasat, all meaning ‘ may he carrv,’ are 

Prakritie in their forms. A right understar ding of these 
three stages is necessary for scientific investigations. But in 
the Dravidian languages which have been the spoken lan- 
guages of Southern India for nearly twenty-four centuries, 
no such distinctions have come into existence. 

With regard to the Dravidian languages, which are 
generally considered as belonging to the Turanian family, 
I would observe that I am not acquainted with any of the 
languages of the so-called family. The word Turs.uwan is க 
negative term and means at most that the languages to 
which it is applied are not Aryan. In spite of the prevailing 
opinion of Dravidian scholars, I have brought the Dravi- 
dian languages within the pale of the Aryen fa.tily, and 
have succeeded, to a great extent, in connecting their voca- 
bles with those of the Aryan languages and their vernacular 
daughters, and in explaining their grammatica!:structure by 
reference to those of the latter languages, and hope that 
those scholars whose opinion differs from mine will begin to 
agree with me when they read my etymological dictionaries 
and comparative grammars. The Dravid‘an languages 
eannot, however, entirely be traced to the Classical Sans- 
krit to which they are related rather as younger sisters, 
but to the Vedic Sanskrit only; and in their philological 
importance they are greater than Latin, Persian and many 
other langnages. As regards the religion, archeology, 
philosophy and history of Southern India, they are as 
important as Sanskrit itself and perhaps more. They are 
older than any classical language except Sauskrit, Latin, 
Greek and Hebrew, and to them we must look for a thorough 
knowledge of the intercourse which the Western natious 
had with the Hindus in Southern Indi: aud the mutual
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influence thusexerted. The subject is treated at full length 
in the Second Volume which is also in the Press. 

In writing these volumes, the principal resources are 

derived from.™y own original investigations. I have pub- 

lished in the beginning of this volume a list of the names of 

authors to whom I am variously indebted for the valuable 

information received from their works. Foremost of them 

are Professors Bopp, MaxMiiller and Whitney, the study of 

whose works suggested to me the method of my investiga- 

tions and whem I regard as my teachers. 

I have to thank Dr. Oppert, Professor of Sanskrit in the 

Presidency College and my collaborateur in the field of 

Philotogy, for his sympathy with, and his interest in, my 

linguistic researches. 

In conclusion, I have to thank Dr. Duncan, the Principal 

of the Presidency College, for the special access he allowed 

me to the books of the College Library. 

M. SESHAGIRI SASTRI. 

Manras, Sept. 1884.
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ட தத eS 1% ஏ b 

ST a a wa oh 

௪ 84 3 5 ௪௬௩ 

* 5 eB ch ay 

Sw a 7 =~ 7 

Rt @ 7 a! 

ஏ ர a jh 7 ? 
OF a ந்த 

@ 1 z t ஏ 8 

௬ 1 Ss th as 

GT do eid eh 

1 5 5 ah ஐ! 
ல U2 (மவ 

Soe at or % 

ET 3 wy th pet 

ஆர் au za 3s Ad 

ae k yqy dh c @ 

18 kk qT xn o ரூ 

a 9 3 ற AB 

gh ௬ றக் | 

1 Vizsarga, 2 Ardhinusvara, 3 4ydam (Tamil).
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GS A separate list of the books on Dravidian Lynguages 
consulted and referred to will be given in Volu-ne IL.
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Able Ablative case. Kan.,......-. Kanarese. 

Accus...... Accusative case. நகம்... ப. Latin. 

Ang.-Sax.,.Anglo-Saxon. 1௦....... Locative case. 

க்ஸ்... Arabic. Mal.......... Malayalam 

Comp ...... Comparative degree. Mas......... Masculine gender. 

Dan ......... Danigh. M. Bho. Middle English. 

ங்... Dative case. Neut....... Neuter gender. 

Egypt...... Egyptian. Nom......... Nominative cage. 

Enc.......... English. Pers .........Persian. 

Fen. ....,... Feminine gender. இராய... Plural number. 

Gaud........ Gaudian languages. Rel........-. Relative. 

Gen......... Genitive case. Sanis......... Sanskrit. 

Ger.......... German Sing.........Singular number. 

Gr..........., Greek, Sukra....... Sukranitisara. 

Heb... Hebrew. Sup... Superlative degree. 

Hind ....... Hindi and Hindustani.Tam......... Tamil. 

Hem. Syn.HomericSynchronism.Tsit. Sam..Taittiriya Samhita. 

Teel ......... Icelandic. Tel... Telugu. 

Inter........ Interrogative. Teut......... Teutonic. 

Juy. Mund.Javentus Mundi. ose fequals,’ or*is equal to.’
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COMPARATIVE TABLE 

LANGUAGES. 300. 

a a 4 7 4 u 7 

Sanskrit ஏ. ஜா | $ ஏ a @ 

கொற a a t 8 v v லை 
@ 

Tawin ve | ஆ இ iF உ ஊ 83 

TeLver © | ழூ 9 | & | Gi | a 

; | 

பருகக். ஐ ம ரூ ds ஸ் en ஷ் 

Matayaiam,..| G2 | © | M | MY | & 29 |); 8 

8 3 

Hepezw 1] ஞு " ’ 1 — 
ட " | os 8 ரி AN 

, ப > 
Anabic | * ஸ் 7 3 A |     
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HLS. 

ர் ர ் 8 é ai 0 0 au 

alelel/—-|/ul/e|-jaia 

at. av 

—_ ணி ~ € et €t ௦ ம ou 

00. 80, 

wy | er (ஸூ எ; 81”உ.உ(5எ 

ere 9 ஜு ல் ப்] ல ம §, Zz 

ma | ௫ wml oy Ss | 2 8 & ஐ 

ஐ oe | & a | ag | ™O |] @ a | an 

§ 

8 ‘ , , 

a _ — 8 8 ‘8 J 4 
ல 18 18 ம் 

ட 7 

_(_ (ப ப. ஈ*| , (2 13 
9] a 3 டி சி |                   
  

A3
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COMPARATIVE TABLE 
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

LANGUAGES, | CONSO- 
| 

| ட 

| | | 
| & +t kh | g gh % 
I | 

PL 
Sanskrit . a 13 ௫ q ௫ 

| | 

ன ரர 
௨ ok |X | ¥ வ டர் 

TAMIL a I og வடம் ew B 
. | 

| 
TrLvau 8 ஐ x 3 ஆ 

Kanaress a ஐ x 39 6 

ரய ea wn ௨௮] oe 

| 
| ௩ 

Heprew nay 2 ! 2 4 12 

spi f ் 
Aranic & Psxstay, ws » ef 8 ப் 

J Tc 

* 9 is used before three other letticrs of the guctural group to represent i. 
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OF ALPHABETS—II. 

NANTS. 

9 é ch ர jorz gh fi 

9 _ ₹ ஏ எ a a 

௪ ன ம் 8 _ ஐ ஞ 

4 Sty os ae | ef | &@ | 

சச் ௭ பி a _ Bp ot 

a _ ae 9 கள 6௦௦ ஸை 

ச ன் $2- ௪ _ b> ஸ்             
  

  

+4 dental sound as ¢ and j in Mahrathi.
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COMPARATIVE TAPLE 

LANGUAGES. . CONSONANTS. 

த dai dhila 

Sansgerr —f Fi Sle; tie 

| 
போற ் pee — — கணை — | ணை 

மரா wed co | O | ww ] 8 | eae 

ராரா வல) ௪ (1 ஷூ 

Kanapese cel gg 3 2 3 | fe 

| 
Matayatam wf S | O | MD] w/e > 

நார eee — கள டட — | எண்கண். 

கரமர0 and PERstan wf el et 3 fag ழூ 
% 

ச         
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OF ALPHABETS—III. 

- -(Continued.) 

  

ர் th d | dh n p | ph | b bh | m 

A&| — | Nev 

    

          
tyr 

mo| A 4 4 5] 5 5 2 5* 15 

ஸ் 3 பி sd பூ 4 ay _ 34 

b ்               

* Sounded like v.
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COMPARATIVE TADLE 
  

LANGUAGES. CONSONANTS. 

  

SansezitT J) || CT] SW) a] Ti Fla ls 

  
    

Geese =..| ot «| Po | AN | Tu | — | — [Sas] ‘* 

TAMIL புய. [| ச(ல வ( மு | ap | an 2 
oo 

Taw la} sles | தட ௫.   
Kanargse ...) dS | vo © 3 § ig | 8 

                    
| 

MasayalLam ,.,. @ 6 ல as | ve as | Co | an 

| 

Hesrew ses டி ர s ’ ஸை wi a 0 

ஸூ. 5 

Anrasic & Psp. oS } J ) — ப் பு 

ue} ©! 
  

“ # An inverted comma, originally €, is inserted over initial vowels and 7 to
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OF ALPHABETS—IV. 

  

  

— (Concluded) 

Lid | el an | 2 | pel ke | e | @ | gh | f [eh 

el Oe ee ee ரு 

_[_ (௨ சீ 12... (1... 
| gly] ¢ 

| 
oi playa) எ க எ 

  
Ne

                           | I, 
—~ j}j-/—-'—|3/—/|—! ; ; 

  

rep. ‘esent h. t The silent a. ¢ Sounded as d in Arabic and as z in Urdu,
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SCHEME OF VEDIC ACCENTS. 
  

Udatta, and Pracaya, i.e., Anudatta 

following Svarita. 

Anudatta preceding the Udatta and 
Svarita. 

Svarita ... டட bes ய வ வப | 

} ...not marked. 

, marked as— 

There are three Svaras or accents in the Vedas; the 

Udatta, ‘acute,’ the Anudatta, ‘grave,’ and tle Svarita, 

‘toned.’ When more than one Anudatéa precede an Udatta, 

all but the last are often sounded lower. The Anuadttus: 

following a Svarita are sounded like Udatta generally 

and also called Pracayas. If we compare the above 

accents with the seven tones of a musical gamut, we can 

know the exact sounds of those accents. Let the Udatta 
be represented by any key on the piano and be marked as 
C, and @ sa according to the Hindu method; then the two 

sounds of the An udatia will be marked as B and f% ni, and 

G and q pa respectively. The Svarita will be sounded as 

C sharp and ft ri... The Pracaya svara, as it is pronounced 

by the Brahmins of the Taittiriya sakha@ and also by the 

Rig Vedis, is identical with the (ddéta and therefore is 

equal to Cand @ sa. A long Svarita in the Rig Veda is 
split into two long sounds, the first of which is Udatta 
and the second Svarita. 

fa waar Ot at fa ar fc at fa ea fe Ha 

ee _ ௪-௪ 
i 

  

  

afpat- Sxvutddawnwaqza 

1 It is called éuddha reabha by the Hindus.
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ffFwuad wada a fe a ft a 

  

afad. War - tc aumad 

7 Rig Veda, I. 1.1. 

ஈர னாள் எள ள் 

    

  

    
  

சாரா வரா உ எ எரா 

  

௪2-2௨-225௪ =I 
        

aa. Ma a at aa 
Ibid, I. 8, 4.
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good, Ang.-Sax. god, Gr. aya0os, Sans. sa ihu,
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and their comp. and sup. forms formed exactly 

alike; brnda found in the comparative and 

super!ative forms being replaced by the deri- 

vative brndaraka. ve . 84-5 

51 From divas derived yuvaéa, yuvan, ரண்டு 

yavagi, மக 8௪௧௩, முகா. 

52 From yuvan, Gr. 78n. The change of 1 y | into h 

illustrated. we vee . 85-7 
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and yuvan ; Gr. bBpus, d8pos, oBpra, oBpipos ; 
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53 Gr. 800005, ,30020209. 87 
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Virabhadra and Kartavirya; Gr. Bpiapews 

and Korros springing from Kartavirya ; Sans. 

komala, a modification of kumara; Gr. Ape, 

Sans. vira, Gr. jpws, Lat. vis, and Gr. ss derived 

85 

from upis. 88 

54 Sans. yavana, Gr. Io, Heb. Javan, Jagat Gr. 

lamnros and yuvan identical. . . 88 

Heb. Jehoshua, Judah, Jehud from Sans. ‘yuvasa, 89 

35 Gr. Ianros, Heb. Japheth, Egyp. Hauvanu, 

Pers. javan allied to Sans. yavan. ... 89 

56 Sans. yahva derived from yuvasa metathetically. 89 

Sans. yahu, yahvat, Heb. Jacob, Joseph, ve 

Jebus, Jehovah connected with yahva. 

57 From sva derived Sans. saha, sakha, sa, sama, 

sima, amd, Gr. dpa, opos, Sans. samana, Gr. 

épados, Lat. similis, Sans. sam and Gr. ow 

and fuv, Lat. con, Sans. samaya, sakam, satra, 

sirdham, vee tee eee we «OL 

c* 

. 90-1
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lag, Gr. Ovyyavo, Lat. tango, Gr. ruyyave; 
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92 

93 
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spero, Gr. eda, edms, Lat. spes, speres, Gr. 

operro, ohetAw; Eng. help, Ang.-Sax. helpan, 
Goth. hilpan, Icel. hialpa, and Ger. helfen, in 
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Ang.-Sax. ulph. bee bee வ 

61 Sans. svar and svas yielding sur, juar, jval, tapas, 
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99 
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Evvea, Sans. navan, Gr. Kawwos, veos, Sans. 
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yavaw ; Tam, pudu, Tel. kotta, Kan. posa and 

hosa traced to Gr. xasvos) . . 104 

Lat. pse, pte, metathetical modification ‘of Sans. 

tman; tpse, eapse, eampse, suopte, meopte, eopte, 
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smellen, Sans. dhma, Lat. sibilus traced to 
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Sans. tman, tvan, Lat. tion, Sans. teat, Gr. oun, 

Sans. tvara, Lat. tura; (Sans. eatvan, Gr. 

மம, Sans. satyas, Gr. ereos); . 107 

Prak. tanam, traced to the Vedic tvan; tati, Gr. 

nt, Lat. tat; tudon, don; ... vee we 108 

Sans. van, man, us ; te . ... 109 
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vant, vars, tyams, &e. vee . .. 110 

Gr. weros, Sans. ista, igtha, and Lat. istus con- 

tracted from tyas + a; Lat. magister, minis- 

ter, sinister analysed and shown to contain 
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Sans. mana, Gr. pevos, Lat, mnus, minus, “bundus, 
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irregular form \ederypores explained. we 
The suf. van in formosus, formidilosus, dives(dis), 

opulus, Neptunus, Gr. pedrsroeis, Acovueros, Tpir- 
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12,209) KarevOuestos ; Lat. tium, pretium, ini- 
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bhujisya, dhénusya; Gr. 80, Bondtov; oro, 
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(ava, évam, derived from éna, iva from ima; 

and avus, the gen, sing. of amu) ; anas changed 

into and and amd and then into amu, ami 
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vee was 124-5 

Gr. Afov, Sans. van, man, Gr. pov, pov, per, 

: ves + 126-7 
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127 

122 

and anit, (asas into asd, asau). bee 129-30 

Sans. amd in the Veda ; Lat. timu, simu, rime, 
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tat. . 182 
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asman, asma, aham, ava, vayam (avam), ma, 

na; yusma (usma), yuva (uva), yeyam 
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67 Sans. svantam (dhvantam), man, manas, Gr. 
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pavOavo, Lat. mimini, moneo; spons, sponte, 

spontis, Gr. orevdo, Lat. spondeo, Gr. Oupos, 

Sans. dhiima, dhiipa, Gr. yuen, pvxe, Arab, 

rih, rth, Heb. ruah, traced to tman.... .. 135 

68 Sans. ambara, amara, abhra, Gr. opB8pos, afpos, 

Lat. imbra, imber, umbra, ambu, ambihas, 

nabhas; Gr. vuydn, Sans. Rambha, nimba ; 

tarnas, dhvantam; Gr. Noros; weak conso- 
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trated ; Gr. veded, Lat. nebula, Gr. vedos, 
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INTRODUCTION. 

I. Grammar and Etymology originated first among the 

Hindus and, having been incorporated with their sacred 

literature, were held in high esteem. Nearly four thou- 

sand years ago, when almost all the other nations of the 

earth were leading a savage life without any civilization, 

and without any learning, the Hindus had a sacred litera- 

ture named Veda and some sciences which arose out of and 

for the study of the Veda, and among them were Grammar 

and Etymology. The Hindus learnt the Vedas by heart, 

closely attending to every word and every syllable, which 

they pronoruced according to rules and with proper accents. 

They investigated the etymology of every word they found 

in the Vedas and enquired into its meanings. From such 

a study originated the Niruktas and the Pratisakhyas in 

which are embodied the most complete classification of 

sounds according to the organs of pronunciation, tha rules 

of the combination of vowels and consonants, and discus- 

sions on various parts of speech, and the like. Even in the 

Vedas themselves we can see the attempts of early etymo- 

logists to derive words; and their views and theories are, 

in some respects, better than those held by modern philo- 

logists. The Pratiéakhyas were followed by more systematic 

_ works on the subject called Vyakarana. 

II. There are several works on the subject founded on 

different systems, of which the most important was that of 

Panini which brought into desuetude all the other systems. 

It was written about twenty-six centuries ago and ever 

since has occupied the highest place in the grammatical 

Ad
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literatures of the world. Making every allowance for its 
ecrors and imperfections and for the symbole and signs 

arbitrarily introduced on account of the system adopted, 

we can say that itis the most scientific gransmar, analysing 

the grammatical] forms on sound principles, and classifying 

the processes. These classifications and analyses are 

generally so correct that even modern philologists take 

them as fundamental! principles in their scientific investiga- 

tious. I may therefore rightly call Panini the first philolo 

gist. But his system was not perfect and there were errors, 

and these could not be detected by persons who knew only 

Sanskrit and could not compare it with the kindred lan- 

guages; for they felt the same contempt as the Groeks for 

the languages of other nations whom they called Mlécchas 

(those that speak an unrefined tongue), as the Greeks 

called them SapBapot. These errors and defecis have been 

discovered by the modern philologist in whose hands the 

science of grammar and etymology has assumed a new form 

and a new character. Instead of studying one language, 

deriving its words and grammatical forms independently 

and laying down arbitrary rules, he comvares every word 

of a language with the corresponding ones in the other 

languages of the same ‘amily and discovers the seneral 

laws of letters and words, on which he founds his new 

science of language. 

111. This young scieace is now rapidly growing and 
crying to attain to maturity and perfection. There are, 

however, persons who question the scientific character of 

philology and maintain that nothing is certain about it. 

They assert also that there are only a very few letters in 
each language, of which the vowels are nothing and that 

any coasonant may become any other consonant. In fact, 

such is the taunt which the incipient science *eccived at
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the havds of one of the greatest satirists of the world, 

Voltaire! Satirical as it is, itis truth and nothing but truta, 

and in fact the crystallization of the whole truth of the 

science of philulogy. Charges of this kind may be brought 

against any science viewed in the light of an ignorant man 

for whom everything in the world is an independent element. 

If union is the principle of science, variety is the principle 

of ignorance. 

Amidst the apparent confusion in the growth and devel- 

opment of a language there is a cosmos and harmony. 

The growth of a language takes place accarding to some 

order and this order is the foundation of the science of 

philology. There is a humorous anecdote of a Tamil man 

learning Telugu on the principle of analogy. He began 

his study with the Telugu word for a horse, viz. ஜல 

gurramu. No sooner did he hear the word, than he was 

reminded of the ஹய் எம் குதிரை kudirat; and he began 

to apply the analogy to every other word resembling @Se7 

kudirat; and first of them was Aur auat, meaning 

Like @Geor kudirai the word g%o anat ends 

began his conjecture thus. If the Telugu 

be Geax gurramu (properly 

* el-phant.’ 

in the vowel ai. He 

name for @ Seon kudirai (horse) 

Kew curramu), the name of ger Gnai must be OG 

arramu., Though this conclusion, based on the principle of 

analogy, is wrong in this particular case, yet ibis the principle 

h languages have been formed, and a person that is 
on whic 

rinciple in the lan- 
not capable of taking cognizance of this p 

guages he studies, can never become a philologist. Let us 

see how this priaciple can be applied rightly. If the Tam. 

ag; varu, ‘to come,’ becomes sty vaccu in Telugu, Tam. தரு 

taru, ‘to give,’ must become 5௮, tegcu? and Guign peru, ‘to 

‘ Lectures on the Setence of Language. 
ட மரு de MaxMiiller’s 

க 

daru becomes W8aiy putfeccu aud 
3 By the same analogy Su7#@ po
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get,” OB) puccu. If the Tam. கொனை 10105) * top,’ assumes 
the form stom kongu - ௭ konagu = gra konai + wr 
agu, then aer valai, that is a %r vanai, must becc_ne som 

vangU = Sear vanagu = 323 vanat + em agv. In Sanskrit 

the word @q vrsa means ‘a beast? and ‘virtue’ If 2a 
vrsa meaning ‘animal’ is modified as wa rksa, ‘bear? 
(properly, ay rsa), by the elision of the initial @ v, and then 
as ursus in Latin and aperos (properly apcos) in Greek, 
and then this ursus is softened into Wp accha, ‘ bear,’ in 
Sanskrit, is it not natural to expect that there should be 
the same or similar changes undergone by the word in the 
other meaning (viz. ‘virtue’)? and our expectation is realized 
in the forms Sans. wa rta, ‘right,’ Gr. apre, ‘just,’ Lat. 

ordo, ‘a straight row,’ and Sans. BF accha, ‘good,’ thus 

WY rksa corresponding to Wa ria, apxros and ursus,to aptt 

and ordo, and "7 accha, to WS accha. Vide Vrsa Group. 

In Sanskrit, @y vrsa means ‘an animal,’ ‘ bull,’ rat,’ 
‘eminent,’ and so on; of these meanings the most original 

is ‘an animal’; and the word is modified as BAA orsabha 

by taking the suffix q va, which is changed into ¥ bha. 

Now, ZWH ersabha is transformed into AG varsabha 

by the gunation of the vowel ஏ ச, ஏடு garsabha by the 

change of qv into 7g and MEH gardabha by the change 
  

எகுதரு 89௨1௨71483, eteceu. But the words are modified as மு 
puttencu and 480% étencu by the insertion of a nasal sound for the 
first c, and the Telugu Pandits derive them from 3*s30% povatencu, 
‘to cut off going,’ Smdom egutencu, as if the latter parts were dom 
te,cu, ‘to cut.’
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of qs into gd. Analogy leads us to expect a similar 

transformation of Wa rsabha. We see accordingly that 

QU rsabha is, in its turn, metamorphosed into Waa 

arsabha by the gunation of the initial vowel wg 7 and {Tq 

wi rasabha by the transposition of the { 7 to the beginning 

of the word. 

Again take the form YW pré, which means ‘ back’ or 

‘ side,’ and forms the radical part of ¥B prstha, ‘ back,’ ura 

paréva, ‘side,’ Lat. prope, ‘ near,’ ux paréu, ‘rib,’ Wag 
vw 

puccha, ‘ tail,’ afe musti, ‘ elbow,’ ¥q prt, ‘ battle,’ origin. 

ally ‘side,’ YAAT préana, ‘army,’ originally ‘side,’ qa para, 

‘to fart,’ Gr. pera, Dor. weda, ‘by side,’ ‘in the midst,’ 

aay, ‘back,’ mvyn, ‘tail,’ mepdopar, Boew, ‘to fart,’ Lat. 

merda,‘ dung,’ qwa varcas, 11 purisa and 044 purisa, 

‘dung,’ &c., is at last modified as fax vis, Lat. few, ‘grounds,’ 

‘sediments,’ and is further modified as (ரா vistha= faq 

“ws + WTa= எண vissa = fat vista = fast vistha. 

Compare Lat. crista = Gr. pas + a, and the Gr. பரா, 

Sans. TY, tséa, suffixes of the superlative degree of adjec- 

tives, = saa tyas + நேய a4 iyas being the suffix of 

the comparative degree (p. 111). In these words there is a 

series of meanings all originating from the radical one of 

‘ side,’ the transition being from ‘side’ to ‘back,’ to the fist 

{or elbow), to tail and at last to animal excrescence. If 

OW pré assumes the forms of 3B prstha, &c., we may expect 

similar changes from the similar word SA vrsa, meaning 

‘an animel? The word accordingly has the following
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forms: @tqy Lasta, ‘a goat,’ qaRguy baskayani, ‘a cow 

that has yeaned long ago,’ QW{T vasa, ‘a cow,’ OV pasu, 

‘ cattle,’ Be] martya, ‘man, ஏ vrsni, ‘a guat, DPE grsti, 

‘a cow that has yeaned once’ for afs orsti, AY mitsa, ‘rat,’ 
௨ 

டப ரகர, 08ம், 09 purusa and 988 pirusa, 

‘man,’ qq vadhit, ‘ woman,’ faq vis, * ராகா)! vesa, AAT 

vesya, ‘whore,’ faz vita, ‘adulterer.’? See the following 

table :-— 

Sans. "qq pre - — Sans. qa orsa 

» YS prsta 

” ax parsu — ,, BE grsti properly 

» UT paréva BER vsti. 
Lat. prope 

Sans. uz parda | wa marta 
Gr. mepdopar, Bdeo- ” 

» Ua pums develoy>d 
Sans. Te puccha 

Gr. ruyn. into qare pumams. 

Sans. @Uy madhya | > Fe vadiu 
Gr. wera & pera. ் a 

Sans. (ஈர் parent 

Lat. perna, “ham, 
த. இர ரணம் 

ee
r 

ee
d 
C
e
 

pr
ed
 

ee 
t
t
e
 
e
y
e
 

5 ட » WWE pasu 
ans. QT pasa Lat. pecus, Sans. {yt vasa 

Sans. FY misa 
, wee ப a 

° ate musts a AY mesa 

32 qa varcas அசை ” ௭? marjara,
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Lat, vacca 

Sans. q@tq basta 
Sans. qq pakea 

» TRAIT askayani. 

” 8809 purusa 

» GOs purisa — 
» YRT pirusa 

” fax vis 

” faq vis ஷ் 8௭ vesa, 

32 சா vistha ” aut vesya 

29 faz vita 

Again the word QT@Ha aman is modified in Sanskrit as 

waa aémantam and in Persian oll asman, and this 

modification leads us to expect a similar one in the allied 

languages; and we accordingly find in Greek acapivdos 

applied to a tub used for a hot bath (p.141). In Greek and 

Latin the same word ST@Ta Giman is metamorphosed into 

Kk ptvoy and cuminum, and though at first I did not know, 

yet by a continued search I succeeded in discovering the 

corresponding form in BAAS ajamoda which is however 

not applied to cummin seeds but to bishop’s weed (p. 142). 

If in Greek there exists a reduplicated form of xavOos as 

iaxwvOos, we hope to see & similar form in Sanskrit of the 

corresponding Sans. Wi gona ; and I have shown that the 

௭௭௦ ஏரகள 2 kokanada isthe required form, notwithstand 

ing the apparent difference in the forms of these words 

(p. 150). In Kanarese the future participial adjective ends 

in a as well as the present and past participial adjectives ; 

as, Ram jS geyyura, ‘who will do.” This form is the most 

original and is variously modified asin Tam. eure Seyyum. 

Analogy leads us to expect a form செய்யுவ Seyyuva which,
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however, does not exist. But the root s— kada, ‘ to pass,’ 

g-ves the required form as su.@ kadava, which answers to 

Kan, %93 kaliva which is a contraction of ¥9am3 kaliyuva. 

The Tam. s..@ kadava must therefore be a contraction of 

6_é6@ kadakkuva, originally s.-we kadayuva answering 

to Kan. ¥acm3 kaliyuwva. I can add a multitude of more 

instances, but what I have given is quite sufficient to prove 

the importance of the pvinciple of analogy. 

IV. The method of my study and observation is purely 

analytical and experimental, and though in possession of the 

rules and theories already given by ancient grammarians 

and lexicographers, I did not apply them in any case till 

I arrived at them by the very instances which I gathered 

during the course of my study. Care was ta‘en to find 

corresponding words and grammatical forms in the allied 
languages and to institute close comparisons among *hem. 

I have thus been able to discover new laws of orthographi- 

cal growth, decay and mutation, and by their means explain 

the etymologies of difficult words and the formations cf 

complicated grammatical forms, of which some instances 

will be given lower down in this Introduction. 

V. I have written a series of volumes under the 

designation of Notes on Aryan anp Dravipian PuILoLoey 
of which this is the first. It is entirely devoted to the 

description and illustration of the method of investigation 

which I have pursued. As the method consists in the 
analysis of the languages which ire investigated, I have 

analysed the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin languages into - 

groups of allied words, and these groups are treated one after 
another. In conformity to the experimental and analytical 

character of my investigation, the above outline is filled
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rp with grammatical and etymological matters which are 
introduced for the illustration of orthographical or other 

processes in an order quite different from that in which 

they will be arranged in a synthetic grammar. Thus, for 

instance, the Latin perfect and pluperfect forms are explain- 

ed under the heading of the Sanskrit word ‘svadw’ in the 

First Group, which is changed into ‘suavis’ in Latin by the 
change of d into v; and for the illustration of this process 

the above perfect and plnperfect forms are introduced 

(ற. 78). But they will occur in a synthetic grammar in 
the chapter on Verbs and under the heading of Tenses. 

Again, the Greek perfect forms ending in xa as wefuxa 

are intioduced under the Sanskrit termination ‘vas’ which 
I suppose to have been changed in Greek into «or by the 

insertion of & for v; and this process is illustrated by the 

above perfect furms in which I discovered the same change 

and also the allied change of @ y into ka. 

VI. Words are of three kinds; first, those which are 

ind‘visible; second, those which are divisible and contain 

two parts, such es a root and a prefix, a suffix, or both; 

third, those that are composed of the above parts and con- 

tain in addition to them some orthographical outgrowths 

which are the excresceaces in the natural development 

and growth of words. This classification is very important, 

inasmuch as we are dealing with a critical analysis of the 

words of kindred languages. The linguistic chemist, so 

vo speak, must try to analyze a word completely and be 

able to account for the smallest residuum in the decom- 

position; and, in this analytical method, he must arrive 

ultimately at the most simple elements—elements which do 

not admit of a further analysis, nor contain common parts. 

In the synthetical method he must start frora the simplest 

roots and derive words by the "st natural processes. 

Ab
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This method has not been properly followed and is violat- 
ed not only by the ancient but also by modern grammarians 

and philologists. To illustrate this linguistic aberration, 

I give here below a few instances, 

VII. Panini tells us that the augment அக மல் ௫௭௭ 

an) is to be added to some masculine nouns such as tz 

Indra, aaq Varuna, &e., to get the feminine forms ஜா 

wy Indrant, FEUTAY Varunani, &c. But how is this par- 

ticle derived ? Is it an arbitrary and extraneous addition 

or a natural growth? ‘The question can be easily solved, 

if we know the changes which @ s undergoes in Sanskrit 

and other languages. The letter @ s is changed into Hn 

as in Pali aq nas, Sans. GY sas, ‘he’; We €.1a, UG esa, 

‘this’; TAA ghatam (prop. WaT giatan), Gr. yvoror, 

in which oy comes from the masculine os ; Sans. Eq ahan, 

ahas, ‘day;? and so on. From these examples we ௫௩௩ ? y3 p 

can clearly see thay the @ s of xa Iidras may be the 

source of the 4 7 of தோறு Indrani. We may therefore 

Gerive the feminine form ஜாய் Indrani from the masc. 

EH q Indras by the addition of the fem. suffix $7; thus,— 

SHA Indras + FI = TEA Indran + Fi by the change 

of Gs into | mand SHIT Indran + $7 by the lengthening 

of the Ya preceding 4 n, and at last, TATU Indrani. 

Similarly we may explain the feminine form Acwvy from 

Auos. While we connect Acovrorns with feacufe divaspati, 

‘lord of Heaven,’ the feminine form Aeoowwa may be 

derived from (ளி divaspatni which is she-tened into
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&௪௪௱௦ஈற ௨0. (1௦0 modified as Aezrosva by the elision of 7, 

which is revresented by ¢ as in ecus for eos, and the change 

of the final 7 into a. Following the same theory we can derive 

Wat patni from ufaa patis + = i= 118௭ patin + = += 

WA pain + & 7 by the elision of the ¥z preceding 4 n. 

7177. I£ all such forms may be explained by assuming 

the change of q s into @ ”, why should we bring in the un- 

necessary augment YT4] an (TAR Gnuk\} ? Even sup- 

posing that there is such an augment, we do not get a 

physical explanation of this augment. Nor 8068 16 account 

for the form Q@t patn? which is formed exactly like [RT 

UW} Indrani, except as regards the process of the elision of 

the final = é of ufa pate; nor for என் astknt, ‘a young 

female servaut,’ and Ufa@ml palikni, ‘an old woman,’ of 

which faa? asiknt = Afaaa asitas + ti= 14௭௭ 

asi'n+ Fis ஏஎ] asiint by the elision of Wa preced- 

ing an, faart asikni by the change of ஐ into @ k, afaaa 

csitas meaning ‘black,’ (sc. in hair), therefore ‘ young > and 

not ‘old” Similarly can be-derived எ palikni from 

afaaa palitas, ‘grey,’ that is, ‘having grey hairs.’ 

IX. Again, according to Panini WT ana (81௭௭ 48௭௦) 

is to be added to an Atmanépadi root to form the present 

participle, and when the root takes Wa, By, and WY aya 

before the verbal suffix @ ¢é, then m is inserted before 

ஜு Gna after those augments. But I have compared 

these suffixes HT] manaand ATT] ana with the correspond-
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ing Gr. wevos and Lat. bundus, and andus, endus and undus, 

and ultimately traced them to the Sanskrit suf}x Wa man. 
(Vide p. 112.) 

X. In the Tamil grammars, the Tolkappiyam, the Nan- 
nul and the like, a list of emMewaar sariyaigal, augments, is 

given, which, on a minute investigation, I have dissolved 

into simpler elements. Thus the augment ger an in wes 

eorer vandanan, ‘he came,’ is traceable to the demonstrative 

adjective 2267 anai; for wégerer vandanan is composed of 

ass vanda and sarer anan, ats vanda, the past participial 

adjective of aa va, ‘to come,’ and sere cnan, a contraction 

of gtarwer anaiyan = அனை anai + ser an, meaning ‘a man 

of that sort,’ which, like the pronoun ser avan, is used 

merely as a personal suffix in the above verb a@sserer 

vandanan. The so-called @#enfeow huccariy.i, the aug- 

ment @ iu, in séa nadakka, ‘to walk, and உரைச்ச 

uraikka, ‘to say,’ springs from the உடம்படுமெய் wdamoadu- 

mey v aud y, as the words are modifications of the original 

forms, sua -nadava and eessu uraiya, which are to be 

distributed respectively as sx nada + ௮ ர, ஸம் உரை urat 

+ # a, and in which v and y are used to fill up the hiatus, 

and are changed into « k, which process prevails in the 
Aryan languages also, especially in Greek in which I have 

been able to explain some perfect forms by the analogy 

of the above Tamil forms. (pp. 116-118). 

XI. In Telugu, we have such words as wr 8 mraceu 

‘tree,’ secs valacku, ‘beauty,’ s7ea kolacku, ‘tank,’ in 

which the particle & ku is inorganically inserted in the 

singular optionally and in the plural necessarily. In the 

plural the part ku is an organic element and with the 

folowing part ulu is traceable to the Tamil plural termi-
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nation kal which is itself a corruption of the masculine 

plural pronoun அவர் ஊச shortened into a7 var and used 

as a personal suffix; and this connexion is clearly seen 

by comparing those forms with the corresponding Tamil 

Ones, as ஸ்ரீல mrackulu, womser marangal, 850௦௦ 

valackulu, Quremser polangal, goes kolackulu, குளங்கள் 

kulavigal. The identity of the plural forms x~,<tieo mrac- 

kulu and wraeer marangal can be easily seen. The Telugu 

language does not generally allow consonants at the end 

of words, but modifies them by the addition of the vowels 

6 a,é uand qi. Thus, the Tam, wraHeer marangal 

௦௦௦௧௦௦5 மரங்களு marangalu, and the part womb maram 

being contracted into ws mraim, wrts@s marangalu 

assumes the form of .s1magy mraikalu. Compare ‘Tam. 

son_éscm | adaikkan, Tel. 8 <Xmy krecgannu, ‘a side-look;’ 

Tam. Sps@sreo. kilttodat, Tel. bars kricdoda, ‘the 

lower thigh’; Tam. upw@sny palankembu, Tel. a2 Ko® 

pracgempu, ‘old ruby’ ; Tam. 4s1¢Goor puducctrat (properly 

& wéBenr kuduccirat'), Tel. 87,088 kromjira, ‘new cloth ;’ 

in which Tam. seo. kadai, @p kil, upw palam, and yg 

pudu are shortened in Telugu into &, kré (3 le), பூமா 

(8 kit); Gr pran (86 plan), and ர, kro (§* kdo). 

XL. Here I have to refer to another law of the Telugu 

language, viz., the law of the assimilation of vowels, accor- 

ding to wuich, contiguous vowels are assimilated as in 

eA adigi, ‘hav.inr asked’ = ஒல் adugu + Qi ஒல்கி. 

1 In the North Indian Vernaculars ‘ kora’ means ‘new, as in 

றாக, ‘newness,’ and #3 koji is used hy washermen in the 

sense of ‘new cloth’ These are traceable to Yel. © kotta, and 

Tam. 485 putia, ‘new.’
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adug + 3 i, then @&% adigi by the change of the vowel 

te u of a duinto gi, We have thus sro¥e> mrankaly 

becoming Sr,o%eo mraikulu, which is modified 88 ஜோரு 65060 

mrackulu by inserting the ardhdnusvara ¢ instead of the 

purndnousvarao. Sirilarly can be derived the forms secteo 

valackulu and gees kolackulu. [Vide Vol. II.] 

But the Telugu grammarians analyzed them wrongly, 

distributing them as Sr mracku + doo ulu, soc valacku 

4 ஜிலு ulu, and ste kolacku + Geo ulu, in which they 

thought ulu was the plural suffix and the remaining parts 

Sy mracku, soc valacku, and grec kolackw were 

stems in singular, and thus were compelled to add the 

particle kw to the singular forms of those rords. But 

as there were already separate singular forms as s-)% 
mranu, Sem valanu, and sto kolanw modified from the 

corresponding Tam. wer maran,' Queer polan, and Gearer 

kulan, the above inorganic addition of ku to the singular 

became optional. 

XIII. Againthetechnicalterm Z sages aupavib.aktika 

is invented to be applied to a class of so-called augments 

such as i, tt and ti, of which the first T hold to be a genitive 

singular suffix and the next two are composed of ¢ and 4 

andtandi. ‘The initial consonants of the latter two aug- 

ments are modifications of the final y,d, n, l,r, and r of nouns, 

owing to the addition of the suffixes, in and the like. They 

sometimes spring from the final » of the casal suffixes a 

in and &S an, which are changed into it or iné and at. 

  

1she Tam. ar » is to be treated as » n for all scientific purposes.
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நரக, சூதக: 610284௧11௪ the wife,’ corresponds to 

yereoswne alkatyal, “by the hand of person.’ Thedin ed 

ali is a genitive suffix and occurs in o*aS8S danicétan 

(Tam. gscreswre adankaiyal, Kan. © 98,௮௦௧ adiarahat- 

yinda), and corresponds to the a of esd adara. 

SIT cétan — Gon céyt + OF an = BS coy + UF an 

= BS cét + VS an, in which o y is changed into 5 ¢ as it 

is changed into « s in S38 cési = Bote ceyu + Qi. Com- 

pare Sans. (4 edhigista for வனி edhiytsta, and 

Gr. Beri8os for சாரு. 

Sob& kantan = Smy kannu + 85 an = 585 kann + 

@S an = Sef kant + eS an, by the change of the second 

Sn into & ¢ and the consequent change of the previous 8 ௬ 

into co. Compare Sans. tqTaq svantam, ‘ hear!) = Aq 

svan + BA am = CAAT svannam ; Lat. mentes, ‘mind’ — 

men + es =z mennes; Tel. Goes undu = Tam. Qa ir + @ um 

இர் 4 உம உர் யு 4 ௨ ௮ உக்க மூாபட 4 உழ க்ஷ, 

காரை ரிவி, லல pundu, ‘sore’ = Tam. yer pun + @ u 

== Ow pun (Kan. 3620 hunnuy. 

Similarly comes ¢ in Dobos vintan = "ஜா. வில்லால் villal,? 

‘by bow’; Soto pantan = Tam. uieveng) pallal, ‘by teeth’; 

Hoos nudutan, Tam. gsere nudalal, ‘by the forehead,’ 

(Sans. fafze nitila) ; BotoS ventan, BSS vennan, Tam, 

Qahane verinal, Qaré5r8 vennal, Serene pinnal, ‘by back.’ 

Ros gotan = Ate goru + oF an= aces got + wh an, 

Tam, © @sra ukiral, ‘by the nail’; similarly So5 nitan, 

2 The ster: ae vil becomes 2% vin before vf an, so that ee vil- 

lan = 045 vinnan and then tows vintan. Similarly sovS panfan.
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Tam. &sra niral, ‘by water’; BS nettutan, Tam. 

2 H0go08 udirattal, ‘by blood,’ (Sans. EfYT rudhira.) 

In the above examples the final y, n, 1, andr of the Telugr 

nominal stems are changed into ¢ and ர, 

2865 peritan = De peru + QS in + OF an (Tam. 

Culens périnal) - se peru + a it + oS an, by the 

change of n into ¢. 

BoSossS rendintan = Soc rendu + ab in + OS an 

(Tam. Qrerip.ene irandinal) = Sot rendu + Q53 Wn + 

eS an, by the doubling of ௩ -- Sot rendu + 9௦8 int + 

eS an, by the change of the second n into ¢ and the conse- 

quent change of the first Sn into 1; also Godes rendi- 

tan by the elision of ra”. 

KOSogeor¥ sarasamputaluka (Tain. ஸரஸத்தின் 2070887701 

+ MpusH alungal), ‘amatory anger;’ SSsowtoen¥ sara- 

samputaluka = S685 sarasam (Tam. evsemb sarasam) + 

Qe in (Tam. இன் 4) $ wo¥ aluka (Tam. sapmse alung zl), 

in which a& wm is the genitive suffix. Here J have to 

observe that the final am of the Telugu and Tamil word 
sarasam is a neuter singular suffix corresponding to the 

am of Sans. THA danam and ov of Gr. dwpor, and at of 

aa tat, ‘that ;’ and, of these Aryan neuter singular suffixes 

am, ov and at, the Gr. op is original, being directly traceable 
to the masculine singular suffix ‘os.’ When the genitiva 

singular suffix in is added, the Tamil word changes its final am 

into an, corresponding to the Gr. ov; and hardens the n into 

i, as is scen in Sans. aA tat, sc that ஸரஸம் sarasam + 

இன் % ட அழுங்கல் alungal =< res sarasan + OS in + 

அழுங்கல் aluigqal = evrenss saraann + @er in + gaphisw 

aluigal = evsengs sarasatt + Qor in + gps se alungal,
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by the hardening of nn. But the Tel. <u:683 sarasam follows 

a different yet allied modification. Thus “065 sarasam + 

os in + wey aluka = 5563 sarasamm + 95 in + wot 

aluka by the doubling of the final m of 85% sarasam; 

then == 40S, sarasamp + ges th + wee aluka, by the 

change of the second m into p and of the n of gS in into 

do t= ஷு சயாமகாற ம் க்க. ut + wes aluka, by the 

change of q iinto & & as in KHHSS guruvunaku = Koo 

5% guruvinaku (Kan. Xnw6aoR guruvinge, Tam, GGSLG 

guruvirku) = mo guru + as in boat & hu 

Tel, g888 miritan, ‘ by elevation’ = 20990 mirru + a5 

in + eS an, in which ஷை mirru, properly 80830 mittu, is @ 

corruption of Tam, 20@ medu by the change of tt into rr as 

in Sep karra, நியா. கட்டை kattai, ‘stick.’ 20009 mirri + 

Qs ti. + es an corresponds to Taia. @o@ meédu + Qo in + 

ஆல் ௩1 ஊம் -- ௨௦ mirru + a& it + ws an by the change 

of ‘he n of a8 in into ர் == ௧௦௯௦ mir + 2§ it + wS an, by 

the elision of one of the two rs. 

XIV. In the Kanarese Grammar, Sabcamanidarpana, 

in the chapter on Verbs, it is said that ‘ie particles ஒர 

anegam and %Sxo enegam are to be added to the participial 

adjectives to indicate time, 

Sxo baruvinegam, ‘at that and this time when he, &c., wil 

come’; nos 8xo bandanegam, mobexo bandinegam, ‘at that 

and this time when he, &c., came.’ But oxo anegam and 

articles but are nouns in the dative 

aS nossxo baruvanegam, nod 

Q8xXo inegam are not p 

og ane and 438 ine are demonstrative adjectives, 
case. 

‘nat? and ‘ this’ respectively, and corresponc to 
meaning 

AG
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the Tam. .9207 anai and @)%o inai from which I have derived 

the demonstrative adjectives gcrer anna, ‘of thet sort’ and 

‘that,’ and @erer inna, ‘of this sort’ and ‘ this,’ and their 

modified forms 2%5 anda and @és inda in Modern Tamii. 

By adding the dative suffixes Tam. @ ku, and Kan. i ge, 

and the particles Tam. eu wm, and Kan. es am, we get 

were Gio anaikkum and agxo anegam, radically meaning 

‘to that,’ that is ‘to that time,’ and Q2rs@uw inaikkum, 

9 8x0 inegam, ‘to this,’ that is, ‘to this time,’ which latter 

is modified into asx inkam, aB¥5 inkan and at last goxS 

inkan and ges ickan and means ‘now’ and hence ‘ here- 

after.’ By adding ‘anaikkum,’ and ‘anegam’ to Tam. aga 

varuva, and Kan. wes baruva, we get aqa%ers@uw varu- 

vanaikkum and »6s8xo baruvanegam, meaning ‘to or at 

the time when he, &c., will come.’ The v of the suffix uva 

being changed into # a8 in Ox—) avanu, wim Glanu, ‘he,’ 

aguas ew varuvanaikkum 1960௦011௦8 வருந்தனைக்கும் 347000- 

danaikkum and oes@xo baruvanegam nosés¥ baruvata- 

naka, and this yields the Tel. $9 GSS vaccutanaka.} 

XV. Again the particle s8nzo alodam is to be added tn 

any rootto indicate the time of completing theaction. Thus 
Rossg Sriéo geyyalodam means ‘after doing’ = Tam. செய்ய 

gy_en seyyaludan. Comparing these two expressions we can 

easily see that the Kan. a&e%o alodam = Tam. gave er 

audan in which the first part 2 al belongs to the verbal 

noun @ewe seyal (Kan. Rog geyyal), ‘the act of doing,’ 

and ever udan (Kan. 220 odam) is the instrumental suffix 
  

2 The latter part of this expression, viz. SS¥ tanaka, is modified in 

Hindustani as «43 tek by the elision of n, and WS talak by the 

cha ige of w into 7 and means ‘till’
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meaning ‘with’ or ‘immediately after” What an un- 

scientific analysis and distribution! In Tamil no one world 

commit such an error. The Kanarese Grammarian, how- 

ever, did not know the analysis of the expression and 

distributed it wrongly. 

XVI. Such were the errors and mistakes of the ancient 

grummarians and philologists, and they have been handed 

down to us without any correction whatever. The duty of 

the philologist is to enquire into the nature and composi- 

tion of every grammatical form and the etymology of every 

derivative word. Following this principle, I have been able 

to discover the affinities of many words and grammatical 

forms in the Aryan and Dravidian languages and have thus 

thrown much light on subjects which have remained in deep 

obscurity, in spite of all the attempts of lexicographers, 

grammarians and philologists. 

XViL. The subject of this volume, as already mentioned, 

is the method of linguistic investigation pursued by me; 

and with the description and explanation of this method the 

book begins. Then follow lists of groups of words which are 

introduced to illustrate the method. The first list contains 

five groups each of which includes the corresponding 

words of the allied languages of the Aryan family, which 

are similar in form, and convey the same or allied ideas. 

The second contains the corresponding words of allied 

languages which express the same ideas and are allied in 

form, In the third are given the allied, grammatical forms 

of the kindred languages, and I have then discussed the 

peculiarities of conjugation and proposed a new classi- 

fication of them instead of the old. The First, Fourth, Sixth 

and Tenth are brought under one class, and the Second 

includes tue Third, Seventh and the Yanluganta or the
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frequentative without any augment. The Fifth is referred 
to aseparate class with the augment u, and the r of the so- 
called augment 4 nu (q énu) has been shown to spring 

from a radical nasal and is therefore organic. In this 

class is included the Highth which inserts ~ before the 

personal suffixes. In the Ninth class, the root ST j%a@ is 

shown as belonging to the Second, as the part BTAT jana 

of wTaifa janati is only an organic development of WT 

ja by the insertion of YT & between F j and 3] 7% and the 

consequent change of 5% into Hn. Compare Gr. yobs 

and Sans. WTAHifS மிட். In the remaining roots aa 

manth, qa granth, &c., the radical nasal is transposed to 

the end, and when Yf{ @ is added before the per.onal suffix- 

es, such as fq ti and % te, we get Faq mathn + Ta + 

fa i= ayifa mathnati and DUA grathn + QT a + fa 

1 ayia grathnati, »In the Seventh the vowel & @ is 

inserted between the last consonant of the root and a 

preceding nasal, so that we get na in the midst of the 

root, which is wrongly treated as an augment. But in 
the Atmanépadi roots no augment is inserted, so that we 

get such forms as €¥ runddhe from RY rundh + a ta. 

According to my system, theretore, there are five classes, 
the First, the *y a class; the Second, WT @ class including 

the original Ninth class Carfaacty ‘Snavikarana) and the 

subjunctive forms as yatfa bhavati; the Third, ¢ ¢ class 

which inserts $7 before the augment f@ ti, as fafa Svasiti, 

aifafa aniti and the like; the Fourth class which irserts
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Fias RAifa braviti, alaaifa bobhaviti and such forms as 

aaa abravit ana சுள்ளி abobhavit ; the Fifth, ¥ 

class in which & wu is added to the root, as RA kurute, 

ata taruté, waa aésnuté and the like. 

XVIII. The etymological importance of my researches 

is as great as the historical, ethnological, and mythological. 

Wtymology is to Philology what Chemistry is to Physical 

Science. It is the essential part of a dictionary, and the 

science of grammar is based upon a right etymology. 

But lexicographers and grammarians did not follow a 

strivtly scientific method in their investigatious. They 

assigned wrong and fanciful derivations to words and ana- 

lyzed the grammatical forms in a way quite contrary to 

the fundam-ntal laws of philology ; and, in consequence, 

many errors have crept into the works of most writers on 

langusges and grammars and dictionaries. It is therefore 

the duty of every-philologist to follow a strict method of 

investigation, and establish a system of sound principles 

derived from carefully analyzed facts. The etymology so 

established should be introduced into grammars aud dic- 

tionaries. Ineed not bring in here examples, as every page 

of my work contains some illustrations of what I say. 

Such a critical investigation furnishes us with a set of 

psychological and orthographical rules by which we can 

determine the root of many a doubtful word and explain 

the construction of many a difficult grammatical form. 

We have been lately favoured with an Etymological Dic- 

tionary of the English Language by Mr. Skeat, Professor 

of Anglo-Saxon in the University of Cambridge. It has 

been compiled with great learning, and the author has there- 

in embodied the results of the researches of many etymolo- 

gical scholars, and, in that way, has done a good serv.ce
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to the language. But in many cases, however, he has not 

suttled the etymologies of words; and the failrre must be 

attributed to the want of some definite rules to guide. 

Such rules can be derived only by a scientific comparison 

of the words and grammatical forms of a language with 

one another and with the corresponding ones found in the 

other allied languages of the family, as has been attempted 

in this work. 

XIX. For instance, in the Second Group, that is, the 

Siras Group, we arrive at a conclusion that in the Aryan lan- 

guages the words for ‘ head,’ ‘ crown,’ ‘ hair’ and ‘ born’ are 

allied and spring from the Sanskrit root fata sivas and 

Gr. cap. If we refer to the Etymological Dictionary of 

Mr. Skeat for the etymology of the word ‘crest’ we can 

see there many allied words given under it and, among 

others, Lat. ‘ crista’ with which it is ultimately connected 

by the author; but with regard to the derivation we learn 

nothing, for the author says that ‘the root of the word 
is uncertain.’ The fact above mentioned, however, settles 

the etymology, as the word ‘crista’ is only ‘cris’ in 

another form, and means ‘hood.’ In form it is allied to 

Gr. kap, Kapa, 60009) kpac, kpavoy, and cairn; Sans. FUCA 

Siras, TEA sriga, WR kaca, and BW kesa; Lat. caput, crinis, 

cwesarics, and cornu; which words mean ‘head,’ ‘hair,’ 

‘horn,’ or ‘crest.’ Now applying the analogy we can con- 

nect the Lat. crista with the corresponding Sanskrit and 

Greck words mentioned above and derive it by the addition 

of the suffix atoxpas. Thus xpas + a= xpacoa = xpicca 

= krista = crista. 

XX. Referring to the Dictionary for the derivation of 

the English word ‘ hair,’ we learn that the word is found in 

mrny other forms and that the author is not certain about
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its root. Now, applying the above rule, we can easily 

suppose that English, which is mainly an offsloot of யதி. 

Saxon, one of the languages of the Aryan family, must 

contain the ccrresponding words used in the respective 

ideas, and a slight acquaintance with English will suggest 

to any person the most common words ‘ head,’ ‘ horn,’ and 

‘hood,’ ‘hair. The first and second of these words are 

eviuently connected with the Gr. cepary and Lat. caput, 

and Gr. cpavoy and Lat, cornu respectively. ‘Hood’ is allied 

to Sans. awaits koti, Gr. xwdva, ‘top,’ Get cuda and quart 

cula, ‘crest, and has changed the initial a & of ட்டிக் 

into h, as the word ‘ head’ itself has done with the & of xeda- 

Xn. There can be no doubt that the English word hair and 

Anglo-Saxon ‘hair’ and ‘ her’ are modifications of xapa. 

Under the word ‘hat’ he gives the allied words such as 

the Ang-Sax. ‘het,’ Dan. ‘ hat,’ Icel. ‘ hattr,’ and observes 

that it is probably connected with Lat. cassis, ‘helmet,’ 

which he derives from skad, ‘to cover,’ and cautions the 

reader not to confound the word with kué which is cog- 

nate with Eng. ‘hood.’ But by the rule above mentioned 

we can at once settle the derivations and connect hat, as 

well as Lat. cassis, with Sans. arfe koti, § top.’ 

XXI. Under the word ‘cap’ which agrees in meaning 

with ‘hat,’ though apparently differing in form, the author 

mentions some allied words such as cape, cope and Lat, 

coppa; but as thes: are in form and meaning allied to Sans. 

farar sipha, ‘head, and WH Sapha, ‘hoof,’ of which the 

Eng. ‘hoof’ is a modification, they may be easily traced 

to the latter, 

XXII. In the First Group, I have derived from WITHA 

atman, @ sva, ‘own,’ ‘ possession,’ €4E svar, ‘ heaven,’ 

modified as ௭15 suvar, and ௭௭௩ suméru, and contracted
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into ae méru, FAA iman, &c., meaning ‘self,’ ‘soul,’ ‘spirit,’ 
‘ smell,’ ‘ wind,’ ‘region of wind,’ ‘ sky,’ ‘ clouds,’ ‘ water,’ 

&c., and I may lay down a general rule to the following 

effect, that words which are similar to the above words 

in form and convey the above and allied ideas are allied 

to each other and are ultimately traceable to அரக எக 

Referring to the Dictionary of Mr. Skeat for the etymology 

of the word ‘ heaven,’ we learn that it has allied forms in 

M. E. heuen, Ang.-Sax. heofon, hiofon, hefon, O. Icel. hifinn, 

and is of unknown origin. But its connexion with Sans, 

CT svar, gat suvar and Gr, Odvurros is settled by the 

above rule, (Vide p. 20.) 

XXIII. With reference to the origin of the word ‘have,’ 

we are informed by the lexicographer that it is from the 

Teutonic base, ‘hab.’ This root he connects with the Lat. 

capere, ‘to seize,’ ‘to hold’; Gr. xwmn, a handle; and the 

original idea must accordingly be ‘to take’ or ‘to hold.’ 

But by the above rule I would connect the word wita Suns. 

€q sva (Gr, cdo) of which Lat. haveo is a Caveloped form 

by the change of q s into A and the insertion of the vowel 

a between @ s and J v. (p. 14). 

XXIV. Under the words ‘self? and ‘soul’ he gives 
many allied words of the kindred languages and traces them 
to their original Teutonic sources, selba and saivala, res- 

pectively, and observes however that their origins are un- 
known. We can, however, conclude, primé facie, that the 

two words must be the different forms of the same word as 
they are identical in form, except that the final consonant 

of saivala is metathetically transposed to the middle of 

the word ; and this primd facie conclusion is thoroughly 

established by the above rule by which they can be both 

connected with ITAA atman,
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XXV. Mr. Skeat traces the word ‘smell’ to its origi- 

ual form smoran, ‘to suffocate,’ which ends with r instead 

of 7. Feom ரர aiman we get Sans. qTW baspa (ori- 

_ ginally QTEQ aspa) and Lat. vapor, Gr. atyes and ats, 

‘ vapor,’ and #ayq nabhas meaning ‘clouds,’ ‘vapour,’ &e. ; 

and we can, according to the rule, connect ‘ smell? with Lat. 

sibilus, Sans. 3A Svas, and THA tman from which last is 

derived the verb Wt dhma, ‘to blow.’ 

We can thus see the great utility of the method of inves- 
tigation pursued by me and of the fundamental general 

rules of philology which are derived from the classification 

and the analysis of allied words according to that method. 

By the application of the rules to the other languages 

of the Aryau family, we can settle the etymologies of the 

corresponding words of those languages. 

XXVI. The application of the rule may not be confin- 

ed t. the Aryan languages. I suspect very strongly that 

there must be more connection between the Aryan and Semi- 

tic families than hitherto discovered, perhaps, sufficient to 

warranta radical union between them in one family. ‘The 

Semitic languages have not yet been subjected to a scien- 

tific analysis by philologists. Tho laws of constructing 

words and grammatical forms, which present a striking con- 

trast to those prevailing in the Aryan languages, have not 

ben properly accounted for. The way in which they are 

enunciated are most unscientific in appearance. Unlesa 

these laws are simplified and reduced to fundamental facts, 

they musi remain in deep oblivion. Take, for instance, 

the laws of guna, vrddhi single and double, reduplication 

of radical forms, the insertion of the augment a in past 

tenses ab the beginning of roots and so on, which were so 

A?
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many arbitrary processes as they were treated in our 

Sanskrit and Greek grammars, and which, when they wer 

analyzed and simplified, appealed to our reason. 

We learn from the English grammars that the roots rise, 

lie and sit are changed into raise, lay and seat respectively 

in the causal; and the vowel changes which take place 

seem to be arbitrary. But when we refer them to the 

general laws of lengthening the vowel of the first syllable 

of a word, which are in Sanskrit called guna and vrddhn, 

wo understand them better. There are many similar gram- 

matical and verbal peculiarities in the Aryan languages, 

and, unless they are reduced to most general laws and are 

thus explained, they must remain arbitrary and unreason- 
able. 

The same must be the case with the Semitic languages. 

“Tn no language,” says Dr. Bresslau, “are round words 

and roots with so various and not unfrequently with oppo- 
site significations as in the Hebrew, besides the peculiari- 

ties in that remarkable tongue arising from the various 

paradigms.’ What is the cause of this? Why s.ould 
there be so many roots which are not found in the actual 

usage? The limited comparison which I have instituted 

between the Aryan and the corresponding Semitic words 
leads me to think that there must be an ultimate connec- 

tion between the Aryan and the Semitic languages. When 

the nation speaking these languages separated, the nucleus 

common stock must have been replenished with new matters 
which grew naturally and were created arbitrarily, A 

portion of the difference can be explained by reference to the - 
ignorance of the ancient grammarians and lexicographers 

who had a system of traa.cions and beliefs regarding the 

language, instead of a scientific grammar and etymology ; 
roots were coined to assign some etymon to every word, 

and grammatical forms were wrongly analyzed and new
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forms, coined on wrong analogies. When these were incor- 

porated with the language, there arose some inconsistencies 

and complicacies which have eluded the closest scrutiny of 

philologists. his is the case with the Aryan languages, 

and must be equally so with the Semitic languages also. 

Let us see how far wecan compare the Aryan and Semitic 

In the Aryan languages the word QTa@yq aiman 
words. 

gi—‘sky, 
originates words expressive of the following idea 

day, wind, breath, deity, time, happiness, peace, 

and the like, beautiful, 

The words so 

light, san, 

health, colours such as white, yellow, 

shining. burning, strength, youth, &e.’ 

derived resemble, both in form and meaning, the corres- 

ponding Hebrew and Arabic words : 

Heb. Sabath, ‘ rest,’ Sans. @@ svas, ‘happiness.’ 

£ , 

Selam, ‘ peace,’ » WAT sarman, », 
a? 

k ara. © 5 

Gabar, ‘to be strong,’ 5 7” BATT sumara, young: 
Gr. oBpios, ‘strong.’ 

Sans. WITH dhriiy. 

cata smil, ‘to close the 

eye,’ the idea of clos- 

ing the eye arising 

from that of winking. 

சள jval, ‘shine.’ 

feaq divas, by the 

change of ¢ d into ௪ 

as in ‘Sen,’ €@ danta, 

‘teeth.’ 

@ sva, ‘ possession.’ 

” 

» Balag, ‘to shine,’ 

டி Samar, ‘to watch,’ ல 

» Safar, ‘to shine,’ » 

»» Semes, * sun,’ ” 

», Sua, ‘to be rich,’ ” 

Nafas, ‘ to breathe,’ » THE nabhas, ‘ wind.’ 

Nefes, ‘breath,’ 2. ? 

a 

ச்ச 

92
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Heb. Sahan, ‘to be hot, Sans. @{ svar, HA jval, ‘to 

shine.’ 

» Sem, ‘Third son of ஜு ௮ ரீஸ்க, ‘a deity,” (com- 

Noah.’ pare sen, safar, §8é- 

mes, above given). 

» Laban, ‘ white,’ ” Ba sveta’? 

» Wl komala, ‘soft, 

Gr. d8pos, ‘ delicate.’ 
sg ; 

» WI sue, to be pure. 

» Saban, ‘ tender,’ 

»» Sus, ‘to be white,’ ; 
» Wf Suci, ‘ white,’ 

ச 

Yon, ‘ wine,’ Gr. owwos, ‘ wine.’ 

Zaphah, ‘ to look out,’ Sans. tq spas, ‘to see.’ 

» Ur, ‘light,’ ஒ ஏரா மரு, ‘ dawn.’ 

» Saraf, ‘to burn,’ » TIT jrar, ‘to be hot.’ 

» Safir, ‘ beautiful,’ » BWA jval, ‘to shine.’ 

», Barak, ‘lightning,’ » WITH bhraj, ‘to shine’ 

» Faz, ‘refined as gold,’ ,, "Tg bhas, 5, 

Arab. Lebbek, ‘ God, » Fae divas, Bra dyaus, 
‘God of Heaven.’ 

Heb. Baaz, ‘ fleetness,’ Gr. Bros, ‘strength.’ 

» Sabah, ‘to extol,’ Sans. HTH sabhaj, perhaps 

Bq svas, * happiness,’ 

the original idea be- 

ing ‘ to please.’ 

» Yom, ‘day,’ » aay vyoman, ‘sky.’ 

XXVII. In its bearing on Comparative Mythology the 

system of linguistic analysis adopted by me is very impor- 

taut and, in my opinion, will be attended with good results.
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The Science of Comparative Mythology was, as it were, 

created by Prof. Max Miller and Mr. Cox, whom we ought 

to call fathers of the science as far as England is concerned. 

By comparing the Vedic theogony with the Homeric and 

Hesiodic versions and also their modified forms among 

the Teutonic and other branches of the Aryan nations, 

they have found a close alliance not only in the various 

details of the stories told concerning the personages con- 

nected with the theogonies, but also in the names applied 

to some of them. We know how each myth and story of 

e nation has a corresponding one in those of the other 

kindred nations kept up intact in its full integrity, slightly 

modified, o1 entirely metamorphosed into new shapes, and 

how the same myth among the same nations assumes & 

variety of forms, in each of which the nucleus of the story 

is repeated. Thus, for instance, in the Hesiodic theogony 

the ‘Earth’ under the names of Gaia, Terra, Rhea, and Hera 

beco.nes the wife of Chaos, Ouranos, Oronus and Jupiter, 

But these alliances are psychological and 
respectively. 

t a connexion which is want- 
eth wological ; and there is ye 

ing, and that is formal or philological. We do not know 

why Zeus and ara Dyaus, Uranus and Aq Varuna, Hera 

ஹூ சரா ரக, பொழு and ளா Svar, and other personages 

who figure in the Aryan theogonies are 80 called. Are such 

corresponding names significant or mere words coined to 

be applied to an individual deity ? But a scientific investi- 

gation of languages will clearly show that the latter can 

never be the case. Language is the result of a physical 

development of sounds and not an arbitrary and conventional 

growth. Most of the proper names of languages must be 

common names expressive of some particular idea, and, 

e apparent difference in their forms, can be 
in spite of th 

This is the conclusion arriveu at 
traced to a few roots.
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by my analysis of Sanskrit, Greek and Latin. I have 

assigued proper etymologies to the names of muny deities 

who figure in the Vedas of Sanskrit and in the pcoms of 

Homer, Hesiod and Virgil. Many of the names have been 

traced to the word ௫௭௭ atman which represents the First 

Group ; some, to the word FATA Sivas which represents the 

Second Group ; and some, to AA vrsan from which origi- 

nate all the words of the Third Group.' Asa psychological 

  

11 give here a list containing the most important of the proper 

names derived in the book ௨4 

A Baseleus Dusyanta Hercules 

Achaian Bilakhilya Dyaus Hesperos 

Achilles Baskala Dyotana Hestia 

Aditi Bharadvaja Hippotes 

Adruades Boiotos E Hippotades 

Aithra Brahman Echidna Huekinthos 

Agastya Breareos Hos Humen 

Agni Brhaspati Epiros Huperion 
Ahalya Europa 
Ahana 0 Evadne I 

Ahura Caia Talkos 
Ajax Caius F Iapetos 

Aithra Chaos Faunus Tason 

Angellos Cheiron Ida 

Angiras Coeus G Tduia 

Apollon Cohus Ga 31௨ 

Apsaras Cottos Gaia Tlion 
Arethusa Covella Gundharva Tos 

Argos Gautama Indiva 

Ariadne D Gma Indra 

Arthur Da Gua Ino 

Asana Daitya Gua Iokaste 

Asara Danae Guges Ton 
Asura Danaos Isis 

Athamas Danava H Italia 

க்ளே Danu Hamadruades _Italos 

Atlas Despoina Hanvanu 
Atréya Despotes Heaven J 
Atri Diana Hebe Jacob 

Atrides Diipetes Hector Japheth 

Atrius Dikte Hekatos Javan 
Didnd Helios Jebus 

B Dis Hellas Jehoshua 

Badariyana Diti Hellen Jehc va 

Barbaros Dionusos Hera Jehu
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connection has already been proved to exist among these 
names, so I have argued a philological one among them 

and made their alliance complete. Making allowance 

for the affinities and kindredships founded on accidentai 

coincidences and resemblances of forms, a great part 

of my etymology seems, in my humble opinion, to be 

correct. If so, a connecting link is established by which 

we can thoroughly unite the myths of all the Aryan nations 

who were originally living together and are now separated 

by thousands of miles. 

Twenty years ago Professor Max Miiller traced the vari- 

ous forms of aya Dyaus and Zeus in the Aryan languages. 

  

Jehudu M Peleus T 

Joseph Mainakea Penelope Tanau 

Judah Ména Phaethon Taniinapat 
Meru Phrugio Tethus 

K Minos ieros Thebai 

Kailiea Minotauros Psuche ரள 
~ Thesbes 

Kantuirava 
on N R Theseus 

Kanva Nai : ் 
கர aiades = Thessalia 

Kupile Namuci Rama = Thetis 
Kas apa Narak Rambha Titan 

Kavi arana Rbhuksan ராக 
Kartavirya Narkissos Remus ithGnos 

3 Nephele Tituos 
Kentauros N. Rhea Tit 

Kerberos eptunus Roma on 
5 Nereides . 

Kinnara Ro-nulus 
Kirat Nereus Romus ம் 

Koion. Nessos பட் 
iobe yxes 

Ke kanada Notos s Usanas 
Ko 08803 Sagara 

051108 ௦ aindhava Vv 

Kronos Odusseus Samira Vivasvan 
Kumara Oidipous Sarama Virabhadra 

Olumpos Sarasvate 

L Osiris Sarpedon Ww 
3 urr.208 Saturos Woden 

Laitme யொ. Seranis Woot 

tinus era uotan 

Lati um P Sindhu ஙு 

Latmus Pan Siva Yakea 

Latona Paraéara Siva_ Yavana 

Lemures Pegasos Sumeru 

Lykos Pelagos Sura 2 

Lyktos Pelasgos Stra Zephuros
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His method suggested to me the possibility of making 
more comprehensive groups of the same kind. Attempts 

were already made to discover the origin of the Mythrlogical 

names of the Aryan languages. Several words are derived 

by Mr. Cox in his Aryan Mythology and his Introduction to 

Mythology and Folklore, and part of his etymology is very 

creditable to him. Mr. Gladstone, in his ‘Juventus Mundi,’ 

refers to a book published by M. Jacoliot, which he, 

however, considers as untrustworthy. ‘It would be,”’ he 

gays, “a matter of great interest to know how far, apart 

from any theory, the names of the Hellenic divinities are 

really derivable from the Sanskrit : and in the recent work 

of M. Jacoliot, ‘La Bible dans l’ Inde,’ a list of many of 

them is given with Sanskrit roots, in many cases seem- 

ingly appropriate.” Certainly it must be in Sanskrit 

alone which is the most ancient and most cultivated of the 

Aryan languages that the etymology must be sought, and 

the failures of scholars who have tried to seek in that 

language the etymons of the names of the Vedic and 

Hellenic characters must be attributed to the errone us 

methods they pursued, and not to any other cause. 

It is really astonishing to see that the roots from which 

the proper names have sprung are not many and are very 

limited in number. It is equally astonishing that the names 

applied to many of the Vedic and Hellenic deities have 

been evolved from the word QT@A atman, ‘sky,’ the 

prevailing radical idea of those words being ‘ heavenly’ or 

‘bright.’ Most of the names of the water deities are 

metamorphoses of the word afi salila, Gr. dds. We 

are not the less surprised when we see that the names 

of Rsis, such as UTTYTC Parasara, BITTTA Bharadvaja, 

ளான Baskala, qrafae Balakhilya, Yea Paila and 

ATECTAY Badariyana, fafea Girisa, the name of Siva,
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a ஏ 
Faty Kailisa, the name of the mountain in which he 

dwells, are traceable to the எம் (1௭ Siras from which 

have been derived the words ஏல் Gandharva, Kentauros, 

Satyr, Chiron and Cronos. 

XXVIII. Finally, I shall mention some linguistic and 

psychological conclusions to which my investigations lead. 

There may be errors committed by me and they may require 

corrections from competent scholars. This circumstance, 

however, does not much affect the conclusions which I am 

going to mention. By the analysis adopted by me, it 

would rppear that the Aryan languages can be reduced to 

a few groups of allied words, of which five have already 

appeared in this volume, and a few more groups will be 

introduced in ‘the succeeding volumes. In the treatment 

of the subject my intention has been to simply point out 

the application of the method and give a few important 

instances. The analysis was applied to Sanskrit, Greek, 

Latin und Anglo-Saxon, and, among these too, importance 

was «tached to Sanskrit as the oldest and nearest represen- 

tative of the mother language of the Aryan family. In 

some places Greek and Latin words corresponding to the 

Sanskrit have not been given, and left to be learnt from 

the existing dictionaries ; and they will all be included in 

my ‘ Comparative Lexicon’ which is under preparation. Tt 

can be easily seen that each word of each of the other allied 

languages of this family must be included in the group, 

in which the corresponding words of Sanskrit, Greek and 

Latin have been included. Perhaps the few groups to 

which I have tried to reduce all the allied languages may 

be split into more groups by the separation of some words 

wrongly included in one group. But this does not materi- 

ally affeci the conclusions which I am going to mention. 

The -vhole vocabulary of the Aryan languages has t2en 

As:
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evolved from a small number of words. What that number 

is we cannot determine; nor is it necessary te do so. A 

more important and surprising conclusion is that not only 

the whole vocabulary of languages has sprig from a few 

words, but also the very grammatical elements are traceable 

to one word STA aiman | T have shown, for instance, that 

the nominative, accusative, and genitive suffixes are rem- 

nants of the pronouns @ sa, ‘he,’ and € sva, ‘ own,’ and 

these are ultimately traceable to Wray atman. The con- 

jugational suffixes, most of the personal pronouns and the 

majority of suffixes added to nouns and verbs *o form 

derivative words, have been traced to the same source. In 

short, the greater part of the grammatical machinery has 

been traced to the single word ௫:௪௭ atman. 

XXIX. It has been shown also that most of the verbs 

have sprung from nouns. In the Atman Group itself have 

been derived many important and primitive verbai roots, 

as Wa sulh, SQ svap, ௭௭ sukh, wa div, ma 735, atu 

dip, JA dyut, Bye jyut, fag tvis, TY trp, TY dep, WA 

las, WS laks, WaT lajj, EA has, FL drs, QA rue, Wt 

lok, BVA Loe, LAN spas, BT sard, WY pac, WF mrd, AVG 

Dhas, WY bhi, we jal, aq tap, and fay ksip; in the 

Salila Group faz stiic, UT und, &c.; and in the Vrsa 

Group பய் mums, &c. It has been supposed by many tha» 

verbs must have preceded nouns, and this theory has been 

the source of many etymological and grammatical blunders. 

It will, however, be overthrown by the above and other 

examples. The word heaven, for instance, was hitherto 

derived from heave, ‘ to lift,’ but I have shown in the book
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clearly that the contrary is the fact and that heave is deriv- 

ed from A.aver. The importance and utility of the dis- 

covery is scen to a greater extent in the last three verbs, 

BZ und, faz sifie and ay mung. In the Salila Group 

az und and f@¥ sific have been derived from YA udan, 

‘water, and WAT Sikara, ‘drop,’ respectively. 338 2 

is connected with gE Varuna, Oupavos, Oxeavos, TE 

Indra originally a water god, &e., and WywT sikara, with 

RINT sagara, ‘ocean,’ எ lahart, “wave, Mqy lavana, 

salt,’ faaq sikata, ‘sands,’ Hare jambala, “mud,’ pany, 

‘harbour,’ Ral rwma, ‘salt ocean,’ KHA rumen, ‘ salt” Ine 

ST und, the final n of FTA udan is transposed te the middle 

of the word, end in faa silic the final y of YYHRT sihkara ig 

similurly transposed and changed into n. We thus see that 

the nasal in wz und and {#4 sijic ave radical. The con- 

jugational form wafer witti, third per. sing. indicative, 

must therefore be distributed as Ge] wn + Was ₹ d+ 

fa ti, ‘a which 4 a is inserted Letween the nasal and the 

following & d, and to the root thus modified the personal 

suffix fq ti is added. According to this analysis the form 

must belong to the second conjugation, & fancy Lugei- 

karana, and is not a separate conjugation (vide p. Xx, 

supra). With regard to the root fa a sific, we must have it 

enunciated as (8௭ சம and not as faa sic ag has been 

done in the Dhatupatha. As for the root ௭ ௫ பயந்த 1 18 

enunciated as AQ mus and in the conjugational form 
ஷ்
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ஏனாீர் musnati, we have to add according to Panini WT @ 

(அர ௮9) to the root and derive the form from qq mus + 

at na + f& ti. But according to my anaiysis the form 

அணா musnatiis to be distributed as ag mums + QT a + 

fa ti by the transfer of the nasal to the end of the root in 

the form of »; for aq mums is borrowed from ay mise 

(uvc) ‘vat,’ because the idea of stealth was represented 

by the action of a rat which takes away food and edible 

substances without the knowledge of the household. ay 

munis must be a nasalized form of aa Mus as da pums is 

of @q ursa. (Vide the Vrsa Group, and p. xx, supra). 
é 

XXX. We thus see that the majority of verLs have been 
derived from nouns only. It may be objected that the’ 
Sanskrit Dhatupatha contains about 4,000 roots, and that 

they cannot at all be derived from nouns. The objection, 

however, may be removed by supposing that the D.*tu- 

paitha is a grand attempt to derive every Sanskrit word 

from a primitive root; and this fact will be clearly seen by 

any one who studies the Unadistitra and the commentaries 

on the Nighantus (Lexicons). In this attempt hundreds of 

roots which had never existed in the language have been 

created arbitrarily ; and this unnatural element was incor- 

porated with the language, especially in its secondary stage 

(Classical Sanskrit). A critical analysis, therefore, of the 

language must exclude all the alien elements. 

XXXI. With reference to the psychological or logical 
part of the results of my investigation, I have to remark 

that, assuming that thought and language progress side by 

sidu and depend upon each other, man in the primitive age
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must have had a limited knowledge and a limited language ; 

and in this possession he occupied a condition of which 

childhood is the best representative ; and as the twofold 

property was enriched, the difference became wider and 

wider till at last he attained to the present condition of 

being. For instance, he had the notion of an animal, 

and expressed it by the word ZW vrsa which was applied to 

a man and an ox; and this word assumed the following 

forms as he acquired the ideas of new animals ; as 9® மாற்று, 

‘ wolf and ‘ quadruped,’ Za ஈரரக) * quadruped’ and ‘deer,’ 

OTS pasu, ‘ cattle,’ Lat. vacca, ‘ cow,’ Fea basta, sheep,’ 

Mee rsya and Jaq prsata, ‘deer, Way rksa, ‘bear,’ FAR 
y P a 

ulika, ‘owl, Baa ulipi, ‘an alligator,’ Eng. ‘ wolf,’ Gr. 
a 

arwmné, ard Lat. vulpes, ‘fox, WR pharu and WTA phe- 

rava, ‘jackal,’ Lat. lupus, ‘ wolf,’ Roma, ‘ the city of Rome,’ 

Rom~lus and Remus, of which the latter is a modification 

of Romus, meaning radically ‘wolf? (which meaning was 

the .ource of the myth of their having been suckled by a 

wolf) and corresponding to the Sans. (1a tama, ‘son of 

Dagaratha,’ which word also must have originally signi- 

_ fied a wolf and was applied to the prince, referring to his 

courage and strength; arafr marjara, ‘cat,’ Lat. martes, 

‘a marten,’ aaa musalt (Tam. gee% mudalat), ‘lizard,’ 

Sans. ZFS grsti, ‘ boar,’ and ‘a cow that has yeaned once,’ 

Aq mésa, ‘sheep,’ afea mahisa, ‘buffalo,’ (cf. afer 

mahila, ‘ woman’), wa otu, * cat,’ fasit bidéra, FX udra, 

otter, ST undarw, ‘mouse, > and soon; and in its applica- 

tion to man it is transformed into சன MAnUsya, ௭1௭8 ma- 

nusa, Ta martya, ATL manava, 4a pums (modified as
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981௭ pumanis by the insertion of a between the nasal m 

and s and the addition of a second nasal between a and s), 

Gee purusa, TRY pirusa, faq vis, faz vita, Ty cadhit, 

‘woman,’ 4¥ véesa, and awat vesya, ‘whore. IT shall give 

another instance. The verbal roots Gr. ypada, ‘ to write,’ 

yrude, yradow and Lat. seulpo, ‘to engrave,’ are not origi- 

nal roots, but are borrowed from the name of stone, such 

as Sans. பட்ட கயம் from which are to be derived Gr. 

Aaos, Aevs and Lat. lapis, in which the initial g is cut off. 

But in the Latin scribo the initial g is changed into e, and 

the letter s, added to the beginning of the word. The Sans. 

[௬ likha may be traced to the Gr. ypadw; and the @ 

kha of f@@ likha may be a modification of 6. Gray gra- 

van is shortened into QT gra@ and then developcd into two 

syllables as fact gira from which form may be derived 

fafz giri, ‘mountain , and by the change of 4 ga invo Y éa 

(எனா Sila, ‘stone? and Te Saila, ‘mountain.’ The ‘2m. 

aif vari, Tel, (Sz cho vrayu, and Kan. 2? bare, ‘to write,’ are 

corruptions of ஏர gra. Perhaps Sans. (ண கறக, (ஊர் 

particularly stone-masonry, may be referred to the Gr. 

yun, ‘engraving,’ and fafa lpi to ypadn, ‘writing.’ 

From this it is clear that the roots meaning ‘ writing,’ ‘ en- 

graving’ were originally borrowed from the name of stone. 

This conclasion applies not only to the Aryan languages 

but also to the Semitic languages. The so-called trileteral 

root ith from which are evolved various forms, such as katb, 

‘writing, katib, ‘writer,’ maktub, ‘written,’ taktib, ‘caus- 

ing to write,’ iktab, ‘ dictating,’ kitab, ‘ book,’ and kitabat, 

‘inscriptions,’ is nothing but a modification of the Gr. 

ypadw. In this way we can clearly see that as one word
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ig developed into so many forms, and all these allied forms 

are traceable directly or indirectly to the original word, just 

in the same way the meaning of the original word is modi- 

fied in various ways, and these modified and allied ideas 

can be connected directly or indirectly with the original 

idea. In some cases the original idea is so much modified 

that the alliance is not clear. The language or the creative 

genius of its speakers depends on the principle of analogy, 

and works out the existing resources in preference to 

arbitrary coining. The ancient Romans, for instance, who 

had never seen an elephant before, saw one for the first time 

in the army of Pyrrhus in Lucania, they called it Luca bos, 

meaning thereby ‘Lucanian ox. What a mistake that 

was! We that are very familiar with the elephant think 

that no one would commit such a mistake. But even in 

the differerze between a cow and an elephant which is 

very striking, there is a similarity ; viz., an elephant is a 

quad: aped and has tusks which answer to the horns of an 

ox, and the genius of Romans like that of any other nation 

worked out the existing resources of the language instead 

of coining a new name for an elephant.and used it till they 

got the right names of the animal, viz., eliphas and eliphan- 

tus,from Sans. V{1qq airavata, ‘ealestial elephant,’ through 

Gr. ededas. 

From these examples we clearly see that language was 

developed in proportion as ideas were. Words did not 

dea] with things as they were, but only as they were con- 

ceived by men. Names were given to things with refer- 

ence to qualities, act’ons, conditions and the like, and to the 

latter with reference to their associations. Sometimes the 

connection was real, and sometimes merely imaginary and 

In this book general laws relating to such 
arbitrary. 

ave been enunciated according to contexts 
applications h
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and illustrated by proper examples. The words express- 

ing the ideas of shining and laughing, for instance, are 

connected in the Aryan languages, the former producing 

the latter, and this law is found even in the Hebrew lan- 

guage.! The same idea produces those of fear, hesitation 

and shame ; for when a person shines, his brilliancy may 

cause fear in the minds of the spectators, or it may expose 

the person who shines and thus make him shy or ashamed. 

(Vide pp. 74-77). Many more laws have been given in 

the book ; and I simply refer the readers to them as it is 

unnecessary to quote them here. 

In conclusion, I have to remark that I adopted a certain 

method of investigation not hitherto adopted in the analy- 

sis of the Aryan languages and entirely followed the course 

which my investigation took of itself. New facts and 

laws were discovered in some particular cases and they 

were applied to other cases. Thus my method has been 

inductive and deductive. But there may be errors both in 

the inductions and deductions, owing to the erroneous- 

ness and incompleteness of the laws, and also owing to 

the mistakes committed in the application of those laws. 
I have, however, ventured to put forward the results of my 

researches before the poople more as a student desirous of 

learning from them than as a scholar presuming to teach 

them. I am, therefore, prepared to receive most thankfully 

every correction and improvement in my work, and to with- 

draw any statement or give up any conviction, inmy homage 

to Trurs and in my adoration to Him who is the abode of 

TRUTH. 

** Veritas a quocunque dicitur, a Deo est.” 

  

1 Vide Goldziher’s Hebrew Mythology, p. 93.



NOTES 

ON 

ARYAN AND DRAVIDIAN PHILOLOGY. 

METHOD OF LINGUISTIC INVESTIGATION. 

PHILOLOGY, A PHYSICAL AND A METAPHYSICAL SCIENCE. 

Partotoey is the science of language and is therefore a 

physical as well as ‘a metaphysical science. A language 

ரக த monument of the nation speaking it. It is as such 

of a twofold aspect. As it is an embodiment of the 

nations! thought and intellect, it is a metaphysical monu- 

ment of the nation. As a nation progresses from a primi- 

tive condition to a highly civilized one, the intellect of 

the nation also receives » proportionate culture, and their 

language keeps pace with their intellect. Though speech 

is not avsolutely necessary for thinking, an advanced state 

of. knowledge can never be reached without the means of 

language. If this be the case with a man individually, 

much more so will this be with a society. The sum of 

knowledge which we possess now is the aggregate of 

what our ancestors inherited from their forefathers and 

what each of them a-quired by his own original researches 

and added to the then existing stock, and all this was 

handed down by oral precepts in ancient times and by 

means of writing in subsequent times. The imme- 

morial intellectual heirloom of our ancestors and the 

addition which each of them made to the stock could not 

A
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have reached us if there had been no language to com- 

~‘nunicate human ideas and thoughts with, and human 

knowledge could not have made so much progress. Lan- 

guage is therefore closely connected with unman thought 

and intellect. 

Next, a language is the means of the expression of 

thought for men, and, as such, reducible to a numbe: of 

words, and then again to a number of sounds (letters). 

Letters are articulate sounds. Acoustics is the science 

of sounds in general. Whatever is heard or perceived by 

the organ of hearing is called a sound. A sound has other 

characters ; itis pleasing or unpleasing. The pleasantness 

and unpleasantness of a sound arise respectively from the 

regularity and irregularity of vibrations of the body 

which produces the sound. Sounds which are pleasant 

are musical; and music is the science of pleasant sounds. 

But what is musical may not be articulate, and music 

has nothing to do with consonants. Sounds which are 

distinctly produced by human voice from the various 

organs of pronunciation are called articulate. But I 

should observe here that the above defifiition is somewhat 

arbitrary and that what is articulate in one language may 

not be considered so in another. Thus, the ‘etter f 

which is an articulate sound in English, is not so in Sans- 

krit and the Dravidian languages. The Arabic ் gh is 

not found in any European or Indian languages. In 

Sanskrit the most unscientific vowels, @ 7, FT and இர 

wg J, were adopted as vowel sounds in a later stage of the 
language, and they are not found in any other languages 

of the world. In Sanskrit the letters Ft, Sth, G4, dh, 

Bn, Ws, Bs, BY ks, Sl and a few others did not exist 

in the primitive stage of the language, and the same is the 

case with yy and £ in Greek. The cerebral letters were'
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entirely unknown to the Ancient Aryan languages, and - 

came into 2xistence in several languages of the family: 

after the separation of the original Aryan nation. In the 

Dravidian lang aages the letters y | and er / were derived 

both in form and sound from Sans. @ J, and represent 

the latter, often standing for other letters, -such as @ 8, 

@ d, &c. Inthe sameway, the Dravidian» r called in Telugu 

éakatarépha and the e n of Tamil sprang from s'¢ and 

«n respectively. In Sanskrit the visarga and the Tamil 

aspirate written as d> and called aydam came into existence 

as modiucationsof the sound. The Telugu ardhanusvara 

is a modification of the anunasika sound represented by 

w inthe Vedas and in the North Indian vernaculars, and 

is allied to the w niin of the Arabic alphabet and can be 

ultimately connected with Sans. qn. The dental th, dh, 

though found in Anglo-Saxon, were not adopted in English 

which ‘3 derived from that language. The digamma F 

which represented the letter ‘/? in the Ancient Greek 

language was discorded in the later stage. The Vedic | 

(as the cerebral d is pronounced in the Rig Veda when it 

comes between two vowels) is not found in Modern Sans- 

krit. Of the sounds which can be called articulate, each 

language has adopted some, leaving the rest as inarticulate. 

2 In many ancient Tamil Inscriptions which T have studied, and 

in the Table of Ancient Tamil Alphabet given by Dr. Burnell in 

Vol. I, Part VIII, Indian Antiquary, this letter appears in forms 

which arc allied to those of fand?; and after a careful examination 

I have come to the conclusion that this form is a modification of 

that of the dental ¢ used in the inscriptions and of that representing 

the cerebral in common writing till the introduction of printing 

in Southern India. As the sound ¢ is only a modification of #, the 

form for ¢ was taken from that used for ¢ In many cases, the 

fakatarépha is inserted arbitrarily for Sans. T ௪,
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The science of language is consequently metaphysical 

cn the one hand, and, on the other, physical. 

2. As ideas or the things to which they bel-ng are 

connected, the words which are applied to them are also 

connected in their orthographical forms. “In the material 

world, we see at a cursory glance innumerable things 

entirely different from one another. But the scientific 

man will see that, different as they are, they can be 

classified into a small number of groups or categories as 

earth, water, fire, air and empty space. But the chemist 

makes a critical analysis of the material substance of every 

kind, and says that they can be reduced to about sixty- 

five elementary substances. The whole universe or cosmos 

is divided, first, into,astral systems or starry clusters; 

secondly, into individual systems; thirdly, into individual 
components of these systems; fourthly, into substances ; 

fifthly, into molecules; and sixthly and at last, into atoms. 

I quote the following passage from Mr. Atkinson’s Natural 
Philosophy :— 

“Tt has been ascertained that all the various forms 
of matter with which we are acquainted may be resolved 

into about sixty-five different kinds, which are called 
simple substances or elements, to express that euch only 

contains one kind of matter. Many of these are very rare, 
and are found in very minute quantities ; others are more 

widely diffused, and have important uses, but are not 

abundant ; and the great mass of the universe is made up 

of about fourteen; the non-metallic or metalloids are oxy- 

gen, hydrogen, nitrogen, silicon, cezbon, sulphur, phos- 

phorus, and chlorine; and the metals, aluminum, potassium, 

sodium, calcium, magnesium, and iron. Very few of these 

elements occur in nature in the free state; by far the 

. greater number of the substances we know are compound ; 

that is, formed by the union of two, three or four of these
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elements. Thus, water consists of hydrogen and oxygen ; 

marble, of carbon, oxygen and calcium ; muscular tissus, 

of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. The number 

of substances vontaining more than four elements is very 

small.”” 

3, Similarly, the linguist should divide the whole 

language into words; and each word is to him what a 

substance is to the chemist. When analyzed into its 

components, each word will contain one or more elements 

and may be classified into three kinds :—first, words which 

contain a mere root without any other element as Eng. I; 

(Ang. Sax. ich). The words of this kind, though admit- 

ting of no verbal analysis, can be orthographically ana- 

lyzed by a comparison of them with the allied words in the 

same language and the corresponding words of the other 

languages of the family ; next, words which are composed 

of a root or a primitive word of the above description and 

'e suffix or a prefix or both, as Sans. safer smi, <I am,’ 

Wud sampat, ‘fortune,’ and nifacfta avirasmi, “I 

come out.’ Thirdly, those that contain in addition to the 

root and a suffix, a prefix, or both, some nexus or con- 

necting link as y, 5) 0 and other letters, and the 

outgrowth produced by the rules of combination of letters 

and the like prevailing in the language, as in ஏனா 

svayambhuva, ‘by Brahma,’ in which v is inserted between 

BAW svayambhi and the instrumental suffix WT a; 

zfaa datrima, ‘which is given,’ in which r is inserted 

to strengthen @ # of the suffix faa tima, which corres- 

  

1 The sam. termination faz tima, which is, as shown above, 

modified as faa trima by the addition of { + to ஜீ ர், assumes
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ponds to Gr. oipyos as in dkwaotpos, ‘easy to take,’ rrwotpos, 
‘fallen, slain,’ Baciwos, ‘accessible,’ Kptotpos, ‘ decisive 

or critical,’ and to Lat. fivws as in dativus, captivus; 

wig hagmsa, which stands for Ww? hamesa, ‘a swan,’ 
  

the form of fa lima, in Wafera pactlima, ‘which is to be 

cooked,’ from ¥% pac, ‘to cook, (எள bhidstima, ‘which 

is to be broken,’ from faz bhid, ‘to break.’ Cf. 1௪ bratriya 

for அஎ 97010௪) “க 77600௦ scholar’ from அ gruti, ‘the Veda.’ 
~~ 

1 As ‘yuvan,’ contracted into youn and with n strengthened by ஏ, 

becomes young in English, so ‘hai’ in $@ hares becomes hang, 

and by metathesis becomes ‘ hag7iz’ the anusvara preceding ர coming 

after it. This pronunciation is not mentioned in the Pratisikhya 

and is mentioned in the Sikshas only. 1 think therefore that this 

is a Dravidian pronunciation originating from a desirz on the part 

of the reciter to strengthen the unsteady and weak anusvara; and 

the pronunciation prevails in the Dravidian languages to a great 

extent; e.g., Tamil us pase, * yellow, as seen in such compounds as 

uemw@urer pasumpon, taking the following  m, becomes wad 

pasum, is modified as us paim and then uwWer payin. 1௦1118 பயின் 

payin, d is added to strengthen the final consonant and then the 

vowel @ i for the sake of pronunciation. Thus we get uwWawp 

payindi, which is in Telugu modified as 320% pasindi, and then s&& 

pasidi, meaning ‘yellow.’ Similarly we have “rm&xowms mamidi- 

pondu = wiSerup mivinpalam, Tamil wader mavin = wa mia, 

‘mango tree’ + @ar in, gen. termination meaning ‘ of, assuming the 

form of &ra2 miémidi, in the Telugu language. Similarly, also, Se 

pir + ands kay, (Sa pir, & creeper, enw hay, its fruit), becomes Sge 

emis prunkay, by the insertion of the augment sy an. See Tol- 

kappiyam Pullimayangiyal, Sutra 70. 

© SQra@ad widQur® @erggi,”’ 

Pwenkilavi yommodu siwanum. 

‘The word Si pir will take the augment .gb am.’ 

Sguaenis pirankay assumes the form Seai@anw pirangukay 

by strengthening & % with @ ku, which corresponds to q g in Sans,
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in the Yajur Veda and in which a gm, pronounced some- 

what like gim, is used for the anusva@ra sound: and so on. 

Most of the conjugational and declensional forms are 

derivatives containing several parts. 

4, By acarefal comparison of the words of one language 

which are connected in forms and meanings, with the 

corresponding words of the other languages of the same 

family, we can trace them to their simplest sources and 

be in a position to explain the derivation of each of them. 

We can also become acquainted with the principles on 

which each grammatical form is constructed and get a clear 

insight into its component parts. This is the method in 

which the philologist must conduct his linguistic investi- 

gations and solve all questions connected with the dert- 

vations of the words of a language and the analysis of 

its grammatical forms. This is not a quite new scientific 

method and need not be specially noted here but for the 

very hmited use made of it in linguistic researches; and, 

when we look into the results achieved by philology 

even in the most cultivated languages of the world, viz. 

Sanskrit and Greek, we shall see that, with some excep- 

tions, the most learned and intelligent scholars have fallen 

back and have contented themselves with what could be 

gathered about the surface and have not dived below the 

depth already reached. 

wae hagmsa, then So@eanis prrakunkay, by the transfer of & % 

and. @ ku, and at last shortened into Sieg@mand pirkkunkay, by 

the elision of . a of 77 and the euphonic doubling of ak. But in 

the Telugu bores birakaya, corresponding to the Tam. Sis @esaus 

pirkkunkay, ne Bach orthographical outgrowth is seen. This is the 

best way, I think, to account for the peculiar pronunciation of vhe 

Yajur Vedi Brahmins.
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5. NowI shall give a brief account of what has been 
one in the Aryan and Dravidian philology! Taking the 
Comparative Grammar of Mr. Bopp, we can say that it is 

really a great work and, as the first of the kind, a most 
admirable one. It is the only systematic and complete work 

on the subject and has not yet been surpassed or rivalled. 

Bat it is not sufficient and does not solve all questions and 

difficulties ; and in addition to this, I may say that there 

are errors which require corrections. After the gigantic 

progress which that great pioneer of linguistic science 

made, his followers did not go much beyond his limit. 

This is the case with the Comparative Grammar of 
the Aryan languages. As for comparative lexicons, we 

have Bopp’s Comparative Lexicon, Benfey’s Dictionary 

and Mon. Williams’ Dictionary and the like in which 
attempts have been made to bring under each word the 
corresponding words of allied languages for compari- 

son but without much success.* But if we refer to Latin 
and Greek dictionaries of which we may take Smitk’s and 
Liddell and Scott’s Dictionaries as the best representatives 
we have, we must observe that the case i3 equally unsatis- 

factory. With great deference to their scholarship and 

their immensely useful works, I beg to observe that the 
authors have failed to discover the alliance of many 
words in the same language and have treated words which 

are allied in form and meaning as different primitive 

words, and that they have equally failed to avail them- 

  

1 I request that my readers will be good enough to understand 
that I make these remarks very generally and that they are to be 

taken with much limitation. 

9Itis to be regretted much that, even in the S.. Petersburgh 

Sanskrit Dictionary, no attempt was made to find out the right 

etymology of words.
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selves of the results achieved by the past and contem- 

porary philologists. The same remarks may be applied 

to the v-rious works on the grammars, we have, of the 

other classical languages of Europe individually. 

Coming to the Indian Vernaculars, I have to observe 

that within the last twenty years two Comparative Gram- 

mars have been produced, one written by Mr. Beames 

styled “A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan 

Languages of India,” and the other, by Dr. Hoernle 

styled “ Grammar of the Gaudian Languages,” and to these 

we may add asmall book produced by the former with the- 

title of “An Outline of Indian Philology.” As for the 

Dravidian. Languages, the Comparative Grammar written 

by Dr. Caldwell which is the first work of the kind is 

to the Dravidian languages what Bopp’s Comparative 

Grammar is to the Aryan languages. It is an elaborate 

and interesting work in which the learned author has 

shown hia researches and scholarship to a great extent. 

I may next mention Dr. Gundert’s Malayalam Dictionary 

iw which the author has attempted to introduce under 

each word the corresponding words of the other Dravi- 

dian languages with some success.' But speaking gener- 

of the results produced by the above and other 
ally 

philologists, I have to observe that the success achieved 

by them is very limited and much remains to be done, 

and that this is partly owing to the imperfection of the 

knowledge which the linguists possessed of the languages 

which they have treated and partly to their failure to give 

a wide application to the method above described. 

1T cannot omit mentioning here the * Kanarese Dictionary on the 

Comparative Method’ which was promised five years ago by the 

Rev. Mr. Kittel of Mercara, who is one of the best Kanarese scho- 

lars in this Presidency and bas done much for Kanarese literature 

and from whom we may eapect much. 

I
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6. Now, to return to the scientific method of the 

philologist. He should classify all the allivd words of 

one language and the corresponding words of the other 

languages of the family into one group, and if he continues 

this method in the analysis of the kindred languages and 

forming groups of allied words, he will arrive ultimately at 

a number of groups. He will then be able to see that 

each individual word of each group bears some orthogra- 

phical affinity to the rest of the group and that all words 

of the group are traceable to one primitive word from 

which the other words can be reconstructed by ortho- 

graphical changes which take place according to certain 

phonetic laws and which are to the linguist what evolu- 

tion is to the chemist, with this difference that the ortho- 

graphical changes which produce so many words from a 

primitive one partly depend on the peculia. construction 

of the organs of speech of the nation who speak it and 

partly on the will of the speaker, and the thought he 

wants to express. The Ang.-Sax. cunnan, ‘to krow,’ for 

instance, should give us the past tense form ‘.cuthe’ and 

not ‘could’ with an I as we now spell is. 

7, The above method of grouping is of two kinds, one 

being the grouping of all words bearing some aralogy in 

their forms and some connection in their meanings and 

then tracing their forms and meanings to their proper 

sources in the group itself as in the first of the following 

lists. This belongs to a higher stage of philology, 

which is accessible only 60 advanced scholars. ‘he 

other kind of grouping consists in chssifying together the 

corresponding words of the allied languages of the same 

family, which express the same idea as in the second of 

the following lists ; as, Sans. WER aham, Gr. eyo, Lat. 

zgo, Ang.-Sax. ich, and soon, There are, however, excep- 

tions; ¢. g., Sana. ay dyus and Gr. oAvprros are con-
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nected with aT svar, as shown lower down, while Lat. 

coelum and the older form of it, coelus, are traceable to 

a group of words which originally conveyed the idea of 

‘a hole,’ such as Sans. டப் sust, eT guha, SS kula, 

BET kuhara, HIST Kotara, Gr. xevdw and xevdpov. 

The novitiates must begin their study of philology and 

their researches first in this method, for the chances of 

errors are fewer and the conviction is more certain than 

is the case with the other method. 

8. As for the grammatical forms and derivative words, 

the second kind of the groupings abovementioned is to be 

followed. The philologist should take a grammatical 

form or a derivative word of one language and compare 

it with what is corresponding in the’ kindred languages.' 

Whatever may be the changes and outgrowths concealing 

the real origin of many of the allied forms and words, 

there may be some or at least one in which we can see a 

clear trace of the component parts ; and we can apply the 

analysis thus arrived at to the rest of the corresponding 

forms and words. If, however, there be a peculiar part or 

residnum in the composition of them, it can be accounted 

for by some orthographical laws aiready existing or to be 

discovered hereafter. But if, after a careful investigation, 

we are not able to explain away the residuum, we may 

then, very generally, infer that the grammatical form or 

word, which thus baffles a clear and complete analysis, 

must be an unconnected one., 

To illustrate what I say I shall give the following four 

lists, of which the first will contain five groups of the 

corresponding words of the allied Janguages of one family 

  

1 Here too there are exceptions ; €. g-, Sans. fxat Q dvitiya is 

formed from f= dvi, ‘two. and ala fiya, a termination modified
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expressing the same and allied ideas; the second, many 

groups, each of which contains the corresponding words 

of the allied languages expressive of the same idea; the 

third, the corresponding grammatical expressions; the 

fourth, derivative words. 

List I. 

First Group, which I call Atman Group as it is repre- 

sented by the word RIAA atman.* 

9, Take. the Sanskrit word 9H subha, ‘good? Ww 

sobhana, ‘ good,’ and $f subh, ‘to shine.’ It is easy 

to connect them; for there is not much difference in their 

forms. But the verb J{w subh, ‘to shine,’ seems to be 

a little far in meaning from Raq subham, ‘good ;’ but 

what is good is attractive or beautiful by association. 

The two ideas are thorefore connected. In Sanskrit aa 

svam [@T svar and @q svas, ‘heaven and har piness’] 

from @J- tya, and is found in Gr. tperos and tpirasoc and 
Lat. tertius; but the corresponding Greek and Latin words are 

differently formed, e. g. Gr. Seorepos (Sans. (௩௭3 dvitara) is 

composed of S¢0, ‘two, cnd Tepos, a termination of the com- 

parative degree, and Lat. secondus comes from sequor, Sans. ay 

sac, Gr. érropat, and is a present participial adjective form of the 

root meaning ‘following. Similarly, Tam. germ onru (radically 
Sip onnu), Kan. 20m ondu, and Tel. ext okati, meaning ‘one, are 

differently formed; for the former two are radically the same 
forms, while the last, Tel. ex okati, is a contraction of ese 

oruvadi, x oru, Tam. garg onru, 08 af, Tam. wen adn, ‘that,’ 

meaning radically ‘that which is one. The real Telugu word 

corresponding to Tam. garg ontu, and Kan. om ondu, is 20% 
ondu, which is replaced in the common language by est okati, 
and is confined to literary language only. (Vide Vol. II.) 

1 Vidg Note 1, p. 14. Vide the Semetic Analogy at thu end of 

the List.
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means ‘happiuess,’ and from this word I derive the above 

three wordsgqua Subham, ௭௭௪ Sobhanam and wa subh, 

Tke words (1௭௭ sivam, * good,’ (1௭ Sivas, ‘ God Siva,’ 

(சா Sivd, ‘his wife,’ also, are modifications of the same 

root tq svam. But 4H svam is only of one syllable, 

and the connection between it and Jaq Subham, &c., 

and [14௪ Siwam, &e., which contain two syllables, may 

appear improbable. We may, however, take such exam- 

ples as AL svar, wat suvar, ‘heaven,’ and aa svarga, 

aaa suvarga, ‘heaven,’ and see that the monosyllabic 

aa svam is modified by the insertion of # and 7 into 

Waa Subhem and frau Sivam respectively. faq siva is 

modified as qa Séva and aq isema, ‘happiness,’ the former 

being ‘used in the Vedas. SH svam is contracted into 

NH sam, ‘happiness.’ Gr. «dcos,! ‘one’s own,” Ang.-Sax. 

  

1 ‘a sva@ is modified as dua by the change of @ s into 6 andqr 

into ta, (Sans. @ y) and cz is prefixed simply for pronunciation 

as ‘to’ in oAULITOS (aa svas,) which is explained lower down. 

It is this word €q sa. which is converted into €@ sya, and 

is used as a genitive suffix. As {A svam becomes tdsov in Greek, 

it becomes est udaé in Tamil by the insertion of « at the begin- 

ning, and means ‘ possession,’ ‘ றற.” உடைய udaiya is used in 

Modern Tamil as the genitive suffix and is derived from 2+. 

udai, and answers to Sans. eq sya, and to Gr. ov. Tam. 

2.eotcoto udaimai, ‘possession,’ is formed exactly as Sanskrit 

௭௪ svatvam (old form 9௭ svatvan) and Gr. (ம மல(ா) 

and agrees with the latter words in meaning. Compare Gr. 

xTna(T) ‘possession,’ Tel. "Ox kalimi, * wealth.
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habban, ‘to have, and Lat. habeo, ‘to have,’ are derived 

4rom qq svam, meaning ‘possession or property’ and 

connected with BT svar, ' heaven.”? To this Sat svar 

meaning ‘ happiness,’ are traceable the Gr. odBos, ‘ happi- 
ness,’ Lat. salvus ‘well,’ ‘sound’ and perhaps the Eng. 
happiness, happy and hap which are usually derived from 

Fr. happer, ‘to snatch,’ and.also Lat. aveo and haveo, ‘to be 

happy,’ and Sans. aq sukha,’ Gr. iryseva, ‘ health,’ ‘ sound- 

ness of body,’ uyens, ‘sound,’ ‘healthy,’ &c., in which v of 

€ sva is changed into kh and g. The same idea is express- 

ed in Latin by the word salvus of which ‘halvus’ is simply a 

modification. €@ sva is contracted into a su and ev, ‘good.’ 

10. Gr. orSos and Lat. salvus seem to be metathetical 

modifications of €|@T svar and €aG svas, ‘happiness,’ the 

final r coming to the middle of the word and being changed 
  

*I shall assume here that the most original idea of this group 

is found in அஎ aiman, which I have taken as the repre- 

sentative of this group and which I shall mention hereatter. 

TAA aiman means ‘self,’ that is ‘P or ‘ Séul, Wind or breath, 

and all the other meanings are traceable to those two. The change 
of meanings may be as follows: from wind, region of wind, thatis 
sky, the firmament, heaven, the region of Gods which is supposed 
to be above the sky, earth, the sun, moon, other planets, clouds, 

rain, snow, water, vapour, smoke, &c., and from the idea of ‘I’ or 

‘ Self,” own, possession, property, wealth, happiness and so on. 

அசாவா விகி 
Atmayaina dhrtisvanta svabhava paramiimasu, jwabuddhi sartrésu. 

Nanirtharatnamala. 

7 4@ sukha, being wrongly analyzed into ] su + @ kha, pro- 
ஆ ஹி 

duced the word 5:18 duhka, ‘sorrow, qa dus + @ kha. From 

ag sukha are derived Arab. c3y” shauq, Pers. cr shokh, ‘ play- 
ful, Tel. ss sick, «a spirit. ‘tobe entranced,’ a, soklen, ‘charm.’
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into 1. Sans. @q sarva, ‘happy,’ ‘whole,’ is also allied 

to it. Connected with aq svas are the Gr. cwfw, caw, 

and aww, ‘to heep alive,’ and லாட. ஏஏ évas, Gr. ducaw 

and Lat. sibilo, ‘to breathe’ and also Sans. கன svasti, 

and Gr. cwareoy, ‘it is to be saved,’ and Sans. Waa éarman, 

‘ happiness,’ sae kévala, ‘ sole, entire,’ & & being inserted 

for @ s of AT svar, Sans. awa kuéala, ‘ welfare,’ Pers. 

deldgd hkusimad, ‘ flattery,’ ry நிற்கு, “நகக்? ப்ச் 

க்கு, * happiness.’ 

11. Hove I would mention the Ang.-Sax. heofon, heofen, 

hefon and heben and the English derivative heaven. This 

group is usually derived from Ang.-Sax. hefan, ‘to raise 

or lift, in Bosworth’s Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, Angus’s 

English Grammar, and other works; and this is the view 

held universally about the origin of the word. The final 

syllable en would then be a corruption of ed, n standing 

for d as in ‘shaped,’ ‘shapen,’ the past tense forms of the 

verb to ‘shape’ 1s in Sans. Ate trata and BTW trana, 

‘protected,’ from AT éra, to ‘ protect,’ & fand qn being 

past purticipial terminations. 

aq arfaa sarvtatim, ‘ happiness,’ aa sarva, ‘happy. 

~ Rig Veda, X. 100, 1; 36, 14. 

Similarly Sans. qae@ sakala, ‘all,’ Gr. oydos, “8 throng of 

people,’ seem to be traceable to. the same source and also Sans. 

WAC samasia, Gr. ~ac, Gen. Tavros, shortened from o7ras, 

a form directly derived from WHET samasta. 

21 would derive the Arab. iste salamati, ‘safety,’ from Sans. 

way garman, by the change of r into land the insertion of .‘he 

vowel @ between J and 7.
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But if we compare heaven with Sans. ta svar, * heaven,’ 

௪௪௩ மாச டி ஊம் Az meru, which last two words will 

be mentioned hereafter, we can easily seesthat the word 

is not to be derived from hefan, ‘to heave,’ but is to be 

connected with Sans. t4V svar, consonant with consonant, 

as h with @s, fwith qv, andnwith €7, Analogy is, 

moreover, in favour of my supposition, for the idea of ‘up’ 

is derived from that of the region of sky, wind or air, with 

which the idea of ‘ Heaven’ is to be connected. 

12. Compare the following list :— 

SaNsKRIr. GREEK. Latin. Ana.-Sax. HNaLisH. 

ஏர் ஏமம், மால. super. ofer. over 

afz part மூடி, wep per for for 

Bq upa, பராம sub upp up 

Wq ava, as in 

WAT, adhara, 

BWA adhama, 

Ha adhas, and 

WAT avara, and 

    

Bq avama. 

—_— ண் ufan above. 

_—— — — ufa —— 

வெலமா அவலை — sfon 

BUT upara' ப்ராக் superus, ufera upper. 

BIA upama? மாகா எ ufema upmost. 

— — upha 

    

  

  

1*Clouds,’ ‘near. 7‘ Sun-god.’ 3° Similar. 4‘ Highest.’
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SaNsEniv. GREEK. Latin, <Awna.-Sax. ENGLISH. 

oppa, ‘that or in order that.’ 

ope, ‘at length.’ 

owia, ‘the latter part (of the day).’ 

tne, aloft.’ 

wt? ல்க, கராய ் _ ee படட 

atmos 

— நிகி Tyft, dufé ‘heaven or 

atmosphere.’ 

  

Seq rsva. OAUpTTOS 

The first words of the above list, watz upari, ivep, &c., 

may be connected with Sans. tT svar, the idea of ‘sky’ 

originating that of ‘high? In Sanskrit, WaT upari is 

shortened into aft pari, by the elision of the first vowel, 

and into gq upa, by that of the final syllable fc ri. Simi- 

larly ave formed from Gr. dep, Lat. super, Ang.-Sax. ofer, 

Gr. wept, wep and vo, Lat. per and sub, and 
respectively, 

§c. In Sanskrit, Wa 
Ang.-Sax. for and upp, ufon, ufa, upha, 

ava merning ‘down’ must be a modification of GY wpa, and, 

in WY adhara, WAR adhama, and Wa adhas, is still 

more modified owing to the contact of qf. BUT adhara,’ 

ததத பபப பப ப ப ப்ப்பப்பபபபப்ப
்ப்பப யவ வைய 

3 0. ௬02 ௦2705 full form aeponv and Latin altue, ‘high,’ 

Sans. WF atta, ‘lofty’ nd அரக attalaka, ‘an apartment on 

the roof of a house,’ seem to be allied to it. 

9In these words Wy ava is changed into WE ala by the 

change of @ v into & h; and, when AT tara, FH fama and @@ tres 

follow, GA is united with @ ¢ and changes it into WY dha; as,
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‘low’ or ‘mean’ = WYq ava + FT tara,in which Wq ava means 

‘down’ and qT fara is a suffix of the comparative degree ; 

and WYya adhama, ‘meanest,’ ‘lowest? = §q ava + AA 

tama, in which @® tama is a suffix of the superlative degree; 

WYa adhas, ‘down or downwards’ = Wqqy avatas, Fa 

tas being an adverbial suffix corresponding to the Gr. @ev. 

  

BUG sadhas = YF saha + AA fas as in QAYEYA sadhasthas, 
ர ~ ~ 

‘an attendant, aya sadhryate, ‘an attendar!’ = QYA sadhas 
~~ ட 

+ WY aie = Wat sadhar + aa atte by the change of @ s into 

Cr= ByYT sadhr + aa ane by the elision of the penultimate 

Wa and then = FY sadhr + BY + a4 atic by the insertion 

of an extraneous @& y between டட dhr and the vowel J a (as in 

ச : ~ ப உடல் 
AFT samyane = FR sam + ட் ane and (84௬ ti-yatie = 

fat tir + HY ate, faz tir being contracted from faTqtiras.) 

Similarly, in Tamil ya adu, ‘ that,’ Os idu, ‘this, and ®@e udu, 

‘yonder, are writtenas wae chdu, Daw thdu, and & as whdu, 

respectively, in the first or which the ayda letter ‘&’ (Sans. ௫ h) 

is inserted as a modification of a v of ae av (and @ 0), which 

stands for Sans. Yq sas, Pali and Prakrtic ay sd, and Greek 0, the 

aspirate sound of which is lost in Tamil. . @ is a .nodification of 

g o,and is used generally, but the latter which is more original 
reappears before the termination gy tu; thus .ya adu becomes 2௪ 

odu, then agi avdu, sya av being put for » 0, then » ௬ த ahdu, 

e v being changed into & h, But this aspitute sound is universally’ 

seen in the Kanarese language in both of its dialects, in the demon- 

strative adverbs,as Kan. 21 அப் ahage, Tam. ga@ Gngu, ‘so; Kan. 

௯3 ihage, Tam. Fae tngu, ‘thus; Kan. OBR ehage, Tam. cag 

angu (obsolete) or wae yangu, which is used in its place and 

means ‘where ;’ and the modern forms %8% hage, Boe A hige, and 

%0¢% hége corrupted into wag றக.
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But in QAT avara and WIR avama, the root Wy ava 

remains unchanged and the suffixes WT ara and WH ama 

are mnodificatioas of AT tara and qa tama by the elision 

of the initial t. Compare uta parama, Lat. supremus, 

Gr. ivatos. In Gr. ope, ora and dye, the r of deep is 

changed into «. Ogpais a modification of daep like Ang.- 

Sax. ofer; Eng. above is derived from ab + ufa, ‘high.’ 

Sans. tq irdiva seems to be a modification of ST 

svar, which, by the insertion of a euphonic WH @ at the 

beginning as in Gr. Oduprros, Sans. RYT svar and ஏன 

alitkhala, Gr. So.5vE [see § 13], and, by the transposition 

of r, becomes HE irsva and then witd urdhva by the 

change of @ s into Y dk, andis connected with eq rsva. 

It is from this word Rta trdhva, I think, that the Greek 

words av7rvs, ‘high,’ ‘steep,’ and aezros, ‘high,’ are to be 

derjved by the elision of { * and ¥y dh and the change 

of v into p. Compare the following :-— 

SANSKRIT. GREEK. 

Say udvah, ‘to marry.’ oTviw, crv, 

Saya udvahas, ‘son,’ vios, 

a way or path, by the 

elision of WY dh and the 

change of v into m. 

Gr. Xan by the elision of 

and the initial ¢. 

01/09 

59௭ adhvan, oun 

Sans. ava slésman 

Gr. preyua (7) 

Lat. sagnus 

Sans. wae asrk 

Gr. alua by the elision of g 

and the change of » into m 

and of the initial s into A. 

Sans. faHa cihnam bos onwa, by the elision of g 

Lat. signum 
and the change of n into m.
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Sans. IY rugna, ‘sick,’ Gr. rowpos, ‘plague,’ by the 

elision of 4g, the change of 4m into @ m, and { 1 into X 

Sans. ‘aq reva means ‘high,’ ‘lofty,’ «3 in the follow 

ing Vedic passage :— 

maqitz cafacufaga: Rig Veda. VI. 24. 8. 

Ajra indrasyagirayaécidrsvah. 

‘Even lofty mountains are surmountable to Indra.’ 

Gr. Odvwros corresponds to Ang.-Sax. lyft or luft, 

‘heaven,’ ‘atmosphere,’ with this difference: that the 

euphonic o found at the beginning of the Greek word is 

not found in the Anglo-Saxon and the t which is found 

at the end of lyft disappears in OAvprros. As for the 

other consonants there is a clear affinity letter to letter, as 

Lto x, f to wr. From lyft are derived Eng. lu/t, ‘height,’ 

lofty, ‘high,’ aloft, ‘high,’ and lift, ‘to raise. But ly ft bears 

a closer alliance to t|~ svar than it does to Odiprros, 

and can be connected with heafon, heofen, hefon anc heben, 

the @ s of the Sans. ta svar being changed into h in 

heafon, &c., a3 iv is changed into Lin lyft. I would there- 

fore trace Sans. Buf apari, Lat. super and all the allied 

words and derivatives in the above list, the Eng. heaven 

and the Ang.-Sax. heofon, we., lyft and luft to €{E svar. 

As in Sanskrit and Greek we have faq ksip, oxqwTo, 

ஏம்மா, சமணாம ஊ0 also cxiTrw, ‘to throw,’ and »\iBaros, 

‘steep,’ ‘high’ from €qT svar, 80 have we Ang.-Sax. liften, 

Icel. lypta, ‘to lift,’ Eng. lift, sift, Ang.-Sax. hefan, ‘to 

lift, Eng. heave, and Lat. levo, all traceable to the same 

root AT svar. 

13., From &q@ svas and @T svar, ‘ heaven,’ ‘happiness,’ 

which gave us tq svam, ‘happiness,’ and Wat suvar,
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‘heaven,’ I derive ௭௪௩ sumeru and ௯ எனால் நர 41 

change of v into m, the idea of sky or heaven giving the 

idea of “high”, Lat. superns ‘above,’ Gr. Trepiov, Sans. 

qaaq suparvan, ‘a deity,’ aaa parvata,? ‘clouds’ and 

Gr. Odvpr0s, a high wall on the Macedonian frontier of 

Thessaly which was believed to be the abode of the gods, 

and the way to which was guarded by thick clouds, are 

allied to Sans. €@ sva (and €{T svar) which is changed into 

wa suva,? as already shown in Ja subha, and then becomes 

ay Iupa, by the change of s into [‘and vintop. Compare 

Lat. liber, Sans. act svaira, ‘ free.’ பங் lupa is modified 

into ay iumpa by the insertion of m before p. The vowel 

oO may have been inserted before the word for she sake of 

pronunciation ; and the addition of a vowel to the begin- 

ning cf a word often occurs in Sanskrit and Greek; as, 

1 Gr. Saripos, # large country in the north-west of Greece, which 

is elevated, [Icepta, a district in Macedonia, and [Izepos, a king of 

Emathia; Tam. G2Q médu, Tel. ag mitta, ‘ elevation, Kan. ded 

mél, Tam. Giver mél, Tel. xe micdu, which are modifications of Sans. 

OFT pa :, Gr. wept, and are traced to the syllable q{ var of wat 

svar. 

2Yqq parvata comes from ada parvan (aetpar), ‘end’ = 

911௭௭ pariman = (4௪௭ upariman, Gr. Trrepcov. 

3 From 84 9110௫ we ட aa suma, which is changed into 

G4 kewma and then“ STA keauma, ‘an airy room on the top 

of a house.” Similarly can be derived from WAIT suvar, Vedic 

௪ sumat, 38௭ ksumat, ‘happy,’ and ufaaa suvitam, 

‘happiness.’ 

4 Vide § 31.
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இக்ரா. 

டய adbhutam, 

yy மம் 
nn 

aa cala, 

Usa edika, 

Bala anila, 

faz mih, 

4q nakha, 

ஏ மமக) 

Za dabhra, 

FIRZT GRCUP. [List I. 

GREEK. 

Gavpa (Tt), ‘ wonder.’ 

opus, ‘eyebrow.’ 

oxeAAw, ‘to Move.’ 

Tevyos, ‘a wall.’ 

petxos, * battle.’ 

opryw, ‘to make water.’ 

ovvé, ‘nail.’ 

odous, ‘teeth,’ oda€, ‘with teeth.’ 

eradpos, ‘small,’ ‘light.’ 

aay layj, ‘to be ashamed, ereyye, ‘to put to shame.’ 

= ச 
Tet glai, 

ர lesa, 

s dit, 

ay aéru, ‘ tear, 

wa mr}, 

fazt nindé, 

Baga wikhala, 
a 

oxrale, ‘to sink down.’ 

oduyos, ‘few,’ ‘small.’ 

odvacopai, ‘to be grieved.’ 

ododupopai, ‘to shed tears,’ in 
which the radical part is 
rAadupa which contracted 
into Aadpa answers to daxpu, 
¢ standing for « of daxpu, 

Latin lacrima and dacrima. 

opopyvups, ‘to wipe out.’ 

ovetdos, ‘reproach.’ 

Sovdv£, ‘a pestle, which by meta- 
thesis becomes Sa:xcada and 
then dvyaésa and, by the 
change of 8 into @ J, and 
the enphonic insertion of J 
a before the word, is trans- 

formed into saga ulit- 

khala.
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SANSERIT. GREEK. 

AT nara, avynp, ‘a man.’ Sans. stv 

andira,’ ‘a man,’ 

AIA naman, ovoua (rT), ‘a name.’ 

BATH sablhiaj, ௧௨8௦ மகம, ‘ to embrace.’ 

Sans. GUTH sabhaj being modified from tA svaj, ‘to 

embrace’ which latter in Tamil becomes sgpq tajuvu, Kan. 

Sm, tabbu, ‘to embrace,’ Tel. S7ex) dobbu, ‘to cohabit 

with a woman, Hindi (sls sabas, ‘ bravo,’ has received 

an additional a at the beginning in the Gr. aewafopae. 

In the above examples a vowel is inserted at the begin- 

ning of a word for the purpose of euphony. But Gr. 

Ondvpros may be derived from WT svar, by metathesis 

as Lat. salvus and Gr. odes, ‘happiness,’ were derived ; 

and ix that case the initial o must be aspirated as a 

modification of @ s and, as the o however is not aspirat- 

ed, we may also suppose that the aspirate sound was lost. 

14, Next comes the word ஏஏ சாக ‘to sleep,’ which is 

a éontraction of AA svas, ‘happiness.’ Similary, I derive 

from tq sva and aq sukha, AQ svap, ‘to sleep,’ Lat. 

sopio, ‘to put to sleep,’ Gr.tsvos, ‘sleep,’ Sans. 4H svapna, 

and the corresponding words of other languages and their 

derivatives. @QT@l svaha,? a word applied to the Gods, and 

    
  

1In the sutra கர்சன் TAT kandandadirannivacay 

௫. ௨,111), Panini derives டட andira from QS anda, ‘ testicle’ 

and x ira, a suffix indicating possession. 

2'Yaska mentions GQT¥T svaha among the synonyms of ate
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wT! svadha, applied to the Manes, both meaning ‘ hap- 

piness,’ correspond to the word eaféa svasti, applied to 

men, as வண் svastyastutée, ‘may there be happiness 

toyou.” €aATRT svaha seems to be a modified form of aa 

svas, by inserting f for the final e and adding @ to the 

end and lengthening the preceding vowel a. But in S4yT 

svadhd, & is added to CAG svas, and h, is changed into dh. 

15, Next, from A svas we proceed to (48௬ divas, 

Gr. Zeus, Aes, Acos (Sans. fea divya), @eos, Acorn, Lat. 

Deus, and Jovis, Juno, Janus and Diana. feaa divas ori- 

ginally meant ‘ Heaven,’ asin feaeufa divaspati? 4rafaagy 

dyauspitar, Gr. Zevorrarnp and Lat. Jupiter, and, when 

contracted, becomes qa dyus, and aa dyaus, ‘Heaven,’ 

a4 dyus, aa dyas, and fafa tithi, a day.’ (288 divasa, 

which comes directly from feaa divas, also, means ‘a 

  

vak, ‘speech,’ and derives it in the following way :— 

எவ ae faar carat arefaat equrefaat னா 
Suahatyatatse (ரிம் suiva galetiva சமய மமம் மம் 

ஆர் ஈசனின் | (Nirakta, £20.) 
hutam havirjuhotitiva. 

VETYT seadha is mentioned by him among the synonyms of 

water and‘food. From this may be derived QUT sudha, ‘nectar. 
சூ 

2 In the word faaafae divaspitr, Gr. Zevatrarnp, the word 

faz pity, maTnp, is added to 148௭ மீரா, கீ, ௨ பரா 

to 1] in Pnpnrnp which is found in an older form as Anunrnp, 

Demiter or Ceres, the goddess of agriculture and’rural life and 

muther of Persephone.—-Mas Miiller’s ‘ Science of Language,” 

Lecture X.
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day.’ fea dina, ‘a day,’ is a modification of ga dyus by 

+he change of s into n. ் 

In the Latir word Jupiter the @ dya of are dyaus is 

changed into j, a8 also in Jovis, Jupiter, ‘God,’ Juno the 

wife of Jupiter, and Janus, ‘the sun-god.’ As ST jya is 

the wife of are dyaus, Ay of Zevs, so is Juno, the wife of 

Jupiter. Compare Caius or Gaius and Catia, which will 

be mentioned lower down. ‘The change of the s of 9௭ 

dyaus into n in Juno and Janus, is like that taking place 

in Savs. QIU} ksoni, ‘earth’, Gr. Avwvn, the mother of 

Venus, fea dina, ‘a day,’ Eng. dawn and Lat. Diana, the 

daughter of Jupiter and Latona, sister of Apollo, (Latona 

answering to Sans. பரப்ப dyotana, ‘ the goddess of dawn’) 

and Gr. Zav, Doric form for Zny, ‘ Zeus.’ 

16, To this word qa dyas’ or feaa divas may be 

traced the Ang.-Sax. daeg, daga, dah, Eng. day and dawn 

(Ang.-Sax. dagian) ; Sans. WY sadyas, ° now,’ Fy adya, 

‘to-day,’ @f@ dyavi, ‘in the day,’ AT tada, ‘then,’ a con- 

traction of ata tadan, எனு tadantm, which is a 

modification of ATA tadam + <a it, ATA tadam, Lat. 

tandem, meaning ‘then’ and xa it, ‘also or even,’ Vedic 

எ sadamit,? which is composed of எ₹௪ sadam, 

1] derive சான pradus, ‘ brightness,’ ‘openness,’ from Y pre, 

‘much, and Wa dyus, ‘ day,’ ‘ brightness.’ 
5 

3 y:.—Rig Veda, I. 27, 2. ரன 1—Rig Ve 

Pa isadamidvisayuh. 

« Protect (me) always. everlasting.’ 

D
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‘always,’ and {qi ti, ‘even,’ TST ida and ஊளிஎ idanim, 

now ;’ perhaps Lat. donicwm and donec, ‘as long as’ or 

‘while, denique and demum, ‘ at last,’ ‘at length,’ tamdiu, 

‘so long,’ quondam, which is a modification of quumdam, 

‘at acertain time,’ ‘at one time,’ diu, ‘by day,’ and dum, 

‘while? Gr. rnvixa, Tqvicade, ‘at this or that part of the 

day, tyvixavta, ‘at this particular part of the day,’ dnp, 

Dor. Sap, ‘for a long while,’ 8 and 75n, ‘ now,’ ‘ already,’ 

Sat, ‘then,’ as in ‘re daz,’ ‘what then,’ juepov, onpepovr, 

Doric capepov and Attic tnmepor, ‘to-day,’ of which the 

Doric capepov may be metathetically modified as wacepov 

and, by the change of m into v, may give us the Sans. Tat 

visara, ‘a day.’ I hold juap to be a corruption of fzaq 

divas or FF svas, as well as the Lat. tempus (-oris), ‘ time,’ 

by a natural change. Though Lat. tempus is usually derived 

from iemno, ‘to cut,’ I would trace it to feaa divas, 

17. Next come the Sans. WA hyas, ‘ yesterday,’ WE 

évas, ‘to-morrow,’ which may very easily be connected 

with Sans. @@ dyas, ‘day,’ by the change of d into hand é. 

The Gr. yes is a modification of WR hyas, and has & h 

strengthened into y and q y changed into s and then 

hardened into @. Lat. here and heri are modifications of 

the same root Wa hyas. Compare Sans. 1 gad, ay kath, 

‘to say,’ qq caks, ‘to say, Wa Sams, ‘to say or praise,’ which 

are all allied forms and are contractel into ST khya, ‘to 

say or proclaim,’ and @WT kd, a modification of the same. 

  

10r, it may better be derived from WAG atasa, ‘brightness,’ by 

the addition of v to the beginning of the word. (Vide Waq atasa.)
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If yes and here or heriare derived from @q hyas, I do not 

see any reason why Jq dyas, which gives @ Svas, may 

not be modified as eras in Latin, the processes of change 

being somewhat like those in xGes, BR dyas becoming 

gyas, gsas, keas and at last kras, that is, cras.' The Sanskrit 

words Wa sama, ‘a year’ and Aq samaya, ‘time,’ seem 

to be traceable to (1௭8 divas. 

1 Compare the following : 

Ne ல : : - 

waa séyaté, ‘they sleep,’ becoming uta sératé, at 81, ‘to sleep;’ 

ரூ ௭௭ adhéyan, ‘ they may grow, Tata édhéran ; in which 

two instances.q y is changed into { 7. 

(அவி ஏ sdhiyista, ‘may he grow, UfAATE edhisista in which 

q yis changed into @ s. (Vide List ரா, Conjugation.) 

uf saat édhiyisan, ‘may they grow, ரளி édhigiran, 

in which @ s is changed into Tr and @ y into ௫ ௪. 

This law prevails to a great extent, also, in the Dravidian lan- 

guages; eg. 

Sans. RFT kaikéyi, Tom. ws caa kaikési,‘a wife of DaSaratha, 

father vf Rama.’ 

Sans. fat kriyG, Tam. &ilene kirigai, Kan. 08 kelasa, ‘work,’ 

Sans. ® kr, ‘te do. 

Tel. 48 casi, ‘having done,’ Mam céyu, * to do’ + 9%, past partici- 

pial termination. 

In these instances s is used for y. 

Tam. aud vayi, Tel. sono vayinéu,( Sans. alg vad, ‘to play ona 

musical instrument’), Kan. 376% barisu. 

Tam. wmis pay, ‘to flow,’ Kan. %e%® haru. 

Tn these insvances 7 18 inserted for y. 

It vould appear from the examples that Lat. kras may direccly 

come from hyas, or from Gr. «Bes (oes) by the change of o into r.
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18. ata dyos is further modified as ௭ dos, and, by . 

the addition of @ at the end, becomes அள dosé, meaning 

fnight.2 From 9௭ dyus, we get ப்பட dyustam or afs 

dyustt, and, by the change of d into v, ௮௫௭ vyustam or 

afs vyustt, ௮௭. vyustam meaning ‘ dawn or daybreak’ 

and afy vyusti, ‘dawn,’ ‘felicity’ or ‘happiness,’ and 

also feva distam, ‘fortune,’ the decree of deity, in 

which last three €q st is inserted for @ s as in wafta 

svasti = A svast+ = 4; 844 ௪௧௧௪, ‘happiness,’ fasa 

vigtapa,? properly fatay vistapa, from [ஏஏ எஸ்டி? ‘all 

and fag visu, ‘everywhere.’ fray divam, fear diva, ‘day,’ 

  கூ 
1The Sanskrit word ௭ dos and its modification @TQT dosa, 

“x 

meaning ‘arms,’ though identical in form with that, which means 

‘night,’ have no radical connection with it. I connect them with 

Sans. GTO uras, ‘breast, Lat. thoras, Gr. Owpak, Ang.-Sax. 

throte, throtu and Eng. throat, Tam. தோள் fol, “ஊக, ஊம் தொண் 

eo. tondai, ‘throat’ and also Sans. WIS kroda, ‘ the space between 

the shoulders, in which last the @ of the Gr. @wpaf is repre- 

sented by k. 

3 fasu vistapa is simplified as (829 vitapa by the elision of 

the @ ¢ and means ‘extension as of a tree. Also எதா vistap in 

the Veda. 

3 Compare also the following : 

Bq vrs, ‘a bull,’ பர் grati, ‘a cow that has yeaned once.’ 

Vide the Vrean Group. 

TAT gras, சான் gabhasti (q. v.) 

WH prs, ‘back’ (as in ary parsva, ‘back’), WE pretha, back,’ 

afs musti, ‘elbow, Gr. aruyn, Sans. ORR puccha, ‘tail? 
ம் ஷி
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are contractions of faaq divas. feaa divas gives also the 

words fra div, ‘to shine,’ ‘ to rejoice,’ ea déva, ‘a god,’ 

and சா dévuta, ‘ deity, ana jv, ‘to live,’ ay dip, ‘to 

shine,’ 3{@ jval, ‘to shine,’ and 3|T jvar, ‘to be hot,’ and 

the kindred words in other languages. fea div, taking 

the suffix AA man (Gr. ev, ‘men,’ Lat. men), becomes 

feqaa divman, then ௧௫௪௭ dyuman and ௪௭ dyoman, 

(the « of ப dyw taking its guna form aT 0) and at last 

௮௪௭ vyoman, by the change of d into v, as in ae vyusta 

and afe vyusti. This word, by the way, is shortened 

into YA vywm, and is changed into 144௪ viyum, by the 
‘Ss 

insertion of 4 between v and y, and, by the addition of u 

at the end, Sage viyumu, and then upd viyumbu, by the 

use of 8 to strengthen m, and at last aan visumbu, by 

the change of y into &; Wavy visumbu in Tamil means 

‘sky.’ In Sanskrit ஏகா? vyokara means ‘a polisher of 

metals’ or ‘an iron-smith.’ Isee in this the word 4 dyau 

which, being modified as gy dys, becomes ay vyo, by the 

change of d into v as in aaa dyoman, DAA vyoman. 

ATAL Aasara, ‘buffalo, FAT kasturi, ‘bos grunniens,’ Gr. 
a 

KkacTwp, ‘the beaver.” Vide Vrsan Group. 

WT svae, ‘happines.,’ CHM semasta, ‘whole’ (q. v.) 

HAA kusuma, ‘ flower,’ aaa kaustubha, ‘a precious stone 
ws 

worn by Visnu,’ ௬௭% kustumburu, ‘coriander.’ I think the 

latter wo words are derived from FA kusuma, the original icea 
ட்] 

of which is ‘hollow’, ‘reund.’
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yl vyo means ‘brightness’ and அகா vyokéra, ‘one who 

makes brightness.’ This word BRIT vyokara is, there- 

fore, rightly applied to a polisher of metals, and then 

comes to mean, also, an ‘iron-smith.” The word வ 

vyosam, also, meaning the three medicinal plants, ‘ black 

pepper, long pepper and dry ginger, which are believed to 

possess good medicinal virtues and therefore to remove — 

sickness and give brightness to the countenance, comes — 

from ava dyaus. 

19. Now to make the reader understand the change 
of d into v, I shall introduce other examples which are, 

also, derived from the same root and in which the same 

change has taken place. From frre divas, ‘ heaven,’ we 

have feratTa divasvan, which, by the change of d into ற, 

becomes farara vivasvan, meaning ‘sun. As feaq 

divas is changed into 8௭௭ vivas in (௭௭௭௭ vivasvan, 80 

the latter 1௭8௭ vivas is further changed into faaq vigat, 

by the insertion of y for v, and t for s, and means ‘ heaven.’ 

From (98௭ viyat, we get TAQ vayas, a bird, contracted 

into (88015, ‘a bird,’ faz vtha, ‘sky,’ in which A stands for 

y, and ¢ is cut off, and which occurs in fae vihaga, 

fasta vihagama, ‘a bird, (௭௭ vihayas, and fa et 

wha, ‘heaven. Aya vika, ‘heaven or wind,’ is anothcr 

form of f¥¥T vihd, and is found in fatac vikira modified 

as (1 viskira, ‘a bird,’ in which latter s is used as in 

TMA baskayant, Lat. vacca, ‘cow,’ to strengthen 4, 

FSET viha and AYR vika are given in the Unadisttra, 

2U, It is surprising to see that, while Jupiter is known
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by allied words in the other kindred languages, as Zevs, 

Zevorarnp, Jovis, Tiu, Woden and so on, in Sanskrit he is 

to be called ௩ Guru, wmyeafe Gispati, faqat Diisana, 

sy Jiya, Ha Jia, WETS Aigirasa, araeufa Vicas- 

pati, none of which is connected with the above words. 

But I suspect that, in the word ஏன Brhaspati, which 

has assumed a strange form by the addition of the vowel 

~q@ r instead of {7 to q b to strengthen it, the real alliance 

is concealed. (Vide ¢¥ drs and the rule under it.) IJ£ so, 

the word setufa Brhaspati should be faeeafa Bihaspati, 

and a corruption of faqeufa Divaspati, and is to be appli- 

ed to Indra as the now lord of fara vihas, ‘heaven,’ a word 

already derived from fras divas. When the word was 

thus differentiated in form a separate origin was assigned 

to it, as consisting of 8௩௭ brhat, ‘ great,’ ‘speech,’ and 

ufa peti, ‘lord’ @RRUfa Briaspati is called ரு 

Vacaspati in the Yajur Veda. 

ஏவா areeqda satcaea, I 8, 10. 
Brhaspatayé vacaspateye naivéramcaruin. 

‘The nivara cake should be offered to Brahaspati, lord 

of speech.’ 

alfiqsealaeaturafa: Chandogya, 1. 2, 11. 

Vagghibrhatt tasya ésapatih. 

‘ Speech is brhati; this (Angiras), its master.’ 

This derivation isnot, however, given in the Nirukta 

where the word is distributed as wea brhat + ௭ pati, 

௭8 brhat being mentioned among the synonymes of ata 

mahat, ‘ great,’ and the same origin is given in the Vartika 

on the stitra (VI. 1,157) of Panini’s Astadhyayi :-— 

எலா: ககா: Tadbrhatoh karapatyoh.
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When the words #T kara and ufa pati are combined 

with @~ tad and Bea brhat respectively, the final conso- 

nants of the latter two words are changed into © s,a8 TERT 

taskara and @eeafa Brhaspatt. ஏக taskara will how- 

ever be connected with Lat. deaterous and shown to be the 

comparative degree of gw dakga. Vide the last Group. 

These mistaken derivations of the word ஏன் 

Brhaspati brought into existence such names as euatafa 

Brhatampati, araufa Vakpati, airarfa Gispati, &c., and 

changed the position of Jupiter from that of the sover- 

eignty of Heaven to that of the mastership of speech and 

the priesthood of the gods. 

In the Vedic theogony Jupiter lost the sovereignty of 

Heaven which’ he enjoyed in the Hesiodic—a position 

universally assigned to him in the Aryan mythology. ‘When 

the Aryans separated, this position was usurped by. Indra 

whom the Hindus called feacafa Divaspati. 

TUIq brhat? being contracted into Ze brh and taking 

the suffix Ha man, becomes FRA Brahman and is applied 

to what is great, knowledge, hence to the Vedas, the Brah- 

man, the creator, anda Brahmin. As 4T@ vak, ‘speech,’ is 

associated with Brhaspati, so ACw@aAt Sarasvatz,? the god- 

dess of speech, originally a river goddess, is associated 
  

1The Tamil word Swar ‘big, ‘large,’ ‘great,’ which is probably 

derived from 8௭ brhat, ‘great, has softened the vowel “@ + 

into J 7 and, when it means ‘sky,’ must be ecnnected with Sans. 

faaa viyat. Tam, Sumper Viyalanis,also, traceable to (௭ viyat. 

2 QLT saras, ‘water’ and the suffix FA vad, ‘having.’
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with Brahman. In the sense of greatness and vastness the 

word Wea Brahman has yielded in Greek popyw whicu 

has, however, degenerated in meaning and is applied to 

anything hideous, or a bugbear. 

We thus see that the transformation, which the word 

(ள் Vihaspati underwent, has called into existence 

two Vedic characters Betufa Briaspati and ge Indra 

who cannot be compared to any in the mythology of other 

Aryan nations. 

The modification of the word faa vihas into BEA 

trhas has also taken place in @¥q brhat, ‘large,’ a word 

which I derive from 1௭௭௭ vihas, ‘heaven,’ the idea of 

heaven giving that of vastness or extensiveness as seen 

also in (| viva, ‘all,’ fay vigu, ‘everywhere.’ From 

fawa vihas we get FRA vahas and then q¥@ bahala, 

ஏ bahula by the change of the final ¥ ¢ into ®W las in 

Gr. pevand, Sans. FEA mahas (710௦ ற, 42). ஏன 64௭/2 

is shortened into @W bahu, Gr. waxyus and vroAvs, Sans. 

921 bhitri, Gq pure and Lat. mulius. 

91, ௪௪ dyoman 1s shortened into Jay dyuman, and 

by the addition of BA am at the end and the elision of the 

ga of F ma, becomes aay dyumnam, ‘ wealth,’ a source of 

happiness. Faq dyumnam is modified as GAA syumnam, 

‘happiness,’ and Gag swumnam (Gr. ipvos), ‘ happiness,’ 

thence, ‘a hymn.’ 

99, From aya dyaus we get qa dyosa by the addition 

of the vowel a, @taq dyina by the change of s into % 88 

in ஆள பீரா. 12௭ dina, ஹ் கர்ஏ வங்க டர 11 மேத ௦7 

dintou s. Wla syona and its modification a syiina are 

E*
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words used in the Vedas, t4T4 syoua meaning ‘happiness,’ 

‘beautiful,’ light,’ ‘sun,’ and AA syiina, light,’ ‘sun,’ & 

and allied to ௭௭ stint, அறத. eun, Aug.- “Sax. son, Tat. sol, 

Sans. HT sitra and aa sitryd. aa syitia gives us waa 

syuma by the change ‘of @» into a m. It is a Vedic word 

meaning ‘ light,’ ‘happiness,’ and is modified as BTA soma, 

* moon.’ 

23. aya dyaus is shortened into YT dya, and becomes 

BAT ja, by the change of d intoj (as in Jupiter, மக்டரிய் 

divaspati) ; ST jya means ‘earth, ‘mother,’ ‘bow-string.’ 

Compare Gr. yn and yea, ya, Doric and Acolic for yy, and 

84, Doric. Sq jy@ means first ‘ earth,’ and corresponds to 

yua, yn, yea, &c., and had an original form as QT dyd, 

“sky,’ allied to the Doric form 64 of yn. The next mean- 

ing is ‘a bow-string’ which seems to be a secondary one; 
for the primary one is, no doubt, ‘acurve or arch’ whichis 

preserved in the corresponding Greek word fvos, ‘ 1 bow.’ 

The word SqTt jya is found also in its original form qT dya, 

when it means a ‘ bow-string.’ I therefore conclude that 

the name of sky, YT dy@, was applied to a bow, which 

resembles the sky on account of its curved appearance ; Lut 

in Sanskrit, the word which was so applied to the Low ori- 
ginally, was subsequently transferred to the bow-string. 

Syi jy@ also means ‘ strength, power, or excessive force,’ 

an idea derived from the sky or bow, and answers to Gr. Bia, 

‘bodily strength.’ 

24, As Sans. UT dya@ is modified as ST sya (G-. -yua), 

so we have another modification of each of the above two 

words. By the elision of @ y we get @T da and HT ga 

் னாள் wieafag jyimaurvi matrohinise.—Nanartha 

Ratnamaila. The word came to mean also ‘mother as the earth 

was considered mother and ara dyane, ‘heaven, father. 
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which answer respectively to Gr. 8a, and yj (ya). Aa is 

changed irto 6 as in Ananrnp, an old form for Caynryp. 

Lat. Ceres. But the form @T da does not exist in Sanskrit 

but is modified as FW ida (TTT eda) which is pronounced 

in the Rig Veda as {SST ta, and XT ira. FSt Ida isa 

Vedic Goddess or the earth, the wife of Dyaus; and this 

Ida may be identical with 18a who nourished Zevs whom 

his mother Pea placed in her care to protect him from 

Kpovos, her husband, who was devouring all her children. 

Gr. Pea and epa are modified forms of Sans. [ST Ida. 

25. ய் அர jya undergoes a further transformation 

by the change of y into 1, and then into m, and becomes 

SHI jma, meaning ‘earth.’ But this SqT jma is again 

changed int> WT gma by the change of & j into Wg; or 

we may derive TAT gma directly from @t dya by the change 

of Fa into Wg and @y into @m. It is also metamor- 

phoused into ST ksma, by the change of 7 ர into @ is and, 

of eq a between @ ks and q m, is at last 
by the insertion 

‘ earth,’ and Gr. 
developed into two syllablesas AT ksama, 

yapat,? QATAT ksamayam, ‘on the earth” QT ksama is 

found in the Veda in the form of FA ksam? as in,— 

ஏள் ஏஎ aydgifeafa. Rig Veda, VIII. 60-7. 

Vathacidurddhamatasa magnésany urvasikeamt, 

© God of fire, just as you burn dry sticks? on earth.’ 

The word yajat is in the locative case and does not occur in 

other cases. 

3 Also as QTAT ksama as in ஏஏ ரசா dytivaks? vc, ‘Heaven 

‘and Earth.’ 

3 I take Waq@ atasa as meaning 4 tres. Vide the word further oa.
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It is from the word wT gma, I think, that the Vedic qT 

gna, which is interpreted variously in the Niyhantu and 

Sayana’s Commentary and in the St. Petersburg Dictionary, 

is derived. 

26. QT gna passes from the meaning of ‘ the earth’ to 

that of ‘a woman’ and is modified as WWqT atgana. From 

YT gna are to be derived Sans. wife jani, ‘wife’ HAT jant, 

‘daughter-in-law,’ afta jan, ‘a woman,’ Gr. தர), Pers. 

yj 240, Tam. saens nangai and wiens marigat, ‘a woman.’ 

As QT gna comes from @T dyad, so the form 38௬ gnus comes 

from aa dyus and, vy the change of J] g into @ s, assumes 

the form of RAT snus from which we may derive ரா 870046) 

Gr. vvos, Lat. nurus, ‘a daughter-in-law.’ TAT grus is also 

modified as aifaa gosin by metathesis, and. ச 705 

by the change of ¥ g into Hj and the hardening of 4 n into 

ai. aitfaa josit means ‘a woman’ and is modified as கா 

josa, atfaa yostt and TIT yosa. The form 7௭௬ gnus 

is changed into ஏகு gunak நர மடிராம்ஜ சம 107 ௫௪, and 

then WfWAHT ganika, ‘a whore,’ to which I trace the oblique 

cases of yurn, Gen. yuvaixos, Accus. yuvarca, Pl. yuvasces 

and yuvaccwy in all of which « appears at the end. 

Sans. Qtfaa yosit is modified as vwor in Latin by the 

insertion of « for s; and this modification occurs very 

frequently in Sanskrit, Greek and Latin and bas concealed 

the close alliance of many a word in these languages. I 

therefore give a few examples. 

Sans. Wd Jas, ‘to shine” Wy laks, ‘ to see.’
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Sans. UTW pasa, WA paksa, ‘ side.’ 

» காளா) @y kaksa, ‘a kind of grass.’ 

சச 

72 

92 

92 

92 

92 

33 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

wag (26a, ‘small’ (எள liksa, ‘ louse.’ 

(Gr. odruyos) 

Wa Seva, 

waz suvar, 

4a ksema, ‘ happiness.’ (p. 13) 

௮ ksauma, ‘a lofty apart- 

meut in a house.’ (p. 21) 

fay ksipa, ‘to throw.’ (p. 20) 

(0. சால.) 

afaat maksika, ‘a fly.’ 

9 92 

சகு masaka, 

(4 susi, ‘hole’ afa kuksi, ‘belly,’ the origi- 

nal idea of afa kukst_ being 

‘hollow.’ 

Gr. Evy, ‘ with? 
sam, 

௭௭ ச் 39 ரெ 

ஏஏகா ரு, * grass’ 
௩3 iksu, ‘ sugarcane.” 

STAT 17k 

SAT vrsan, Waa whsan, ‘ox.’ 

aa vrs, ஏ ய: ‘to pour.’ 

fax nis Gr. vvy, 902௦5 ‘night 

Lat. now, noktis 

wherein ks is put for I §, 

(that is, © s), and then is 

hardened into ké. 

For the guidance of the reader, I would here mention 

that wherever the letter W § occurs in Sanskrit it may 

be treated as @ s for all scientific purposes, and that the 

modern Aryan vernaculars often restore the original sound 

as Sans. MYM «rosa, are kos, ‘ashort distance’ ; QTW pasa, 

918 pas, ‘side.’
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27. are dyaus is also modified as already shown into 

Wa dyas and Yq dyus, meaning ‘a day.’ From qq dya 

we get SAG jmas, as we get SAT jma from “gt dya, and, by 

the change of s into n, SHA jmas is modified into Faq jman, 

meaning ‘sky’ or ‘earth’, I derive from SH jmas, WA 

gmas, which and the two former also are Vedic words 

meaning ‘earth,” Wa gamas, by the insertion of a between 

g and m, and then Wawa gabhas, by the change of @ m into 

¥ bh; and this THe gabhas gives us aafeaq gabhasti,? as 

Sq svas, eafeq svasti: Tafeq gabhasti means ‘light.’ 

Again ary dyaus becomes ara dyos, sara 1104, எ 

gyos, and ௭8 gmos, the processes of changirg ara dyos 

into vara gmis being similar to those taking place in 

changing YT dya into TAT gma. But எ gmos may be 

altered into ay gnos by the change of m into n, and waen 

  

கடவ | 
॥ ஈடு 

Tvam vidvasyamédhira diva&cagmasea rajasi. I. 25, 20. 

“OQ wise Varuna! thou shinest on all the earth and heaven.” 

sa bafiae a: Absdkyagninjmah. 

“The God of fire was awakened on earth.” Rig Veda I. 187, 1. 

அ? 1௭௪௪௭ Abhikratvénirabhiiradhajman. 

Rig Veda VII. 21-6. 

“© Indra, thou hast by thy deeds excelled on earth.” 

2 Or, it may be derived directly from (85 divas, and be a con- 

necting link between feaa divas and 818 yuvas, which latter 
௩ 3 

will be mentioned further on.
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n is hardened into t, we have ௭7௭ gtos ; and by changing 

g into k and aspirating ¢ and k, we have BATA khthz.. 

This lest form ware hAthos may become x@wv in Greek 

by the change of s into 1, as in 9௭ மோசி) (௩௭௭ dinam, 

‘day,’ and ate dyaus, வாள syona. In Greek, y8wv means 

‘earth,’ and Sans. QT} ksint can be easily derived from 

it by the addition of the femiutne suffix 2, and insertmg 

Bhs (@ k + qs) for yO as we do & fur xg in Greek. 

28, qa dyus becomes Ba dipect by the change of &s into 
x ௩ 

a@ ¢ and means ‘to shine’; and Ga dyué ix also modified 

as Faq jyut by inserting BF for Fd asin FAT 31/8, Bt 

dua, qa dys may alvo assume the form of fay tris, ‘to 

shine,’ by hardening the initial ¢ d into @ 4 cerebralizing 

the final qs into | sowing to the contact of the preceding 

¢ and - hanging y into v and the vowel Y winto Gt. The 

word fay feis seems to be allied to Faq Svit, the root of 

Wa sréta, ‘white,’ and the idea of white may be derived 

frum that of shiuing. HA sréta is modified as Way syeta 

which also assumes the form of Wea! syéna by the change 

of @ ¢ into இர Wa syeta is contracted into fafa siti and 

faq sita, which words mean ‘white’ and ‘ black,’ respec- 

tively? I think that the idea of black is not radical and 

      

1 என்க வாண னான் எ ரர i. 39. Panini. 

Varntidon udatiittipadhatouah, 

9 ள்ளி ~~ Anara, Canto HI. 

fu fa. siti means ‘white’ and ‘ bfac’..” 
Sitidhavala mécakan.
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is attached to the word only by mistake or by a remote 

connection. q scréta may become fauz visaca by meta- 

thesis and by the change of @ ¢ into & d. 

29. From 9q svéta we may get Na pita, ‘yellow,’ by 

the elision of the initial consonant, and from Fa pita, MAA 

pitana and {GHT pitijara, ‘yellow orpiment? and afset 

marijistha, ‘a kind of yellow wood,’ of which the first part 

WA maiija seems to be a modification of Ya pita by the 

change of q p into @] m. The Tamil word us pasu and 

ugar maijal, ‘ yellow,’ have modified Gq pita similarly. 

I feel no doubt that the meaning and form of the Vedic 

HAA manscati, ‘yellow,’ point to the same origin. 

The word occurs in the Rig Veda in the passage (VII. 
44-3.) 

ககாள்ள எள் அகர wad qaary | 
Dadhikeva avan ambubudhinie gnimnpabr uve ugasanistir Yangauts 

ANA aa TaR ae aa ன டள ப 

Bradhnanimanseatorvarunasyababhruntevisvasmadduritaiyavayantu. 

‘ Knowing the horse ca'led Dadhikravan, I praise Agni, 

Ushas, Sun, the cow and the great dun-colored (horse) 

of yellow Varuna,’ Let them remove our sins. 

30. As eta dyaus is modified as ஆர மீக் ஊம் 

comes TQT gya and then TAT gmaas already noticed, it may 

'The word is derived by Sayana as,— 

எனசாள என்க எ ர எிளாளாளி8, எள்ள 
Manyamindnstuvatojaniin cblayatéjanatiti ; yadvabhimanyama- 

atgraadamanaaga: 
nar bcitayatéendsayatitimanéeatuh,
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also be modified as wtq gyaus and then எ gmaus and 

at last ata gnaus by the change of m into » asin FT 

gma, TAT gna. This form Tata gnaus is again modified as 

எ glaus by the change of 4 » into @ J. rita glaus 

means ‘moon,’ and with its form changed into We ola is 

applied to what is spherical. From We gola we get Gr. 

Boros, by the change of y into 8, as in Bovus, Sans. ae 

gaus (q. v.). RNG glaus is changed into THQ glapsa,! ‘a 

bunch as of fruits,’ Lat. globus, glomus, ‘a sphere,’ gleba, 

‘a lump of earth.’ ௬ gula and WE guda, ‘a lump of 

sugar,’ have shortened the o of Wea gola into FY ஐ, ஊம் 

produced the verbal roots 1 gud, ‘to cover,’ az ghut, 

qq ghun, at ghitrn, ‘to turn,’ ‘to roll,’ and the nouns 

டப gulika, * a pill,’ and பட்டய ghutikd, ‘ankle,’ 

called on account of the round knotty bone "rojectings in in 

that part of human body. - TW guna is a modification of 

  

MUTA qa AAS aT TATA waarfafaqyy 

Athiisyaiyugmena salatuglapsina tréepyaca balalyatribhiscakusa 

ஏன ரளி என்னார் | Aivalayana Grhyastira. 
oe 

pitjilaintirdhuam simantam vyuhati. 

qerzraqarcanad gad | எள்ள! 

Salatuglapsénatarunaphalasanghatena, galaturitti apakvanam 

ளான டா கள | கர்கள் 

phalinaim samakhya, glapsa itistabaka ucyaté, audumbarastabakéna 

UTAtAT LSA We Gargyantrdyonavrtti. 
Sastrantaré dratatvat. 

F
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qe gula or WS guda by the change of the second consonant 

into Wn. Though the word AT guna has several mean- 

ings, it is not one word. In its form we see two different 

words derived from two different sources. As meaning 

‘a rope,’ ‘bowstring,’ ‘repetition’ (as in WU gun, ‘multiply,’ 

‘to repeat, AWAR guranam, ‘multiplication, mrUfqat 
ww 

gunanika, ‘ repetition’), பய் guna} is to be derived from war 

glaw as shown above. But when it means, ‘ quality,’ 

‘nature,’ ‘ property of material substances, ‘unimportant,’ 

&c., it is to be traced to Wa jan, ‘to be born’; for quality, 

nature, &c.,are born in the thing in which they are found. 

31. As (1௭௭ divas assumes the form of (௭௭ viyas, 

and then (8௩௭ vihas as already shown, it assnmes further 

changes. fara vihas is modified as WEA mahas, ‘light’ 

and Heq mahat, ‘great.’ (Compare 9௩௭ brhat, ‘ great’). 

Wea mahas means the fourth of the seven worlds which 

are above earth in the sky one above auother, and in this 

meaning the word is modified as HET mahar by the 

change of @ s into tr. As the modified form of Wag 

atasa, ‘air, viz., Bae atala called into existence a new 

nether world and the corresponding Gr. ArAas, just so did 

the above modified form of (888. vthas, ‘sky,’ call into 

  

7 6 x x ~ 

SAMA ATTICS வக? | 
Guntmaurvyamapradhane ripidausudaindriys, 

aA. _ . 
காள் கா டு | 
Tyagesauryadisatvad: sandhyadyaurttirajjuau, 

Werealeaare y Medini. 
Subladavapivatyaiica.
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existence a new world above the sky. Compare aT bhir, 

‘ earth,’ Hat bhuvar, ‘the world above the earth,’ the 

latter of which is merely a modification of the former and 

also ௭௭5 suvar from tq svar, ‘ heaven.’ 

By the change of the final ¥ s into @ 1, HRA mahas 

becomes peyad in Greek and, by the addition of the ter- 

mination os, peyades. But in the corresponding Lat. 

major, the middle syllable Pla hiya of HAE mahiyas (Gr. 

petav) is shortened into WY hye and then changed into j as 

@q dya into j in Janus, and in magum ata mahas has 

undergone a contraction by the elision of the “penultimate 

vowel @ a and the change of the final as into @] 7 as in 

WV ahas, dey,’ sefa ahani, loc. case, THT ahnd, instr. 

case; MYA wdhas, Gr. ovOap, ‘udder,’ wufa adhani, loc. 

case in the Vedas, MH udhna at the end of compound words, 

The change of @s into 4 lL often takes place in the 

Aryan languages -vhether in the beginning or the end of 

a word; e.g. 

Sans. AF sina, 

nous body in heaven,’ 

‘sun’ or‘alumi- Lat. luna, ‘ moon! 

limes (itis), ‘limit.’ 
32 4௪௭ siman, 

3 

» SAT svar, Gr. OruprTros, ‘ Heaven.’ 

» Tz sarata, >» AAKEpTA, ‘a lizard.’ 

” eat svaira, Lat. liber, « free,’ 

௭ saindhava, ‘ belong- 

ing to the sea.’ 

,. இ sasyam, 

Gr. Aavtwa, ‘the deep 

sea.’ 

ட Anuov, ‘& Crop’ or 

‘ crop of corn.’ 

a
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Sans. YQ sana, Gr. dALvor, ‘ flax.’ 

» QW savya, 9» Aaeos, 

rx FRALOS, \ «left? 
Lat. laevus, | 

»» scacrus) 

» f&E simha, Gr. Newry, 

” வரச், ‘a lion.’ 

Lat. leo (n), 

» WAH sambika allied to aq 
அ 

hambi, YQ sankha, Gr, 

xoyyn, Lat. concha,Sans. ¢ Lat. limaz (cis). 

காக kadkani, Gr. 

௧௦00௨ Karyn, Karn. 

As from fza diva we get faq viya and fat vtha, ‘sky, 

as shown already, so from this we get @¥T maha which is 

modified, also, as YY mahi. Both the words R¥f maha 

and a¥} mahi are used in the senses of ‘a cow’ and ‘ea-th,’ 

ART maha is modified as ArT maha and |Teaey maheys 

(Vide aa qaus), [3௭ riyas is modified as 88௭ vayas 

as I have already shown, and then AAA mayas, a word 
used in the Vedas in the senses of ‘ pleasure,’ ‘ happiness,’ 
‘food, &c. From aaa mayas I derive a form ௪௭௭ 

mayus by changing the அ a of @ y into ® a and from this 

form, the word ௪௭4 ழமக றர 01.3 change of @ ¢ into 

wkh. Asimilar process has taken place in the Gr. Bowrta, 
a word derived from Bo:wros, the son of Iroves who was 
the son of Deucalion and aking of Thessaly an i the inventor 
    

  
  

1 HWY mayas is alied to Gr. Bios, ‘course of life,’ ‘ lifetime,’
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As the word afzfa aditi is a mere modification of i 

dyus, the initial SJ a is an extraneous addition, The 

radical part fafa ditt seems to have bem modified as 

fafa ‘siti, ‘earth’ afefa aditi, like @SP mali and 

BPA prthiri, is frequently associated with ata dyaus, 

‘heaven,’ in the Vedas. fafa ditt, her counterpart, was 

originally a deity invoked with other deities. But she 

became the mother of Giants (Faq daitya) subsequently. 

The Gr. Tervos was the son of Gaia or of Jupiter by Elara. 

He was of a gigantic size and his mother died in travail. 

He offered violence to Latona and, as a punishment for 

this, he was placed in Hell where his liver was continually 

devoured by a serpent. 

The word wfz fe aditi leads us to the Greek O8veceus 

which is formed from qa dyaus or qa dyus cxactly 

like the former, both of them containing the euphonie 

addition of a vowel. In-the corresponding Latin Ulysses, 

the $ of the Greek word is changed into l, a change for 

which many instances have been given in this List; as, 

Laios, Latona, Trcov, Trus, &e. Odvecevs was hing of 

Ithaca whose return from Troy to Ithaca forms the subject 

of a poem of Homer, called Odyssey. 

33. Here I would mention another word formed from 

Wa dyus hike (௫ tithi but different from the latter in 

having a nasal 4] n to represent the @ s of qa dyus. 

Te dyus produces <4 danu as it does (௭ dina, and <q 

is modified as 81௭ dinu. These words originally mean 

‘a Heavenly being, ‘bright,’ ‘ powerful,’ and so on, and as 

such are applied to Indra, Maruts and other gods.
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டட கூ! ॥ கூர் டா 

LATTA AAT? R THETA | AATEMaTTT | 

Hatavrtramsudinavaindrénasahastyrya | Manoduésamsatiata. 

Rig Veda, I. 23, 9. 

‘OQ, Maruts, accompanied by many Danus; kill Vrtra 

with the aid of the powerful auxiliary Indra. May our 

enemies not flourish.’ 

But Sayana takes 14 danu to mean ‘gift.’ I should 

however think that the word is connected with gta dyaus 

and means ‘bright,’ ‘powerful,’ or ‘strong, * and is bere 

applied to a ‘ Heavenly being in general’ or perhaps the 

adjective @ su specifies the meaning and makes the word 

mean only ‘ * good spirits’ (sc. Maruts.) 

In the following passage it is applied to Indra :— 

qrcenrsncfeasa faa: Rig Veda, I. 54, 7. 

Dinurasmiu paranpinvatedivah. 

‘Danus (that is Indra) pours clouds to this sacrificer 

from heaven.’ 

But it is applied to Vrtra in the following :-— 

Praag: | ya aag waar feta ref a ॥ 

ப ப்பாயு ayenavrtramavadhi ‘naddanu
maurnavabhan. 

«O, valiant Indra! hold that power by which you have 

killed the giant Vrtra like a spider.’—Rig Veda, II. 11, 18. 

In modern Sanskrit literature, the word @14q danava 

always means the sors of <a danu, who are evil spirits, or 

Raksasas and are opposed to the gods. 

The corresponding Greek word Aavaos did not share 

the same fate as its Sanskrit counterpart. Aavaos is the 

name of ason of Belus and Anchince, who was reigning 

in Egypt with his brother. Owing to the enmity which
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arose between the brothers, Danaus emigrated to Argos 

with his fifty daughters and, in course of time, became 

king of the place. His brother followed him subsequently 

and brought with him his fifty sons who‘ had been pro- 

mised to the daughters of Danaus. But the king did not 

like the match and caused all the bridegrooms to be put 

to death by his daughters; and all the sons-in-law were 

murdered except one who married Hypermnestra, one of 

the daughters. The sisters were purified of the murder 

by the order of Jupiter, but according to some account 

they were punished in Hell. 

I may perhaps connect with Sans. Z@q danu, the Gr. 

Aavan, daughter of Acrisius, king of Argos, of whom 

Jupiter was enamoured, and who bore to him a son named 

Perseus. . 

Gr. Aavaos, originally meaning ‘subjects of Aavaos,’ 

was subsequently applied to all the Greeks (as in Eomer) 

and offers a very interesting contrast to the Sans. @T#q 

Danava which has degenerated in its meaning and is now 

applied only to Raksasas, or Giants. Compare the word 

WaT Asura which was dealt with similarly in Sanskrit. 

literature and which wil: be mentioned hereafter. 

34. Here I would mention two Greek words which are 

formed from qa dyus as Sans. fafa tthi, ‘day,’ (Vide 

§ 15)—@Quacos, a company or procession of persons dan- 

sing and singing in honor of a god as of Pacchus, ard 

Oncevs, the most famous Athenian hero and son of Aigeus 

(eq ahas, ‘day’) and Aithra (WAT atasa, ‘sky.’) 

35. From ara dyaus we may derive Gr. Aaos, by the 

change of ¢ d into Vas in ALOos, Zaz drsad, ‘stone,’ 

Aaya, கு dip, ‘to shine,’ are loc, க lok, * to see,’
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ஏ dyus, ‘day,’ ‘light,’ and Latona எனா Dystana. 

This derivation affords us a clue to explain the story of’ 

Laios end Jocasta (Ioxacrn). Cidipus was the son of 

Laios. As the father had heard an oracle at Delphi that he 

would be killed by his own son, he exposed the child near 

the hill Kithairon. But the child was rescued and attained 

his age, and, while journeying to Thebes, he met his old 

father Laios and, in a duel which took place accidentally, 

he killed the latter. He continued his journey and met a 

monster called Sphinx who was laying waste the whole 

country with sickness and drought. He could not be defeat- 

ed by any one except those who solved his riddles. When 

(idipus approached the monster, the latter propounded 

his riddle as usual; and, when it was solved, he threw 

himself down from the summit of the mountain on which 

he had taken his seat; and the drought terminated with 

heavy showers of rain. The inhabitants of Thebes who 

had preclaimed that he who would deliver the country from 

the droaght and sickness, should rule over the country and 

espouse the hands of Jocasta, the widow of the late king, 

offered to Gidipus the sovereignty of the country ; and he 

thns became the king of the country and the husband of his 

own mcther. But he was not allowed to rule long in peace 

and happiness. The sin of parricide was to be punished, 

and the Gods inflicted a plague on the city. When the 

people consulted the Delphian oracle, they were told that 

the plague was the result of the murder of Laios, and the 

murderer should be punished. In the long run, it became 

known that Cdipus was the murderer. In compunction 

for the sin committed CEdipus tore out his eyes and Jocasta 

committed suicide. CE£dipus too died soon under the signal 

of Heaven. This story must simply refer to the heavenly 

phenomena which are of daily occurrence, viz., the bright- 

ness of the starry Heaven being absorbed in the rays of 

G
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the sun when the latter makes his appearance in the east, 

which may be referred to in the sun's taking Locacty 

(கா Gabhasti) the wife of aia Dyaus, his father; the 

gradual dimness of the sun in the evening, which corres- 

ponds to the unhappy reign of Cidipus after he was 

installed on the throne of his father and married his own 

mother ; his loss of brilliancy, which corresponds to the 

death of loxacrn; and, at last, his setting in the west, 

which corresponds to Gdipus’ going to Heaven, 

The reason of my connecting the sun with (idipus is 

the fact that he is described as the second husband of his 

mother. 
\ 1. உட்டு 

arate fuga Raed ST: ATS: I 

Maturdidhisumabravam svasurjarah srunotunah, 

wiigeaae@taa ॥ 17. 85, 5. 
Bhraténdrasyasakhamama. 

‘I spoke of the second husband of his mother. Let the 
lover of his sister, brother of Indra and friend of mine, 

hear us.’ 

Ss SIS ANI. | * 
71983௭? ஆர கா எர விஎர்ச பட 27) ட 
Duredriédevajatay aketave divasputraya suryayasamsatal| 

*Praise Stirya, farseeing, born of deity, knowing, and 

son of Divas (Heaven).’ 

The country which was governed by Laios was @nfar, 

Thebes, a name given to several cities of which the most 

important were the Egyptian and Bootian; the symboli- 

cal meaning of which story is that Heaven personified is 
the ruler of Heaven, the place where he is to rule; for 

while Aazos is aa dyaus, @nBn, the singular form of 

@78ai, is only fat diva, or ZTAT dyava, ‘ Heaven.’
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The word Jocasta may be shown to be a modification of 

Sans. Tafed gabhasti,’ which I have already derived frou 

CAG avis (throvgh the forms Ja dyas, TAA gyas, THA gmas 

ஊம் ௭௭ gamas), with which the Sans. aaa yuvan, © 

youth,’ aafa yuvati,‘a youthful girl,’ Lat. juvenis, ‘young,’ 

and the corresponding Gr. 7Bes, ‘youthful,’ 78n, ‘ youth,’ 

will be connected hereafter. எனை gabhasti may be 

changed into nafea gavasti by the change of @ bh intog 

v, into aafea yavasti by the change of Wg into By,and 

then Ioxacrn by the change of ¥ v into Wg and then into 

a i and of @ y into co as in lo (v), BaF yavana, (q.v.) 

The last word that requires explanation is Ovdvrous 

which, as it is spelt, seems to be composed of t-vo words, 

the latter being 7ovs, Sans. 41 pad, eg? The name 

of the sun which most closely resembles Ocdcrrovs is 

ஏர aryaman in which the first part 33 ழ் being 

modified as a adya by the change of { r into 6, may be 

nd the lengthen- 
changed into Oud: by the elision of @ ya mn 

ing of the previous vowel இ ௨ into oc. B25 OS 

On the change of r into d, compare :— #4)> ழீ S%) 

Sans. NT viva, ‘strong,’ Gr. Ved. arg vidu, ‘ strength.’ 

Bpiaw, ‘to be strong,’ 

Gr. yupos, ‘ round,’ Sans. TS guda, ‘lump as of 

sugar.’ 

Sans. farw@t skhara, “ம. Frew sikhanda, ‘the 
4? 

‘top,’ 
crest. 

% ர raivat, ‘vich,’ 

oo பபப பப பபப 

1 Or it may be deriyed from ௮88 3022, ‘bright,’ ‘ young.’ 

3 Vide autos. 

Lat. dives, and dis. 
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Sans. RIT dvar, ‘ gate,’ Gr. | 

@upa, YT dhir, 
oN 

‘front,’ which are 

modified as @T tur 

and up in ATTW 
> Sans. AUs tunda, ‘ face.’ 

torana, ‘festoon,’ Gr. 

Oupwv (wvos), ‘the 

doorway,’ and aifa@ 

toli, as in yatta 

pratoli, ‘high road.’   J 

T would here observe that the letter & d was originally 

<4; and I may lay down for the guidance of the readers 

that wherever a cerebral letter occurs in Sanskrit it must 

be traced universally to a corresponding dental letter, and 

that, for all scientific purposes, the cerebrals in Sanskrit 

must be treated as dentals. 

The latter part of waa aryaman cannot be supposed 

to have been changed into 7rous, unless we assume that the 

ancient Greeks assigned a wrong etymology to the word 

and so assimilated the latter part to the word movs, mean- 

ing ‘leg? I may suggest instead of the above word 
க 6 : 2 ’ 

ag dyupad radically ‘ going in J dyu, heaven,’ or qa 

dywmat, ‘shining,’ ‘having light,’ corrupted into பழட 

dyupad ; or still better taqz svapad, ‘going in Heaven’ 

modified as ஸா Svapad which in Sanskrit is applied to 

a ‘wild beast,’ ‘beast of prey.’ In this meaning it answers 
  

1Compare Gr. ArXas (avros) which I have connected lower down 

with Yaq atala and ultimately WAG atasa, ‘sky.’
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to the Gr. OvdSurous, referring to the prowling of wild beasts. 

Jf the word ATA Sripad' be a corruption of eqns svapad 

as conjectured, it will be the origin of the Gr. OvdeTTI0us. 

It may, as it is, be distributed as  éva + UE pad, அ சா 

meaning ‘swelling,’ from fq Sci, ‘to swell,’ GZ pad, ‘foot,’ 

meaning therefore radically ‘ swollen-footed.’ 

The story of Gidipus, however, has greater points of 

resemblance to the description of Agni and the anecdotes 

occurring in the Rig Veda regarding him. In many places 

Agni is called son of Heaven and Earth. In the night 

the sky becomes dark aud the earth receives the light of 

fire and this daily scene may have been symbolized in the 

story of (Zdipus. In the following passage Agni is said 

to fight with his father. 

ர = ‘ கூ கூர 

saerfuftatarfufagraqara ea பயப்பட | 7.3, 9. 

Avaapruh ipitaranyodhivided n putroyasté sahasasetina thé | 

“O, god of fire, learned son and son of strength, thou 

putst down in battle thy father who has borne thee.’ 

In the passages of the Rig Veda, V. 2, 1 and the 

folowing five, Agni is said to have been kept in secret 

custody by the youthful mother (aafaatar yuvatirmatd) 

and the people to have asked his mother to deliver him 

up to the father and to have complained “that they were 

deprived of their cattle, and their leader had to fight with 

his enemies. There was drought in the country, and, ir 

consequence, no sacrifice was performed. The enemies 

have seized the king and the houses of the inhabitants, 

and the hymns of Atri should recover them.” 

I quote the passage here below and translate it: 

  

1 It is usually derived from 4 fvan, ‘dog.’ ட்ட pad, ‘to go.’ 
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களா செ்னல்ண்க ள் ரோட்டி | 
சப்பப் vuttinseenenbalietne quhithibhurtinadaditipity’ 

| I 1, ॥ 
குளிகஎன௭[எணள் பன் (எர எனி உப 
Antkamasyanaminajjandsah purakpasyautiv ihitenavaten 

கலிர்ச்சொகளான்ளி ௭ ரரி ளா | 
Kamatante nti wondikranity am postbibharsimahisijajiua 

94ல் கடசள்பொர்சடர்ளாரா Hew 
PayvirhigarbhaSsavadivavardh’ pasyutjita iiyadustite nit 

மிளா ளா ராடாக ளா (என்ற | 
Hiranyerdiiata nhecctourye ணின்! fesidrvilapradypermiiyrealhinei mina 

ரானி களாகக் ym RAH RT AMA TATR GT: Ue 
Daddniasmiamrtanviprkeat kinntamaninuleithkenaceuumnukthile 

பயப்பட யப க ப்பப்பப படட பப பது 
Keatridapasyamsanitugerrantiun sunutdyithrnneperasibha mana 

எகரி எ்ராள்னான் உட 
Natiiagrbhrawnajanistuhigeh palikenividyneatayabhaventi 

3௮ எக fadasinrarsaTafasa | 
Kémamaryaka nine yore atagabh ir ue yesh ப்ரடுமா ட ditsa, 

abs aycadqacararfavasaafa fara Hun 
Yaitijagrbhuravatasyje ntvt jiitipase unpanaseikited 7 16 

சள்னள்ள்ளிர்சள்ரவ் சகி வக்ர | 
Vousdivirijtnantorrsutittjantindne ar Gtuyouidadh urmartyesu 

werMacada sia fa frarey fea aT Hen 

Brahmanyatréravatamsrjantuninditdronindyasobhavantt. 

‘The youthful mother keeps her son secretly confined 

and does not give him up to the father. The people do
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not see before them his (the son’s) injured form placed in 

an unpleasunt (place).’ 

OQ, youth! what youth do thou keep as a devil (Wat pest) 

whom you brought forth as a matron (af eg? mahisi)? The 

child grew for the last (many) years and as the mother 

brought him forth, I saw him born.’ 

‘I saw the child of golden teeth, of pure color and 

bearing weapons, from the neighbouring field. I am 

giving him nectar extensively ; what can the people de- 

prived of rain and sacrifice do me ? 

« From the field I saw him wandering on his knee (@ 4a: 

sanutah) happily and shining greatly like a herd (of cows). 

They did not (should not ?) take, for he was born. Even 

old women become youthful,’ (Regarding aaa: sanutah, 

vide ௭7௭ janu.) 

‘Who are those that took away the cattle from the men 

whose leader was not without battle? Let those who 

scizud him give him up. Let the wise lead our cattle.’ 

‘Enemies have seized the houses of the inhabitants and 

imprisoned their kings. Let the hymns of Atri restore 

him to the people and the calummators be calumniated.’ 

Tho following passage occurs in the beginning of the 

commentary of Sayana on the above passages and contains 

a tradition given in the Brahmana of Satyayame and 

another version of it given in the Tandaka Branmana. 

The tradition is quoted there for the explanation of the 

meaning of the passages. 
~ 

வாண உக னர் | 

இகர கற்கால itihasa ihocyate 

TIM ATUTATA CITUSHITHT Wi tk 

Rajatraivrsnaikgvaku stryarundzbhavadasyaca
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க ரள்சாம எறி கார | 
Purohitovrsojara raivasittadakhalu 

னார் றாள் ரா: உட 
Sangrhnantirathanrajnam raksanityapurohitah 

aque 114 சணா கரன் ௫: | 
Tryarunaayavricraémins satjagrahapurokitah 

5 > 
qaiaafanter caqawatfaa: ॥ ௩ ॥ 
Kumarovartmanikridan rathacakrénaghatitah 

fea quecyaw Aacgqwifen: | 
Chinnahkumarascakréna mamarithapurohitah 

டயம பய ப கயட்ட ப்பட பட ஐ) 
Tvamhanta syétirajanam rajacdpipurohitam 

ea ATAURG ITY AVA ARANAST | 
Tvamhantasyakumarasya nahamityabravittada 

qaedcwaney fadaraeraarea: v4 8 
Yatastvamrathavégasya niyantatastvayahatah 

ளிய எனா ணாக; | 
Rathasvamiyatorajan tasmattvantasyaghatakah 

ரானி கர் ணாக காளி ue a 
Evanvivadamanautan ikgvakunprastumagatay 

Ns 
சாணி கோள் எ௩கிரககா; | 
Taupapracchaturiksvakiin kéenisaunihatodvijah 

சச் சோட்ணா ளக உ ॥ 
Téabruvanrathayantaram hantiramvrsasamjnakam 

ஏசா காடி | 
Savréovarsanamnatan kumiramudajivayat 

ரராளானாண?ச GATES TA NS 
Evamakhydyatatraiva punaranyadudiritam.
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AAT THRATNTAN FAC WHT AIT | 
Vataikevikavoragaddhantaramrsimabruvan 

se SN ACN உட கூ 

எனா ஈர் ளான AAT Wc kt 

Tasmattésanigrhewagnéstéjonirgatamésuca 

ரகாச காமரா ௭௭ | 
Grhapikidayonasantatkaranamacintayan 

SURAITEAILATAT TA AAT: hewn 

Veréamkumirahantiraniyadavocamaténanah 

ளாக ௫ ௭3௭ ॥ 
Apikramaddharivahnérahvayamavrsamvayain 

cfidfamaafrarsaTarecigeg Wwe 

Itisaiicintyatamrsimahvayimasuradarat 

கானி எள்ளி | 
Samagatyatatassighrantésa magnérharobhavet 

ae 
Chea pAaTaTaTRATAaAATTAAT AR ॥ 

Hiviriénasimnasauakamayatapurvaval 

wanraqa faa geat 

Evrmgayansarsirbrahmahatyam 

ளாள்காார் எனின் 
Bharydjitintrasadasyorntpasya 

ராரா ளா: 

Pisdcavésimharaddayacignéh 

ஏன் ளக னாள் ஏ 16 ॥ 
Grhdnnitvakasipausthipayantim 

Tramaagieanafacat 
Dratvasa myaktaddharastogayttva. 

ளார்கள் | 

Samnipascddyojayamasactgni
m
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They asked the Iksvakus, “ By whom was the boy killed” * 

They said thut the charioteer whose name was Vréa wa: 

the murderer. Vréa revived the boy with a hymn called 

Varga. Having narrated thus, the author relates also 

something else in the same place. As the Iksvakus pro- 

nounced the Rsi to be the murderer, the brilliancy of the 

fire in their houses was lost, and cooking and other works 

were no longer performed ; and they thought of the cause 

of that: “As we pronounced Vréa to be the murderer of 

the buy, our fire lost its brilliancy, therefore let us call him.” 

Having thonght thus they called the Rsi_ respectfully. 

Then the Rsi came and prayed as before that there be 

brilliancy in fire. ‘Thus singing, he saw in the form of a 

demon the brahman-murder arising from the wife of the 

king Trasadasyu, who, having taken away the brilliancy of 

fire to its house, was concealing it in her food, aud, having 

propitiated the demon with his hymn, he restored the bril- 

liancy to the fire. Then the god of fire became bright, 

and werks such as cooking began as before. 

‘Thus was caid by Satyayana ; and I shall now say what 

has been said by Tandaka. Vréa was the priest of the 

king Trasadasyu. The king driving his car killed 

accidentally the son of a Brahmin by the wheel of his car. 

He said to Vréa, “ While thou my priest art, murder came 

to me; it must be removed by thee.” Then the Rsi reviv- 

ed the boy by the hymn called Viréa.’ 

Now comparing the story of Laius with that of Agni 

given in the commentary of Séyana and that portion of it 

which is referred to in the Vedic passages quoted above, 

we get the following parallel conceptions: (1) The driv- 

ing of a king in a car with his charioteer: (2) The death 

of a person. In the story of Laius, it is the king that 

dies and this event is caused by a duel arising accidentally 

between the king and (Edipus, but in the two versions
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of the story given by Sayana a Brahmin boy is killed by 
heing run over by the wheel of the car of aking. But I 
should observe here that there is no reference to that acci- 

dent in the Vedic version of the story. Nor do we learn 
from it anything as to who the boy was, whether he was 
the son of the king or the son of a Brahmin. (8) In the 
story of Laius, the whole country suffers from anarchy, 
drought and famine and the same appears in the Vedic 

story; but there is no reference to those events in the 

story given by Sayana which, however, alludes to the 

extinction of sacrificial fire and the ceasing of cooking and 
other works in houses. (4) In the Greek story the mother 

marries the son and in the Vedic the youthful mother is 

said to have kept her son, but in the story of Sayana there 
ig no allusion to neither of those events. 

From these points of similarity, it appears highly pro- 
bable that the story was purely Indian and migrated to 

. Greece like many other stories with various additicns and 
subtractions. 

In the Indian Mythology, besides the two given in the 

above, there are many others which are like the story of 
Laius, in all of which the common feature is the intercou.se 

like that between (idipns and Jocasta; such as the stories 

of Indra falling in love with Ahalya, the wife Gautama, 
and of Moon being fascinated by Tara, the wife of Jupiter. 

36. <As aya dyaus is modified as at dya, Et da and 

at last CWT! ida and எர 0/௪, so have ௬௦ 10௦9, the land 

of Inov, Datos or Dusov, the city of Ilus, the last two words 

exactly answering to Sans. feaa divas and fara divam 

without the euphonic initial 7. The war, therefore, which 

took place between the Greeks and the T.ojans in the 
  

1 Vide p. 35, and the Semitic Analogy at the end of the List.
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land ௦8 1), ௬௨8 & war in Heaven in which the victory 

was gained by Hercules (W¥tAT Ahaskara) and Achilles 

(mEq Alas), which two will be mentioned hereafter. 

In comparison with the words Test ila and [ST ida and 

194௦, ஊம் Ticov, I may mention Lat. I/ia or Rhea and Gr. 

ரக, Ilia was the daughter of Numitor, king of Alba, 

consecrated by her uncle Amulius to the service of Vesta. 

Idya ([Svca) was one of the Oceanides who married 246165, 

king of Colchis, and by him became the mother of Medea. 

In the Gr. Aaos there is no euphonic addition in the 

beginning of the word of such letters as 7, ¢, €, 0, a8 in 

mrBaros (RQ svas); ToST ila, CBT ida, TTT tra, Vwos, 

7922) Sura and Ilia, (Sans. YT dya, Gr. Aa) ; eXavavn, 

‘banquet,’ (Sans. Aaa témana, Gr. dServov, ‘meal time’); 

and Orvyros (FT var), and Oduaceus (qa dyus). Vide 

the above words. 

37, From gt dye, we can derive alam Dystana by the 

addition of the suffix @@ fana, which intensifies the mean- 

ing. According to the Nirukta (I. 8.), அாஈளா Dyotana 

is a name applied to the Goddess gat Usa, and in the 

following passage it comes with Q@at Akana. 

ay deaenrararenica (eau fuarare erat 

Grhangrhamahandayaty acchadivedivead hinamadad
hana. 

எள்ளின் ளா எகரஎக் சான 

Sisisantidyctanasasvadagadagramagramidbhajatevasiinam
. 

J. 123-4. 

‘The God Ahana every day goes to every house directly 

with much modesty ; and Dyotana desirous of distributing 

comes frequently and receives what is best of wealth.’ 

@aat dyotana may be taken as a verbal noun of agency
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from aq duut, ‘toshine,’ by the addition of the termination 
yes 

Qq ana, 4௭ dynt 4+. Say ana becoming araa Dyotana, 

by the gunation of the u« of ௫௭ dyut, "10ம் 4௦ க ர 

prefer the former origin. We have many instances in 

which qq tana and qq tama are added to nouns as well as 

to adjectives in the Vedas. Thus is formed aaa Gauta- 

ma, ‘the name of a sage whose wife was BERT Ahalya.’ 

aaa Gautama is held to be a patronymic of சாக 

ma, which is only a modification of டட் கப்ர் 

art dyo + A tama, ar dyo meaning ‘ light’ or ‘ heaven,’ 

and q@@ tama, the intensive suffix. Similarly are formed 

99௪ trsantama, ‘brave’ = 39௭ vrsan 1 நூ] சா, 

Aqq ersan, ‘a bull’ or ‘ chief ;’ சகர்ானஎ Angirastama, 

“the greatest Angiras,’ 1918 Angiras (Gu. aryverdos), 

‘a sage,’ and ‘a bright planet in heaven,’ &. 

Agni is called Angiras in Rig Veda, I. 31, 1: 

வரி னி எரா: Tramagnéprathamoangirah, 

©Q! God of fire, you are the first Angiras (bright.)’ 
In the following stanza he is called Angirastama :— 

aaa AACA: LTeamagnéprathamoangirastamah. 

Rig Veda, I. 31, 2. 

*Q! God of fire, you are the greatest Augiras (bright.)’ 

Vide the word SfATA Ariyiras me.ationed further on. 
௩ 

Similarly we have qWaa Kenratama from @W@ kanva 

which radically means ‘ bright,’ as afaca Angiras, and 18 

connected with aa kan, Gr. yavaw, ‘to shine.’ Vide FW 

Kanva, which word will be explained lower down,
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The words Lulinus and Latmus and Latuna are to be 

sualyzed im the samme way. As Latona consists of Sans. 

wia dvaus and Aq tana, the termination fone correspou- 
% 

diug to Aq lana, so Latinus and Latmus must be distributed 

as Laus + finus and Haus + dimus, the latter parts conus 

and fimus answering to Sans. @@% éana and Fa tama. 

Compare Lat. intimus, optimne, ulfimus, and Gr. eb@cpeos 

<= epeos + repos, Sans. TW whhya + AAA tamas.' Latinus 

was a son of Faunus and Marica and was the king of the 

uborigines in Italy, who were named Latini and the country 

Latium (Italy) from him. Latmus is 4 mountain of Caria 

near Miletus, and was famous for the residence of Endy- 

mion who was visited by Diana every night. For Latona, 

see p. 20. ் 

'To the same ௫௦௨ ஏர்சளா Dyotana may be traced the 

Teut. Wodin, appearing also in another form as Wuotan? 

and shurtened in the Kuglish word Wednesday, Ang.-Sax. 

IPoden-es daeg (Sans. அஎ Dyrtanasyadivasa), 

ex being equal to Sans. a sy, genitive singalar suffix. 

Tp the Teutonic word Wuoten, the initial Z d of ௭௭ 

Dystana is changed into ஏ 6 first and then Fv. Compare 

fz ¥a vihas, Gr. Bros from Sans. faaa divas, ‘sky.’ 

38. a aye is modified as @T sya and then as ®TYT 

iThe words ior and Sans. ae ibhyutamas mean 

‘mighty’ and ‘ wealthy’ respectively and must be connected, though 

they are usually derived from different sources, c. S-» tbOijcos from 

it, the dative plural of es, ‘strength, and ௭௭௭ ibhyatamas 

from TA fhhe. an clephant, because the possession of elephants 

indicates wealth. 

?Cox's Mythology of the Arven Nations. Vol 1, p. 908, ef sey.
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chaya, Gr. oxca, ‘light’ Tat chaya! is farther modified 

as @fa chavi by the change of the final YT a into F i and 

of @ y into q v. ata chavi means ‘light... By a similar 

process we get from QT dya, Gr. Kovos and Sans. afq Kavi 

or Tay Kavya meaning Sukra, that is, the planet Venus, 

The original meaning of the word @f@ kavi is ‘ bright’ or 

the planet Venus, then ‘ bright with knowledge,’ ‘a sage,’ 

‘a weaver, ‘a poet.’ From afa kavi are derived Gr. ddatva, 

‘to weave,’ ‘to make a composition, @f|q kuvinda 

(iavrns), ‘a weaver,’ in which the radical part Eq kuv is 

nearer to the Greek root than to the Sanskrit. With 

aifa Kavi may be compared Gr. Kovos, who was a son of 

Heaven and Earth, as mentioned in the following pass- 

age :— 

. avrap கோலாக 

Otpave edynbeioa réx’ “Nxeavov Babvdivny, 

Koiév re Kpeiov 8’, Trreplovd ர! "lameroy Te, 

133-134, Hesiod’s Theogony. 

‘Moreover, she having been brought to the bed of 

Heaven gave birth to Coous, Crius, Hyperion and lapetus.’ 

In his notes on the above passage Mr. Paley, a com- 

mentator, says: ‘ Koios may mean intelligent from Koei», 

or perhaps ‘sky.’ (Compare Cohus, i. e-, coelum quoted hy 

Festus, and Juno Covella).’ 

I thoroughly agree with ‘the commentators in thinking 

that the word Cohus is connected with coelim as it is 

allied to a class of words to which I have already referred 
when speaking of coelum (p. 11). It will be very interesting 
  

[ஜா chayai means also the wife of the Sun. reflection, and shade.
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for the readers to know that in Sanskrit, too, the sky is 

called WETA gahanam (MITE gatha, ‘ Badvs,’ depth, ATS 

gah, ‘to dive’), (8௭௭ mahabilam, ‘great pit,’ and 

afeca susiram, ‘pit,’ the last word being mentioned in the 

Unadi Siittra (I. 52) and taken by the commentator in the 

senses of ‘a hole’ and ‘sky.”? But from what I have said 

we can easily see that Mr. Paley was wrong in connecting 

Cohus with Kovos. 

As for the other word Covella, however, I think with him 

that it is connected with Kovos. Covella must be a feminine 

diminutive form of such a word as Covus which is identi- 

cal with Kocos, and is obsolete in Latin. 

The above comparison of the word 162006 with Sans. 

afa cavi, settles its ultimate origin from @q svar, © heaven.” 

Coe1s was father of Latona (ளா க், q. v-)s 

Asteria, &c., by Phoebe, and son of Uranus and Terra. 

I would connect with afa kavi, Gr. codos, ‘ learned,’ 

‘wise,’ codva, ‘learning,’ Lat. sapio, ‘to be wise,’ and 

sapient, learned,’ and cavco, ‘ to be cautious. 

As we have in Greek Kotos corresponding to afa ‘avi, 

so have we in Sanskrit @{ sura corresponding to afc 

அ 
. . 

siiri, both the words meaning ‘a sage.” As Kotos origin- 

ally meant ‘ bright,’ and, having been modified as afta 

havi, was applied to the planet Venus, then a sage, so dia 

the word @Cstra originally meaning ‘ bright,’ ‘the sun,’ 

This word has already been 

(Vide p. 34.) 

9 

come to mean also ‘a sage. 
. 

ச 

connected with €q{ svar, ‘ heaven. 

1 afar ez aratay Susiraimchidramakasasea. 1. 52. 

Ujjvaladatta’s Commentary on Unadi Sttra. 
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I have thus been led by my investigations to anticipate 

such a word as @q kava in Sanskrit, which is found only 

in the modified form of @f¥ havi, and I have at last dis- 

covered the existence of the word in the former part of 

the compounds கா பபாய் ப (டட kavasakha., They 

occur in the following passages : 

விரி சச காரிி டிரா 
Daivipirtirdaksinadevayajyanckavaribh yonahiteprnants. 

| ॥ 
பப்ப ட்க பட்சப் டல பட தி 
Athanarahprayatadaksinasovad yabhiyabakavahprnanti. 

‘The sufficient divine fee of the divine sacrifice is not 

refused (not given) by the enemies of the Kavas (sc. 

Aryans). If they please (the Gods), many men do so, having 

given the fee by fear of sin.’ —Rig Veda, X. 107, 3. 

I have differed from Siyana for whose interpictation 
I refer the reader to the commentary of that scholar, and 

coustrued the passage in the following way :— 

na “se — 

18 ரசா கரி எனி விராரிள, 
Duivipirtirdevayajyadaksinukavaribh yorakitina ; athatapy neti, 

5 ~N 
ஏஏ வா எள எ: எர 
wwadyabhiyaprayatadaksinasobahavonarahpruanti. 

களான: kavaribhyah in the above passage would 

naturally refer to the enemies of the qq Kava, that is, I 

think, non-Aryans. This meaning is supported by the use 

of the word in the following passage :— 
1 ர 1 t. ' 

aura oa efaaT களான: 
Anapasukrastatanustimibhati aniisublrammaghavi yohkavdsukhah. 

Rig Veda, V. 34, 3.
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‘Indra who is powerful and the friend of the Kavas, 

destroys the bright-bodied enemies of ceremonies ” 

But ‘n the above passages Sayana understands by the 

word @q kava, ‘little, ‘despicable,’ as in the word களா 

kavosna, ‘little warm,’ in which a! kava means ‘little,’ and 

in that meaning the word may be simply a development of 

the syllable at ko of காண kosna. But according to Dr. 

Haug, the author of the ‘Essays on the Parsis,’ there is a 

word of the same form as @fq Kavi in the Zend which was 

applied to a priest of the Deva religion as opposed to the 

Ahura Mazda religion in contempt. But he says that it 

looks very strange that the same word afa kavi should be 

applied to “the highly celebrated personages of Iranian 

Antiquity, such as Kavi Husrava (Kal Khusro), Kavi 

KavAta (Kai KabAd), Kavi Vishtdspa (Kai Gusht&sp), and 

has become, in its derived adjectival form “ Kayanian,” 

the de-ignation of a whole dynasty of the ancient Bactrian 

rulers.’ He then mentions such an expression as Kava Vish- 

tispa used instead of Kavi Vishtaspa and thinks that Kavi 

was modified as Kava to avoid the bad idea implied by the 

word. But I differ from him and think that Kava was 

the orisinal form, and afa kavi, a modified one, as at 

stra and a fz siiri, which I have derived from the same 
வூ 

root tT svar, from which were derived Hq kava and afy 

Answering to Lat. Caius and Cata which are used as 
havi. 

Gr. Kovos, a son of Oupovos and Vea 
titles to proper names, 

and Gr. codos, ‘ wise,’ we should have #@ kava for the 

oirginal form and not afa havi. 
  

  

yan, ‘a little harizontal.’ Tait, Sam. 
1 CE. (௭௭9௪ kavatir 

~ 

and Apast. Sr. Siitra. Here ®@ kava points to the original @ 

kva, ‘which.’
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Many other Sanskrit words which originally ended in 

a, have changed the final Y a into ¢ i and the origina’ 

ending reappears when they come as the latter narts of 
compound words; e. g., 

அள் anguli, ‘finger,’ from WY agra, ‘top,’ (q.v.); Ae 

angula as in னன tryangula, ‘having three inches.’ 

aifa ratri, ‘night, from @e@ lastra, ‘brightness’ (q.v.); 

LTS ratra as in FETT dviratra, ‘ two nights.’ 

Qfe sakhi, ‘friend, from @¥ saha, ‘with’ (q.v.) ; 

Sq sakha as in frweg Visnusakha, ‘ friend of 

Visnu.” 

ஏ வஸ் « eye,’ from W¥ agra, ‘top,’ or We" laks, ‘to 

see,’ by the elision of the initial @ 1; 4@ aksa ag in 

TATA padmaksa, ‘having lotus-like eye.’ 

afag sakthi, ‘ thigh, from waa jaghana, ‘abdomen ;’ 

எண saktha as in அண dirghasaktha, ‘long- 
thighed.’ 

aif nabhi, ‘aavel,’ from FAG nabhas (Gr. ougarss), 

‘sky’ (9.0) 5 ATH nabha as in Waa padmanadha, 

‘ having lotus-like navel.’ 

For the convenience of the readers, I extract here the 
following passage from Dr. Haug’s Essays on the Parsis, 
றற. 2900-91, 

“These two names, kavi and karapan, designate in the 
fullest sense all the spiritual guides of the professors of 

the Deva religion, who tried to put down the adherents of 
the Ahura Mazda religion, and we necessarily find, there- 

fore, a bad meaning attached to them in the Gathas. This 

appears the more strange, as the word kavt itself forms
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part of the names of highly celebrated personages of 

Tranian Antiquity, such as Kavi Husrava (Kat Khusro), 

Kayi Kavdta (Kai Kabaid), Kavi Vishtéspa (Kai Gush- 

tasp), &c., and has become, in its derived adjectival form 

“ Kayanian,” the designation of a whole dynasty of the 

ancient Bactrian rulers. 

‘‘ Here the question naturally arises, how could a desig- 

nation, which distinguished the bitterest enemies of the 

Yoroastrian religion, be applied to kings who were, like 

Kavi Vishtdspa, believed to be its staunchest friends and 

protectors? The only reasonable answer is, that, before the 

outbreak of the schism, when the Iranians and Brahmans 

lived peacefully together, the Kavis were at the head of 

both communities; and that, on account of their violent 

opposition to the religious and social reforms which were 

adopted by some of the Aryan tribes, such as the Iranians, 

their very name was branded, and became a word of 

abomination with the Zoroastrians. But the designation 

having been already closely connected with their ancient 

history, and having become the constant epithet of some 

of their greatest heroes and kings, it was difficult, nay, 

impossible, to expunge it entirely in its good and high 

sense from the language. The adversaries of the Kavis, 

therefore, had to rest satisfied with a slight change of the 

hateful word when they wished to use it with a good 

meaning. Thus we actually find this word in the old texts, 

when forming part of the names of the great Iranian 

heroes and kings, changed from its only true and original 

form Kavi into Kavd, as for instance, Kavd Vishtaspa, 

instead of Kavi Vishtdspa.” 

I should, however, as already stated, think that the Zend 

word was Kava in its original form and subsequently 

modified as Kavi. As applied to proper names, it must 

have retained the original meanings, wiz., ‘ wise,’ ‘learned,’
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‘great,’ though slightly altered in its form as af& kavi. 

The word is used in Sanskrit in those very meanings, ana 

the degeneration of it in the Zend must therefore be of a 
subsequent date and was only in its application to the 
priests of the Deva religion (Hindu religion). 

The Sans. Wa kava taking the suffix @ y becomes Hay 

kavya, meaning ‘ wise,’ ‘learned,’ and is applied also to 
the Manes, a class of celestials who preside over the spirits 

of deceased persons, and then to the oblations offered to 

them in contrast. to what is given to the Deities (yay 

havya.) I would connect with Hq kava, HTASY kayastha, 
‘accountant.’ 

Even inthe word We gaya, I cee some alliance to the 
Sans. W@ kava, and itis in its form similar to Gr. Keeos 

and to Sans. qf kava. We gaya means ‘ goods,’ ‘ chat- 

tels,’ (cf. aa gaus), for in primitive times the property 
of men consisted in the cattle they possessed. The next 
meaning is ‘house,’ ‘household,’ and ‘family.” Asa prover 

name it is applied to several persons and among others 

to a giant who was killed at the holy place called Gaya by 
the Gods. 

39, The word aa dyaus is modified as @q dyas as in 

WAT sadyas, then WAT gyas by the change of ¢dinto wT ர 

and then ௭ khyas. This form is modified as Xaog in 

Greek, which means ‘space,’ personified by Hesiod. Tk: 

wife of Xaos is Tata or Pn (Sans. LT jya). As aye 

dyaus and ufg¥qy prthiv2, ‘Heaven and Earth,’ are always 

associated as husband and wife in the Rig Veda, so are 

Xaos and Tasa in the Greek mythology. The Latin ex- 
pression ‘ Ubi tu Caius, ego Caia’ may be explained best 

by reference to Sans. aa dyaus and SIT jya, ‘ Heaven
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and Earth,’ and Zevs and Aa. A similar expression occurs 
in a Vedic passage which is to be repeated by the bride- 
groom in the marriage of the Yajur Vedi Brahmins :— 

. 1 
ளாக எள (னள Tceyfaacaa bh 
Satvamasyamthamamuhamasmisitvanidyaurahamprtlivituan. 

Tait. Mantraprasna, 3. 

1The same passage occurs in the Atharva Veda. Commenting 

on the above passage, Haradatta says :— 

௫௭௭ அ எள: | சொலி ரளிளா 
Sétyrgabhidhanam amétisimnah | Saivaniimargisit amos 

ஆ ~ oc _t : : கூ 
afaguargueiag | cdarfeand ) afearare 
maetibahercabrahmané darsanit | Tvansist amohant { Saniitakalé 

aT SarC) e_aairqarefafaars:| Urware: 
Ghérasyaukirak | Bahorciniintvamahamiti pathah | Esaevarthak 

wEwawyeafarcag! «TATRA TEI ag 
punarucyaté amihamasmisatvam | Yatharksiméparasparanisambad 

Zuaaaanad: ததை உய்ப்ப கு ட்ட 
dhé svamaivamapityarthah | Dyaurahamprthivitvam | Aurddharyan 

Givuda?) wufsafaaq o 
(dhaurandharyem 7) atravivaksitam. 

‘QT #7 is the name of the Rig Veda, and We amu, that of Saman, 

(for) “ (the name) YT sa itself was Rk and gay amo, Soman,” thus 

is said in the Brahmana of the Rig Veda. Yon are YT sa (that 

is Rk) and I am TT amo (that is, Siman). In the Sandhi 6 

becomes %. The Rig V dis, however, read it as WaIEA amoham. 

The same meaning is repeated. I am ‘ama? and thou art ‘si.’ 

“ Just as the Rk and Siman are united with each other, so are we 

also,” is the purport. I am ata Dyaus (Heaven) and thou art 

(ஏ Prthivi (Earth). Here it is desired to say that ono bears 

the burden of the other” Regarding RUT amd, vide § 65.
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The same expression occurs also in the corresponding 

Vedic passage which is to be recited by the bridegroom ir 

the marriage ceremony of the Rig Vedi Brahmins. As the 

passage does not occur in the Rig Veda, Aévalayana quotes 

it tn extenso in his Grhya Sutra. 

aareattaarcdarcanearencegfatteay 1. 7. 
Amohamasmisitvamsdtvamasyamohamd yaurahamprthivitvam. 

The above passage means “TI am he, thou art she; thou 

art she, I am he. I am Dyaus (Heaven) and thou art 

Prthivi (Harth).”” The same is the meaning of the passage 

quoted from the Yajur Veda. Butthe Latin extract means 
‘wherever thou art Caius, I am Caia.’ We can, however, see 

the agreement of the meanings of those passages easily by 

comparing Caius with Sans. ata Dyaus and Caia with 

ர சழக, and interpret them by Heaven and Earth respec- 

tively. But the Romans who used to repeat the rassage 
never knew the meanings of the words Caius and Caia and 
thought that they were meaningless words. In his Roman 

Antiquities, p- 404, Mr, Adam, speaking of the marriage 

of the ancient Romans, says: “A new married woman was 

called Caia from Caia Cecilia, or Tanaquil, the wife of 
Tarquinius Priscus, who is said to have been an excellent 

spinster and housewife.’ 

40, %4a svas is modified into GY spas, ரே. சனக, 

Lat. specio and means ‘to see.’ In the Dhatupatha this 

root is mentioned, but the above meaning is not given, 

though in the words tYB spasta, ‘ well seen,’ ‘clear’ and 

FAY spasa, ‘a spy,’ the meaning is clearly seen. The 
  

1Cf. Gr. Kozos, Sans. H@] kava and afta kav. and WY gaya 

which have already been mentioned. 

3 Vide Smith’s Antiquities, and Cox’s Introduction to Mythology.
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Vedic word GQ spas used in the following passage must 

be connected with the above root. 

ஷ்ணன் வன (88௭௭ | 

Bibhr raiddh r apinith hiranyayarivarunsbastanir mi jam 

ufceaarfara fet Nu Rig Veda, I. 25, 18. 

Parispasonisedire. 

‘Varuna holding a clean golden armour wore it, and 

(from the armour) rays were issued on all sides.’ 

In his Commentary on the above passage, Sayana says : 

எ: (ம: உ. - - ௭ வளவ 

Spasah hiranyasparsina படப்பு யை Spasuh spasabadhana 

மீர்: | [கர 
sparsanayoh | kvip céti kvip. 

‘eqyt: spasah means rays which touch (are issued from) 

gold. The root €Gq spaé means ‘to teaze,’ ‘to touch.’ 

(The suffix) fay ம் (is added to the root EGY spas) ac- 

cording to the siitra (of Panini), fayq7y kvipea (IIL 2, 78).’ 

He takes the word tq¥! spasah. to mean ‘ those which 

touch’ (sc. golden armour) radically and thence from the 

context ‘ rays or light issued from it.’ The difficulty which 

Sayana thus felt in explaining the meaning of tQ spas, 

was surely owing to Panini’s not mentioning ‘to see’ or ‘ to 

shew’ as one of the meanings of the root tag spas. 1 

would, therefore, take the word CU spas to mean ‘ light,’ 

and derive it directly from the root ea spas, ‘to see.’? 

1 Cf. ரண் paspasé, ‘showed’ or ‘ explained, as in Rig Veda, 

1. 22, Y and WEIZ aspasta, ‘saw,’ as in I. 10, 2, idem. 

K
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41, The root Sty spaé is modified as UY pags and means 

‘to see,’ and is substituted for ¢¥ dré in the conjugational 

tenses; and alsoas Sans. aia bhas, AT bha, ‘to shine’ and 

Ww bhi, ‘ to fear,’ we bhis, ‘to cause to fear,’ ara bhas, 

“to speak,’ and the allied Greek and Latin words. 

The Gr. dye and Lat. for, ‘to speak,’ proceed from the 

Sans. T bha, ‘to shine,’ which is a contraction of WTF 

bhas, ‘to shine,’ and the idea of speaking originates from 

that of shining or causing to shine, as in WTQ bhas, ‘ to 

speak,’ as also in 3TH bhraj, ‘to shine,’ Gr. dpalw, ‘ to 

speak,’ Gr. dpadys, Lat. fraus, ‘cunning,’ Sans. HItaT 

bharati, ‘speech, Lat. pres, ‘speaker,’ as in interpres, 

‘translator,’ Ang.-Sax. specan, Ger. sprechen. 

Similarly originates from the same idea of shining that 

of fear. Compare w@mafa bhartsayati (§ 45). Tne Gr. 

pofos, ‘fear,’ and doBew are reduplicated forms oi 91 574 

as Sans. fqq pid, ‘to drink,’ Qt pa, ‘todrink.’ The Sans. 

38௭ Lhyas, ‘to fear,’ is traceable to the same source. 

42, tay spas produces also @Y kvath, ‘to boil,’ by 

changing the initial q s into & &, the following Y p into ஏ ஏ 

and the final y § into y th ; and also faz svid, ‘to per- 

spire’—an idea which originated from the radical one of 

‘to be hot ;’ and the corresponding words, Gr. idpow, ‘ to 

perspire,’ «Sos, ‘ sweat,’ Lat. sudo, ‘to sweat,’ and sudor, 

‘sweat.’ By the elision of the initial q s, WAY spas is 

modified as G7y pac, Lat. coquo, and Gr. ராசரசல, “10 bake.’ 

Lat. focus corresponds to Sans. QTR paka ; and Lat. fecudus 

which was wrongly spelt as foecudus, is in form allied.
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to Sans. 9௭18 pacat, as secundus, ‘ second,’ to Sans. 34a 

vacat, @ sac, ‘ to follow.’ (Vide Note 1, p. 11, and § 65.)' 

43, From €q{svar can be derived, also, SHAT sphur, ‘to 
8 

2 NS 

shine,’ tQz sput, ‘to become plain or visible,’ hence * to 
SS 

burst out,’ FAY mis, ‘to keep awake,’ இர vis, ‘to be seen’ 

(as in GW vésa, ‘ appearance’), மிக ஈர விர னம் GVA 

ksmil, wa Smil, ‘to close as a flower.’ fag mis is mo- 

dified in Latin as vigeo, ‘ to be lively,’ mico, ‘ to shine,’ wico, 

‘to beckon,’ niteo, ‘to shine,’ nicto, ‘to wink.’ In the last 

word nicto, Sans. fay mis is changed into niko, and é is 

added as in Gr. oxnta, Sans. fay ksip, ‘to throw,’ Gr. 

yarartea poetic for yaraTawva, ‘to deal hardly,’ from 

xaratros, rough.” Gr. duAacow is allied to Sans. fay vis 

of which the initial { v is changed into ¢ and the final q s 

into 2. ‘The Gr. epav, ‘dissembler, comes from fawa 

visman, ‘shiner.’ 

From @at sphur. is derived Sans. Ae phul, ‘ to burst as 
os 

* 

a flower.’ 

1 This root is not gi 
  

yen in the Dhatupatha, and ag vésa, and its 

modification aq vasa are usually derived from fag vis, ‘to enter, 

I think, however, that 9 vesa and aq vasa are allied to the Vedic 

aa pesas, ‘form’ and fara misa, ‘ pretext,’ Gr. erpwy, ‘a hypocrite,’ 

and are traceable to th» root fay vis, ‘to be seen’ or ‘to shine,’ 

which appears in afz vestt, ‘light,’ given in the Nirukta, IT. 6. 

3 Or, we may suppose that the final ¥ s of faa mis is changed 

into ke and s is hardened into ¢ in Lat, nicto, as in fary nis, Gr. 

yuer, night. (Vide § 26.)
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44. From qq dyas we get a das and then wa las, 

‘to shine,’ Gr. Aveq and Lat. lux, light” @@ lake, ‘ to see; 

the proper names ற, Averos and Atxrn; and @@ 

rksa, ‘star,’ Sans. fax nis, Gr. vuE, Lat. nox, ‘night, TT@ 

ratra modified as t1f@ ratri, ‘night’ (p. 68), which is a 

corruption of @*t@ lastra, ‘ brightness.” From aa las 

we may derive (௭௭௭ lasitram, ‘brightness,’ converted 

into WAAR laksatram by the change of @ s into Fy ks,' 

as in W@ laksa, We lasa, and then YA nakgatram by 

the change of @ J inito ] n as in @Y nagna, ‘ naked,’ ஈன 

lajj, ‘ to be ashamed,’ a word which will be shown presently. 

From @a las I would derive ௭௭ laj and எ laj, 11௦ 

menace,’ ஏ 99 laj7, ‘to be ashamed,’ from the last of which 

001068 ஏ nagna, ‘naked.’ In the first two words the 
original idea seems to be ‘ to shine,’ ‘ to be brilliant,’ which 
produces the secondary one of ‘to menace.» Compare, 
Sans. af} bhi, ‘to fear” at bhd, ¢ to shine,’ 

1 Vide § 26, 

‘udafaariaddas frente 
Bhartsayatitarjayatesantarjatilajatilajatica, 

aafiatafiaearea sa faaewaafa fiz: n 
Lanjatilanjatitulyastarjayaticadriyaték wibhth. 

- Akhyatacandrika. 
In wafer bhartsayati which is equal to wraafa thrasayati 

modified as ataafa bhareayati, the ¢t is inserted euphonically 

between r and ¢ as in ரே. ௪௪9,0௦6, ௭௬0,௦69) * good,’ in which @ is 

inserted between o and X and as in Lat. tonstria = tonsor + iz.
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Sans. HIqafa bhisayati | 

a» Bafa bhesate Ulaa bhasaté, UTE bhas, ‘to 
. ~ 

. ) 

» «AGA Chesate 
shine. 

Caraafa bhrasayati ria bhras, 

» awa fa bharisayati 4 ~ ‘to shine.’ 

WHA bhrajate, ATH bhraj, ‘to 

ட shine.’ 

Gr. Oxvos, ‘ cowardice.’ அள? மயி ஸ் anj, ‘to 

» Oxvew, ‘ to shrink.’ be visible.” 

As too much brightness dazzles the spectator, and pro- 

duces fear in him, so it exposes also the person who is seen, 

to the view of the spectator and makes him shy or 

ashamed ; so that the word ‘ to shine’ comes to mean ‘to 

menace,’ ‘to fear,’ and ‘to shrink.’ The Sans. ப இப்பப் 

exactly corresponds to the Eng. naked which is traced to 

the Ang.-Sax. nacod, the root of which is found in the 

M. E naken, ‘to lay bear.’ This root is evidently con- 

nected with Sans. @#¥ las both in form and meaning and 

the alliance of the roots is settled when we consider that 

wq Jas yields the radical part qa nag! of AT] nagna in 

Sanskrit itself. Similarly is derived from Wa las Tam. 

BG nag, ‘to laugh,’ ஈகை nagat, ‘ornament ;’ Kan. 

arash nacige, and Tel. 3% siggu, ‘shame,’ wg lad, Lat. ludo, 

‘to be merry,’ Lat. rideo, Gr. yedaw and Sans. ¥q has, 

‘to laugh.” 
  

  

1Compare Pers. , ர vir, ‘light’; also Tam. egtene cluminjai, 

*lemon ;’ Kan. Dow nimbe; Saus. WA lavane, Arab. be 

namak, Hind. Ala non, ‘salt’; Gr. Aerpov, a kind of orange, Sans. 

ay naranga. 

2 The idea of shining produces that of laughing.
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45, BAZ svas, ‘happiness,’ may be modified as Lig 

svad, ‘ to taste,’ eats svddu, Gr. 4Sus, Lat. suavis, ‘sweet,’ 

in which last the final ¢ d of Sanskrit is changed into |] 

ஓ, a change which has taken place in many instances, such 

88 1488 81௦௦௦, faa viyas, ‘sky,’ and especially in the 

Latin past tenses ; e.g. 

Lat. amavi, ‘I have loved,’ from amo, ‘ to love,’ which 

corresponds to Sans. afaaifta kamitosmi, taking ௬18௭ 

kamita as an active participial adjective meaning ‘ having 

loved” afaatfea kamitosm: would, therefore, mean ‘I 

have loved?” Li afaatfeq kamitosmi is changed in Prakrit 

into afazifa kamidommi, and the last part எ சரம் 

undergoes thesame changeas the last part of warfay bhavami 

undergoes in Greek, that is, being reduced to a mere long 

syllable as w as in ¢vw, we shall have ச் kamedo for 

afaatféa kamitismi. Again, the final ¢ d is changed 

into @ y and then also into q v, as in 

Sans. 1௭௭௭ calitas 1 

Prak. “12 calido ர 

Prak. ado 
ஈட எவர ட் WaT gaya, ‘he went.’ 

Sans. Waa gatas J 

Prak. ஏர ஏர உயி. 

k, dido 
Pals RY did ட fear diya. 
Sans. Aq dattas ர் 

Prak. Wey dhads 
Sg aaa bhat \ 99 Bat huva, ‘he became.’ 

ans. a bhiitas
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In these instances @ ¢ is changed into Z d and then into 

ay org. 

We have similarly afa ay kamivo for afaartfea kami- 

tosmi, a form which is almost identical with Lat. amave 

in which the root am answers to Sans. Aq kam and the 

final i to 0. In this way, I think, most of the past tense 

forms in Latin ending in vi can be accounted for. 

I would observe here that this theory accounts for all 

perfect forms in Latin except those which are reduplicated. 

Thus avi in amavt, which is, as shown above, a corruption of 

Sans. (எ itésmt, appears, also, in the following forms : 

Cupivi, ‘I have desired,’ cupio, ‘to iesire, |. , 

Sapivi, ‘I have been wise ,’ sapio, ‘to be wise,’ yo 

Vetui, ‘I have forbidden,’ _ veto, ‘ to forbid,’ ) 

Micui, ‘I have glittered,’ 70800) ‘ to glitter,” ) uw 

When the past participial termination @ ¢ is added with- 

out the augment & 7, we have instead of Safes ம 

arféa tosmi which is shortened into do and then di ; and 

this di is modified as follows :— 

Pluvi, ‘I have rained’ = plu + di (Sans. 9௭ pluta, 

‘ floated’). Compare Yat huva inentioned above. 

Stravi, ‘I have spread,’ (Sans. விரி ஸுக மா னி 

stirta, Gr. otpwros) = stern + di=stren + di wherein stern 

becomes stren by metathesis = stre + di, by the elision of 

the final n from stern, Gr. oropuy and Sans. t€@W strnt 

1 According to Panini’s enunciation the roots of ஸரி atirna, 

ga vria, Aq lina, fea hita and €9q spria are E@ air, JT or, MY 

li, fz hi and €@ spr, but for a scientific comparison I have given 

them as FEW sire, TY vr, HIT lin, FE hin and PT eprn. 

(Vide Conjugation.)
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Crevi, “I have separated,’ Sans. Jaq ஈர, சே. காடி - 

cern + di = cren + di = crevi as in the preceding, cern, 

‘ to separate,’ Sans. {W ern, Gr. xpuv. 

Invi or levi, ‘I. have besmeared’ = lin 4 di, lin, ‘to 

besmear,’ Sans. 7௭ lin, ‘ to be absorbed.’ 

Swi (Sans. fea hita), ‘I have allowed’ = sin + di, sin, 

“to allow,’ Sans. fra hin, § to send.’ 

Sprevi (Sans. €9q sprta), ‘I have despised’ = spern + di 

= spren + di by metathesis, spern, ‘to despise,’ Sans. 

eg sprn, ‘to love.’ 

In the above instances di is changed into vi. 

Aumi, ‘T have increased’ = aug + di = auk + si, augeo, 

* to increase.’ 

Vizi, ‘I have lived’ = viv + di = vig + st = vik + si, 
vivo, ‘to live.’ 

Struvi, ‘I have built? = struv (Sans. Ta drbh) + si, 

struo, ‘to build,’ in which root the final v of the rout struv, 

answering to Sans. gu drbh, ‘to compose,’ and Gr. rpepa, 

‘to make firm,’ is elided; and the same v reappears in 
struxi and is then changed into k. 

Clausi, ‘I have shut? = claud + di, claudo, ‘to shut? = 
claws + si, in which the final d of the root and the initial d of 
the termination are changed into s’s and the first s is elided. 

.. நிர்்ஷ் 1 நதா divided? = devid + di, divido, ‘to divide?’ 
The processes of change are the same as in the preceding, 
the only difference being the lengthening of the vowel @ 
into 2 owing to the elision of s. 

Vidi = vid + di, video, ‘to see.’ the d of vid being 

elided, the preceding vowel is lengthened as in the pre- 
vious example. 

Compare Lat. vide (the singular of the imperative second 

person of video; ‘to see’) == vid + de, Sans. (“17 viddhi,
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ரெ. சசடிடி 1%௦ மீறதம் d of vid being elided, the preceding 

-vowel is lengthened; as in Sans. 7103] 6474 (0. ௨௪89) - WA 

as + fq dhi= wy adh + fx dhi, in which the final y dh 

of the radical part By adh being cut off, the preceding 

vowel ¥ a is lengthened into ¥ @. 

The explanation of the perfect form in Latin, «maz? 

above given, is followed by the corollary that amaréram, 

the indicative pluperfect of amo, ‘to love,’ should be = 

amavus + &ram, the past tense of the root esse, ‘ to be? 

amavéro, the second future, = amavus + éro, the future 

tense of esse, ‘to be ;’ amavissem, subjunctive pluperfcet, = 

amavus + essem, the subjunctive imperfect of ésse 3 மாகா 

vérim, the perfect subjunctive = amavus + erim ; amua- 

wisse, the perfect infinitive = amavus + esse. More will be 

said on the subject in my Comparative Grammar of Sans- 

krit, Creek and Latin, which is under preparation. 

46. The Lat. sapio,! ‘to taste,’ and the noun sapoer, 

‘ taste, are connected with suavis, ‘ sweet.’ The Sans, wy 

scdhu, ‘wine,’ (Gr. 78s), comes from FATS svadu. 

47, To the same source 8844 svad are traceable Sans. 

ay madhw, Gr. weds (zr), Lat. mel, ‘honey,’ fafa milinda, 

Gr. pederta, ‘a bee,’ ay madhu, Gr. pedv, Lat. merum, 

‘wine,’ Sans. ௮0௭௭ mairéyam, ‘toddy, ATE maranda, 

‘honey of flowers,’ Gr. para and parOn, a mixture ot 

wax and pitch for calking ships,’ ‘a wax laid over writing 

tablets.’ AC maranda is modified by the addition of 

a & between Hm and { ras HALTS makaranda. This 

law of syllabic development will account for the changes 
re 

1 Or, it may be connected with afa kavi and Gr. cogos (q. v-). 

L
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undergone by several words in Sanskrit and. Dravidian 
languages ; e. g.,— 

Sans, Heq mila, ‘root,’ Sans. AAA mukula, ‘a dud.’ 
a . ட] 

e இ 8 
wai mirddhan, {ee eet @ crown 

or coro- 
‘head,’ ARs mukuta, \ pot? 

wu . 

» Ga tula, ‘cotton, க dukila, ‘ cloth? 

yy ATTY naranga, ‘a » ATILE négaranga, ‘a kind 

kind of orange,’ of orange called citrus 

aurantium, 

(ஈன் kaveri, the Kavery 

” ் (cf. Vag T pitakave- 
ப ra, ‘ saffron.) 

» ITE gaura, ‘red, 

» BE kunda, He 
kuta, ‘ pot,’ » FACT kamandalu, ‘a 

(Gr. xvaGos,a cup for small vessel.’ 
drawing wine) J 

Sans. SY vrsa | 

Hind. tq bhats ae bull,’ 

» Fe bail | 
. ட , Me caharasin ப 

Hind, NITE car ட ‘four’ Pera “is  caharsamba, 

Sans. TATE catvar f , ் ‘the fourth day,’ 

(i.e. Wednesday.) 
This law will be illustrated in Vol. II, with reference 

to the Dravidian languages. 

—
-
-
—
-
 

»  BFSA mahisa, ‘a buffalo” 

48. FY madhu is modified as Lat, vitis, vinum and Gr. 

own and owos, and WeyAT mrdvika, ‘grapes, wherein the 
vowel "gris an inorganic addition. q@ vana, Gr. Tlap, ‘ god 

1 Vide ‘| VJ drs and the rule given under it, p. 96. 
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of woods,’ Tevedomrn, the wife of Ulysses, whom Jupiter, 

charmed in the form of a goat and became by her the 

father of lav. The word Ievedorn seems to be a corruption 

of Iayv, ‘wood,’ and epigos, ‘a young goat’ (Sans. எரா 

vanorabhra, ‘wild goat.’) 

49, From ay madhu we next proceed to ௭௩ mad, 

az mud, ‘to rejoice,’ BE mada, ‘joy,’ ‘ intoxication,’ 

fart pitta, ‘ bile’ or ‘ madness,’ az vand, ‘praise,’ ‘to bow 

to,’ ae mand, ‘to adore.’ By the addition of the termina- 

tion Tr we get AX madra, ‘happiness,’ modified also as 

*ஜ Viadra, and by that of the termination TAHT tka to AX 

madra, எகா madrika, and at last aafaat matallike., 

‘the most excellent.? Compare 04 putra, ‘son,’ ௭ 

puitala, ‘a puppet,’ ரெ. 60௦௪௪௦, ‘ statue,’ Wafaat pota- 

lika, ‘calf.’ This last Safar matallika is again modi- 

fied as அகோ macareika by the palatalization of @é and 

@ Il into Y cand the addition of an inorganic { r to the 

beginning of the second ¥ ¢. From Hx bhadra may be 

derived Gr. ec@Aos which, like the Sanskrit original, is not 

only used in the sense of good in general, but is also used 

of persons indicating bravery, stoutness and the like. The 

original form of the word seems to be Fesdos with an initial 

digamma, and without @ (as in Doric eoAos), which is 

inserted for euphony between o and A. 

To this Sanskrit ~rord WX bhadra I would trace the Gr. 

a€Xov, ‘the prize of contest,’ generally a gift or reward. 

A@Xov is contracted from the Epic form ae@dov in, which 

the vowel ¢ is owing to the elision of ¢ before 6; so that 

the original form seems to be FacOXor with an initial dig- 

amma which must have been lost. Itis very interesting to 

see the alliance of the Gr. a@das, ‘a contest between prize-
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livhters’ and the Sans. | malla, which also is traceable to 

the same root Hx bhadra and which means ‘an athlete.’ 

50. To the same source I would trace Sans. ae mrd, 

‘to be happy,’ Hz mand, ‘to praise,’ ‘to behappy,’ Us! bhand 

and uz bhand, ‘ to be happy,’ ‘ to rejoice,’ Fate mandara, 

‘the celestial tree which is a source of happiness,” Wet 

mandara, ‘slow,’ which quality is the result of happiness, 

and az brnda and ஏசா brndaraka, ‘good,’ ‘beautiful.’ 
é . & 

From Hz mand comes YS mrdu which means ‘soft,’ physi- 

cally or mentally. As happiness produces the softness of 

the mind, the word applied to the former was transferred 
to the latter. From mental softness the word extended its 
meaning to physical softness. By the change of m into b, rd 
into ll, and r into l, 9௩ mrdu becomes Bpadus in Greek, 

mollis in Latin, and milde in An glo-Saxon. The letter ™@r 
in as mrdu may perhaps be inorganic as in ட்ட (| ப த 
pati (q.v.) and have disappeared in Lat. mitis, ‘soft. To the 
same source WX bhadra are traceable the comparative 
degrees, Lat. melior and Gr. BeXriwv, in which latter X an- 

swers to the r in Sans. Wx bhadra, and the superlative Ber- 
tiatos. The Eng. qood and Ang.-Sax. god and their com- 
parative and superlative degrees exactly correspond to 
the Greek and Sanskrit, as shown in the following table :-— 

Positive. ComPARATIVR. SuPERLATIVE. 

Ene. good! better best. 
A.-5. god bettera betest, betst. 
௩. ayados Bextiov Berxticros, 

Sans. QTY sadhu or | 
J ் ௭௭ brndiyas safes brndistha. 
Te brnda J 

1 Regarding QTY sadhu, ayabos and A.-S. god, vide MIRTH thease. 
ww
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The anusvira in @*E Urnda is non-radical ; and Panini 

takes few brndistha as the superlative degree of காக 

brndar-ka. We can therefore infer that the positive form 

ST brnda is not used and in its stead is used the derivative 

adjective FETCH brndaraka = SE brnda + MITH Graka, 

ez brnda, ‘excellence,’ and WIT ara, a suffix meaning 

‘having,’ and @ ka, an enclitical suffix. 

51. From feaa divas may be derived the form yqa 

yuvas, and from this, the Vedic aay yurasa, “youthful,” 

‘bright,’ aaq yuran, ‘young,’ Bara yuvaku, * bright,’ 

‘hot,’ and aay yavagit, ‘the hot water taken from boiled 

rice,’ called also BfAUAT usnika in Sanskrit. Compare Gr. 

loxacrn, ‘the wife of Laios,’ which I have explained already 

(p. 51). The word qaqa yuvas occurs in the following 

passazre :-— 
tin : 

BacaTgaaaadiad. Rig Veda, I. 161-7. 
Yajaranta yuvasata krnotana. 

‘ You have made those who were old young.’ 

Aaa yuvas is contracted into 44 ys and is applied to 
~ ag ~ 

rice g.uel, because it is hot, being taken from boiled rice. 
* 

Qa ys is modified also as qua yusan and 4Aa yisams by 
a. ~ ~ a , . 

the addition of Ba an and WH am. Qa yiis is a Vedic word. 
~ ~ a. ~ 

ம்ம்மா வ] ஏஏ:. Tait. Sam. VI. 3. 

Rasové esa pasinam yadyth. 
‘ Rice gruel is delicious to cattle.’ 

1 FrafercfeaTl ea S TATA Z eI TI STITH TUTAA 
Priyasthirasphirorubahulaguruvrddhatrpradirghalrndarakanampra 

eqenacafend feaae fast: Ml Parini, VI 4,157. 
sthasphavarbamhigareersitra bara ghitrndak, 
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The Vedic எக yuvaku, variously interpreted by Sa- 

yana in his commentary of the Rig Veda, may be derived 

from Baa yuvas by the change of @ s into ® k an’ taken 

to mean ‘ bright,’ ‘ hot,’ &. 

TSYMAACHATAT AY SMACT: | 
Dasrayuvakavassuta nasatyavrktabarhisah 

AMUAACTIT A W Rig Veda, I. 3, 3. 

Ayatamrudravartani. 

‘O truthful Aswins, whose ways are full of awe, bright - 

or fresh (soma juice) has been distilled, come and occupy 
the trimmed darbha grass.’ 

qT yuragu, ‘rice water,’ isso called on account of 

its heat as it is taken from boiled rice. 

52. I shall next proceed to the Sanskrit word ௫98 
yuvan, ‘youthful,’ ‘young,’ and the corresponding Lat. 
jucenis and Gr. 78. While the Lat. juvenis is closely 
connected with Faq yuan, the Gr. #@n seems to be rather 

remote ; for the connection of y y and # j is very frequent 

and apparent, but that of @ v and ¥ h is not easily seen. 

In many Greek words, however, the change of @ y irto 

¥ A has taken place; and the word under discussior is one 

of them. 

Compare the following :— 

Sans. YTS yajya, ‘belonging Gr. dros. 

to sacrifice’ (@¥ yaj), 

» QT yaga, ‘sacrifice,’ » ayos, ‘any matter of 

religious awe,’ 
  

1 We may perhaps trace to 988௭ yuvas, Lat. jubar, ‘light,’ juba, 

‘mane of a horse,’ puber, ‘adult,’ in which last the @ y of 99௬ yuvas 

is changed into p.
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Sans. Faq yakrt மே. சாக (tos), liver, Lat. 

jecur. 

» FE yad » 6s, relative pronoun 

‘ what, 

» tye ஓ தடி ‘to go.’ 

» அ yudhvan »» vaopeve, ‘ battle’ 

(Vide Bopp’s Comp. Gram. Vol. IT, p. 538.) 

» “AAA yuvas Gr. o8pes, ‘strong.’ 

In 780s which means ‘ young,’ the final ] nu of aaq 

ywoan is elided. The feminine form of Bq4q yuan, viz. 

qafa yuvati, is allied to Ias (50s), the feminine form of 

Tov (q. v.), ‘an Ionian woman,’ just as ஏர நலா to 

Tov. ஏஏ 11௦௧௪ being changed into 985 yubar by the 

insertion of { r for @ 8, and q 6b for q v, and shortened in- 

1௦ ௫௭ yubra, may produce the Gr. ips, ‘ strong,’ &8pos, 

‘ delicate,’ ‘soft,’ opea, ‘strength,’ and ofpipos, ‘strong,’ 

in the last two of which the aspirate sound of the initial 

vowel of u8prs is lost. 

கக ரர chaya, that is ‘light,’ is the wife of the sun 

WRCAT ahaskara (TRA ahas, ‘day, and @T kara, ‘ pro- 

ducing’), so ‘Hy is the wife of “HpaxXens, which word seems 

to be a contraction of WRERT thaskara by the elision of the 

initial 4 a and the change of @ ¢ into {7 as in seu fe 

aharpati, ‘lord of the day,’ i. e., ‘the sun.’ (Vide p. 61.) 

53. From iSpis we get 82௧0௦, * strong,’ and also the 

proper name Spiapews, applied to a hundred-handed giant, 

who is called so by the gods, and ASgion by men, and who 

assisted Zeus. He was the son-in-law of Poseidon and 

with his brothers Cottus and Gyas assisted the gods against
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the Titans. Allied to u8pis we have in Sanskrit RAITT 

kumara, ‘young’ and ‘soft,’ as in GRAIL sukumara. Itis 
applied to ‘ the war god,’ who was a son of Siva and assisted 
the gods and whose name WE Guha resembles that of 

Gyas ரு), brother of Bptapews. In RAT Virabhadra, 
a son of Siva who destroyed the sacrifice of Daksa who had 
insulted Siva, we see a likeness to Bptapews, and also in 
காரி Kartavirya, ‘a prince of the Hehayas,’ who had a 
thousand arms and was defeated by Paragurama. The names 
Bpiapews and Korrus seem to have been coined from ala 

ara Kartavirya, Kortos answering to ara karta and Bpia- 

pews to ata virya. SAA komala, ‘soft,’ is a modification 

of QATT kumara. pr is a contraction of bBprs and is used 
as a prefix to intensify the meaning of an adjective. 

5,9௦௪ may be modified as ஸு vira and jpes and Lat. 
vis, pl. vires, and Gr. is (wos), ‘ strength,’ 

54, The word yay yavana is, I think, converted into 
Iw (v) and was applied to Ion, the son of Xuthus (Apollo) 
and Creusa, who is said to be the ancestor of the Ion‘an 
race. But it is applied to many nations in Sanskr:t such 
as Persians, Greeks, Jews, Arabians, Mahomedans and sa 
on, The Heb. 3, ‘Javan,’ was the name of the fourth son 
of Japhet, whom the Jews supposed to have been the 
ancestor of all the Grecians or lonians. The word is. 
therefore, applied in the Old Testament to Greece or an 
inhabitant of Greece. There can be no doubt about the 
identity of this word Javan, M5, ‘Japheth,’ the Gr. Lamnros, 
Iw (v) and Sans. yqqy yavana and Baq yuvan. (Vide 
Rajendra Lal Mitra’s Article on the ‘ Yavanas’ in the Bengal 
Asiatic Society's Jowrnal, 1874, No. III, pp. 246-279; and 
Dr. Oppert’s Sukra., pp. ix-xi.)
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‘The following Hcbrew words, notwithstanding tho dif- 

¥erent origins assigned to them, must be connected, I think, 

with the Sanskrit and Greek words mentioned here :— 

நகர, ‘Jehoshua,’ the son of Nun; 3m, ‘ Judah,’ the 

fourth son of Jacob ; ரர, ‘the land of Judah.’ The Sans. 

Bag ywras modificd as YRA yahusa by the change of q 

x into Eh, and FR yahuda by the change of @ s into 

~ d, has produced all the Hebrow words mentioned here. 

(Vide Semitic Analogy.) . 

55, Allicd to the Gr. Iw and Sans. Aqa yavena is Gr. 

lawnros, son of Colus or Titan by Terra or, according 

io Hesiod, son of Ouvpavos and Gata, who marricd Asia, 

or according to others, Clymene, who bore to him Atlas, 

Mencetius, Prometheus and Epimetheus. The Heb. no), 

‘ Japheth,’ is identical with the Gr. Iamrqros and Sans. 

ஏஏ சாகர. Japhcth was the eldest son of Noah whose 

descendants occupy the whole of Europe. To Gq yavana 

is to be traced the Egyp. Hauvanu mentioned in Mr. Glad- 

stone’s Hom. Syn., p. 267. From the Sans. BaqT yuvan 

must be derived the Pers. wim janan, ‘youth,’ and then, ‘a 

servant,’ for a youth is engaged as a servant,—a change 

of meaning, which has taken place in the Eng. boy, and 

Hind. ட chokra, which was borrowed either from Kan. 

FS cikisans or Sans. farwttt kisora, ‘a boy,’ and is now 

applicd by the European residents of Madras to ‘a (young) 

servant.’ 

56, ‘The Sans. aad yuvas may noxt be changed into 

9௭4 yuUsava, ae yuhava and at last into அஜ முற) 

meaning * bright,’ ‘young,’ ‘great,’ ‘ mighty,’ &c., bus the 

radical meaning is, ] think, ‘bright,’ to which the other 

meauings may be traced; e.g. 
M
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amigaashtawterdgd ளா 
Abhandamiiné ஹி na. aktosiisd supésasti 

அகிரா ளோ எறி சேர்க 

Yahvirviasya matardsidantam barhirasumat—Rig Veda, 1. 142, 7. 

‘ Let Night and Dawn who are cheerful, living together, 

of beautiful forms, bright or young, and are mothers of 

sacrificc, approach (sit on) the darbha grass happily.’ 

HE yahva is contracted into YF yahu and means ‘young,’ 
hence ‘a, son,’ as in tho Rig Veda, I. 26, 10. 

வானி Canodhassahasoyahv. 

‘O son of strength, give us food.’ 

The word Q@Bq yalvat is a modification of Qe yuhen, 
and means ‘bright,’ as in the following passage :— 

e¢ ர கூ ர் ரூ 

AUT TAA Ta ATT a ea: 
மர் 611 dele nuedhyu drodhanédivah 

பபப ய வய மய படபட பட ॥ 
Tesedhanlé puthovr வட மால பமம் i yulvalinaya ‘gillam, mé asye, rodus?, 

Rig Veda, L. 105, 11. 

hese rays of the sun spread in the all-covering centre 
wl the sky. hey prevent the wolf from crossing the 
bright waters onits way. O, Heaven and Earth, hear this 

€ 1! 

praisc of mine,’ 

To this root @¥ yukra | would trace some Semitic words 
which, hike those already referred to, are derived in a 
peculiar and different way by the lexicographers and 
scholars; such as, 

Heb. PY), ‘Jacob,’ (Arab. Liu Yakib), the younger 
twin son of Isaac ; 

Dt, ‘Joseph,’ (Arab. aw Yasuf), the first-born 
son of Rachel ;
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Heb. sam, ‘Jehu,’ a prophet and the son of Hanani, and 

also the grandson of Jehoshaphat ; 

a2), ‘Jekus,’ the ancient name of Jerusalem, so called 

after the third son of Canaan; 
33 

» irr, ‘Jehovah,’ God ; 

and many other words which will be mentioned in the 

Semitic Analogy. 

57, From @ sva, ‘possession,’ we can derive Gq sava, 

which form is changed into ay saha, ‘with,’ and a@ sakha, 

‘a friend, by inserting &/ for v as in FE sukha, QE svas, 

‘happiness.’ €@¥ saha is contracted into ¥ sa. Again, the 

form aq sava is changed into aH sama, ‘equal,’ ‘with,’ and 

faa sima, ‘all,’ of which WaT ama, ‘near,’ Gr. dua, ‘at 

the sane time,’ and éuos, ‘common,’ are modifications. 

Sans, ¥ATa samiina, ‘equal,’ ‘common,’ Gr. ouaros, * of 

equal degree,’ and Lat. similis are formed from the above 

words. aay sama is contracted into aW sam, and Gr. cup 

and Evy, the latter being used in Old Attic for the later and 

more common cuv. The corresponding form in Latin is 

con in which the initial ¢ stands for the initial q s of Sans, 

aq sam) a sama is also modified as FART samaya, 

‘near,’ and @¥ saha, a8 ATAA sakam, WAT saira and ஏர 

ya sardham, ‘with’. Gat satra is formed from ¥ sa which 

is க shortened form of q¥ saha as shown above, by the 

addition of the terminations QT tara and ja; and எண் 

sardham, from QE saha by the addition of AT dara and 

  

3 Vide p. 114,
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Raq an. The last word anda sdrdham is, however, form - 

ed somewhat peculiarly ; for, the final aspirate of BY sahu 

is blended with the following a é which letter is thereby 

changed into wy dh as in QyPy sadhryafic = BEY saha + 

AT tar+ WY aiie, as I have already shown (vide p. 18) ; and 

the r of @~ tar is transposed to the middle of the word. 

BE sahu is modified also as YA sagha and AY saca by 

the change of ¥ A into | gh and ஏ 0) and from the latter of 

them is derived @faq saciva, a minister.” YX saca pro- 

duces the roots BY suc, ‘to join,’ aa sj, ‘to come in 

contact,’ and wT lag, ‘to adhere,’ Gr. duyyave, Lat. tango, 
‘to touch,’ and Gr. Tuyxave, ‘to happen.’ 

Corresponding to Sans. ¥ sa, ‘ with,’ ‘equal,’ which | 
have shown above to be a contraction of BF saha, we have 
in Greck ம் which is changed into a by the loss of the 
aspirate sound. Like its original Y s, a is used as tho 

first member of a compound as in adergos’, Sans. ama 

sagarbhas, in which a and 9 s mean ‘the same’ and Serdos 

and way @ garbhus, ‘womb.’ AdSeados and எ sagarbhas 
mean, therefore, ‘of the same womb,’ that is, brother 
and sister; similarly, Gr. aradavrov, Sans. aufcza 
sadharitram, ‘ of equal scales.’ (Copupare aduyxcos, p. 98.) 

The Sans. @@ sam and Gr. fuv have respectively pro- 

duced Gq séna and Eevos, the radical sense of which is ‘ who 

is with another,’ that is, ‘attendant’? In Sanskrit wat 
sena means ‘an army,’ and £evos in Greek, ‘a guest’ or ‘the
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friend with whom one is bound in a treaty of hospitality.’ 
The Gr. evFevos or evEecvos meaning ‘kind to strangers,’. 

and ‘hospitable,’ corresponds exactly to the Sans. 49 

suséna which may mean either ‘ very hospitable’ or “having 

good attendants.’ 

58, From are dyaus we can derive ate gyaus and 

ata gaus by the elision of @ y, and the word has several 

meanings, such as ‘ heaven,’ ‘ earth,’ ‘ rays,’ ‘ eye,’ ‘ sight,’ 

‘horizon,’ ‘arrow,’ &c.,} which are all traceable to the 

origina] meaning of the word ‘ heaven or light.’ ata gaus 

becomes ‘ Sous’ in Greek by the change of W g into இ. 

This change occurs frequently in Greek as shown in the 

following examples :-— . 

Sans. WE guru, Gr. Bapus, ‘heavy’ (Lat. gra- 

vis, ‘heavy’) 

௭௭ gal, ‘ to fall,’ >, Badd, ‘ to throw.’ 
2 

சச் TR gam, 

WY ga&tha, ‘bottom,’ ,, Babus, deep.’ 

ரர Rawve, ‘to go 

” 

ara grabh (the causal ,, களா, ‘to slop,’ ‘ to 

form cf Vedic wa arrost,’ © to catch,’ 

grbh, ‘ to take’) 

» WT ga, 

உ எள்? என்க பபா | 
Gauhsvargécavalivardéraimaucakulisepuman, 

வள்ளி ரல ॥ 
Strisaurabhayidrgbinadiguaghhisvapsubliimnica, 

4 கட கு உட 

ரானா னி sy ॥ மாவில் 

Gayatryimapigambhiréjagatyambhuvangané. 

2 

» Boae, ‘ to cry.’
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Sans. Wa garbha, (xoptros,) Gr. Bpedos, ‘thechild unborn.’ 

வ பட 70/6) » Bedxos, 6a ball” 

3 Wel guka,‘acave,” ,, Bu€os, ‘deepsea, ‘depth.’ 
wv 

” afsiaa garjitam, »» BapBirov, ‘a musical 

‘ roaring,’ instrument of many 
strings.’ 

» WT gava,asin WAIT ,, Bros, ‘a bow.’ 

ajagava, ‘ Siva’s bow.’ 

Compare the corresponding change of ® & into mw in 
Greek, which will be illustrated lower down. 

ama yaus, ‘light,’ is contracted into Wa gus and modi- 

- fied as WY gus b; the change of @ s into Ws asin ga dyus, 

fray tvis, and then HY Sus, ‘to burn,’ by the change of 

7g into Ws From qq sug we can derive TI us, ‘ to 

burn,’ by the elision of the initial conscnant, and aq 840, 

‘to point out,’ by changing y s into qs and lengthenmge 
the vowel u as in eu dis, ‘to abuse,’ the causal of su dus, % N . 

* to become corrupt,’ and as in ப்பு gith, ‘to cause to enter,’ 

the causal of we guh, ‘to enter.’ 

2 ‘ . . 
From WY suc comes HY ruc, ‘to shine,’ and this is 

modified as wa lok, ara loc, ‘to sec,’ Gr. Soxew, ‘to 

seem,’ Lat. luceu, ‘to shine.’ 

59, @¥Y ruc,’ ‘to see,’ assumes the form of CT dré (Gr. [ 9 

1Tam. «@ gudu, Kan. 9% sudu. 

319, இக ciidu, Kan. Bae to nodu, Tam. Garé nokku, ep Sul, 

3 T would trace wea rodas and Uta rodast, ‘Heaven and 

Earth, to YA dyus through the form FA rvs which with the final 
ரு ~
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depxopaz) by a peculiar change of {Fr into | dr wherein 

Z d may stand for ras in as guda, Gr. yupos,' and *@ r may 

be a st-engthening letter, or vice versit. 

1 give here below some instances to illustrate the law 

according to which the vowel @ r is added to strengthen 

2 consonant. 

Sans. FAT krsara, originally faac kisara as mentioned 

by Panini in sutra IV. 4, 58, wherein faz 

kisara is mentioned as a saleable article and 

appears to be allied to Lat. cicer,  chick-pea.’ 

aad yakrt, ZR yakan in the oblique cases, Gr. 

qrap (n1ratos) whercin 7 answers to the ¥ k of 

aad yakrt. Tho tr of qaq yakrt is, there- 

tore, non-radical, 

WHA sakrt, WHA Sakan in the oblique cases, Gr. 

okwp (cxaros), ‘dung.’ 

௯ wsrk, WAT asa in the oblique cases, ரே. கரச 

(கரல), Lat. seuyuis in which the initial ¥] a of 

WaT asan is clided. 

Hale அயர, ஜன் chagala, 6a goat,’ Eng. jackal, 5 71 ‘ ' 

Gv. ouupos, 6% shagey goat skin,’ catupos, a 
    

  

A s changed into @ dand hy the addition of the termination 

» becomes rades, and, when ++ is gunated, assumes the 
ga ox becomes qaqa , 3 gs ; 

௦ 2 . rer 
ப oles yous is modificd further as a 
Soom 1148. மீர் 1188 rok Uz TT 

redesi by the addition of the feminine suffix = % The words arc 

always used in the dual number and mean ‘Heaven and Earth.’ 

ப : 7 7 Te Pers. ¢ ror, ‘ad > 

To the same root a4 dyus is traceable Pers ப்ர fa day 

1 ௦ ற. 57.
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monstcr ‘ satyr’ partly a goat and partly a inan, 

Sans. faut kisora, ‘a foal;’ AR nakra, ‘ alli- 

gator, THM rakula,“mungoose ;’ and othc~ allicd 

words, which will be mentioned in the Siras Group, 

and in which the first consonant is not strength- 

cned by @ 7 as in the Sans. ளான srgala. 

Sans, BAT srmara, ‘a, quadruped like the decr, YAT 

ramara, QAR camiru, ‘bos grunniens, FAA 

kamala, ‘s kind of deer, 

» Way srkvan, ‘the corner of the lps,’ Gr. ccayor, 

(ounyou,) ‘ jaw,’ ‘jaw-bone.’ 

ட. கக்கா mrdvika, ஊரை wrdvika, ‘ grapes,’ ay 

madhu, Lat. vitis, ‘vine.’ 

» BE mrdu, ‘soft, We mad, ‘ to rejoice. 

4 SSkAfa Behaspati, ‘the priest of the Deitios,’ 

faaeafa Viyaspati (q.v.). 

ஷ் யானி kundrnact,! ‘ going crookedly,’ 1 

kutila, ‘ crooked.’ 

‘Tho insertion of the vowel ஏ y in the above instances 

comes under a general law that = ris used to strengthen a 

consonant. It is treated as a vowel owing to the metrical 

necessity of considering as short the quantity of a vowel 

which is followed by two consonants one of which is { r. 

Thus, if, in GYZ sudhrat QYS sudurt), Gr. evOpak, the 

vowel q su is to be considered short, we ought to treat y 

  

1 val frayureargtarditaare (a Big Veda, 7, 29, 6, 

Patatikiindrnicyidiramvativanadadhi. 

‘'The wind blows far from the grove in a crooked way.’
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dhra as a single and not a compound consonant ; and this 

can be done only by treating the T 7 as a vowel. At first 

the necessity for such treatment of the letter was very 

limited, and in consequence the grammarians very easily 

inserted for t r in such cases the letter % 7 which is only 

a modification of { r both in sound and character ; but, 

when subsequently the use of the compound consonants as. 

% kra, Y pra after short vowels was very frequent, there 

arose a metrical rule to the effect that short vowels followed 

by compound consonants of which { r is the second may 

optionally be treated as short. 

eq dr&, coming at the end of compounds with pronouns, 

assumes the force of ‘ like’ or ‘similar.’ Thus in Sanskrit, 

ளா: yadré, ave gy tadrs and are qt ktdré mean respec- 

tively, ‘like what,’ ‘like that,’ and ‘like what’ (interrog.), uhe 

word conveying the idea of ‘ like,’ viz. ¢q iva, being really 

understood. The above Sanskrit words are modified as 

HrtKos, tHAtKos (Doric tadtxos), and mydtxos in Greek, 

and qualis,! talis and qualis in Latin. In Eng. ‘ which’ and 
© such’ we can trace the corresponding Anglo-Saxon forms, 
  

2 Latin has the same form qua corresponding to Sans. ka, ‘ who’ 

(interrog.), and @ y, ‘who’ (rel.), which seems to beolderthan thelatter 

@ ka and @ y and the allied Greek words. Hence qualis is interrog- 

ative, and also relative as the correlative to falis. (Vide p. 134). 

The stems tali and guali are formed exactly alike, and consist 

cf ta (Sans. @ ta and @ sa) and li and qua (Sans. Q ya and @ ka) 

andli, The latter part UZ the compounds, li, is a contraction of Sans. 

Eq dré which is changed in Prakrit into (எங்க as in afta ௪௩718௩ 

for Sans. WEA sadréa, * equal,’ tfta trisa for Sans, FTW idric, 

and into fra rkha and LA rakha as in Pali எள் sarikho and 

ஸம். WCET sarakha. Just as Sans. eq drs is modified as (ஏ risa 

N
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hwaleik and swaleik. The English word like and the Ang.- 
Sax. lic, ‘similar,’ are taken from the compound words 

such as hwa-leik, swa-leik, god-leik and the like, where 

leis is a corruption of the root ‘look.’ They must, there- 
fore, mean radically ‘to look,’ ‘to be seen,’ as the verb 
‘look’ itself does not convey and can not convey the idea of 

‘similar’ originally. But coming as the latter parts of the 
compounds, such as hwaleik and swaleik, they mean there 

only ‘to be seen,’ the word conveying the idea of similarity 

being omitted ; but the idea of similarity was, in course of 

time, attached to the word letk itself. The word then came 

to mean ‘ to look similarly’ and at last ‘ to be similar,’ the 
idea of ‘being seen’ having been omitted altogether. The 

word like, ‘similar,’ is, therefore, to be connected with the 

latter part of the above compounds and has no direct con- 
nection with the word ‘like’ which means ‘ to desire’ and 

which I derive from Sans. qq trs, ‘thirst,’ corresponding 

tu Lat. lis (ts), ‘strife,’ and the old form of the word stlis. 

The Gr. adsyxeos, meaning ‘similar,’ ‘resembling,’ is 

to be connected with the Sans. aga sadrs, @ sa} (QE saha), 

‘equal,’ and EW dré, ‘to look,’ and means ‘ looking like.” 

The difference between this word and ryAtKos, WHALKOS, 476.) 

is simply the insertion of a nasal before « in adeyxtos? and 

the termination co, that is, Sans. & y, which are not found 

in THALKOS and w?nALKOS, Se. 

Tleis'érrt xoXrrov Exove’ ataddgppova viTov airas 
‘Exropiény dyatytov adiyxtoy dorépt Karo. 

Il. vi. 400, 401. 

and thon is contracted into fx vi in the Dravidian Vernaculars as 

in Tel. #8 sari, and Tam. ¢ sari, ‘equal,’ so is it modificd as Ata in 

Greek and li in Latin. 

1 Vide p. 92. 

2'The y in adyxeos is sounded like Sans. & 1.
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‘ Carrying in her bosom the only child of Hector lovely, 

tender-minded, very young and resembling a beautiful 

star.’ 

In this passage adsyxvov acrept Kadw is exactly equal 

to Sans. எரா: காரா: சான்) sadréamtarayah 

kalayah (céroh), advyxvov and EWA sadrsam governing 

similar cases. “HAc£, in the sense of ‘ equal age,’ may be a 

modification of WEY sadré, 4 standing for @ s and rsx 

for $F drs. 

From eq dré may be derived the modified forms aa 

tark, ‘to conjecture,’ and WS carc, ‘to discuss.’ 

60. From aa évas may be derived Gr. ovatpw, aotrat- 

pe, ‘to pant,’ Lat. spero, and Gr. eA7rw, ‘to hope,’ கட 

(c80s), and Lat. spes, ‘hope.’ This last word (pl. speres) 

originally ended in r, but, losing the final r in some cases, it 

is declined partly as a vowel stem. Perhaps Gr. opedrw, ‘to 

help,’ ‘ to be obliged,’ opetAw, ‘to be indebted,’ and their 

derivatives, (Eng. help, Ang.-Sax. helpsn, Goth. hilpan, Ice. 

hialpa, and Germ. helfen), may be traced to the Gr. edz. 

If 20, the aspirate sound of the initial vowels in the above 

Teutonic words must be non-radical. The Ang.-Sax. ulph, 

‘help,’ also, is very closely allied to the Gr. ogedrw. 

61, QT svar is modified as €@ svr, ‘to heat’ or ‘to 

sound,’ SF jvar, ‘to be hot,’ by inserting Wj for qs, and 

A jral, ‘to burn,’ by inserting @ 2 tor Tr. The word 

a svas may give us, also, Aq tapas, ‘heat,’ ‘ penitence,’ 

through the forms Gq savas and qaqa tavas. From this 

AT tapas we have the ve @Q lap (tepio), ‘to be warm,’ 

‘to be hot? and ‘to make penance.’ @Wq tapas is changed
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into @IY taspa, by the transfer of the final qs between @ 4 

and Q p as in HN jalp from WT svar, ‘to sound,’ a sarva 

from @T svar, ‘happiness,’ and Oadzw by che change of s 

into 7, As ST svar means ‘heaven,’ ‘the region of wind,’ 

it passes to the meaning of ‘ sound,’ and in this meaning it 

is modified as WW jalp, and assumes the form of cadr 

in Greek and produces the verb carmifw (Sans. Hayat 

f% jalpayami), from which is derived the noun cadrvy£ 

(uyyos), ‘a war trumpet.’ The Sans. Wag éabda and Gr. 

spedos, ‘sound,’ are modifications of Haq jalp. WT svar 

(€~ ser), ‘to sound,’ is changed into qq svan, 59௭ 

dhvan, Lat. sono (tono, SAG stan, ‘to thunder’), Sans. 8௭ 

van, (ATU வ, ரே. ற்), UT pan, WW pan, WY phan, 

we bhan, Wz path, aq vad, and FY vac, ‘to speak.’ 

62. (௭௭ divas is shortened into fzq div and means 

‘to shine,’ ‘ to rejoice,’ and, by substituting 4 j for ¢ d and 

by lengthening the vowel & 7, we have wa giv, “to live,’ 

Gr. Biow, Law, and Lat. vivo. freq div gives us aq dip 

by the change of @ v into Y p and the lengthening of the 

vowel & +. கு கற 15 1000110950 ௧8 ளே. %கமரால, ‘ to shine,’ 

and Lat. impo, the obsolete root of limpidus, by the chanze 
of d into 1.3 

1 Vide p. 15. 
2 Compare the following words :-— 

Sans. {IT dvara, ‘ gate,’ Gr. Aaupa, ‘an alley,’ (q.v.) 

  

” ata dyaus, ‘ Heaven. ட Aatos, ‘a king of Thebes,’
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ata ji, ‘to live,’ produces the word 9௭ jem, QF cam, 

we jam, ‘to eat,’ ata fv, FY drp, ‘to be fat,’ Gr. Auras, 

‘ fat,’ and Sans. gq trp, ‘to be satisfied.’ The Gr. darra, 

‘to devour,’ is nearer to aa div than to aa giv. The Gr. 

Secrrvov, ‘meal or meal-time,’ is a contraction of ௫௭௭௭ 

jéemanam, ‘eating,’ or 8௭௭௭ tévanam, ‘ pastime,’ to which 

Gr. Sazravos, ‘extravagunt,’ damavn, ‘expenditure,’ Lat. 

daps, ‘a stately feast,’ and Gr. Sats (ros), ‘a meal,’ are 

allied. Gr. Aass is a contraction of Sazeros or Samros. 

In the Greek e:Aatvavy, ‘a banquet given by a single 

host,’ opposed to epaves, the vowels « are added to the 

beginning for euphony as 9 in 7LBaros and O in OAupzos. 

63, I have already shown how We subh, ‘to shine,’ 

is derived from @T{ svar, ‘heaven,’ (p. 13); and I may 

now rroceed from Way subh to ey stubh, ‘to praise,’ by 

the chenge of ¥ é into Bf st? From Bqy stubh is derived 
  

Sans. uz drgad, Gr. AcOos, ‘stone’. 

nn 

99 ௮௭௭௮ dévanam, *to be 
௩ pl vase ம் » etLatravn, ‘feast, ‘banquet,’ 

ei 
ல (q.v.) 

” WATT jémanam, ‘to eat’ a 

Gr. Odvacevs, Lat. Ulywes or Ulysses (q.v.) 

Sans. T¥F dahana, Gr. Avyvus, ‘smoke mixed with 

flame.’ 
¢ cesta ») Auras, ‘ fat’ 

» {UY darpa, ‘pride, 3) MeTTOS, ‘ grease’ 

» Bay hrdya, y3 84409) ‘propitious,’ ‘gracious.’ 

1 Compare Mod. Tam. enius® saippadu, Arab. lid <iaphat, 

‘a feast, banquet, ind 2a7f, ‘a guest,’ leo dag% and ney 

da erat, ‘invitation,’ 

9 Vide p. 28, Note 3.
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BTV stup, ‘eulogist,’ and the word occurs in the Rig Veda 
and is mentioned by Yaska among the synonyms of Slat 
stota, ‘eulogist ;’ as, 

weETeTA: Abhyaniisatastubhah, 
-~ இ 

‘The eulogists praised.’ Rig Veda, IX. 68, 8, 
The corresponding Greek word @w has degenerated 

in its meaning and is applied to ‘a flatterer.2. The word 
Sara stobha, which is a verbal noun from Ra siubh, ‘to 

praise,’ and means ‘ praise,’ is modified as taTA stoma,! “a 
hymn,’ ‘ sacrifice’ and ‘ multitude,’ by the change of a bh 
into | m. As FX éudh, ‘ good,’ is contracted into 4 ஜட 

meaning ‘ good,’ so is HAY stubh contracted into EK siz, 
‘to praise,’ Gr. @vw, ‘to offer sacrifice,’ and is modified as 
sa duva meaning ‘to serve’ as in ன் duvasyati. From 

RTH siudh we can derive WH lubh, ‘to covet’ (Ang.-Sax. 

lufian, ‘ to love’) ; or it may better be referred to ஏரு மாக 
of the Third Group. 

64. I have hitherto spoken of the modifications under- 
gone by the original word @4@ svas and €¥% svar in their 

௩ NM 
monosyllabic forms, and now I shall take up a dissjllabic 
form அன asvar, which leads us to ATMA Gaiman, a 

word from which aq svas and BIT svar seem to have 
    

1 As eater stobha, changed into wala stoma, originally means 
“a praise’ or ‘collection of praises’ and tl.en comes to mean ‘ any 

collection ;’ similarly perhaps q etava, ‘a praise’ from BA stu, 

“to praise, becomes tqqq stavaka by the addition of the termina- 

tion @ ka and means ‘a praise’ or ‘a collection of praises’ and 
from this meaning passes also to that of ‘a collection as of flowers.’ 

2 Vide p. 14,
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been derived, and which I have taken as the representa- 

tive of this Group. ATAA aiman means in Sanskrit ‘life,’ 

‘soul,’ ‘ breath,’ &., of which meanings the most original 

seems to be ‘breath’ and ‘life,’ each of which is a concom- 

itant of the other (p. 14). To it are traceable Gr. avtos, 

‘self,’ avpoc, ates (tdos), ‘vapour,’ ary, ‘smoke,’ ‘heat,’ 

avepos, ‘wind,’ aoQua (ros), ‘hard-drawn breath,’ Lat. ani- 

mus, ‘the spiritual principle of life in man,’ anima, ‘air, 

breeze, wind.’ The Lat. elementum and Eng. element are 

to be derived from the Sans. \T@A aiman, the final n of 

which is doubled by the addition of "74 am, and then the 

second is hardened into @ ¢ as in mentes = men + €8, 

plural of the Latin word mens, ‘intellect’ ‘wItTHq adtman 

is shortened into @J*4 tman which also means ‘ self.’ 

A similar elision has taken place in Gr. aoOwa and has 

given us @upos which means ‘the soul,’ < life,’ ‘ breath,’ 

and corresponds to Sans. ua dhiima and yy dhipa, 
உ 

‘smoke.’ 

Sans. @TW baspa which means ‘ vapour,’ and Lat. vapor, 
‘steam,’ ‘exhalation,’ and ‘vapour,’ are modifications of 
WITH atman which, being changed into 4YTlEem asma by 

the elision of the final n and "QT€q aspa by the chango of 

@ m into 7 p, assumes the form of qTey baspa by the ini- 

tial addition of q b (as J v in QTAT vanara, ‘inonkey,’ Gr 

avnp, and Sans. 4T8T vasara, BAG atasa, light’). qray 

baspa is changed into 41 vapsa by the interchange of the 

consonants 9 s and q p, tdposa by the insertion of the 

vowel பு p and @ s, and vapor by the elision of 

the final vowel Wa and the change of s intoy. Thc form
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said to be used by Lucretus, viz., vapos, must be a contraction 

of vapor. The connection of autos, ‘self,’ with காஎ 

dtman, seems to be a remote one, but if we consider a 

peculiar orthographical law prevailing in Sanskrit, Greek, 

Latin and other Aryan languages, the difference can 

be easily accounted for. The m of TPH céiman being 

elided, the preceding vowel is lengthened, as in 

Gr. Kewvos ‘empty,’ Sans. ye sinya corresponding to 

the Epic form xeveos in 

which eo stands for @] y of 

the Sans. Yq sinya. 
nN 

» Kazvos, ‘new,’ » WAT hanya,’ ‘a young girl,’ 

9» Tatrayvos, » ஊச damaniya, ‘ which can 

be subdued,’ from <q 

dam, ‘ to subdue.’ 

-») Kevravpos,‘a Cen- ,, Wa gandharva,a kind of celes- 

taur’ tial beings (Vide the Siras 
Group.) 

2 Compare Tam. go avi which is derived from QT@TA dtman 

by the elision of @ t and  ~, and the change of m into v, and does 
not contain the initial v which is found in vapos. 

கனு kanya is allied to Gr. Eyvea, Sans. FF navan, ‘ nine,’ 

in the former of which I see the full word for new and which is to be 

connected with Gr. cawvos. From Gr. evyeos is derived by con- 

traction veos, Sans. Y| nava, ‘new,’ and also Sans. ATT navan 

and Gr. evvea. It is very interesting to see that the Tam. yer 

pudu, Tel. evs kotta (katu+a), Kan. 204 posaand te% hosa, meaning 

‘new,’ are more closely allied to the Gr. xatvos and evyeos than to 

the Sans. ]Fqxava. All these words are traceable to the root aq 

kan, Gr. yavae, ‘to shine,’ the idea of brightness producing that 

of freshness.’
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Answering to the contracted form of §T¢H# atman, viz., 

THA iman, we see in Latin pse and pte,’ in which the initial 

a of RICHT diman is elided, and the letters q t and ர 

are transposed, so that @ ima becomes aa mia,and & pta, 

by the change of  minto 9 pas in ௭1 dhipa, Wa dhima, 

‘smoke.? These contracted forms come at the end of the 

pronoun is and its casal forms ; as, ipse, ‘the very same’ 

= is + pee, the final s of is being elided in the compound; 

eapse, eampse, and so on ; the other form pte occurs in such 

words as suopte, meopte, eopte, mepte, swumpte, and the like. 

The Sans. TAF tman is used similarly ; ¢.g., 

qearadrecgurag Siraeaghfeaanzas tl 
~ ~ ருது. 
Thateabhiryacarédupatman dosivastardidivamsamanudyun. 

©O God of fire, thee, shining day and night, man should 

much serve himself here every day.’ 

Here Taq tman is used as an adverb and corresponds to 

Lat. pte which is, however, united with the pronoun to which 

it refers in the sentence. Corresponding to the Sans. ₹௪௭ 

iman and Lat. pte, I see in Greek @nv,? Se and &, which 

suffixed to pronouns give them greater force just as Sans. 

faa tman and Lat. pte do. But they are added to nouns 

also without conveying any particular meaning, and in 

that case aro merely onclitical. The two particles de and 

1 In ipse, the final ue used in the ancient form ipsus is shortened 

into eas in iste and ille which ought to be tséus and illus. (Vide 

Zumpt’s Latin Grammar, p. 107.) 

2 Compare the Dravidian tan which is a corruption of Sans. QJ 

éman and agrees with the Gr. Ony, both in form and meaning.
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6c, I think, are contractions of CRA tman, modified as ௭௭ 

tan, €4 dan’ and then shortened into Se and 8. The Eng. 

soul, Ang.-Sax. sawol, Icel. sal, Goth. sawala are connected 

with Sans. faq] éman and WITHA atman, the a ¢ of which 

is changed into # in the above words. But in Eng. self, 

Ang.-Sax. self, silf, Germ. selbe, and Goth. selba there 

is a further modification, viz., the transfer of the final-t 

which represents the final n of Sans. FAA tman between 

the preceding s and f which answer to the q@ t and ர 

respectively, I may mention here also the Eng. smell 

which is derived from the Low Germ. smellen, ‘ to smoke.’ 

J think that it is connected with the Teutonic words above 

mentioned and Sans. WT dhma, ‘to blow,’ Lat. sidilus, 

‘hissing,’ and is traceable to Sans. Faq tman. 

65. I shall now take the contracted form of காக 

Giman, viz., TAF tman, and show how this prolific small 

word gave rise to a great number of suffixes, the alliance 

of which to the original word is very clearly seen in Sans- 

krit, though not in the allied languages so clearly. The 
original meaning of the radical word is, as shown alreay, 

“the soul,’ ‘spirit,’ and, when the word is metamorphosed 

into various forms, each of which serves the purpose of & 

suffix, these derivatives pass from that original meaning 

to new meanings. Thus when 74 tman and its deriva- 

sives are added to a noun, they refer to the condition cr the 
state of a thing or a person, and so ou; when added to an 

adjective, they convey the state of being so and so; and, 

when added to verbs, they indicate the act of doing an 

action, the object affected by the action, the place where 
  

a Compare the suffix don, as in formidon, which I derive from the 

மிக 31௪7 iman. (Vide § 65).
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the action takes place, and so on. fA® éman is modified 

as Wq fvan by the change of @ m into qv and also as FFaqT 

tvaia and 8௭௪ 708712. cat ivan corresponds to the 

Lat. éion, and taqTA tvanam, to the Gr. cvyy‘and to the Lat. 

tura; and Taq tvana is changed into fq மகா by the 

insertion of { r for Fn; ௨. ஐ, 

Sans. afaraqa kavitvanam, ‘ the state of a kavi or pandit.’ 

afecaqa mahitvanam, ‘ the state of being great.’ 
929 

22 GRACAAT purusatvata, * the state of a man.’ 
a 

sfecaat isitvata, ‘the state of being excited.’ 
3) 

faraa jitvan, ‘ one who has conquered.’ 
72 

»  Weae satvan’ ( «that which exists.’ 

Gr. ervpor 

Gr. Scxacoovrn, ‘ righteousness.’ 

icpoovrn, ‘holiness.’ 

rexrocuvn, ‘the art of acarpenter,’ (rexrov + ouvy, in 
92 

which the final v of rxrov is elided before the suffix 

cur). 

டி Hyewoovvos, ‘ belonging to 7jryepor, a leader.’ 

1 ௭6௭௭ satvan, properly ௩9௭9௭ asatvan from ௫௪ as4¢BQa 

+ Fqa tvan in which W¥ as, ‘to be,’ is the root, Sf a, a connect- 

ing particle, Tq ivan, suffix, correspond, to Gr. érugo, fron 

சரளா eo + e+ TULO, in which the suffix ru is a modification 

of the Sans. Tq a fan; exeTvLo — TETUPO by the elision of the 

initial vowel as in WG satvan, == érvpo and etupo by the elision 

of the aspirate sound of the initial vowel. (Cf. Qa satyas, 

௭609.)
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Gr. yetrocuvos, ‘ belonging to a yeerov, a neighbour.’ 

Lat. picura, ‘the art of painting,’ 

» cultura, ‘ the art of cultivation,’ 

» mercatura, ‘trade,’ ‘ commerce.’ 

», dictatura, ‘the office of a dictator.’ 

», censura, ‘ the office of a censor.’ 

Sans. {TqT iivara (Lat. iturus), ‘ going.’ 

» WAT gatvara, ‘ going.’ 

Lat. futurus (Sans. 3tq{ bhiitvara), ‘which will be or 

come.’ 

» maturus (Sans. Feat gatvara, Gr. Baovvos), ‘ going,’ 

‘speedy,’ ‘early,’ thence ‘ ripe.’ 

The suifixes TAY tvanam, Taq tvan, and Fq@qT tvana 

are used only in Vedas and are modified as qq tvam in 

the classical Sanskrit. The Prakritic and the vernacular 

AAA tanam is to be traced to the above @#xH tvanam and 

not to the classical TAA ivam. TAT tvan is simplified as 

aq fan and is changed into ATq tat and arfér tat by the 

change of 4 into @ ¢ as seen in Gr. raros, a suffix of the 

superlative degree of adjectives, which is a corruption of 

the Sans. q@@ tana as will be shown hereafter. The Sans. 

@Tq tat corresponds to the Gr. rq7 and Lat. tat. 

The suffix ௭09] tvan is further developed into two sylla- 

bles as tuvan by the insertion of u between ¢ and v arc 

tudon by the change of v into d as in MWAH andam (aza 

andam), ‘egg,’ which is a modification of Lat. ovwm and 

Gr. wov, originally wFov, by the change of v into d and the 
insertion of a nasal before d. Compare the Sanskrit suffix 

Waa éyas, Gr. dys, pp. 119-120. 

௭௫ tvan is contracted into don in Latin by the exision
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of 4 v and is suffixed to verbs as in formidon = form + 

i + don, the root form meaning ‘to fear,’ and connect-— 

ed with Sans. ௭ brahman, ‘ great,’ and Gr. poppe, ‘a 

bugbear’ (vide p. 33); cupidon = cup +% + don, from 

cupio, ‘to desire’ It may, otherwise, be derived from aq 

van by the change of v into d and may be ultimately traced 

to Wa ivan as is the case with gon (as in robigon, q. v.) 

wT tvan is shortened into Fq van and Aq man and 

added to verbs as uaa dhanvan, ‘ s bow,’ way karman, 

‘an action,” ay van is modified as aq vat and Ba us and 

added to simple and reduplicated roots to form present and 

past participial adjectives, as, faaTa vidvan, ‘knowing,’ 

and THITA éuéruvan, ‘having heard.’ Before the suffixes 

of the nominative dual and plural and accusative singular 

and dual, the suffix qq] van is modified as F@ vann by the 

doubling of the final 4 », Tay vant by the hardening of 

the second @ n into qt, and at last qT*y vans by the 

change of @ ¢ into ஏ ௪ and the lengthening of the previous 

vowel a. In the accusative plural and in the singular of 

other cases FF vas is changed into Bq us. 

Thus we have,— 

SrveuLAR. யக. PLorat. 

Nom. faata faxiat fagiaa 

viduan mdvamsan widvamsas 

Accus. faztaa faztat மப்பு 

vidvamsam vidvamsau vidugas 

Instr. [ஏகா களா facfga 

vidusa vidvadbhyam vidvadbhis 

Compare the suffix {qq tyas, which will be presently 

mentioned,
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It is the same suffix qq van, 1 think, which, taking the 

augment $7, becomes Saq wan and then faq ayan (cf. 

aq iyat for Taq vat, Gr. ivos), and also Saya iyas. 

The last change takes place in the accusative plural and 

the following cases ; and, in the nominative case and in the 

accusative singular and dual, taq iyan follows the analogy 

of qq van (as in faqay vidvan). Thus we have,— 

Sinaunar. Duat. PLURAL. 

Nom. agra எலி = waa 
garvyan gariyamsau gartyamsas 

Accu. ata எலிஎன. என்க௭ 
gariyamsam  gariyémsau gartyasas 

‘But in the corresponding Gr. twy, the final n of the origi- 

nal qq van remains unchanged, and in the Lat. ior it is 

changed into r. 

It is to be remarked here that in the suffixes wa at, Ha 

mat, Tq vat, aq vas, jaa tyas (radically ௭ ஈட ௪௭ 

man, FI van, TF van, and faa zyan), Lat. en and men, and 

Gr. ay, ov and ev, which are modified as wa ant, ay mant, 

aa vant, 8௭ vams, and tga iyams, Lat. ent and ment, 

Gr. avr, ovr and evr respectively, the final 4 1 of the 

suffixes which appears in the form of @ tin some cases, is 

doubled, the second is hardened into t, and in GW vas and 

tae tyas, the @ ¢ is changed into qs, and the previous 

vowel is lengthened or the first » is elided. The same 

remark applies to the final 4 n of @tqy mana and WTF ana 

which are modified as bundus and endus through the forms 

bunnus and ennus, in each of which n is doubled and the 

second n is changed into d.
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Even the corresponding superlative suffix TW istha seems 

to be # modification of ¥q vas which, taking the augment 

$ i, becomes Faq ivas and then Tye iyas, as shown 

before; and this Hepeiyas isshortened into T¥ is and, taking 

the termination a, becomes €€@ ssa and, with the second 

@ e« hardened into q ச், Etq ista,Gr.eoros. But in Sans- 

krit, TET testa is modified as FB istha by the aspira- 

tion of ந். This suffix is found in Latin only in magister, 

minister and sinister. Magister, I think, is composed of 

magnus + ist + ter, corresponding to Sans. HEA mahat 

+ €B istha + AT taraand Gr. peyad + cot + Tepos, so that - 

magister would be exactly equal to Sans. afesart mahis- 

thataraand Gr. peytororepos. Theword, then, must contain 

two su‘fixes, the first, tetus, superlative, and the next, ச்சா, 

comparative, as we have in Sans. BE srestha, ‘ excellent,’ 

BEAT  éresthatara, ‘more excellent,’ ae MA srésthatama, 

“most excellent,’ taking the superlative Ae Sréstha itself 

as positive. Similarly, minister = minus + ist + ter. 

The wo-d sinister may be distributed in the same way, @. g., 

ainus (crooked) + ist + ter, sinus being closely allied to - 

Sans. fargt jikma, ‘crooked,’ the idea of the left side ori- 

ginating from the fact of a man’s inability to do a work 

directly with the left hand, that is, his doing the work 

crookedly with the le“t hand. 

I cannot, with some philologists, consider magister and 

minieter as composed of the comparative degrees of mag- 

nus, that-ia, major aud minor, in which case the words 

magister and winister must be spelé majoster and minoster 

respectively, even if we suppose that the final ¢ of major 

and minor is changed into s before the suffix ter.
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HA man is added to the Atmanépadi roots to indicate 

the agency of a present action and is modified as AT4 mana 
by the addition of ® a, and the lengthening of the preced- 
ing vowel ¥ a, but in Gr. evs the vowel is not lengthen- 
ed. In Latin, in addition to such modifications as mnus, 
minus and the like, which are found in Greek also, it has 
undergone a transformation which has thoroughly conceal:.d 
its alliance to the origina) Sans. RF man and baffled the 

investigation of the greatest scholars. The Sans. ௭௭௭௭ 

manas becomes HAY mannas by shortening the vowel அர 

@ of Yt ma and doubling, in consequence, the following 

consonant @n; then aq bannas by the change of a m 

into q b; and at last bundus by inserting & d instead of the 
second 4», which process serves the purpose of strengthen- 
ing the first! This termination is added to roots of the 
frst conjugation chiefly with the signification of the present 
participle and with a reference to the fulness of the action, 
as cogitabundus from cogito, gratulabundus from gratulare, 
errabundus from errare ; and also to some roots of the third 

conjugation, as fremebunlus, gemebundus, furibundus, niti- 

bundus. But when the root does not take any augments as 

Wa, Uy and WY aya (that is FY sap and W sa, WA syan 

and faz nic respectively), the initial @ m of Ata mana is 

elided, as வார bibhrana, ‘ bearing,’ HATA kurvanc, 

‘doing.’ The termination WY ana is shortened into andus, 

endus and undus in Latin as BTA mana into bundus. Thus 

we have amandus, scribendus, potiundus, audvundus. 
  

1 Vide my remark on the suffixes WA a, Tq val, AY mai, &e., 

உ. 110,
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From the same root Aa man and ஏர van I would derive 

the participial suffix yq at, Gr. ov and Lat. en, which are 

added to the simple root to convey the present tense and 

to the root modified by the addition of the augments @ sya 

and ஏ sa, to convey the future and past tenses respec- 

tively; as, 

fans. Faa dravat, Gr. Aver, * dissolving.’ 

» உன drosyat, 3 Avaov, ‘about to dissolve.’ 

» Kad drusat, 3, Avoav, ‘that has dissolved.’ 

The suffix ஏர dna is addcd to the Atmanépadi roots 

with the temporal augment @ sa which is a sign of the 

past tense; as, 

Hazara mandasana, ‘ having joyed or having been happy.’ 

fyaqata dhiyasana, ‘having thought or contemplated,’ 

ARATH sahasima, ‘having born,’ by the change of n into m.* 

The temporal augment q sa is changed in Latin into 6 (4) 

in the corresponding forms, and QTq gue, into wedus. 

Thus the part ate sana in the above forms appears in 

Latin as cundus =e (k) + undue, as in 

Lat. facundus (Sans. HTATF Lhasaiva), ‘ eloquent,’ radically 

‘having spoken.’ 

» tracundus,  irascible,’ radically ‘having been angry.’ 

» verecundus, ‘full of bashfulness,’ radically ‘ having 

folt shame.’ 

In the above forms the Sanskrit particle ¥ s is changed 

into ¢ (x) as in the following list :— . 

Sans. aT stra, “powerful, Gr. cupos, ‘ power.’ 

2» Qqe yueas, Sans, aay yurvaku, bright,’ 

Vile my remark on it, p. 110. ? Vide p. 129 
P 
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Sans. tea ‘sat, a corrup- Gr. ரகக ‘little; yocwy, 

92 

72 

92 

32 

tion of Uqaq état, 

‘this,’ - 

€qY spas, ‘to shine,’ 

aa sam, 

TY esa, ‘ this,” 

ATA sam, the gen. pl. 

suffix of pronouns, 

which,as well asthe 

gen. sing. suffix of 

nouns and pronouns 
@q sya, T hold to bo 

@ corruption of aa 

svam, ‘possession? 
and which is chang- 

ed into aTA nam as 

in மாளா Rama- 

nam, ‘of Ramas, 

Gr. Icos, ‘ equal,’ which is 

Sans. WIT svasura, origi- 

a modification of 

TAA tyat, (q.v-) 

nally tq@Qvl sva- 

sura, from ஏ 
க 

svasr, ‘daughter.’ 

(nktwv), exowy (extoy), . 

‘less.’ 

Sans. Ra kvath, * to boil? 

~ Lat. con, § with? 

Sans. Wa cha, ‘one, the 

words for ‘one’ in the 

Aryan languages be- 

ing traceable to the 

pronoun ‘ this.’ 

ஒகர காரு the genitive 

plural suffix as in 

qarany yusmakam, 

“of you,’ WATER 
asmakam, ‘ of me? ” 

Lat. equus in which q (hk) 
stands for the o of 

17709, 

Gr. éxupos. 

Compare also the Table given further on, in which the 
change of ¥ 4 into Q@ 4 has been illustrated.
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The same change appears to have taken place in the 

+emporal augment of the perfect and pluperfect participial 

adjectives in Greek. 

The suffix Sef at with the temporal augment ¥ s seems 

to have been changed into xor by the change of q s into 

«x. «or is added to the reduplicated roots to form perfect 
pstticipial adjectives. Thus we have AeAucws (stem AcAv- 

cor) answering to a Sanskrit form such as equa dudrusat 

== AeAvxors where the final 7 of the stem AcAuxor is cut 

off before 5. 

If this view be correct, we may, in conformity to the 
grammatical construction, designate those forms ‘ aorist 
participial adjectives’ instead of ‘ perfect participial adjec- 
tives.’ 

But a better explanation of the form AeAv«or is found 

in comparing it with Sans. ௧4௭ dudruvas, the past 

participial adjective of %& dru, of which the final ¥ s cor- 

responds to the final r of AeAvxor and the penultimate 

syllable q va, to the corresponding syllable xo, the root x 

dru, to Av, and 4 du, to Xe. From this it would follow that 

the forms @ dudrwvas and Aedvxor are identical and 

that the syllables § v and xo are allied. The question then 

would be, which of them is original and which, derived ? 

The solution is not difficulfé. The form 3௭8 dudruvas 

is satisfactorily accou..ted for by distributing it as ₹ du +4. 

EH dru + Aq vas, | du being the reduplication, % dru, 

root, and q# vas, the termination; and as the forms 48௭ 

dudruvas and X-Av«or are constructed on the same principle 

and are identical, the syllable xo which,corresponds to q va 

wust be a corruption of the latter.
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If this theory be right, it may be applied to many of the 
perfect forms in Greek ending in «a; such as, 

Gr. wemduxa, Sans. Tata puplava, wrv, ‘to wash,’ 3 plu, 

‘to float.’ 

3) AeAvKA, Sans. Sx dudrava, dv, Rau, ‘to dissolve.’ 

» mepuca, Sans. Fwyq babhiva, hu, 3 bhi, ‘to be.’ 

» exraxa, Sans. FaQTE ciksaya, காண, fau ksin,) © to 

a 
» Ttetaxa, (Sans. faate titaya), rev, TF fan, ‘to ex- 

tend.’ 

» eoSnxa, (Sans. நாரா Siémaya), oBe, WH sam, ‘to 

quench,’ appearing in 2Pevvups, WATFH samnami 

as given in Yaska’s Nirukta, I. 19. 

» €ornxa, Sans, ர் tasthau, oro, SAT stha, ‘to stand.’ 

» Sedoxa, Sans. azt dadau, 80, சா da, *to give’ 

In werAvca, XedvKa and reduea we clearly see that the 
ka must be a modification of the corresponding part q va 
of the Sanskrit forms. In exraxa, the part «ree of «rev 

‘is to be taken as the radical part;? so that eres + «ree 
becomes «rexret, xexter and at last éxres by the change of 
the initial « into hk, From this we obtain extes by the loss 
of the aspirate sound. By the addition of the first person 
singular suffix a, exret becomes extetya, by the insertion of 

1 Compare aq சந, SW orn, wa lin, 1௭ hin, and YW 

aprn, Note 1, p. 79. 

3 In that case, the y of xresyw, which apr ears before the first pers. 

sing. suffix w, must be treated like the n of no of fauwifa ண்ணா 

which will be taken as the augment 4 nu (that is WH Snw according 
ey ஸீ 

to Panini), if it disappears in the other tenses as Fa QTE ciksaya ; 

and, if not as in Faq cikséna, FaW kein, ‘to kill? it will be 
treated ss the radical part.
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'y to fill up the hiatus between the vowels « and a, and it 
is modified as exraxa by the change of y into k.’ Similarly 

in teraxa and ecSnea,' ree and oe are the radical parts 

of the verbs tevvw and oSevvupe, and xa, a modification of 

y which occurs in the bracketed Sanskrit forms which 

are conceivible, if we have such verbs as aafa tainomi 

and faaatfa éminamé instead of aa i fa tandmi and watfa 

samnami, and if we take a tat of என் tainomt and faa 

émi of faaatfa sminami as the radical parts. 

In the remaining forms éornxa and Sebxa, the final ca 
must also be a corruption of ya; e. g., 

oT0 + oTo + &@ = oTEOTHYA = GeaTNYyA — éoTnKa, 

In support of this theory, I may adduce the fact that @ y 

is changed into ¥ s in a similar way in the following gram- 

matical forms, such as சானி dasista, “may he give’ = 

ST da + tea asta, wherein ST da is the root, ta is, opta- 

tive augment before the Atmanépadi terminations, (the 

corresponding augment before the Parasmaipadi termina- 

tions being WT as), becomes ZINT diéyista and then 

STM dasista by the change of Gy into|s? Similarly 

WATT adhasit, ‘he drank’ = Qa + YTdha+ Ti+ 

௭௪2-480, wherein ¥ 7 is a connective augment, © s the 

1 The aspirate sound of the initial € is lost. 

3 In the dual TIAA ILATH dasiyastém, there is a peculiar me- 

tathesis, as TTATYTEATH dasiydatam = ET i+ Tate + ஜா 

ATH dim = ZT da + Fit wat s+ ATA tm, by the 

transposition of the initial vowel SJT @ of the suffix QTATH atam 

between Fiand | = ஜானி ரானா dayiyastam = TTUTAT 

eae dasiyaetam.,
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temporal augment, and at, personal suffix, becomes suits 

eq adhasist ; and as two consonants eq st cannot remain 

at the end of the word, the first consonant as is elided and 

the previous vowel is lengthened. (Compare ras = may + 

s, fall,’ SeSous = S:80v 4-5, ‘giving’). Similarly springs 
from இரு ஹம் ஏ @ in some forms, such as AvOyoopas 

௫௫ lavisyé, OnooparQifaa yayisyé, SoOncopar zifaz, 

daisyé. But in SeyOnconat which ought to be properly 

SesFouas corresponding to Sans. ra draksyé, ‘1 shall be 

seen,’ 9 is inorganically inserted as in அஎ aramsit. 

(Vide, p. 119.) 

In the following xa is mserted by wrong analogy :—~ 

Gr. éoradxa, TEATS tasthala, crekrAw, ‘to set,’ eae 

sthal, * to be,’ 

 eoTapKa, GATT cakara, (0) wepw, ‘tosow, Sans. F#T 

kir (& kr), ‘to scatter? 

ஒனர, எளி bubodha, weOw, ஏஏ. 5048, ‘to advise,’ 

meretOxa becoming trerecca by the elision of @. 

yy eomrexa, WATE Sasvasa, oreviw, ‘to offer an obla- 

tion,’ Ya _svas, ‘hope,’ eowevdea becoming eovrevxa, 

by the elision of v6.4 

Similar to this is the use of T r which is derived from 

  

1T see a similar usage in the -Dravidian languages, in which the 

change of y and v into k takes place in many grammatical forms 
and the k so derived is inorganically inse~ted in other forms not 

requiring it; thus, in Tam. eae nadakka, oerée uraikka, which 

are respectively modified from sia nudavam ar nada+ gg a, ‘to 

walk, ஊம் உரைய wraiya — 2.onr ural + .9 a,‘to say, in which ou 

nada and eer urai are roots and . @ infinitive suffix, From the 

analogy of such wrong forms we get ape karka, ‘to learn, which 

stands for saa kalla, and Ao nirka, ‘to stand, for Reve nilla, from 

the roots sw Kal, ‘to learn,’ and @w nil, ‘to stand.’ (Vide Voi. IT.)
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Qy and ¥ sasin THT edheran = weaq édhéyan, ‘ they 

may grow’ = Uyedh + sq wy + BF an; ளிய edhi- 

siran, ‘may they grow’ = Uy edh + ta ts + WA an = 

ufaataa édhiyisan = ufanaq édhistsan by the change 

of  y into a s = Ufad ia edhisiran by the change of tho 

second &s into Tr; acta seraté = waa Seyaté = i 56 +. 

3a ate, Ther which is so derived from @ y and ¥ 8 and 

the @ s derived from 4 y as in கவாளிஈ adhasit as shown 

above, are inserted in forms which do not require them, as 

afaza sanividrateé, ‘they feel,’ for afaca samvidaté, WE 

at agrbhran, ‘they took,’ for THs agrbhan, அனி 

aramsit, ‘he played,’ for WHA aramit. (Vide Note1,p 27.) 

It is worth notice here that, as ¥ v is changed into @ &, 

and & y into @ k, @ sand Tr, @ y is changed also into 8. 

Thus, the final 5 in the feminino nouns and adjectives ending 

in in Greek is traceable to the Sans. q y, 88 1 ளகாறடி (4), 

‘native land,’ dpoytis (48), ‘ thought,’ ‘care,’ wevtnxovraeris 

(8), feminine form of revtyxoytaerns, ‘lasting fifty years,’ 

Ocppaorpis (18), ‘tire tongs,’ (Aepuactpa, ‘oven, furnace,’) 

Ocppacris (18), “boiling kettle,’ (Oepyavors (ews), ‘heating,’) 

@eris (18), fey sindhu. The 8 in these and other nouns 

and adjectives similarly declined cannot belong to the stems 

as these end in vowels only; for Gr. warps must be equal 

40 Bans. fA@ pitr + $i = fASy pitri, the final $i of which 

boing shortened in narpis, the word should be considered 

as an THICia skaranta, that is, a stem ending in ¥ 8, and 

declined like Sans. Af@ wiati. Compare warpa, another 

form used instead of wazpes. The same remark applies to 

Gr. Ocppacrpis, for it is the feminine form of Geppactap 

and, consequently, in analogy of the Sans. HAT kartar,
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mas., wat kartrt, fem., ‘doer,’ should be @Geppactpy (cf. 

Oeppuacrpa), but the final vowel being shortened, it becomes 
Geppacrpis in the nominative singular. _ The words deppac- 

tis and Oeppavris are identical forms, being nouns formed 
from the verb @eppawe, ‘to heat,’ by the addition of the 
suffixes rz and st, the only difference being the insertion of 

the augment pv before 7: in Gepuavtes. stand re are identical 

with Sanskrit verbal noun suffix {a tt. 

As for ers! which is applied to one of the Nereids, who 
was the wife of Peleus and mother of Achilles, I think it 

corresponds to, and is a modification of, Sans. fay sindhu, 

‘a river,’ the final wu of which is changed into 4 in @erts. 
Tho word, therefore, must be a vowel stem and be declined 

like afa mati. From this it would follow that the § ap- 

pearing in the declension of the above nouns cannot be a 

part of the stem, but must be an outgrowth of the ortho- 
graphical changes which take place when the casal suffixes 
are affixed to the stem; thus, 

  

    

SINGULAR. Doar, PLorat. 

டி @eride @Berides Nom. 

éa Sou das Ace. 

Sos? Sow Sov Gen.   

    

  

1 @erig seems to he identical with @yrvus, differing only in form 

slightly. I have shown in the Salila Group the alliance of these two 

words to the Sans, fay sindhu, ‘a river, ‘ocean,’ and through it 
s 

have traced them to the word ௭19௭ salila, so that the radical 

meaning of those words is ‘water.’ The above etymology receives 
support from a remark of Mr. Gladstone made in his Juv. Mun., 
p. 343. He says :‘ With reference tothe etymology of this name, it 

is perhaps worthy of remark that the only office of mediation at all 
resembling hers is ascribed to Tethus who with her husband 

Okeanos gives shelter and nurture to Here, at the great crisis when 
Zeus was thrusting his father Cronos down to the under world.’ 

? In some nouns theé declension alternates with the ¢ declension, 

as in 1Qcos and IS:d0s, the gen. sing. of IBus, ‘ the ibis.’
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Now comparing the above declensional forms with the 

corresponding ones of afa mati, we can easily see that 

the 8 3s referrible to the y which makes its appearance 

in some forms such as HAqa watayas and HAa mataye. 

But this y appears uniformly in all casal forms in the 

declension. of such nouns as at dhe with which, therefore, 

we may compare the declension of Oeris better, 

ரந மகர. Dua. PLURAL. 

whe dhts fuat chiyat fraa dhiyas Nom. 

அ dhiyam feret dhiyau  ftyaa dhiyas Accus. 

faad dhizas faara dhiyss  Faqva dhiyam. Gen. 

Now, if we call @erc¢ a consonant stem, we May with equat 

| propriety call WY dit also the same. But WT dit is only 

» vowel stem and the @ y appearing in its declension is 

only an offshoot of the rules of Sandhi, and the declen- 

sion ot WY dit and Qerie are very similar, the only differ- 

ence being that the former is a long vowel and the 

lacter @ short vowel stem. From this it follows that 

faa dhiyas, &c., and @erides, &c., being equal, part to 

part, the letter 5 must be a modification of து." 

Compare also the Greek and Sanskrit patronymics in 

which the § of Greek answers to the | y of Sanskrit ;— 

Sans. Tae Atréya, descending from fy Atri, Gr. 

Arpidas. 

1 Prof. Bopp says: “The Greek termination «5, the § of which 

is undoubtedly an inorganic affix, is, however, in so far ambiguous, 

that its ¢ is frequently the abbreviation Of a Sans. 0, cece eeeeees 

so we might also regard the said Greek formations in 4d as corres- 

ponding to the Sanskrit formations in 7 and therefore derive, e. g., 

ypagid from a to-be- presupposed masculine base ypado or ypade 

in the same way வ, 6 இப otparny ~i6, ‘female leader of an army,’ 

comes from orparnys ; xopwr’-l5 from xopwvo.” (Comparative 

Grammay, Vol. IIT, p. 1813). 
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Sans. 9TQuag Asvapatéya, desconding from wayafa 

Aésvapati, Gr. ‘Iaoradns, from inmorns = immo 4 எரா 

(௪௦௪௦, 018 றக்... 

Sans. are-q nadéya, ‘sprang from a river,’ |e} nadi, ‘a 

river,’ Gr. Nasas.3 

I may mention here a similar change of & y into other 
consonants such as ss, z, and é; as, 

GREEK SANSKRIT 

gvracce, ‘I watch,’ ளா milayémi, I shut? 

௮2௧௪௭௦, “1 change,’ அனா (அ வடியும். 

apacow, ந T handle,’ QIAAH grabhayami. 
agao 

matacaw, ‘I beat,’ aizaqifa patayami. 

So£ata, ‘I believe,’ SraafH diksayami. 

Ooatw, ‘I move,’ waraqarfa javayami. 

kpavyato, ‘I scream,’ கரா krasayami. 

oxediafd, ‘I do off-hand,” = qwarfe ssenyayami (from 

WY ksana, ‘a moment? 

+ ay = Gq ksanya, 
“momentary’.) 

/ணாம, ‘1 send,’ aragifey yapayami. 

kaduTro, ‘I conceal,’ adata garbhayami. 

xodaTTw, ‘I hew,’ allied to qrqarfe gravayaimt (from 

prude and ypape GTAT gravan, * stone.’) 
௩ ண ர. 
௭ jemayam. 

Sarre, * to devour,’ ~ 
எ tevayami. 

1 The Sans. ௭4 nada, ‘a river,’ is softened into Gr. yates which, 

taking the suffix adns, becomes vatadys and then shortened into 
vatas (stem vavad),
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In the above examples oo and {and 7 are inserted for 

the @ y of the Sanskrit words. The change of y into ¢ does 

not take place directly, but through s; as 4Tqatfy yapa- 

yami = taTayo = tarrya, by the elision of the a preced- 

ing y = arrow, by the change of y into o and vamrw by 

the hardening of o into r. 

I may mention here a similar change of y into g which 

I suppose to have taken place in the following verbs :— 

Lat. mitigo, Sans. ணா mradayami, ‘ I soften,’ az 

mrdu, Lat. mitis, ‘ soft. 

» castigo, ஏ மனா suddhayami, ‘1 purify,’ 

Ney suddha, Lat. castus, ‘ pure.’ 

» jwumigo, த கொன் dhitpayami, ‘I cause to 

smoke,’ 1 dhipa, Lat. fumus, 

* smoke.” 

The latter parts in the above Latin verbs are considered 

as a contraction of ago, ‘to make.’* 

From the above examples it is clear that in XeAuKor, the 

terraination qq vas is changed irto xor by the insertion of 

«for 4 v. We may therefore lay down a general rule that 

qq vas is changed into xor after roots ending in vowels, 

and, after those ending in consonants, the initial v is elided. 

But in the irregular form Aederypores (எக lelih- 

patas) the original fo m of qT vas, viz. Aq mat, appears 

as suffix, as NederypoT— Nery + Ary + por, Aetxe, “to lick.’ 

The aorist participial adjective Avoac (stem Avoayt) has 

1Inthe Dravidian languages also the change of y and ஏ into க, 

t, 9, d, 1,7 and other letters frequently cecurs and has been illus- 
trated in Volume II.
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already been compared with KAA drusat, the past partici- 

pial adjective from ¥ dru, ‘to dissolve.’ (p. 113.) 

Next qq van and Hq man used to indicate pos.ession 

are changed in Latin and Greek as follows :— 
Lat. formésus, ‘beautiful? — forma + vat + us. 

» formidolosus, ‘ dreadful’ = formidon + vat + us, in 

which the final 1 of formidon is changed into 7, 
. a . 

3» dives! (itis), Sans. [qq raivat (p. 51) = Sans. Uq rais 

(Lat, res) + qa vat. 

21 opulus (entes), Sans. WqWaq apasavat, ‘rich,’ Lat, 

oper (Sans. 3g apasa) + vat. 

» Neptunus, ‘Neptune,’ is a contraction of Sans. எவர் 
nabhasvat meaning ‘ having Wud nabhas, water,’ 
and so applied to the God of ocean, + WW as = 

qWwedag nabhasvantas =Nepsantus—= Neptunus, 

wherein the a of @ bha is elided and y bh is 
changed into p, s is changed into ¢, and the part 
antus, into tnus. 

Gr. ped T0E15,—eooa-ev, Sans, ௪௮௪௭ ர8ஈகீக்மாகர், ரே. தலியா 

+ o + Fes, wherein the ois a nexus ; Gr. rupoeic, 

‘like cheese,’ from rupo + Fes. 
» Atovucos, ‘Bacchus, the god of wine, vineyards and 

dramatic poetry’ — [43௭ divas + Faq vat + WA 

as = Atov + us + o¢ by the ~hange of (34௭ divas 
into feaq diyas and then into Avoy. Compare 
the Latin suffix osus. 

x» Tpitwy, ‘ Triton, a sea god, son of Poseidon, (1௫௭௭ 

Pracétas) and Amphitrite’ — ஏ TG saras + Tq van 

4 Also shortened into dis (ditis).
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(STE saras, water’) = tTper + wy, where Ua 

saras is contracted into tpir.t Similarly, 

Gr. ArSpep, ‘men’s apartment’ = avyp + van=avdp + wv. 

» Imoev, ‘a stable’ = iro + van. 

» Toray, ‘A Titan, applied to a race of gods placed be- 

neath Tartarus, or, according to the Hesiodic 

Theogony, to the six sons and six daughters of 

Uranus and Gaia; laterly applied to the sun ; = 

faq divas + Aq van = faa tit + AA van by 

the contraction of feqa divas into fea dis and 

then into tur (cf. fe fa diti) and then = Titap. 

3, TeOwvos,? ‘ Tithonos, brother of Priam and husband of 

Aurora and father of Memnon’ ; = faq sindhu 

+ FA man + WW asin which RA man is changed 

into wv. 
  

1 The same word GTA saras, ‘water,’ is shortened into faa 

trita, Gr. TptTos. faa trita in the Vedas is ‘ the god of water and 

air,’ and we can infer the same of the Gr. rprros from the epithet 

of Athéné, rperoyevera, ‘the child of rpitos’ (vide the Salila 

Group). We must give up the idea of deriving the word faa 

trita from fa ti, ‘three,’ or from the alleged Echi word for head, 

though the word faa trita is as close to the Sans. fata sivas, 

‘head’ as it isto A{ savas, * water.” (Co.’s Mythology, Vol. I, 

p. 440.) 

3 Similarly the suffix q@] van added toy magha in FAIA 

maghavan is optionally changed into ara van and at on as in 

auatat maghavanau, nom., accus., VOC. dual, ௪ள்ளா maghona 

instr. sing. PATA maghoné, dat. sing.
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Gr. Afoy, ‘axle, Wy aksa + qq van = AE + ov, 

Next 44 van and HA man are affixed to verbal roots to 
indicate nomen agentis, the action of the verb, its object 
and so on, and correspond to Gr. pew, pov, nev, Lat. men and 
mentum and so on. They are changed into Sa us as Fy 

vas (originally ஏஏ van) is in some oblique cases, as fags 

vidusd, ‘by the sage,’ faze vidusé, ‘to the sage,’ faqe: 

vidusah, ‘ of a sage’ ; as also FT van, the possessive suffix, 
is changed in the Vedic language in the vocative singular, 
as HAI bhagavas, ame bhagos, waa bhavas, and ara 

bhos, ‘o lord,’ BMaAA bhagavan, ‘lord? 

Sans. GIA yajvan, ‘a sacrificer,’ 8௬ yaj, 10 88071110௦,7 

» Was dhivan, (Gr. Caopev), ‘a thinker, 3 dhyaé, 
“to think,’ 

» ௭ pivan, ‘one who has become fat,’ ay pyar, 
“to swell.’ 

» GAA yajus, (Q3Fq yajvan), ‘the Yajur Véda,’ aq 
- yaj, ‘to sacrifice’ 

» Waa dhanus, (Baa hanvan), ‘a bow,’ Sa han, 
‘to kill? 

» WEY parus, (4௭ parvan, ‘a, knot,’ ufc pari, ‘ end.’ 

» WAT janug (௭ janman), ‘ birth,’ RT jan, ‘to 
be born.’ 

» GX cakeus, (GA cakgman), ‘eyo, we cakes, 
‘to say,’ ‘to proclaim,’ 

Gr. iyepav, ‘a leader. 
77. 8600), ‘a spectator.’ 
  

1 Unadi Stitra, IV. 114.
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Lat. sermo(n), ‘a speech,’ literally any thing connected, 
sero, ‘to connect.’ 

» termo(n), ‘a boundary,’ tero (Sans. AT far), ‘to 

cross.” 

Gr. சாமர (wev), ‘a herdsman,’ zroz, ‘grass,’ 

», wuOpny (wer), ‘ bottom,’ from an obsolete root சாமிக 

‘to be deep.’ 

Lat. segmen (Enis), “that which is cut off,’ from seco, ‘to 

cut. 

»» ‘certamen (6745), *& contest or struggle,’ from certo, 

‘to contend,’ cerno, ‘to separate.’ 

x velamen (Enis), ‘a cover,’ ftom velo, ‘ to cover.’ 

This suffix men is modified as mentum by the addition of 
the suffix um, as men + um = mennum by the doubling of 

mn, and mentum by the hardening of the second 1; as in 

velamentum, velamen, ‘cover’; segmentum,segmen, ‘segment ;’ 

argumentum, argumen, ‘argument, 

In velamen and certamen, the augment @ preceding the 

suffix men and also the @ as in specimen, and i in teqgumen 

are like 5, ¢, 7 in QUfea pacélima, ‘ripe,’ 14௭௭ gari- 

man, ‘greatness,’ and எக bhartman, ‘wealth.’ 

ஏ) 9௦07 18 shortened into TA tvam and is suffixed to 

nouns, adjectives and, in the Vedic language, to verbs 

also; as, 

afaca janiiva, ‘ parent, ௭௭ jan, * to be born,’ (Unadi Su- 

tra, V. 104, 105). 

னள petvam, ‘ nectar,’ QT pa, ‘ to drink.’ 

Wiley sdtva, ‘which is to be poured,’ @ su, ‘to pour,’ (Rig 
Veda, X. 160, 2.) 

கா kartvas., ‘action,’ & kr, ‘to do.’ 
  

1 Compare elementum =< elemen (TCH aiman) + um,
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‘We may next proceed to tg sma, Gr. opos, which are 

directly derived from ea tman by the change of the initial 

‘a # into @ s and the elision of the final n. Like tq tva, opos 

is used both as an adjective and a noun suffix ; as, 

Sans. aa suksma, * small,’ aya suc, ‘to pont. 

Gr. eyxedevopos, ‘ encouragement.’ 

கோடி ‘a dipping in wate: 

3, KkarevOua pos, ‘direction,’ 

The Latin suffix corresponding to MH tvam is tiwm. 

Compare tion, FA ivan, in which the letter ¥ va is changed 

into two syllables as to in tio (n), Sans. Tay ivan; e. g., 

Pretium, ‘ price’ == pre + tium, in which pre is an obsolete 

root connected with Sans. #} kri, and Gr. ape, which 

becomes wep by metathesis asin wepyayas, and pa as 

in wparnp, Sans. He krétr, “a seller, mparos Mla 

krita, ‘sold? 
Initium, ‘a going in or entrance’ = in + 4 + tium,i, ‘to go? 
Exitium, ‘a going out? = ex + i + tium. 

¢aq tvam is changed in Sanskrit into @ éya correspond- 

ing to Lat. #7 and forms adjectives as May krtya, and into 

BW sya (sya) as EFA rucisya, ‘agreeable,’ ‘ desirable,” 

RY ru, ‘to like ? afar bhujisya, ‘ serving,’ uy bhuj, 

* to enjoy.’ 

In waar dhénusya, ‘a cow tied up for milking,’ the 

suffix is used with a diminutive force, like the corresponding 

Greek suffix dvov as in Bond:ov. 

Corresponding to the Sans. ] sya we have in Greek 

gto, as in Ouvowa, ‘sacrifice, from சில, ‘ to sacrifice ;’ 

றவை ‘a year long,’ eros, ‘a year; 19௧௨௪௦, * belong- 

ing to Ithaca ;’ PAvactos, ‘ belonging to the town of Phlius.’
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டப இப்ப is modified as qq tana and is used as an 

adjectival suffix corresponding to Lat. tinu; as Sans, 
அனா Svastanas, Lat. crastinus, ‘ of to-morrow ;’ fata 

aa divitanas, ‘ belonging to the day,’ Lat. diudinus, ‘last- 

ing long’ (radically. ‘ belonging to day.’) 

It is from this suffix @@ tana that one set of compara- 

tive and superlative suffixes are derived in the Aryan 

languages, while the other set is produced by the suffix 

aq vai as already shown (pp. 110-111). @@ éana is modi- 

fied as AT tara by the change of Fn into T r as in @ te, 

Gr. rop, and Lat. for, suffixes of agency; @ tru, an adverbial 

suffix of place ; and Aq tram, Gr. rpov, Lat. trum, suffixes 

indicating instrumentality, and the like. These suffixes are 

derived from @@ éana as will be shown hereafter. The 

suffix @~ tara so formed is used to form comparative 

degrees of adjectives. 

aq tana produces also the superlative suffix qq tama 

in Sanskrit by the change of 4 1 into @ m as in wa syuna, 

WF syiima (§ 22), ARTA sahasana, ‘having born,’ that is, 

‘ able +o bear, changed into Q¥aTH sakasama. The 

change occurs in the following pronominal stems also 

and deserves notice here. WY ésa, Uq éta, UA ena and ஏஏ 

ana are all identical forms composed of & 4, ‘ this,’ and 

@ sa, @ ta, and 4 na, modifications of the demonstrative 

pronoun ‘he,’ and they appear also in the form of Hay ama 

and {Hf ima! WAR anas is changed into WaT and by the 
  

1 Tait. Mantra PraSna, I 11. 

* Corresponding to FH ima (FTF ina), there must be a form 

WA Ena (VA ana); and the indeclinable particles Fq iva, ‘like,’ 

BR
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Prakritic method of changing ‘BA as into ST 5, and way 

amo! by the change of 4 n into @] m and then modified as” 
WY amu, wy amu and 3H} ami, which are’substituted for 

the declensional forms of WW adas. 

Compare WARY amo occurring in the passage quoted in 
ற. 72, அனிஷா எலி amohamasmisiié- 
vam saivamasyamoham, where I divide waTea amohas 
into wat amo + tH aham ; for it answers to the word 

WT ami occurring in a corresponding passage quoted in 
the previous page, வ பபப ட்ப படப்பட ami- 
hamasmisitvam satvamasyamiham. (Vide Note 1, p. 71). 

As Sans. qq tanas becomes tinu in Latin, so does 
Sans. a tama become timu, simu, rimu, of which tumu, 

&c., are original forms (Zumpt’s Latin 
Grammar, p. 85). But in Greek, the final 4 n of the Sans, 
௭௭ fana is changed into ¢ and produces the superlative 
suffix raro. 

sumu, rumu, 

To illustrate this change of n on the one side 
into m and on the other ‘nto t, I shall give one example, 

and %@ éva, ‘thus,’ in the earlier language, ‘ only,’ ‘certainly, 
and 18௭ évam, ‘thus,’ and ‘like,’ are modifications of Tq ima 

and WY ema respectively. This change of  m into qv has taken 

place in sata avos, the genitive of BQaq’amu, q used in the Rig 
Veda, X. 182. 5. 

1 Similarly the nominative singular masculine and feminine form. 
asaw is to be derived from Wey asd which isa modification of 

WA aszas, as க ano is of ௫௭4௭ anas, the other form of wag 
asas.
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The masculine suffix RA as, Gr. and Lat. os, is changed 

into ஏ ௨0, Gr. ov, and this a an is modified as Wa am 

in Sanskrit asin WTA jianam. But the qx of the same 

Sq an is hardened into ஏ ¢ in pronouns as in Ae tat, ‘that,’ 

Gq ya, TALA ttarat (Gr. érepov), wherein the final ¢ cor- 

responds to the v of Gr. érepov and d of the Lat. istud, illud. 

From qa tama is derived Sans. faa lima as in Wafer 

pacélima and (௭31௭ bhidélima, Gr. otuos and eivos as 

in xpioipos, ‘decisive,’ Bacipos, ‘accessible’ (p. 6), and 

yeAaowvos, ‘laughter ;? Lat. tivus as in dativus, ‘ giving,’ 
optativus, ‘ wishing.’ 

In the Gr. Od8arpos, the suffix faa lima seems to be 

shortened into Ayo, thus Opbadryos — Orr + a + Apos, 

a being the connecting vowel, from or, ‘to see’ (Sans. 

wg aks). The word, therefore, means ‘that which sees,’ 

that is ‘ the eye.’ 

Aq tana yields FT éar, Gr. twp and Lat. tor, is shortened 

into @ tna and then modified into a tnu and also q snus 

@T tara is shortened into @ ira, Lat, tru and tra and 

assumes in Greek the forms or 90௦), Opa, Tro, Tra, Oro 

and @\n, and also of dve as in Aevadvor, ‘a broad leather 

strap,’ from Aer, ‘to strip off the husks ;? cysdva, ‘a 

viper,’ ‘a monster having the upper part of the body of a 

woman and the lower part of that of a serpent,’ from exes, 

‘a viper;’ Apiadyn, from apesos, ‘warlike,’ originally ‘good,’ 

Sans. 97 arha; and Evadyn, from ev, ‘ good,’ Sans. © ௪௩. 

Evadne! was the daughter of Iphicles of Argos, of whom 
    

1 J ndari is closely allied to Gr. E Tho Sans. 820 sundart is closely allied to Gr. Evadyn, q 

answering to ev and att tart to 6vn. Radically the word must 

be எ sutart and then modified as aa sundart,
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Apollo was enamoured. But she rejected his love and 
married one of the seven chiefs who went against Thebes. 

Hor husband was killed by Jupiter with thunder stroke 

for his blasphemy, and she perished with him. 

Ariadne was the daughter of Minor IT, king of Crete, by 

Pasiphae. She loved Theseus and was marr‘ed by him. 
But when she was pregnant she was forsaken by him in 
the island of Naxos. 

Tn these words the suffixes va and Syy are added to exis 
and apecos and ev. 

From 4 tara is derived the adverbial srffix @ tra and 

from @q tana, aq tas (Gr. fev) and ate tat. 

There are many more suffixes which may be included in 
the list ; but as I have to treat of the subject at full length 
in my Comparative Grammar of Sanskrit, Greek and Latin, 
I content myself with what I have said. 

66. I have to observe here that if the above genealogy 
of the Sanskrit, Greek and Latin suffixes be correct, it 
would follow as @ corollary that most of the persoral 
pronouns in the above languages which are allied to them 
both in form and meaning are traceable to the same sources 

WHA tman, and WITHA aman ; for Taq tman is modified, 

as shown above, into TAA tmat, AA tvat, CAAT tvanam, 

AAT ivata, AA wala, Q tya, QB sya, a tana, aa tamay 

aia fat, Lat. don, gon, Sans. AT4 mana, Gr. pevo, Sans. a 

man, FF van, FH ma, ¥ va, Lat. ion (& yu), &e. 

Similarly WiTtH 4 aiman may be modified in the first 

person as WAT asman, SR asma, WEA aham, WIZ ava 

by the change of We asma into WTA dma and by the in- 

sertion of q v for ] m; TAH vayam properly WTA avam
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which, by the initial addition of qv, becomes FH vavam 

and then qq vayam (Comp. qa yuyam) ; AT ma a 

shortened form of QTa# Gma and | na which is to be deriv- 

ed directly from @ ma. In these forms the general mean- 

ing of ST@TA] aiman, viz.; ‘a soul’ or spirit,’ is modified 

vy reference to the speaking ‘soul,’ that is, the person 

who speaks, or, in one word, ‘I? In the second person 

the same radical word MITHY aiman is modified as ௫௬௭ 

usman, aw yusma (properly SEA wsma), Ba yuva (wey 

usma being changed into YA uma and Yq uva by the 

change of @ m into q v as in ¥1q Gva, and at last ஏஏ நமக 

by the initial addition ௦ம் ௫4) qaq ylyam, BIA uvam 

modified as ஏஏ 310௨௩ and Bay yiyam by the change 

of qv into By, AQ மக், ஏ twa (Gr. ches, you, pl.) and 

@ va which is a contraction of Yq wva. In these forms, 

SICA atman restricts its meaning to the hearing soul, that 

is, the person that hears, in one word, ‘thou.’ Just as 

ATT aiman modified as ReHA asman and JtHa us- 

man came to mean ‘I’ and ‘ thou’ respectively, so did it 

come to mean ‘he’ under the form @ éva, Gr. odes, ‘they’ 

(masc. pl.), cdea (neut. pl.), cpa (gen. pl.). This @ tva is 

modified as @ tya and ~ sya by the chenge of q v into |] x 

and also into a fa and @ sa by the elision of gy. The same 

Tq tva passes from the meaning of ‘he’ to that of ‘who,’ both 

inter. and rel.,under the modified forms @& kva, Lat. qua, and 

Tent. hoa, wherein the @ ¢ of 7 tva is changed into கி ந, and 

A. This @ kvais developed into two syllables as Aq kava,
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ஏ kaya and farq kiya, and shortened into @ kKand | y. 

௬௭ kava is changed in Greek into ௦ 88 1௩ 67௦௪௦9 1௨ which 

the initial & & is changed into %@ A, and q w into , and 
corresponding to which we may conceive such a form as 
RATT kavavat {that is faaa kiyat); and as in also dzrosos 
which is shortened from éirocos as qovos and Kovos froui 
wooos and xocos (p. 138). The Sans. @ ka, inter. ‘ who,’ 

becomes in Greek sro, and q ya, rel, ‘who,’ dé. In Latin and 
the Teutonic languages, kua and hoa remain unchanged and 
are used for the rel. and the inter. pronoun. (Vide p. 97.) 

To the different forms which the word அரஈ aiman 
assumes in the pronouns may be added the following forms 
which are the remnants of abraded pronominal forms amalga- 
mated with roots: Firsr Person, Aq mas, afa masi, peda, 

peor, FT vas, F va, ae vahé, ag vahai, afe vahi, afa 
vast, YT ma, Ha mas and pev, &c.; Seconp Person, aq 

tana, QF thana, ௭ வயாக, ata tat (sing. & pl.), waTa 
adhvat, waz dhvainam, wat dhva, wa dhwe, WA dhvam, 

BT sva, FAT sva, Lat. mint, AF tam, ror, Qla thas, எ 

tham, 26, a thé, Gq thas, cBov, &e. ; ; Tarep Parson, ara 
tat, Lat. tote, rwcay, சியரா, சறற, ரல, ரர, 071, ர0மற, பி 
tea lé, tat, @ ta, ave tam and ay tas, &e. 

67. From the same word ௭ aiman is contracted 

HT tman as already noticed, which is modified as 9௬ 

svannam by the addition of the suffix “a am and by the 

change of @ ¢ into @s and @ m into q v, and etaa
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svantam' by the hardening of the second q n into ஏ ர், வம 

the lengthening of the first vowel W a. ITAA aiman is 

contracted into 4 man, ‘to think,’ from which come the 

words AAI manas, Gr. pevos, Lat. mens, and QT ma, ‘to 

think,’ Gr. pvaopas, ‘to remember,’ ‘to court.’ WI mna, 

‘40 think repeatedly ’ Gr. wavOave, ‘to learn,’ Lat. men as 

in mimini, ‘to think,’ and moneo,‘ toremember.’ The word 

கர் svantam corresponds to the Lat. spons, ‘self,’ or ‘ac- 

cord,’ a word which occurs only in the ablative and genitive 

cases, as sponte and spontis, and to Gr. orevda, ‘ to pour out 

or offer a drink-offering to a god,’ and to Lat. spondeo, ‘ to 
promise legally,’ ‘to betroth.’ In the ideas conveyed by 
the above Latin and Greek words a free will or vow to act 

is necessarily involved. In the Gr. @vpos the final con- 

sonant of tH tman is cut off and the initial consonants 

@] ima are developed into two syllables. Gr: @uyos is allied 

to Sans. wa dhiima, ‘smoke,’ and qa dhiipa, ‘the smoke 

arising from a fragrant substance.’ As the @ m of yA 

dhama is changed into Y p, there is no difficulty in changing 

the ¥ p into @ & in Greek, a change which takes place in 

that language very often. So we have from yy dhiipa Gr. 

ஏம which, by the addition of an initial 1, assumes the 

form of yurn, ‘soul,’ yruye, ‘to breathe.” Compare yvypos 

= 7 + ovypos, Sans. QATT tusara, AY tugra of which 

dpocos and Lat. ros are modifications.* Gr. cvyy seems to be 

allied to Arab. qy rik, ‘soul,’ கூ rth, ‘wind,’ and Heb. 

mn, ‘ breath,’ in which r stands for s. 
  

1 CE. tata dhvanta which I have derived from ௭௭௭ tamas 

shortened into rad imas (p. 137). 

* Vide the Salila Group.
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68. ITAA atman may be metamorphosed into aa 

Gnman, AAT aumar, BTL aonar and, at last, by the 

addition of 4a at the end, WMT ambara which means 

‘ heaven,’ and when modified as SAL amara is used in the 

sense of a deity. SYq|T ambara is shortened into aq abhra, 

Gr. onBpos, afpos, Lat. ambra, ‘a shower of rain,’ imber, 

‘clouds,’ and wmbra, ‘shade,’ and also into aq ambu, and 

டப ambhas, ‘water,’ which last is derived from Wat 

ambara, by the loss of the final "a and the aspiration 

of the letter ஏ b and the change of Tr into Ys. From 

wae ambhas has been evolved a form of three syllables 

WUT anabhas by the insertion of the vowel wy a between 

the anusvara and the following W bha. It is shortened 

into FAR nabhas. AWA nabhas means ‘ water’ and in this 

sense is changed into yuudy, ‘a water nymph, and sub- 

sequently was transferred to the nymphs of other elements ; 
thus came into existence the nymphs of trees, moun- 
tains, &c. Nades were spring nymps; Napnides, 3ea 
nymphs; Opeoriades or Opeades, mountain nymphs; Apu- 
ades, ‘Apadpuades, Adpudés, tree nymphs, and, similarly, 

other nymphs. In Sanskrit the word yupdy is modified as 
Tut Rambha by the change of 4 into Tr. Compare 

எளி Sarasvatt which originally meant ‘water nymph’ 

and subsequently was applied to the goddess of speech. 
(Vide p. 32.) 

In Sanskrit the word Tat Rambha isa proper name and 

is applied to one of the celestial damsels. The word then 

passes to another meaning; the plantain tree is also called 

UT rambha for the tree with its tender and green fcliage
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bears a striking contrast to the hardy and gigantic pippal 

and other trees which are personified as males. The 

plantain tree is therefore personified as a female. This 

deification is clearly seen in a ceremuny which is called 

azafzare kadalivivaha, ‘the marriage of the plantain 

tree,’ and «hich is performed when a widower marries @ 

fourth time. 

In the third marriage, the widower should marry the 
arka plant, ‘Culotropis gigantea,’ and in the fifth the galuci 

creeper, ‘ Menispermum cordijolum, 

The Sans. f#q@ nimba is applied to the tree Azadiracta 

Indica, commonly called neem. This tree is worshipped 

as the wife of the pippal and is often grown with the 

latter. When the ceremony called qa faaTs asvaitha- 

vivaha, ‘the marriage of the pippal tree,’ takes place, both 

the trees are planted together on a raised pial and are often 

worshipped. {#@ nimba is also applied to one of the celess 

tial trees, arftata parijata. 

AWA nadbhas is modified as AAA tamas by the change 

of Tn into @ ¢ and w bha into q ma and is also shortened 

into wtay dhvdntam (p. 135), AHA tamas and 41௭௭ 

dhvantam meaning ‘ darkness.’ 

From 4#q nabhas can be derived AWWA nabhasas by 

the addition of the suffix Waqas. It is modified as Aqqa 

navatas by the change of bs into qv and @ 5 into q +. 

ATTA navatas is contracted into Gr. Novos, ‘ south-west 

wind,’ by the shortening of the two syllables ]q nava into 

No, .a change which is referrible to a general law, that 

weak consonants after a vowel are often elided and the 

vowel preceding is lengthened. According to this law 

many Sanskrit words have undergone a process of contrac- 
8
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tion in Greek and Latin, which often conceals the alliance 

6f the originals and their derivatives: Thus, 

SANSERIT. GREEK, Latin. 

Alaq tavat 10209 _—_tantus, ‘thatmuch, totus, 

- ‘whole,’ tot, ‘somuch.7 

பட்ட கப்பட 6௪09 quantus and quotus, 

‘how many,’ quoi, 

“how much.’ 

faaa ayat. for கார 1 50908 quantus 
௩ (௭௦7௦6 Do., 

kavat 

சர kavavat oTosos Lantus | (interrog.) 
* 00909 8 

Taq iyat for Faq wat டி aequus, ‘this much.’ 

In the above Greek and Latin words y and v following 

vowels are elided. For the same reason, the central s of 
the Greek words are elided; e. g., 

tosos is shortened into rovos ; ௦806, ௦009; 0909) 01097 
₹ t 80709) Trotos; emosos, o7rovos and dxocos, oxovos. Compare 

Waa esas shortened into.ces, ‘one,’ which is the Epic form 

of ev, ‘one,’ and also into otos, ‘ alone.’ 

The Latin word acquus, meaning ‘this much, gives 
aequam, the feminine accusative case, which is shortened 
ito tam according to the above law, owing to the weak- 
ness of the sound of g, and then modified as jam and 
means ‘at this time’ or ‘now,’ 

From 4aq nabhas we get Gr. veged.,, ‘a mass of clouds ;? 

Lat. nebula ‘ mist,’ ‘ vapour’ and ‘smoke ;’ Gr. vedos, Lat 
nubes, ‘a cloud;’ Gr. vedpos, ‘kidney,’ because it contains 

water (urine), Lat. nervus ; and Gr. vevpev in which last 

the a bh of MWA nabhas is changed intc v as in Gr. 

Ragcheus, Sans. SAY vrsabha, ‘chief, andGr. opevs, ‘a mule,”
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இதா, ஏர urabhra, ‘a kind of sheep.’ The nerves were se 

called because they were considered as the channels af 

animal fluid, blood, &. The word aqfa namuct applied 

to a giant whom Indra killed, may be traced to the same 

word Haq nabhas, as well as the Lat. lemures, ‘ the manes,’ 

and larva, ‘a ghost’ or ‘ spectre,’ by the change of n into 4, 

In larva, the v (u) which represents the H bh of HUA nabhas 

is transposed after 7 as in wervus. To the same root are 

traceable Gr. verra, ‘to wash,’ vaw, ‘to flow,’ vew, ‘to swim,’ 

Lat. nix (vis), ‘snow,’ nimbus, ‘rain storm,’ Gr. vide, ‘to 

snow,’ vidas (a80os), “storm of snow,’ and vad@a, ‘a clear cum- 

bustible petroleum.’ The word q¥a nabhas is modified as 

ala nabha and arfa nadhi, ‘navel,’ the former of which 

is the original form, and the latter a modified one as shown 

already (p.68). The corresponding Greek and Latin words 

are ouparos, umbilicus, and Lat, wmbo (nis), ‘centre,’ all 

contacted from a form ovugos allied to YHA ambhas men- 

tioned above. 

From this meaning, viz., ‘ navel,’ the word passes to that 

of ‘achild,’ and in this meaning is modified as HUTA napat, 

Ge. verrous(Ses). HUTA napat, modified as wa naptr, and 

Lat. nepos (ofes), is applied to a grandson. In “the Gr. ave- 

yrios, ‘a cousin,’ of which the original is averrios, the 

initial a and the suffix 7 are peculiar. 

A similar contraction of the word ௭௭௭ nabhas has taken 

place in the Lat. neptune which comes from Sans. Aueqe 

nabhasvat, ‘having clouds or water.’ (Vide ற, 124). 

I trace the same word HWA nabhas in the latter part of 

AAAI taniinapat which is applied to ‘the God of fire.’ 

The former nart of it, ay tant, I would connect with <4 

danu, Gr. Aavatos, and Bgyp. tanau, mentioned by Mr.
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Gladstone in his Hom. Syn., p. 267, பபபய்ப்ப tantinapat 

comes from the original form கா danunapit, by the 

hardening of ¢ d and the lengthening of the vowe. ¥ wu. 

Agni is called THAT tantinapat, because of his birth 

from Heaven. 7 have already spoken vf this relationship 

of the God of fire to Heaven. (p. 58). , 

From qa@ nabhas is contracted Sans, ate naus, Gr. 

vavs and Lat. navis, of which the latter is more closely allied 

to the original as it retains the v which represents the 

a bh of the Sans. AAW nabhas. The Heb, ma, ‘Noah,’ 

seems to be allied to Sans. ata naus and to be a corrup- 

tion of HHq nabhas and refers to the ark which served 
the purpose cfa ship and saved him and his family. (Vide 
Introduction and Semitic Analogy). 

The above evolutions and contractions of aAe ambhas 

(p. 186) are very like what have taken place in a7 angu, 

Lat. unquis, WT angula, WaT nakhara, and Gr. ovu€, in 

which the two combined consonants @ n and Wg of the 

Latin and Sanskrit words unquis and Yay angu are develoned 
into a syllable as, ovv£ and q@ nakha. (Vide Qe agra 
mentioned further on). 

69. I may next proceed from TAA aiman modified as 

BAA asman in the sense of ‘light’ and ‘ fire,’ to BRAT 
asmantam,! ‘a hea.th,’ so ealled because it contains fire 

Tn SHAH osmantam the final not MAA asman is doubled 

by the addition of the suffix "QT am and the second n is hardened 
~ 

into tags in Lat. elementum (vide pp. 103 and 110), and in the Gr. 
acaptvOos, the t so derived is aspirated as in கில = Eavvas, 
Bans. WT sone, ‘red? (q. ¥.)
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or is like heaven. Ww@awd asmantam assumes the form 
~ 

of xamvos, ‘smoke,’ xapevos, Lat. caminus, ‘an oven 01 

furnage,’ by the elision of the initial vowel, the change of 

FY s into # & and the insertion of the vowel a between & & 

and em. Gr. கயி is contrar.cd into carves! and is 

modified as eves, ‘furnace,’ in which the initial ka was 

changed into ki, ther hiand at lasts. From @w@aq asmanta 

we may proceed to Gr. wo», originally written as »Fov which 

form corresponds to o8eev quoted by Hesychius and to Lat. 

ovum, Sans. ௫௭ andam, ‘egg,’ and Eng. oven and Ang.- 

Sax. ofen. I would mention here the Gr. acaysvGos* which 

is applied to a tub or vessel in which the bather sat to 

have hot water poured on him. Water was heated in a 

caldron or tripod with fire below it. When sufficiently hot, 

the water was taken out in a separate vessel and poured on 

the person who was sitting in the acapivG033 I think that 

the name was given to the bathing vessel with reference 

to the heat of the water with which the bath was performed 
in the acapivOos. As the hearth was called in Sanskrit 

WwaAA asSmantam on account of fire used for cooking, so 

the allied name acapsvOos was first applied perhaps to the 

bath-.00om where fire was kindled to heat water for bath, 

and from the room the name was transferred to the vessel 

in which a hot bath was performed.‘ Just as we get from 

BMAF asimantam, carrvos and capivos, so do we get from it 
  

1 Regarding the change of mw into 7, compare Sans. YY dhima 

and WY dhipa. i 

5 Vide the Note in the preceding page. 

3 Smith’s Greek and Roman Antiquities. 

4 Cf. Tam. அசம்க்கம் asaimdam, from Sans. WHATS ajamoda 

in the following page.
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also Kuysvoy and Lat. cuminum, ‘ the cummin seed,’ so 

‘called on account of its burning the food or digesting it 

as is seen in some of its synonyms, HTH jiraka, TY 

jirana, and ST jira which are derived from சூ jr, ‘to 

digest.” But where is the Sanskrit word corresponding to 
xuptvov? It does not occur in any form among the words 

which are applied to cummin seeds, viz., WCH jirake, 

WMITY jirana, WT 737௪, அனானி ajaji, and @UT kang. A 

minute investigation, however, has led me to the word Wa 
HYST ajamidé which means ‘ Bishop’s weed,’ the seeds of 
which are often kept and sold by merchants with cummin 

seeds. WW aéman is modified as அனகா ajamoda, by 

changing W{é into Hj, the addition of wt a, the doubling of 
the final qn, the change of the second ஏ n into € d, the 
elision of the first 4 n and the lengthening of the preceding 

Wainto Wo. 

70, The Lat. camera applied to a ‘chamber,’ literally 
means a ‘vault’ and is traceable, I think, to Gr. capsvos 

and ultimately to Sans. அரவு ஏ Gtman and originally signi- 
fied ‘heaven,’ or ‘concave of heaven” The Pers. ws 
kaman, ‘an arch,’ Gr. vepupa, ‘a bridge,’ azimuth, an 
astronomical term, borrowed from the Arabs and used in 

the sense of the arc of the horizon between the meridian 
of a place and a vertical circle passing through any celes- 

tial body, zenith’ applied to ‘the point of the heavens 

1 The word zenith is generally considered to be ashortened form of 
w 

the Arab. el pis samturras, literally, ‘;way of the head’ I 

think, however, that the word «aw samt seems to be allied to the 

Arab. \w sama, ‘heaven,’ ‘sky,’ aud Pers. whew! கண்ட, ‘ heaven,’ 
a 

and to convey the same meaning. If so the expression VS ce y & xp: யூ 
samturras may mean the heaven or that part of heaven which 
is over the head.
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directly above the head,’ Arab. |,, sama, ‘heaven,’ and 

Pers. owl asman, seem to be allied to the Sans. ATCA 

Gtman, ‘heaven. Sans. ayy karptra, ‘camphor,’ Lat. 

camphora, so called on account of the smoke issuing from 

it, and @f¥y kapila, ‘smoke-colored,’ may be connected 

with Gr. xapsvos, ‘oven” In sya jimiita, meaning 

‘clouds,’ the initial » of xausvos is changed into & j, aud 

the last » into q t. 

71, Allied to Gr. yedupa is Sans. may yavini, ‘thigh,’ 

from which comes Tam. saver kavadn and it occurs in @ 

Vedic passage quoted in the St. Petersburg Dictionary. 

mea AAA பப்ப 
‘Asyanaryagavinyoh putram adhehi. 

“Create a son in her womb (it. ‘ thighs.’) 

The thigh is so called because it is bent and inclined 

with the body. 
From yedupa we can derive xuBepvn, ‘the helm of a ship,’ 

frum which is derived the verb cuSepvaw, (Lat. guberno), 

‘to steer or hold the helm of a ship’ and thence metapho- 

rically ‘to govern a kingdom.’ The Sanskrit word aaa 

kawwarta? seems to be a modification of xuSepynrns and 

means ‘a fisherman,’ because of his knowledge of steering 

a ship. afaqitaaH kenipataka, which is used in the sense of 

a helm in Sanskrit, must be a corruption of cuepynrixos, 

‘skilled in steering,’ the word passing from its meaning 

of agency to that of ‘nstrumentality. ‘The word xuBepyy- 

wixos is modified as xemevntixos and then as xewra: 

raxos by the transfer of the syllable vy between xe and 

qa. From afaaran kenipataka is contracted into afaq 

kénipa, a word which is used in the Rig Veda in the sense 
  

1 Also Rad kévarta.
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of ‘clever,’ ‘intelligent,’ according to Sayana and Yaska, 

out may be interpreted into ‘sailor’ as in the following 

passage :-— 

Ws: wad WHrarawae gata rea faa sa 

Rig Veda, X. 44, 4. 

‘Give us strength; keep us in thee; thou art for our 

prosperity like the headman of sailors.’! 

72. From Gr, yepupa wo may derive Lat. curvus by the 

transfer of the final p to the middle of the word, and the 

word is allied to Gr. caparn, ‘curve,’ xapmvudos, ‘curved,’ 

and Sans. @q kharva, ‘short. Gr. ye@upa passes from the 

meaning of a bridge to that of a town-gate, or an orna- 

mented gate of the town, and is modified as wT gopura, 

and by metathesis as qupyos in which the initial a g of 

WT gopura is transferred to the end. To this rupyos 

seem to correspond Sans. q@H vala‘a,? ‘town-gate,’ 

and the Lat. fornix, in which the central p of the Gr. 
  

1This meaning is supported by the occurrence of the word era 

naua, ‘a ship,’in the third hymn following it,in which the s*crifice 

is compared to a ship and those who do not embark in it are said 

togodown. Inthis meaning is involved a comparison between Indra 

and the captuin of a ship and the comparison is, I think, expressly 

stated in the stanza quoted above. In waHTAG akénipa used in 

Rig Veda, IV. 43, 6, meaning ‘wise, the ivitial WT is an extra. 

neous addition. 

ப SNS 5 

* qa gta aewdaTare fy 
Valajamgnpuréksétrésasyasangarayorapt 

qamacararatyearafay uedini, 
Valojavarayosiyamytithyamapi,
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wupyos is probably strengthened by the addition of n. 

Forniz means ‘vault or arch,’ and by metonymy a ‘brothel’s 

from its being in subterraneous vaults. With yeduea may 

be connected Sans. HUTfW kaponi, and RIT kirpara, 

‘elbow,’ in the latter of which an inorganic { r is inserted 

hefore q p. The Lat. cumulus, ‘a heap,’ seems to be trace- 

able to the same souice, 

973. From Gr. yedvpa may be contracted Sans. YR 

cakra,! Gr. cvedos, Lat. cireus, Gr. yoyy'/Aos and yoyyuAtos, 

‘round,’ Sans. WaX cankuru, ‘a car,’ because it is moved 

by wheels (|R cakra). WHE sakata,? ‘cart, is a modifi- 

cation of qH cakra. The word QR cakra may, otherwise, 

be taken as a reduplicated form of Wr@ gola, Gr. Bwros 

and Lat. glebus, which have been already traced to Sans. 

zat glau, ‘moon,’ 

I think that, in Sans. want} éakvari, ‘a girdle,’ ‘a kind 

of metre socalled perhaps on account of its resemblance to 

acircle,’ and Wep@y saskult, ‘a round cake,’ the word QR 
“ 

cakia (Gr. xuxdos) has undergone a thorough metamor- 

phosis. A minute examination will, however, show the 

alliance clearly. qm cakra being modified as AR kakra 

by the restoration of the original a & instead of Yc, 

RAT kakura by the insertion of ¥ w between & k ஊழ, 

(compare WA cankuru), R@T kakvara by the insertion of 

qv for Gu, and at last WRLC sukvart by changing the ini- 
  

1  qyR cakra is modified as GGA tigiri in Tamil. From @@A tigirt 

001008 தங்கள் tiigal, ‘moon.’ 

2 It is modified in Tamil as @@ teqodu and £1590 sagadu. 

T
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tial a %& into y é as in WX sira, Gr. xvpos (vide p. 151). 
By the same processes we can evolve எனி éaskult from 
WR cakra, but there is a peculiarity which yeeds explana- 
tion, that is, the appearance of &a sk instead of the @ k of 
"UM cakra. It can however be accounted for by reference 
to other examples such as WAT puskara wliere similar 
change has taken place. Proceeding from the form RHC 
kakura which has been derived above from 4m cakra, we 

get TST kakkura by doubling the second @ & and then 

QR sakkula by changing the initial @ & into q சி ஹம் 

the final T r into @ 1, and inserting SH sk for ®W Ok and 

. cerebralizing s, we get TRG saskula. Compare TAT 

puskara, ‘tollow,’ which I derive from QT kuhara modi- 

fied as RET kuhura, RFT kuhvara, TAT kukkara, and 

MEAT kuskara as shown above, and at last TAT puskara 

by inserting Q p for & & as in QTY papa, Gr. xaxos. 

The interchange of p and & often occurs in the Aryan 

languages and deserves to be mentioned here : 

Sans. BY ake, Gr, omropat (o7s),-‘ to see, 

8 ௪ 9 W8T akgara, ‘sky,’ ,, Kovepos, ‘ evening,’ (q. v.) 

ள் ஏ keu, ‘to sneeze,’ டி ராமல, 

” SRT keuara, » Wudda in which @ kes is 

chxnged into as and 

written as y and % dra 

18 softened into AA as in 

aa malla, AE madra, 

‘an athelete,’ 

» SUT ksapa, ‘night,’ ,, wedos, ‘ darkness,’
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Sans. BIT kadara, ay 
kadru, ‘brown,’ 

which are modi- | @p. wapSo5 
ட அஜ ye leopard,’ 

fied as கா | , wapdanss 

kardilaand then 

சான் sardilla | 

” 9 pr, ‘ to please,’ ») opevyupt, the radical part 

being «ope, from xpe. 

Gr. xedrw, Lat. pello, ‘to drive.’ 

Sans. MY hri, ‘to purchase,’ Gr. rapvayas for mpavapyat, the 
root being wpa, answer- 

ing to Sans. mY A777. 
é ச் Lat. coquo, ‘bake, x TETTH I to become 

Sans. TY pac ripe,’ 

Sans. ளாகக், Gr. eos, ‘a word.’ 

» Wha | 

fix ki » 70 frelat. prons. ‘who’ ” 3» «O and ‘ which.’ 
ர ஐ 

» RA kava ] ] relat. prons. as in 
‘ omoaos and oxo- 

» RNA haya Lo» ம sos, contracted 
. ” into omrovos and 

» faa kiya (660009 

் oy WeyTE ‘Bee? 
Lat. qunque, Sans. WY ~aiica ve, 

Sans. qa yekre, Gr. #7rap, ‘liver.’ 

The above derivation explains clearly the several mean- 
ings which the word TAT ptskara has, such ~~ ‘sky,’ ‘the 

face of a drum,’ ‘ the probosci. .f an elepuant,’ ‘ the lotus 

flower.’ ‘an island,’ ‘ water,’ &c.
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74, marta gavini is contracted into wifa gont and 

vhen modified as Gr. yovu, Sans. டூப் janu, and Lat. genu, 

‘knee,’ because it is bent, and, by the change of g into ௪) 

as GA sanu, ‘ knee,’ ag in ஏஏ: sanutah (p. 55), and ary 

sanu, ‘ridge of a mountain.’ Te jan-t is shortened into 
w 

௭ jiu as in we prajttu,‘bandy-legged,’ as youu, into yu as 

in mpoyvu in which y is changed into « before y and then 

aspirated. A similar contraction takes place in ay 8௫7114 

which becomes qemu in the oblique cases optionally. From 

aif goni abovementioned we can derive @YW kona, Gr. 

novos,’ Lat. conus, ‘a cone,’ and Gr. நூலக, ‘an angle.’ 

The Sans. WHAqy jaghana and Gr. coywvn, ‘the hams,’ 

seem to be reduplicated forms of yovu, ‘knee.’ From Haq 

jaghana may be derived the form HW jaghna which is 

changed into @y daghna and then into BAY saktha, ‘thigh,’ 

Gr. cfus, ‘waist.’ GRYsaktha is modified ag aafy sakthe 
(p. 68) and is used more commonly, while its original 
form occurs in compounds. With reference to the change 
of R ghna into RY ktha, compare Gr. yOay (ற, 89), 

75. As the @ dy of ata dyaus is changed into y g in 

ata gaus and as the @ s of awa dyaus, into @n in fea 

dina and Janus, sv does the word undergo both the changes 

mentioned, and thus is modified as Tq gona and then 

as WT géna. From this form we can obtain the words 

yavos!, ‘beauty,’ ‘brightness,’ and yavu as in yavupndys. 

The Sanskrit root aq kan, ‘to shine,’ is traceable to yavos 
  

+The verb yavupat, ‘to brighten up,’ must be distributed as
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while the word aw Kanva used in the Rig Veda for a sage 

and HWA kanvatama, the superlative form of Fw kanvaz 

intencifying tae meaning of the word @W@ kanva, corres- 

pond to yavvos. I would therefore infer that the radical 

meaning of ®W kanva is ‘bright.’ Compare afaza 

Angiras and wifaceae Argirastama which are used in the 

Vedas and whose racical meaning has already been shown 

to be ‘ bright’ (p. 62). 

The Sans. சுன kanya, ‘a young girl,’ Gr. veos, Sans. aq 

nava, Gr. casos, Lat. novus, ‘new,’ and Sans. xq navan, 

Gr. evvea, Lat. novem, ‘nine,’ are traceable to the same 

source. The Sans. Hq kam and Lat. amo, ‘to love,’ seem 

to be a modification of ayq kan by the change of @] x into 

@m. To the same source are referrible Q@ yam, yayew, 

‘to marry,’ and WTATAT jamatar, yau8pos, ‘son-in-law.’ 

The original form of எசா jamatar is WaTAT gamatar 

which is shortened into WTAC gamar and assumes the form 

நு, The elision of the @ ta of WTATAT gamatar in 

yapap is like that taking place in சோ dévar, Gr. danp for 

Saaz dévitar, ‘husband’s brother ;’ WAT svasar, Lat. 

soror, for ௭8௭ svasitar, WA svas, ‘to hope,’ and AAT 

nanandar for qa feat nananditar, ‘sister-in-law.’ சாளாஈா 

gamatar is shortened into HTAT_ gatar by the elision of the 

nasal mas in WlaT bhratar from WTATAT bhramatar 
  

yay + uv + parso that the v may be considered as the w of ata 
்ூ 

kuruta. Compare dacyupt, ‘to give a banquet,’ = Saw +u+ ps, 

Saw being a contraction of Samy, Saray, Sarravy, ‘ expenditure.’
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from aA bhram, ‘ to love, AAT gatar becomes AAT 

jatar as WIATAL gamatar, SATHTAT jamatar and then 

AVAL yatar by the change of § j into ay. ” But in Latin 

and Greek WTA{ gatar is changed into WAL galar by 

inserting J for @ ¢ and then modified as FATT glar and 

WHAT galar which forms produce respectively glos (ris) and 

yadous,  husband’s sister,’ 

76. Iderive Gr. Zavfos from yavos, ‘ bright,’ and the 
word means ‘ yellow,’ and can be connected with the Sans. 

WY sina, though the latter means ‘red’ As BavOos is - 

a golden stream in Lykia, so is Wut sond, a river, which 

is atributary of the Ganges and is modified as Sone, 
The Sans. HAT kokanada, ‘red lotus,’ and the 

corresponding Gr. taxw6os are, I think, modifications of 
WI sna, and the orthographical affinity between them 
can be seen in the identity and alliance of their consonants, 
viz. Wk and &, Fk and «, | n and ற, anc @edand @. In 

the Greek word, vy and 6 are combined, whereas in Sanskrit 

the corresponding 4 n and ¢ d are separated by the vowel 
‘ja. There is alliance also in the meaning, Sans. கிக* 
kokanada meaning ‘a red lily,’ and the Gr. ௧௨௮0௦9 being 
first used, as we learn from Liddell and Scott, for a ‘ La- 
conian youth beloved by Apollo who killed him by a cast 
of the discus,’ rnd then a flower said to have sprung up 

feom the blood of Hyacinthos, or, according to others, 

from that of Telamonian Ajax: and some botanists, as 

Sprengel, think they can decipher on the petals the initial 

letters of their names TA o. AI or the interjection aia. 

The radical idea seems to be that of ‘ red,’ and I conjec- 

ture that the words are reduplicated forms of the Sanskrit 

word YW sna (originally ary kona), ‘red, Gr. EavOos,
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‘yellow,’ in which latter @ is used to strengthen x which 

usage is common to Greek and Sanskrit and of which 1 

have already spoken. 

I am sure that Sans. atq@as jambinada, ‘gold,’ not- 
“A 

withstanding its curious appearance, is allied to Gr. éaxw- 

Gos and Sans. a AAT kokanada, the first two syllables 

‘GTR koka being modified as ate kambi and then பூம் 6 

jambi by the palatalization of kas j. Compare #@ மாட 
N 

bu, a ‘conch shell,’ which is allied to Sans. Yq saikha, 
ளெ. 60909 and coyyn, Lat. concha, ‘a conch shell.” If 

WE saikha aud xoyyos become aq kambt, the koka of 

RTRAT kokanada may also become HIE hambi and then 

14. jambu. To the same root சீகரசிஷி are traceable the 

words எரே campéya, YAR campaka, ‘a campaka flower,’ 

and ‘QTAla TC camikara, ‘gold.’ The first two syllables of 

these words are modifications of ¥[fyq sina and EavOos, the 

n of which is changed into m and then receives a strength- 

ening p. In' Waa heman, ‘ gold,’ also, I see a clear trace 

of Sans. wre gona and Gr. £avos, 

The letter § is not an original one, and it is traceable in 

form tos. It is found only in Sanskrit and often replaces 

an original & in words derived from Sanskrit or Greek ; 

thus :— 

SANSERIT. GREEK. 

Sans. WT sia, ‘brave,’ Gr, xupos, ‘ power.’ 
“a 

உளி, »» Ktouat, ‘to sleep.’ 

» qa stinya, »» keveos,? empty.’ 

    

1 Vide p. 104.
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SANSKRIT. GREEK. 

Jans. qa சம்ம, Gr. axwxn, ‘point.’ 

» WF Sam, » Kapveo, ‘to be weary.’ 

» Ya sila, »» kavXros, ‘ shaft.’ 

2 

9 

a 

33 

a 

ச 

2 

ச் 

») 

a3 

” 

UTAT sala, ‘branch,’ ,, «apa, ‘head,’ to ல 6 P 

faza siras, » Kapa, * head, 

டய sriga, »» kepas, ‘horn.’ 

டய siirpa, ‘ win- Sans. xa karma, ‘ tortoise, 

nowing basket.’ RIT kurpara, ‘elbow,’ 

the original idea being 

‘hollow.’ 

ws éuntha, ‘stupid? as kuntha, ¢ blunt.’ 

எர. sriman, Gr. xpetwr, ‘ruler, ypewy, 
‘ wealthy,’ ‘ needful.’ 

By sri, © fortune,’ 1» Xpn, ‘use,’ ‘advantage.’ 
‘ wealth,’ ‘ beauty’ 

Wl Gru, ஹூ Av, ‘to hear,’ 

WaTa syama, ‘black,’ —,, xvavos, ‘dark blue sub- 

stance used in the 

Heroic age to adorn 

works in metals.’ 

௭ 6்ள்டி, ப (19 -அ 

Wa sas, ‘a suffix as yy «es, ® suffix as in aoA- 

in 111014 5/0 2௧) § frequently.’ 
Sas. 

  

? Allicd to eBevyupt, ‘to quench, p. 116,
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Sans. WTA sarat,' ‘autumn.’ Gr. xopros, ‘a feeding 

place,’ Sans. afar 

krttcka, the constella- 

tion ‘ Pliades.’ 
  

1 The name WA sarat is applied to the season in reference to 

growth of trees. QfAAT Atika, applied to the Pliades, has refers 

ence to the same phenomenon, and the constellation is also called 

எர Bakula, radically meaning ‘ plentiful” From these names 

of the constellation are derived the names athafaa Raritikika 

and QT Bq Lahula, which are applied to the second of the two 

months that constitute the season called éaradrtu. (Compare 

TAT urja, the same month, from Ra urja, ‘strength’). The 

name €@ isa which is used for the other month Aivayuja, the 

first month of the season, is to be derived from © isa, ‘food.’ To 

the same source wa krt are traceable arate kantara, ‘wilderness, 

டநட இப்ப ACG aranya, ‘forest,’ Lat. hortus, Eng. garden 

and yard. Compare the word II,esades applied to the seven 

daughters of A: Aas and IIXevoyn, which latter exactly corres. 

ponds to Sans. Qa] Bahula except the fem. termination ove 

(arf ani, the fem. suffix found in ளி Sivdni.) The 

son of QBATT Bahulas is எ Bahuléya and the term is 

used for the War-god, Subrahmanya, in reference to Bahulas’ having 

nourished him in his childhood. JI have already shown (p. 33) that 

the Gr. vroAv is a shortened form of FW bahula; and ராய ர 

q@neos, Which is only a contraction of 7roAv, must be a still more 

shortened form of Hq Bahula, The suf. eSys and 3௭௬ éyas have 

also been shown to be allied, (pp. 121-2). We can therefore clearly 

see that area Bahulaya and T)erades are allied patronymic 

forms. The only difference is that in Sanskrit FYWAT Bahuld is 

the name of six stars and alway Bahuléya, that of their son, the 

War-god, while in Greek the corresponding []Xecovy (properly 

THEA, TBAT Bahulz) is applied to the mother, of the Constella- 

U
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77. STATA atman may be modified as Way atana by 

tne elision of 4 m, and Waa atasa by the change of ] 

into @e; WA atasa means ‘ wind,’ ‘air, ‘water,’ and 

perhaps ‘tree.’ Compare its derivatives which will be 
mentioned further on. 

As ie ர 

என் ஏண ள்ளி எனம. எரா 00. 7. 
Yathacidvrddhamatasamagné sanjitrvasthsamt. 

*O god of fire, just as you heat water which is spread on 
the earth,’ 

The word may be applied to a tree as in the following 
passage :— 

அண் எரரானராள, 17. 47. 

Agnissocigm’ atasiinyugnan, 

‘Tho brilliant God of fire burning tree.’ 

But Sayana understands by the word waatfa atasini 
dried sticks (QuRRTETfa Sushakasthani), but this mean- 
ing is not right; for the original meaning of Way atasa 
is sky or anything connected with sky and is high, viz., @ 
tree, a rock, or a mountain; and in fact these are the 
meanings of a list of vrords which will be mentioned lewer 
down in this Group. (afr adri, (8 ajira, QIE daru, 
  

tion representing the seven stars and [IXevades to the seven 

daughters. The War-god is rightly called கா Karitikéya, 
and ஏர Bahuléya, son of the Consvellation of ௪௪ 

Krttika, that is, the son of plenty and’strength. Observe also the 

fact that in India the autumnal season is considered as the best 

time for the warlike operations of kings. The above derivation of 

TWrevades from TXeos, ‘full,’ of which the comparative and super- 

lative degrees are 7hewy and Acie Tos, refutes the doubtful ety- 

mologies assigned to the word.
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ae taru, &c., traced to the same word WA atasa). I 

would therefore take the word WaaTfa atasdni to mean 

‘trees’ in ths passage. 

Way atast is used in the sense of a kind of hemp, and 

the name seems t) have been applicd to the plant on ac- 

count of its flower which is blue like Wa@ atasa, ‘ the sky.’ 

Compare Gr. xavvasos, KavvaBis, Lat. cannabis and cana- 

bum, from which the Eng. convas and hemp, Ang.-Sax. 

haenep, Sans. WW sana are derived. They are applied to 

another kind of the plant and may be traced to carves, 

‘smoke,’ and xapuvos, ‘oven,’ and refer to the blue colour 

of its flowers. 

78. WaW atasa may be modified as WYT athara by 

the change of q s into T r and then as Gr. av6pa, ‘ clear 

sky,’ asOnp and Lat. ether, ‘upper air,’ and adados, 

‘smoky flame.’ 

Apa is used as a proper name by which the air is per- 

sonified as a woman. A@pa had a son named Thesens 

by Aigeus. Theseus represents the sun who may be con- 

siderod as the son of air by WWE ahas, that is ‘day,’ 

which word is modified as igeus as shown lower down, 

AiBpa was also the daughter of Tethus (fey Sindhu) and 

Oceanus, a relationship which refers to the apparent 

rising of the sky from the ocean, ard she was the wire 

of Arkas, Qaq atala, the nether world. 

79, The Gr. asp is a contracted form of a6pa by the 

elision of 6. Itis a peculiarity of the Greck language that 

it often shortens or simplifies words by elision of an inter. 

nal consonant, such as, o, 0, &, x, 7, 8, 5, y and the like.
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Compare the following :— 

Cr. pasta} 

சச 

94 

22 

2 

FIRST GROUP 

WV, 

evre for சரனாடி 

ov as in aya0ou = aya- 

60 + cya = ayalo 

+ ya, then shorten- 
ed into ayafov. 

ey as in avdpwr, avnp, 

© of men.’ 

» vie ad in educa, fem. of; 

93 TOL0S,? 

eidws, perfect partici- 

pial adjective of eS, 

‘to see.” 

GE. roses 

92 

99 

23 

2 

[நாற ர, 

Sans. ATS matr, ‘ mother.’ 

காளி @ett, “he +:as.’ 

Ufa santi, ‘they are.’ 

@ sya, the gen. sing. 

suf. 

ara sam, ஏஎ nam, 

aa kam, (as in 

quay yusmakam, 

properly quraTa 

yusmasam or Twa 

WATeyusmanam),gen. 

plu. suffixes, answer- 
ing to Lat. rum, in 

which the @ s of aa 

sam is changed in- 
tor, 

» GQ) ust as in கனி 

இடப tavat, 

fem. form 

of ௭ vidvan, 

‘ learned.’ 

vidus?, 

* that 

much,’ 

1Compare the Hind. and Urdu ATE ma-i, ‘mother, which 
comes from the same root. 

* In this and the following five examples, the words of the second 
column contain the elision of the v of the correspending Sanskrit 
words and those of the first column contain the elision of the s of 
the corresponding Greek words.
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Gr. o7rotos, Gr. சலக Sans. feat hiyat, RATA 
€ € 

3) 040009) 99 OKOSOS 
kavavat, ‘how 

much.’ 

99 TOLOS, ss TWOSOS RTA பும், கார 
ந ௧20 » 0929 33 (3 எ ~ 3 ச் ஏ ~ 

kavat; (interrog.) 

> 9605, 3) 0505, உ ரா yavat, ‘how 

much ;’ (relat.) 

a) eos, fone,’ » TA ésa, ‘ this,’ which 

pronoun gives the 

numeral Ya eka} 

‘one,’ in Sanskrit. 

Lat, amabvo,? ‘I shalllove,’ ” afaa kamisyé = A 

=am+a+svat+oa kam + Ei + @ sva 

= amasvo, in which + Usa fae kami- 

s is elided and v is své, in which q v is 

changed into b. changed into @ y. 

  oo 

1 The corresponding Greek evo(ev) and Lat. wnus are derived 

from Wet ena, another form of J ésa. The fem. of evs, viz, 

pa, is a contraction of Qe ama, which is also a modification of 

WA éna and which assumes the forms of aay ami and ௫௪ amu, 

2 The particle @ sva, which I hold to be the source of the tempo- 

ral augment @ sya, indicating future time, means possession and 

is identical with the gen. suffix. In Greek this @ sya is simp!!- 

fied as o in roots ending in vowels, and in consonants which can 

be readily blended with s, such as g, h, p, 6, &c. ; but in roots ending 

with A, பூ v and p, it is changed into ௪ and then elided. Thus, 

ord, ‘I shall put, சாலி + € + oY + O= oTEARrETYO 

— geedcow — சாலை and oredw. (Buttman’s Greek Gram- 

_mar, pp. 135-36.)
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Sans, WIA aya, Ue, &e., Sans. W sya, the gen. sing. 

dat. and loc. ter- - suf., of which the 
minations in Sans- initial s being elid- 
krit. ed the previous 

vowel in a stem 
rs lengthened, and 

which is modified 

as © su in the loc. 

plu vin Sanskrit. 

Gr. nua, » AUR masaka, afa 

Bl maksika, ‘fly,’ 

3» OAD, ” னா yosit, Latin 

ucor, ‘ wife.’ 

» Moa, Laconic form, Gr. Mavoa,‘ the muse.’ 
In the above examples s is elided. 

Gr. மலிய, Sans. YVe upala, ‘astone. 

» Sass, * banquet.’ மே. கோடி Sararos con- 

tracted into Sarr. 

», Savvy, ‘to givea 3) Saivos, contracted frown 

banquet.’ Satraros, allied to 

Sans. Aaa 48௦௧௭௨. 

» Bovrns = Bov + roats, Sang. wrafe gopati, ‘& cow- 

‘a herdsman.’ herd? 

ஒ immotns=inrot+ moss. 4, WAUfs asvapati, ‘a 

cavalier.’ 
ரு கூ 2 
3) சாறகாமார9 == oTpatta Compara Sans. daTafase- 

+ mosis, ‘a citizen napati, ‘leader of 

on military service’ an army.’ 
or © a soldier, from 

otparia, ‘an army,’ 
and சாசசடி, ‘lord.’ 

In the above examples p is elided.
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Gr. mpaos and Ionic mpyus Sans. 35 mrdu, © soft, 
and mpavrns, modi- 

fied forms of Spadus 

and Spaéurns, 

3, நீங்கி, 

» Nacos as in Natades = 

Nato + ades. 

x teOvnws and TéeOvews. 

ara médas, ‘brain,’ 

Lat. medulla, ‘mar. 

row.’ 

s WT nada, ‘a river, 

Gr. re@vncws, corresponding 

to Sans. ௭௭ 

jaghnivas, of which 

form the suf. 89 ௦௧௪ 

is modified as xor 

in Greek as already 

shown (see p. 115). 

The initial & of the 

Greek suffix xor is 

elided in the forms 
reOvnws and re @- 

vews. Compare 

Tepucos, Masc, 

sing., Faq ba- 

bhi'vas, repveua, 

qagt babhtvuss 

contracted into e¢- 

vos and redivia, 

Sans, Qa és, the instr. pl. Sans. wfta ebhis, older 

ஐம், suffix used in the 

Vedas only.
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Gr. ots, ais, dat. plu. suf. Sans. we bhyas of which 

the initial a bha 

is elided aid the 

following @ ya is 

weakened into a 

mere vowel. 

»» ‘tapos. » aT y vidhra, 

Gr. xa@apos, ‘ pure.’ 

a9 UUTUS \ Sans. Ww irdhva, ‘high? 
ஒடி. கா 
»» atin, ‘thorn,’ Gr. axpn, ‘ point,’ from axn, 

‘ point.’ 

ராமா and miotatos, 4, WAQAT bhityastara and 

comp. and sup. de- WaTA — bhilyas- 

tama, from 924௭ 

bhiyas, comp. de- 

gree of GH bahu, 

Gr. rayus. 

grees of awiwy which 

is itself a comp. de- 

gree allied to Sans, 

WaE_ bhityas. 

டி லட, Lat. specus, ‘a cave, 

In the above examples, x, 6, bh, dh and r are elided. 

In the following, final consonants such as ¢, d, n, 8, are 

cut off :— 

Gr. ro, sing. nom. oftheneut. Sans. aqz tad, ‘ that.’ 

» Ta, plu. nom, of ro, » atfa tani, ‘ they.’ 

» a, neut. pl. nom. of ,, ST fa Gni,as in YTAT. 

nouns as in &vAa, fa jaanani, ‘know- 
* trees.’ i ledges.’ 

  

1In Latin it is modified as bus and bi and occurs in all the 
declensions except the first in which it occurs very rarely, as 

alibi, omnibus, and a8 ut and gu in Gr. Oupidt, ‘ outside, Oupa, 

‘door,’ and perhaps edu, ‘atrongly,’ dat. pl. of ss, ‘strength.’
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Gr. o: and at, Lat. @, 1, &c. Sans. WTA as, சா asas," 

pl. nom. suf. 

ரிக்கும் ‘small,’ Prak. 9 tea tgat, ‘ little.’ 

efa isi, ‘little, 

In all the verba! forms which in Sanskrit end in ¢ as in 

the imperfect singular, aorist singular and the like, the final 

é disappears in Greek, as WANA abhavat, edve, W bhi, 

gu, ‘to be;’ aetna adraustt, éhvae, ‘was dissolved ;? 
  

1The pl. suf, ௭௭“ dsas is used only in the Vedas, and seems 

to be the original form from which sprang the latter suffix WT 

Gs by the clision of the central Qs This suffix WTHa Gas 

may be a reduplicated form of the singular Wq as, the length. 

ening of the initial vowel of the first part being arbitrary. In 

this case the idea of plurality must arise from the redupli- 

cation of the singular suffix WG as. Or the suffix ௮௭௭ 

disas may be a reduplication of the other suf. TU as which being 

doubled becomes YTATa Gsits and then is modified as YTYA 22௦௪ 

Ly shortening the second QT a. In this case we may attribute 

the idea of plurality to the change of WT as into ATS as. In the 

Aryan languages very likely there was no idea of number attached 
to nouns as also to verbs, and the ideas of singularity and plurality 
must ‘1avearisen in nouns after the divergence of the singular form 

by the modification of the suf. Wa as. Both of the theories pre- 

suppose that in the Aryan languages the declensional system first 

arose out of the Wf a stem and was afterwards rpplied to the Za 

J wand other stems. The plural form of the wy a stem was ang. 

lyzed «s, for instance, (TQ Rama + aq as and the suffix aq as 

so derived was added to the other stems. 

3 In the Prakrtic languages as in Greek the final consonants of 

Seuskrit words are very generally cut off, as qT ¢, Tq ta, 

‘that’; Of isi, Fy a Zeal, ‘little; ATq eva, AFA tavat, ‘ then;’ 
ஃ . ‘ 

WIT java, ௭ yavat, ‘ when.” 

ve
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WZRIG adudruvat, edeXuce, ‘was dissolved ; waa bhavet, 

vin, ‘may become.’ 

It is a characteristic feature of the Greek language to 
shorten words by eliding consonants between two vowels 
and often by blending the vowels preceding and following 
the elided consonants into one, or by 2liding consonants 
coming with other consonants and lengthening the quantity 
of the preceding vowels, andsoon. These are some of the 
laws according to which the Prakrtic and Vernacular lan- 
guage have been derived from the parent Sanskrit, and 

some of the modern vernaculars of Southern Europe from 
Latin and Greek. While the operation “f these laws was 

checked in Sanskrit by the differentiation of the Prakrtic 
dialects from Sanskrit at an early time (p. iii), in Greek 
it was allowed to have its full force, and, in consequence, 
has simplified many words and grammatical forms; and 
the new forms so introduced have replaced the old ones. 
In this respect the Greek language looks more like a daugh- 

ter than a sister of Sanskrit. In Sanskrit when such 

words as wa gupta, amiyukta, way labdha, wafa bhavati, 

uafaa patita, alfa tani, atqa tavat and qq tat, were 

modified as 1௬ gutta, ௭௪ juita, ag laddha, wife hodi, 

ufea padiya, ATE ia-i, 818 tava, AT ta, such formes were 

generally considered as Prakrtic and were included in a 

dialect. The same is the case with many Latin words, 

which when simplified were generally differentiated as the 

words of a dialect as the Romance language. Thus when the 
Latin words fidelitas, crudelis, magister, dubito, rotundus, 

traditor, punctus, unctus and junctus were shortened into 

fealty, cruel, master, doubt, round, traitor, point, oint and 

joint, they were not admitted into Latin, though they may 

have been used contemporaneously with their originals.’ 
  

1 There are however instances of words in Latin which have been
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80. wa atasa may be modified as WUT athara by the 

change of @s into T 7 and then waft athari and BUwt 

athart by the change of the final 4 a into {74 and Hz, 

13 athari and Batt athart mean ‘light,’ or ‘ray,’ as 

in the following passage :— 

fedtastisiag dadiat: eat sfiarriigag 
Deir ~yampatiea Fijanan sarhvastinah கசம் க கரம்ம் mianusien vikeu 

waquaarat 8 aa were பரம எரர்ர ௭ ॥ 19. 6,8. 

Weorbudhamathary ryo nadamtava பீனசம் வர்சான் parasum natigmam. 

‘The God of fire whom the ten united fingers (sisters ?) 

produced among mankind, and who is dawn—awaking hke 

the rays of the sun, bright, eating havis, good faced and 

sharp like axe.’ 

Though Sayana interprets 1௭ atharyona in the 

above passage by faa <4 striya iva, I think that the 

meaning is not right, and take the word அவி : atharyah 

to mean ‘ rays. 

Taking the suffix ay, the word BY athar becomes 

wus atharyu, and this word means ‘ brilliant,’ as in the 

following passage : —_ 

rafts Pela eT aT er YA TAA Te | 

Ag. பணமா odidhitibhirar anyor Wwhastacyutljanayantapr asastane 

ஏகா zenfaraTTy No VIEL 

Dir rédréarngrhapatimathar 15018. 

  

modified and are optionally used in the mrdified forms, such us, 

providentia, prudentia, fructus, frwitus, in which latter ¢ is cut 

off, and also of words of which the original forms have been re- 

placed by the corrupt ones such as, fruor (frugor), strwo (strugo), fluo 

(flugo, Sans. YY pre, ‘ to be wet,’ aq vrs, to pour.’) 

1 With Wag atasa, and WAT athara may be connected the 

Semitic words, Heb. JUNS aftin acd Awe" ப atin, ‘ furnace,’ 

and Heb. Wy és, ஊம் கரஸ். பலி] Gtis, ‘fire.’
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‘ With the arani sticks and by the motion of their hands 

wien produced the god of ‘fire with effulgence, praiseworthy, 

far-seeing, lord of the house, and brilliant.’ 

The word also means ‘ having fire,’ that is, a ‘ priest.’ 

Similarly is derived ayaa atharvan from SAT athara 

by the addition of the suffix qa van. ‘the original mean- 

ing of the word அஎ atharvan is, therefore, ‘ one who: 

has fire,’ that is, a priest who keeps fire or officiates at the 

sacred fire. This is the meaning in which the word is used 

in the following passage :— 

அஎ ரிஸ் கள: | 
Abhite madhund payotharvand asisrayuh 

வோ IX. 11. 2. 

Devamdévayadévayu. 

*O soma, with thy sweet juice the priests prepared for 
Indra a drink which is savoury and goes to the gods.’ 

With this word அஎ atharvan may perhaps be con- 
nected the Gr. Pepamwy which in the oblique cases assumes 

the form of @eparrovr. Compare ௭௭௭ maghavan which 

is declined both as waar maghavanau and அன் 

maghavantau, nom. dual, and QQAH: maghavanah and 

98௭: maghavantah, nom. pl., &. Though the word Aepa- 

சாலம means an attendant or inferior kind of servant in the 

later language ad has thus degenerated in meaning, yet 

it is applied in the clder language to persons whose service 

was free and honorable. This meaning quite agrees with 

the character of the priest டப்ப atharvan, who, besides 

his knowledge of the Yagas and other Vedic ceremonies, was 

well versed in the performance of various rites, preventive 

of evils and promoting prosperity, and with the nature of 

the Atharva Veda which arose on account of the necessity
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of superintending the solemnization of ceremonies pre- 

scribed in the other Vedas, and the preventing of sacrifi- 

cial blunders, and, in course of time, included other rites, 

and :ormulas relating to them. The priest of a king must 

be well versed in the Atharva Veda and perform rites which 

will remove evils and increase prosperity. Thus Vasistha, 

who was the priest of Dilipa, is said to have been gyafafy 

atharvanidhi, ‘a treasure of the Atharva Veda,’ that is, well 

versed in the Atharva Veda.! But in Greek the word has 

diverged from that meaning and was first used for a com- 

panion in arms. Thus in Homer we find Eteoneus des- 

cribed as the Gepamrwy of Menelaos, Meriones, of Idomeneus 

and Patroclus, of Achilles. In the later language the word 
is used for an attendant or a servant. 

The feminine form of @eparrwy is Ocpatraiva (Ocpatravoa 

properly), which comes from @eparrwv, as if the latter were 

declined as Gepatrovos, Geparroves, &c., without a t as RAAT 

ay maghavanau and ௪௭௭௭௭ maghavanas. 

81, From qq atasa is to be derived WHA agas, 

‘light, and it assumes the form QE] agastya by the 

termination எ ya, the letter t being added to y s for the 

purpose of strengthening as is seen in fqyy vistapa, 

‘world = f|tqy vistapa = fRaq visava = Py visva, 

‘al? ; eafeg svasti = Aq svas + = 1, WA svas meaning 

  

i sqieceaagia grTegraciea: 
Trayyatica dandanityaiica kusalaseyatpurohitah 

£ * + + ஸ்ட audafedsrag fraintfrrat fed ll Kamantekiys, 
Atharvavihitan janan nityamsantikapaustike. 

‘The priest should be versed in the three Vedas, knowing always 

the ceremonies as prescribed in the Atharva Veda, expiatory and 
increasing prosperity. .
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‘happiness.”1 The sage Agastya is so called on account 
of the brightness of the star which represents him in 
heaven, or in reference to his own brightness as wae Gau- 
tama, WA Kanva and fATA Avigiras ; and this last word 
will be mentioned hereafter. 

The name is applied to a plant ca‘led algo ௭௧௪ 
munidruma, ‘ the tree of a hermit’ (Agastya) and producing 
a bright red or white flower. Compa.e the Gr. கிட, 
Lat. acanthus, ‘ bear’s breach,’ and Gr. axaxia; Lat. 
acacia, all of which are traceable to the same source as 
Weg Agastya. 

82. Waa afasa is modified as ATHY akasa through 
the abovementioned form “Aq agas, and means ‘ sky’ or 
‘air. From the latter part of the word is derived the 
roots HT kas and Aly kas, ‘to shine,’ and கார asa, 
‘cough,’ so called on account of the repeated breathings 
which take place in coughing. To ஏராள Gkadsa are 
traceable the Eng. ghost, Ang.-Sax. gast,? Germ. geist, 
Dutch geest, ‘a spirit,’ and also gust, ‘a sudden blast of 
wind,’ and perhaps ghast, ‘fear,’ ‘astonishment,’ as in 
aghast, ghastly, and also the technical word gus which was 
first applied by the Belgium chemist Von Helmont to an 
aeriform fluid, and which seems to have been taken from 
the Dutch word geesé. 

83. From அரஏ atasa may be derived Waa atana by 
the change of ¥ sa into 4 na (compare WEA ahas and 

௩ 

3&7 chan and the ‘aw illustrated under WEF ahas), and 
then A@nva by the aspiration of q ta. A@nvd with AOnvn 
      

1 Vide p. 28 and Note 3, 

3 Mr. Skeat observes, however, that ghost and ghast are nut 
allied, and derives the latter from a root primarily meaning ‘to 
stick,’ as the Lat, haereo.
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and other forms is the name of the Goddess called in Latin 
Minerva. She was the daughter of Zeus without a mother 
and is also called Tperoyevea, that is, daughter of the Ocean. 
The word Tprtoyevea may be translated into Sanskrit as 
எழ sarasjanya exactly and may be applied to the 
goddess of fortune, that is, Laksmt who is said to have 
sprung from the milky ocean (vide p. 125.) A@nva is the 
symbol of wisdom sad power and she protects every work 

of wisdom and power. She guards cities in peace and 

war and is the goddess cf war. The radical meaning of 
the word is ‘ brightness’ or ‘ day,’ and, as morning re- 
stores to men their understanding power which is lost in 
sleep, the goddess is rightly called A@nva. This function 

is attributed to the Sun-god, and ௫9௭ Usas, ‘ Dawn,’ who 

is also known by the name of YWatT ahana, a word allied 

both in meaning and form to A@nv7 and to its Laconic form 

Aca.a. The name A@nvy was given to a fortress which 
was established by Cecrops and called Kexpoma, and which 
was subsequent] enlarged by Theseus. From the fortress 

the name was applied to the city of Athens and is used in 
plural like @78a:. The government of Thesens at Athens 
may be explained by referencs to the shining of the sun 
in ths day time, ahas. The name @ycevs answers to Sans. 
கண் Dusyanta' or 5௫௭ Dugmanta, which word meang 

‘bright,’ consisting of {a dus, ‘light,’ and FW man, suffix 

indicating possession, and in its form is exactly allied to 
Acovucos (p. 124.) 

84. அரா chana is a'modification of Haq" atasa like 

A6qvn, and, as already noticed, is closely allied to A@nvy 
  

1The word @ncevs comes from the root Geos which is found in 

82௪௦9, and suf. evs indicating ‘possession’ ; and the word radically 

means ‘ heavenly’ as the corresponding word awa dusmanta does.
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both in meaning and form. S]¥qT ahana is the goddess of 

dawn and she is said to go to every house directly and to 

be very modest. (p. 61.) 

85. Frém WaT atasa, ‘light,’ may be derived ௩௭ ahas 

of which Q¥aT ahana is an enlarged Sorm and the final 

@ sa of which is changed into @ na before casal suffixes 

beginning with a vowel. The same change has taken 

place in SEAT ahand (radically Waa atasa). WEA ahas 

is modified as Wa} ahni, WRAY ahani, yom.and accus. dual 

and 9yet fa ahan?, Nom. and accus. pl., WRT ahnd, NsTR. sing., 

ஆ ahné, vat. sing., SEH ahni and 3 Efe ahant, Loc. sing. 

In compounds the word is contracted as WZ ahna, and 

AE aha by the elision of @ na, as YTS prahna, ‘morn- 

ing,’ UCTS aparalna, ‘evening? and WwTE pinyaha, 

‘holy day.’ Compare Wa adhas, ‘udder, which is simi- 

larly modified,’ as asta kundodhnt, ‘a cow with a big 
udder.’ p. (43). 

The change of s into » is very important in the Aryan 
languages ; and it will be really interesting to see the law 
illustrated. Many examples have already been given ; as, 
faa dina, ‘day’; Zyv and the Doric form Zay, the stems 
out of which are derived the casal forms of Zeus, which 

is declined in some cases as a consona_tal stem ending in v 

(MATCIA nakaranta), as Znvos aEn., Zqvi vat., and Znva 

accus., and the corresponding Doric forms Zavos, &c. ; Lat. 

Janus, Juno ; Sans, eq danu and Za danu, Gr. Aavaos, 
டட த 

Egypt. tanau, Sans. aq tanu (p. 139) as in ௭௭௭ tanii- 

napat, €TaF Danava; yOor, வனி keont ; eapTH syona,
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and @]q syiina; Sans. ART mahas, ‘great,’ modified as 
௨ 

பட்ட mahat and ART maha, Lat. magnus, Gr. payar. 

It is 2 Jaw which has thus not only affected the forms of 

many primitive words, but is also a very powerful element 

underlying the formations of grammatical inflections. I 

shall therefore give a few more examples here below :— 

Sans. WWE apas, Sans. WHA apnas, ‘pos- 

session’, ‘property,’ 

Gr. odor, ‘a tool,’ 

‘instrument,’ ovw- 

pa, ‘fruit time’ or 

‘fruit,’ orvy, ‘corn’ 

and ‘ food.’ 

» fara sivas, Gr. xodovn, ‘a mound,’ 

xopovts, ‘ the tip of 

a bow.’ 

9 ‘WA as, mas. sing. suf, » ov,'neut. sing. in which 

the 4 of mas. suf. 

is changed into 2, 

and which corres- 

ponds to SH am, 

neut. sing. suf. 

It is this » which reappears in the neutral plural as 

sratfa ghinant, ‘knowledges’ = WIAA jianam + = a 

= HAA jianan + Ti AMAT jiianén + இஃ by the 

  

1 The p of the Greek suffix ov is changed into m in Sanskrit ; this 

change is seen in many other instances, such as FH ima, WA amu, 

Wal ani and WR ami (pron.), £4 im, (adv. part.), FEA sadam, 
oO ~ 4 

‘always, AZA tadam, ‘then,’ IaH idam, ‘now,’ words mention- 

ed in the above list, 

Ww
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lengthening of the penultimate S a; and in the accus. 

vlural, as மாசா Raman which is only a modification of 

1 Ramam, originally 17௪௭ Raman, the accus. suf. wa 

am and the allied Gr. ov being the same as the Gr. ov and 

Sans. 3H am of the neut. sing., the neut. suf. producing 

the accusative idea. The above v of nent. pur. suf. is 

wrongly inserted in the neuter dual and plural forms of 

consonant and vowel stems ; and it is this x which is seen, 

I think, in the plural forms of the third person of verbs, as — 

wa fa bhavanti, WAIT abhavan for WUy_eA abhavant, and 

so On. 

In the neuter singular of pronouns such as az yad, ag 

tad, and aE kad, ‘what,’ occurring in Samasa as ALA: 

kadaévah, ‘a mean horse,’ அன் வடம், FATT itarad, 

FATT katarad, Vaz étad, Lat. illud and istud, &c., 
the final n, which arises out of the masculine suffix W sa 
as shown above, and indicates neuter singular, is hardened 
intot and d. But as the Greek language does not allow 
the letter ¢ to stand at the end of a word, the ¢ is cut off 
as in 6, ‘what? (rel.), Lat. quid; ro (demon.), ‘ this’ or 
* that ;’ ro, definite article. 

As the final ¢ d of Ug yad, A tad, RF kad and Vag 
étad are shown to be connected with the @ m of the neuter 
suffix through the v of the corresponding Gr. ov, it is 
highly ungramm~tical to attach the d to the stem as is done 
in Sanskrit. Thus, Bruay yatpurust, ACURA tatpuruga, 

1௭௯ ௩9 etatpurusa and TM kadusna, are unscienti- 

fic and ought to be Ques yapurusa, AWRY tapurusa, 

Taugy étapurusa ஊ0 ஆ kosna, the lest of which is 

optionally used for சு kadusna, and also modified as
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HAW Lavdsna.1 Compare YTEeY yadréa, UAT yavat ; 

area tadréa, ௭௭௭ tavat; WATE YD etadréa, Waray 

étavat; HVE kidrsa, fara மகர், that is faa hivat 

(properly காஏஏ Kavat) ; in which proper stems are used 

without the wrony suf. d. For the same reason the com- 

pound faqes kimpurusa,? ‘what man,’ ‘a kinnara,’ is 

wrong and ought to be (ஈர: kipurusa, FIRS kapuruga 

ஜன kupwrusa ; for the final & m of faz kim is the 

same as that of 3TH jianam, and the word must be spelt 

as HH kam answering to the masc. ®¥ kas. But as the 

masc. HU kas is changed into faa kis, so the corres- 

  

1 The same remark applies to ௫௪44 anyad (Lat. aliud and Gr, 

Ad or) which also retains the suf. az ad as in அக 

anyadutsuka, ‘fond of another,’ and ௮38 anyadiya, ‘ belong- 

ing to another,’ when the word is not in the genitive and instru- 

mental cases; and optionally, as in ௪ ஏ₹4 anyadarthas atid 

ஏஎ ai. yarthas, ‘another’s property.’ 

3 The word [அ kimpurea is. coined owing to a wrong analy- 
ட் 

sis of the word faaz kinnara, faa kim + FL nara, ‘bad man,’ 

The word must be derived from ௮௭3 késara, ‘mane,’ or ‘ hair,’ 

and means-‘hairy, as do the allied words zea gandharva, ‘& 

kind of celestial beings,’ and HUTT kanthirava, ‘lion,’ and Gr, 

Kevravp, ‘a kind of monster,’ which are to be traced to R&T 

kadara, ‘hair,’ a modified form of HAT késara (vide Siras Group). 

It is this word ரா kinnara which, having been applied to a 

musical instrument called எ kinnari in Sanskrit and 100014. 

ed as எசா sitar in Northern India, has migrated to Europe 

under various forms as xiOap, guitar, cistern, cithern and Bo on.
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ponding @&A kam is changed into faraq kim, though this is 
against the common usage of the language by which the 
neuter sufix H m in J ¢ and ¥ w stems is omitted. To 
resume the list :— 

Sans. @ sya, gen. sing. Sans. YTWY nam, gen. plu. 
suf. which is a suf, asin (TATUTA 
corraption of Ramanam, ‘of Ra- 
WTF svan, ‘own, mas.’ 

» RH as,mas, sing. உ ரான் கு வ ரண. 
aut. sing. suf. correspon- 

ding to WW as masc. 

Bing. suf., = "9q as + 

Ri = உக்கு கு) 
= WTF an + $i by 
the lengthening of 

Sa. (Comp. 19 

ani, the nent. plu. 

nom. suf., p. 169.) 
Similarly derived is the #} ni in the following :-— 
safaant asikni, « young maid servant,’ afea} palikni, 

* old woman,’ எள் patnt, (Gr. worvea and vrorva and Sans, 

Wa patna as in Ee sapaina.) In HfEay bhattini, <a king’s 

wife,’ which ought to be properly we} bhatt from wat 
bhartri, fem. form of wat bhartar, ‘lord,’ 4) ni is added by 
wrong analogy. Th> same isthe case, Mshink, with அள் 

bandhakini, ளி subhagini, UTES} parastrint, SN 

(ளி ஈமம், கனானள் kalyaninz, the proper forms of 

‘which are FHA} bandhaki, quart subhaga, WCRAY paru- 

stra, BAST hulata, RBI) kalyani, and which occur in
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the words 4] ஏஏ bandhakinéya, ‘son of a bad woman,’ 

warfare saubhaginéya, ‘son of a good woman,’ ராமி 

wa narastrainéya, ‘son of another’s woman,’ டெ 

kaulatinéya, ‘ whore’s son,’ and ararfuag kalyanineya, 

‘the son of a good woman.’ In the North Indian verna- 

culars, the suffixes (ஏ int, TA ina, MA ana, BT ani, 

கார ani, Fu ina, TY ena, &c., are used as suffixes to 

derive from masculine nouns their corresponding feminine 

forms, and some of them, as Wa ana, Wa} ani and Wruy 

dnt, are traceable to the above Tal nz: ¢. g., 

Wi faat dhobina, ‘washerwoman’ wWlfydhdvi,“washerman.’ 

arerfta kumharina, ‘ potter’s 
wife.’ p 

UfSATM ponditani, fa learned 

woman.’ 

TAHT cakarani, ‘a female 

servant,’ 

RATAN Laminani, ‘a female 

menial servant.’ 

wife fo jatini, ‘a Jot’s wife.’ 

fefam hindint, ‘a Hindu 

female.’ 

BATIN sugarina, ‘a skilful 

° woman.’ 

ACS marethena, ‘2 Maratha 

woman.’ 

To resume the list :—~ 

Sans. Uta sadas, ‘an as- 

sembly.’ 

: = 6 ட ௬1 kumhara, ‘ pot- 

ter.’ 

பட்ட pandita, ‘pandit,’ 

TAT cakara, ‘ servant.’ 

சிஏ Kamina, ‘a male 

menial servant.’ 

FS jatu, a Jot.’ 

15 hindu, ‘a Hindu.’ 

௭௭4 sugara, ‘a skilful 

man.’ 

Avs marétht, ‘a Mara- 

tha.’ 

Gr. e@vos,? a nation.’ 

  

1 A is hardened before n as eOvos = edevos = Sans. WEA
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BCT chas, ‘brightness.’ 

ZF sa, 

Waésa, ‘this’ = Ti 

‘this,’ and @ sa, 

* that,’ 

BE saha + YA dyas, 

‘with day,’ ‘ whole 

day,’ that is, always, 

shortened into wae 

sadyas. 

WY adyas, modified 

as Wy adya 

faa kis, ‘ who,’ 

Tq is, ‘ this,’ the 

pron. which is 

Gr. ayvn, ‘ foam.’ 

Prak. @ na, ‘he.’ 

Sans. WH éne, Wa ana and 

Zq wna, in which ஏ 

s is changed into # 

wy, the finst part T¢ 

being seen in the 

forms ¥ e, Wa and 

Lan 

» Wea sadan, modified 

as WTF sadam as 

in wafaa sada- 
mit, ‘always.’ 

டி. idan, modified 

as TTA idam, and 

Tera iden, in FST 

RNa tdantm. 

” fart ki, modified as 

faz kim. 

» TA in,! modified as 

<a im, wn indeclina- 

  

sadas + WA as. Compare mpoyvu, Sans. wa prajriu, = apo 

+ yoru. 

1 The other form Fq 84 contains the usual pronominal suffix @ 

t, and both Ta ié and tA tm are used as particles of emphasis as 

எ sadaimit, ாளிஎ idantm and aefaa tadamit und 

ATTN tadanim.
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seen in Faq able particle used to 

ayam, ‘ this,” ein phasize, 

mas. nom. sing. 

Sans. @@ tas, adv. suf. Gr. Gey. 

meaning ‘ from.’ 

” Sau tyas and 4a » tov, and wy in words 

yas, comp. suf. of in which ¢ is cut off, 

adjectives in Sans- and the final conso- 

krit, as in aaa nant is doubled and 

~ 0 i 3 gartyas and aaa sometimes changed, 

Sréyas, of which 

latter the radical 

word is Wf} sr, 

‘fortune,’ ‘advan- 

as I paccwv = pa- 

div, or the preced- 

ing vowcl is length- 

ened and the final 

consonant is simply 

tage,’ &e. changed and not 
doubled as in pes. 

lov = Mayiov. 

86. werar Ahalyd, the name of the wife of Gautama, 

is to be derived from Wea uhas, ‘brightness,’ the final 

@ sof which is changed into @ /, as in Ware atala, radi- 

cally WAG atasa. By the addition of the suf. | y and the 

change of © s into @ J) Fea ahas becomes ர அபய 

and means radically ‘bright,’ ‘ effulgent,’ and, as such, is 

a suitable counterpart of waa Gautama which conveys 

the same radical meaning and has already been explained 

(p. 62). RETAT .halya was the fiest woman created 

according to the Uttara Kanda, and her name is derived 

thus; Gea hala, ‘ugliness, BRA halya, ‘which is ugly,’ 

ஊ௦ நர ahalya, ‘ who is not ugly,’ that is, ‘beautiful.’ 

1Vide p. 8.
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Brahma created her, and, in spite of Indra’s love for 

her, entrusted her to the care of Gautama who protected her 

for many years and then restored her to Brahma. He 

was pleased with the trustworthiness of Gautam: and 

gave her to him as wife. The illicit intercourse of Indra 

with Ahalya in the dawn during the absence of Gautama 

may be explained by reference to a daily phenomenon, viz. 

the absorption of the natural brightness of the sky in the’ 

morning twilight of the east. But Kumarilabhatta says 
that the story is typical of the sun’s carrying away the 

shades of night and makes the word MBYeQT Ahalya mean 

‘night,’ by a forced etymology. 

87, Closely allied to MEWwET Ahalya is the Gr. Ay- 

tdrevs or Ayereus, Achilles, son of Pelus and Thetis and 

the bravest of all the Greeks in the Trojan war. He loved 

Hellen on whose account the Trojan war took place and 
terminated in her redemption. The name AycAdeus radi- 

cally means ‘ bright’ like sgwat Alalya and refers to the 

sun; and this connection is sufficiently supported by the 

parentage ascribed to Axilles. He is the son of water 

both on his father’s side and his mother’s side, as the name 

of his mother, Thetis, is a modification of Sans. fay 

sindhu meaning ‘ocean’ or “a river,’ and his father’s name 

Pelus means ‘ water,’ and is connected with Sans. qi] var 

and எ vari, Lat. mari, ‘ water,’ Sans. Taq puyas, water’ 

and ‘milk,’ QYay piyiisa, ‘nectar, Ved. FAA mayas, ‘food,’ 

aud Gr. Bios, “merns of living or livelihood,’ and forms 

the root of the word TeAosyos, a name applied to the 
  

1 Bey ahas, ‘day, Wf Yle,‘tovanish;» WSe gy thalya, ‘vanish. 

ing in the day, that is, the night—Max Miren’s History of 
Ancient Sanskrit: Literature, p. 529. Vide also Note 1, under 

றாக, p. 193.
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Greeks.) In Homer this is the name of a people who were 

the allies of the Greeks, andwhom Homer places in Thessaly 

As Thessaly is an inland country lying to the north of Ureece 

whicu is a peninsula surrounded by water on three sides, 

the northern Grecians or the southern Thessalians may 

have been called Pelasgos by the inhabitants of Thessaly ; 

and the name may have subsequently extended to the 

Greeks themselves. The name of the wife of Achilles, viz. 

*EAXevn has been shown lower down to be @ corruption of 

Sans. Waa anala, ‘fire.’ Tdcov is a corruption of Sans. 

(௫௭௭ divam and radically means Heaven (ற. 60). The 

Trojan war is, therefore, a war in Heaven and the victori- 

ous hero is Achilles (@q ahas), that is, the sun; and the 

redemption of Hellen by Achilles must refer to the rising 

of the morning sun with all his brilliancy of which he is 
shorn in the preceding evening. 

88, The term WaT asura must be connected with Waa 

atasa and Gr. aiOpa and av@np and has a very extensive 
application in the Rig Veda. It means ‘ bright,’ ‘ strong,’ 

or ‘mighty,’ &c., and in the passage following the above 

meaning is c'3ar. 

அளொள்ள ளகக | ITT. 55. 

Mahaddevanamasuratvamekam. 

‘The power of the deities is great and peculiar.’ 

ன்னர் எரா ௩௪ Veda, I. 181. 1. 

Indrayahidyau rasuro anamrata, 

‘The mighty Heaven bowed to Indra.’ 
    

“Tif so, the y in leAasyos may be a change of y; and the word 

may be originally TeAac¥os. 

3 Compare the story of the Bhagavata Purana which says that Krs- 

na defeated Vyomasura (that is, @] ௫1௭ Dyaurasuras in the 

above passage) on one occasion and on another conquered Indra 
x
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The term is applied to Mitra, Varuna, Indra and many 

ather Gods ; and as such must convey the same meaning. 
In this meaning it agrees with the Zend Ahura which is 

applied to the highest God in the Parsee religion. But in 

the later Sanskrit literature, it is applied to the Raksasas 

or giants who are opposed to the deities 

When the word thus degenerated, a new word was 

coined from it to be applied to the deivies as an antithesis 

to it. The deities who were called ௭1௭ Asuras once, 

became thus aq Suras subsequently. 

While the word WAT asura degenerated! in its mean- 

ing and was applied to giants and Raksasas, it has kept 

up its ascendancy in its modified form akura, and has been 

opposed to the word Za Deva which shared the same fate 
among the Zoroastrians as WAT asura among the Hindus; 

for the motto of the faith of a Zoroastrian is “I cease to 
be a Déva worshipper ; I profess to be a Zoroastrian wor- 
shipper of Ahuramazda, an enemy of the Dévas, and a 
devotee to Ahura.”? It may be interesving to see that 
many of the other names applied to Raksasas in the Hindu 
Theogony are referrible to the word feaa divas, ‘heaven;’ 

such are the words BT yatu, AQT yatudhana, TAQ 

raksas, ITA raksasa, WAL asara, QUINT asara. 

  

himself who yielde! to him. The peculiarity in the Bhagavata 
stury is that the term WAT asura applied to aay vyoman is 
used in the sense of an evil spirit, that is a Raksasa,. 

1 With regard to the degeneration of the word BAL asura, com- 
ட 

pare Sans. @TAF danava and Gr. Aavaos, Za daitya and 

Tirvos, and RT kava and Pers. Kava. 

* Cox’s Introduction to Mythology and Folklore, p. 255,
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89. I would derive Sans. YYAG Usanas from BAT 

asura by the change of the initial ya into y u and of T~ 

into 4 7 and the addition of the suffix Wq as. In the Rig 

Veda it is the name of a sage and is subsequently applied 

to the planet Venus, known also by the names of Ta 

Sukra, and aTa Kavya already explained (p.70). He is the 

priest of the Daityas just as Brhaspati is of the Asuras. 

90. WaT asara is modified as sifaz asira, and Gat 

usra, meaning ‘a beam’ or ‘ray of light,’ and as WW 

asra, meaning ‘an arrow. அர asira is also used in 

the sense of ‘an arrow.’ The word Y@ usra is applied 

to a cow and a bull and in that sense is modified as 

wf usri and (ரர மாடுக by the addition of the suffix 

ஈர வூ. ஏனா usriya is a Vedic word. Compare the 

words QAT aghna, derived from HeAT ahana, ma gaus 

from aya. dyaus, சானி mahzyt from Het maha, the 

last four of which have been mentioned in this Group. 

91, From WaT asura may be derived 3a asu, ‘life,’ 

‘soul,’ and ‘knowledge,’ and அனா கண்க, ‘envy,’ in 

which the rootis 3a asu, ‘ life,’ and the suffix QT yd mean- 

ing ‘the act of desiring’ or ‘ desire itself’? as in Q\WATaT 

asanaya} ‘unger,’ formed from ஏ asana, ‘food,’ and 

QT yd, meaning radically ‘the desiring of food,’ that is, 

‘hunger.’ 
  

i The lengthening of the final vowel in QYeq asana and Wg 

asu is like that taking place in the dat. case of the Wa stem, as 

TTalya Rémaya from TIAQY Ramasya, the gen. sing. form 

(vide p. 158). Compare அர asoayati which is another form 

of aqufa agvasyati, ‘he wishes for a horse.’
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war asura is modified as WTA asara and SITY asara ; 

cud these words are applied to evil spirits or Raksasas 

like the radical word WET asura. 

92. From wa71q agas may be derived afq agni, ‘ fire,’ 

and ‘the God of fire,’ which by the chenge of the initial 

a into i becomes Lat. ignis, Gr. asydn, ‘light of the 

sun,’ ‘any light,’ and aydaos, ‘splendid,’ ‘stately.’ The 

root WH atij, ‘to shine,’ is to be traced to Wfq agni and 

has transferred the n of fi agni to the middle, so that 

the nasal in By afij is to be taken as radical. We have 

therefore to distribute the conjugational forms like wafa 

anakti as BA an + Mat BA + fa ti by inserting the 

augment % a between the nasal and the final Hj of the 

root WH cfij. Compare Bafa wnatii (p. xxxv). 

93. To the same root may be traced Sans. Yq yaksa 

and Gr. Acas and Iagos, in which last the & of Qa yaksa 

seems to have been elided. The Yaksias are a class of celes- 

tial beings attendant on Kubéra. In the Creek mythology 

Iacos is applied to several persons, such as, the king of 

Orchomenus and father of Amphion, and son of Argos I. 
and Evadne, father of Agenor, ruler of Peloponnesus. 

In the word @@ yaksa the initial y is an extraneous 

addition. Compare the following-words :— 

Sans. Fy vajra, ‘ thunder- Sanus. afr adri,* moun- 

bolt.’ tain’ (p. 208.) 

» aq vasanta, ‘spring » WAP atasa, ‘bright- 

season.’ ness,”! 

»  a@TAT vanara, ‘ mon- Gr. aynp, ‘man.’ 

key,’ 

» TAT vasara, ‘ day,’ Sans. qq wasa, ‘sky.’ 

  

1 Vide p. 181. 3 Vide p. 199.
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Sans. ATTY yadas, ‘ water,’ } 
~ oo, Sans. WAG atasu, “water.” 

” aia yatu, ‘evil spirit,’ j 

» BA yusma, ‘you,’ இன மனப 

உ. 9௭ yuyam, ‘you.’ » ZAR மாயாப் 

» FT yuva, ‘you two,’ » TA wa, ‘ you.” 

asin Gate yuvcam, 

nom, and accus. 

dual, qaraty yu 

vabhy im, instr., dat, 

and abl. dual, and 

qaay: yuvayoh, 

gen. and loc. dual. 

» ATA vayam, டி கர யய, 6௭6.5 

» ATE vaspa, ‘ vapor,’ » STAT aiman,® 

‘clouds.’ 

The initial y of yaksa has been softened into ia in the 

Gr. Iases as in Jov, Sans. qa yavana. 

In Gr. Avas (Acavt), Lat. Ajaz, the central Wf g of WA 

agas is elided and its place occupied by the vowel i, and 

the final & s changed into v and then into yr as in qda 

vasanta, which I shall explain presently. 

94. From 9a@¥w atasa we may obtain such a form as 

BUF asan, closely allied to the Gr. A@nva and Acava ; and 

this form, being modified as Waa asanta, gives us Faq 

vasanta, the name of the spring season, in which the ini- 

  

1 Vide pp. 182-3. 3 Vide p. 183. 5 Vide pp. 132-3. 

3 Vide p. 183. 4 Vide p. 133. 6 Vide p. 103.
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i 

tial v is an extraneous addition as already shown in the 

pbove section. This v is retained in the corresponding 

Latin word ver which is a contracted form of FWq vasanta, 

by the elision of the last two syllables anta.. The central 

@ s ischanged intorinver. But the Gr. eap has elided the 

central @s of qua vasania, and its final p aaswers to 

the final vq né of the Sanskrit word, which is to be traced to‘ 

the final q s of Waa atasa, through an n, whereas the p of 

the Greek word stands in the place of the @ s of Waq atasa. 

With reference to the change of the @s of Wa atasa 

into vq nt in ஏஏ vasanta, compare Gr. azras (azrayT) and 

Sans. WHET samasta, ‘all,’ derived from WA svas, (p. 15, 

Note 1), in the former of which the final @s of Qa svas is 

changed into vr and in the latter into ¢@ st, and compare 

also Avas (Atavt) which I have already derived from Bas 

agas and in which the final q s of WN agas is changed 

into yr. 

95. From Waq atasa can be derive: a form aaa 

atas which, by the addition of a euphonic y rt the begin- 

ning, becomes 4Tqq yatas (p. 181), and then 33 yaaas, 

by softening the @t. QT yadas means ‘water,’ ‘sperm’ 

and ‘the animals of water,’ the last of which must be a 

secondary meaning. The word is also modified as ates 

yadu, and is used in she general meanirg, ‘ water.’ arefe 

yadurt and ளா 8 yadura are derivative words origina- 

ting from QT€a yadas, and meaning ‘having much semi- 

nary fluid’ or ‘voluptuous.’ Perhaps We jetu and HAA 

jatuka, ‘asafetide? and ‘lac, may be traced to ௫11
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yadas by the change of | y into Wj. Connected with 

aTgza yadas is QT yatu which means ‘water’ as in 

Ola ata: yatudhanah, ‘residing in water,’ that is, a 

Raksasa, and it means also ‘ mischief’? and ‘a Raksasa,’ 

96. The word WAM anala meaning ‘fire’ and wfqeT 

anila meaning ‘ wird,’ can be easily connected with Qaq 

atasa. The Gr. av@pa£ is a modification of Wa@ anala, 

which taking the suffix wWajféaka becomes WAMW ana- 

laka and then WAT anaraka by the change of @ 1 into 

Ir. BACH anaraka is shortened into waH anraka, 

and, with § inserted between 4 » and எ 7 as in avdpos 

= avp + os = avyp + os, and the 6 hardened into @, it 

assumes the form av@paf,? meaning ‘coal. With 9aAq@ 

anala may be connected Sans. syeqrq alata, ‘fire-brand,’ 

and Gr. ehavy, ‘torch,’ which are kindred with ‘Erevn 

explained lower down and in which the two consonants 

qn and @ / have been transposed, and 4 n hardened 

into qt I' would mention here Gr. ecyapa and exyapy 

which are formed from Wjq@¥atasa just in the same Way as 

Sanu. WAL aksara bas been, with this difference that the 
  

1 With equ.tl propriety Hel jate and MAA jatuka may be con- 

nected with CQ rasa, ‘water,’ CTTQT rakes, வாம் ஏரா laksa, 

‘lac,’ Lat. Tae (ct), ‘milk, Gr. Xa (xT) as in yada (-Aakros), 

‘milk, and Sans. SWRA elakta, ‘lac,’ and other words included 

in the Salila Group. 

9 The termination WA alta is often shortened in Greek and Latin 

as BR ak; e.g. Gr. Sovak (ak), ‘reed, «rAyua€ (ak), ‘a ladder,’ 

which “ought to be properly cAwaék ; Lat. capax (ac), ‘ spacious,” 

fenaw (ae), ‘ tenacious,’ rapan, rapacious.’
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k and s are transposed and by the aspiration of & becomes 

ox.' Eoyapa means ‘hearth,’ ‘an altar for burning offer- 

ings.’ 

97, The names of the Vedic sages afaca Angiras 

and WTfATA Argirasa, the son of கின்ற ிந்றப்றத, 1 

their radical sense convey the idea of brightness as has 

already been noticed (p. 62), and must be traced to the 

same root Bq atasa through ௧௬௭ ahas, ‘brightness.’ 

As a proper name safaca Aiigiras was first applied to an 

author of some Vedic hymns, who was also one of the 

seven rsis. It was subsequently the name of a Praja- 

pati. The descendants of அரு Angiras were also called 

sifaca Angiras or BIfata Angirasa, who were the. per- 

sonification of luminous bodies, The Avigirasas were also 
priests who repeated formulas and hymns of the Atharva 

1 Compare Gr. exyaros, ‘furthermost’ = e£, ‘out, + rato 
= exTaToS = exoaros, by the change of r into a, then == ecxa- 

Tos by the transposition of x and s, and at last, = erxaros by 

the aspiration of «; and Sans. (eT taskara, which radically 

means ‘skilful,’ being a shortened form of ZIAT daksatara, the 

comp. dog. of ¢¥Y daksa, and which becomes ZRAT duktara by the 

elision of the @sa of aa dakse, then Shut daksara, SCAT 

daskara, and at last (ERT taskara. Or, nm the words ETXATOS 

and ACHL laskara, we may suppose that the initial ¢ of rato and 

AT fara is cut off as in Gr. viraros, ‘high,’ and Sans. gqq 

upame, in which the initial ¢ of the allied suf. @q@ tata and aq 
tama areclided. Thus eoyatos = e€ 4 raros= efatos = erya- 
Tos ;and QtHqz faskera = SVAT daksatara = SAT daksara = 

ALHT taskara, (p. 32),
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Veda to avert evil effects in sacrifices and other occasions,? 

To aifaza Angiras are allied the Gr. ayyedXos and ayyapos, 

the latter of which is a Persian word. They are allied in 

meaning also, the former word meaning ‘a messenger,’ 

‘envoy,’ and the latter, ‘a mounted courier, such as were 

kept ready at reghlar stages throughout Persia for carry- 

ing the royal despatches.’ These meanings are only secon- 

dary, being the modifications of the original idea of 
brightness, such as have taken place in some words mean- 

ing ‘speech’ or ‘to speak,’ e. g., Gr. dnt, Lat. for, Sans, 

wy bias and the like? Just as from WATT aigara 

meaning ‘coal’ are contracted the words col and coal, so 

from அஎ angiras meaning ‘bright’ are contracted 

Sans. faz gir, fact gira, ‘speech,’ ப] gf, ‘to speak,’ and 

Gr. creos and Kretw, Krew, KANSw, and ynpvs, inthe meanings 

of which there is a transition from ‘ brightness’ to ‘ speak- 

ing” In Sanskrit MT ger means ‘ speech’ and is a name 

of the Goddess of Speech just as in Greek xXeos means 

‘report’? and Krew, ‘the goddess of report,’ that is, ‘the 

Muse of Epiz Poetry and History.’ 

98, Some allied words in the Aryan languages expres- 

sive of the idea of hearing, and their derivatives may claim 
kindredship with the words above mentioned. They are 

the following ; Sans. அ Sru and Gr. தலைல, 1 which « is the 

original letter and W 8, a corruption (pp. 152-3), Ang.- 

Sax. (hyran, Eng. har, and Lat. cluco, ‘to hear,’ and ‘to 

be heard or famous. In Gr. axpoaauai, ‘to hearken,’ 

  

1'The word is sometimes compounded with ப்பட்ட atharvan 

as அரா @ atharvangirasas which term is applied to the 

same person to whom the two words are applied separately. 

2 Vide p. 74. 
Y
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‘to listen,’ the initial a is euphonic.1 The Lat. client, 
‘one who listens,’ is a corruption of cluent, the pres. 

part, adj. of a root cluo, of which clueo is secondary form. 

Gr. xadeo, ‘to call,’ and Sans. Re kal, ‘to urge,’ ‘to induce,” 

ave akin to the root அ தூ The Lat. clamo is a causal 

form of eluo which, taking the suf. eo, becomes claveo and 

is shortened into clavo, and, by the change of v? into m, 

assumes the form of clamo. The Eng. loud and listen and 

Ang.-Sax. hlud and hlisten are traceable to a participial 

form Gr. xAvros, Sans. aa Sruta, ‘ heard.’ 

99, The Sans. WHIT angara, FATA ingala, ‘coal,’ 

are connected with the above words sifacq Arigiras and 

Gr. AyyeAdos ; and from FVWTe@ ingala are contracted the 

Eng. cowl and the Ang.-Sax. col.3 

100, In “EXevn which is a modification of Sans. Qaeqy 

anala, ‘ fire,” Syaqt@ alata, ‘ fire-brand,’ and அ arant, 

‘a piece of wood from which fire is produced by friction,’ 

I see an example of the aspiration of the initial vowel, 

1 The radical xpoaopat is a contraction of kpodaopuar, answer- 

ing to Sans. ௮௭௭17 sravayamahe, 

# Similarly arises the letter p in Sanskrit in causal forms. The 

causal augments vi, 9) pi and gy tu in Tamil and the all‘ed augments 

2 cu, H pu, and % su, in Telugu and Kanarese, are derived from the 

Sans. ௫ 4. 

3 ளோறகாக நஹ. சா kari, ‘coal.’ The words referring to the 

black colour, such as Sans. RT@Q kala, Gr. xeXavvos, Sans. HAA 

kalusa and AMY kalmasa and RATE kalmasa, ‘sin and dist,’ 

ஊம் கன 1௦8௩௦௭, B@ mala and Gr. peras and Sans. ௪1௭௭ 

malina which are contracted from RIM kasmarst, are traceable 

to the same source. The root xpeAas suggested by Buttmann is 
mmnecessary.
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an orthographical usage extensively prevailing in Greek 

and other languages. By eliminating this extraneous ele- 

ment, we have the simple form of the word EAevy which 
can be easily connected with Gr. edXavy, ‘a torch,’ and 

which is very much allied to Sans. Weta alata, ‘ fire- 

brand.” In the word there is an allusion to fire; but it 

is not any kind of fire to which the word refers. From 

‘Erevn’s parentage we can easily suppose that she repre- 

sents a flaming torch. For she is the daughter of Tuvéa- 

peos, Tyndareus, and Leda, the first of which names I would 

connect with Gr. revfos and rivGadwos, ‘boiling hot,’ Lat. 

cinis (eris), ‘ashes,’ Gr. omivOnp and Lat. scintilla, ‘a 

spark,’ in the last two of which the letters sp and sk stand 

in the place of an original s which represents the initial ர் 

of Tuvdapeos, and also with the Eng. tind and tinder, Ang.- 

Sax. fender and the allied words, and take it to mean tin- 

der, as the word Anéa has already been supposed to mean 

thin cloth. The story of ‘EXevy’s birth from Tuvdapeos and 

Anda refers to the burning firebrand lighted by the fire pro- 

duced from tinder and flint. According to some she was 

the daughte of Nemises by Jupiter, and Leda was only her 

nurse. Even in this version of the story we find an expla- 

nation from the fact that a thin cloth itself may serve the 

purpose of tinder, and in this case, the light produced on 

the substance may be held as the offspring of Heaven, that 

is, Jupiter. After the restitution of ‘Exevy, which event took 

place on the destruction of Troy and tLe Trojan heroes, 

she was with Menel ws, and, atter his Ceath, married seve- 

ral others. She is said by some to have been transported 

to Leuce, the land of love, after her death, and there mar- 

ried Achilles ; and this part of the story contains a belief 

that, when put out, the light of fire goes to the sun in 

whom it is absorbed, a belief like that prevailing among 

the Hindus, viz., that when the sun rises the light of fire
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enters him and when he sets in the evening his light is 

preserved infiro! Having thus established the philological 

alliance of “EXevn and Exavy by mythological facts, I shall 

quote now a few instances in which an extraneous aspirate 

sound is added to the initial vowel ofa word. Compare the 

following :— 

“EAAas, a city of Thessaly, and also a province of which 

it was the capital. : 

‘EAXqv, son of Deucalion whose descendants were called 

the ‘EdAqves, a word first applied to the inhabitants of the 

Thessalian Hellas and afterwards used to include all the 

Greeks as opposed to the Barbaroi. ‘EXAnv had three sons 

named Aeolus, Dorus and Xuthus, the last of whom was the 

father of Ion. From Aeolus, Dorus and Ion are supposed 

to have descended the three nations who are called respec- 
tively the Aeolians, the Dorians and the Ionians, and are 
collectively included in the term Greek, 

“Eddy, daughter of Athamas and Nephele (the clouds 
and sky) and sister of Phrixus. Being afraid of the cruel 

treatment of her mother-in-law, Ino, she left her father’s 

house accompanied by her brother,Phrixus ; >r some say, 

she was drawn away by a golden ram, which Neptune Lad 
given her mother, and feeling giddy she fell in the sea and 
  

கொள னாடி tt 

ள் ஸ்ர எள்ள ரா ளால் | 

எனோட டால். நடா, 1, 1918. 
Agnimvavadityassayanpravisati | tasmadagnirdurannaktamdadrés | 

ubhahitéjasisampadyaté | udyantanvavaditya magniranusamaroha 

ti | tasmiddhumaévagnerdivadadrse. 

« Intheevening the sun enters fire, therefore fire is sven ata distance 

in the night. There are indeed two lights. Fire ascends the rising 

gun, and, therefore, only the smoke of fire is scon in the day time.
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was drowned. I see in the name a reference to the sunlit 

clouds of the morning and connect'the name with the 

Sans. Seqt ila and Gr. Ides, which J have already derived 

from ara dyaus, ‘sky,’ and the radical meaning of which 

therefore must be ‘sky’ or ‘bright.’ In the word “EAAn, 

therefore, 2ven the initial vowel is an extraneous addition, 

snd the pure vowel so added was afterwards aspirated. 

‘Eoria, Ton. “Iotey, the Roman Vesta, daughter of 

Kpovos and ‘Pea and the guardian of the hearth and home, 

connected with 37a atasa, ‘fire, and WMA asmantam, 

‘hearth,’ and the Arab, _ 33] atig and Heb. wig es, (p. 163, 

Note 1.) 

‘Hoa, Ion, ‘Hpn, the Lat. Juno, queen of the Gods and 

sister and wife of Zeus. The word is identical with the 

Gr. epa and Sans. {XT #74, ‘earth.’ (p. 35). 

‘Eorrepos, son of Iapetos, brother to Atlas. He came to 

Italy, and the country was called ‘Eovrepia after him. The 

word has been lower down connected with Sans. YT 

cksara, ‘heaven.’ — 

‘Exrop, ‘sc2 of king Priam and Hecuba,’ which word has 

beer. lower down traced to Sans. S{9T aksara, ‘heaven.’ 

‘Epon, daughter of Cecrops, king of Athens, beloved by 

Mercury. The word may be connected with apyos, ‘ brighi- 

ness.’ 

‘Exarn, daughter of Perses and Asteria. She is a 

personification of the starry sky, and the name may be 

copnected with Tatu akasa, ‘sky.’ 

Hertha or Herta, a goddess among the Germans, who is 

supposed to be the same as the Earth. 

      

Y Vide pp. 60 aad 61. 

The names ‘EAAas, “EAAnv and “EAXy, are identical with 

‘EXevn in origin, the double A in them being accidental.
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Stal hasanté or BAA hasani, ‘fire vessel,’ which can be 

traced to a form Waa asanta and through it to Wa" aiasa 

and is allied to Gr. ‘Eorsa, Lat. Vesta and to the following. 

Eng. hearth, Germ. herd and the allied words which 

are akin to Lat. ardeo, ‘to burn,’ and in which also the ini- 

tial h is extraneous. 

101. From WEA akas may be derived also ரே. கரசே, 

‘good, Sans, ஏ சம். 8௭ sddhu, ‘good,’ * eminent,’ 

WZ eat. and WE eatu, ‘agreeable, as applied to a 

speech, Eng. good, Ang.-Sax. god ; and’ perhaps the very 

word God, on account of his goodness ; YT® caru, “beau- 

tiful, சன kale, WA kalya, ‘ good’ and ‘auspicious,’ 

Gr. xaos, ‘beautiful’ and காகா kalyana, ‘good, 

which is a modification of AW kalya, as the ரே, சலிமா 

is of kahAos, 

102, Sans. WATH apsaras, meaning ‘celestial datasel,’ 

is used in the Vedas in the sense of water-nymph and 

seems to be traceable to BAW atasa, or BAT alara, 13 

which q # being doubled becomes @ ps as ir Gr. xopurta 

for xoputtw, ‘to butt with the head,’ from xopue (Aes), 

‘head,’ and wirrw for ராரா, Sans. aq pat, ‘to fall? 

The word AYATY apsaras resembles in its derivation 

Gr. Nupets, a daughter of Nypeus, a sea-god, who ruled 

under Hocedwr. 

In Sans. WYT ahsara a change takes place. Just as 

the doubled @ ¢ of SAW atasa is replaced by @ ps‘in 

WALA apsaras, s0isit replaced by @ ks, and Gayl aksara 

  

1 This iy quite diffcrent from the We sai, ‘being’ properly Fury 
~ ~ 

asat, the pres. part. adj. from W¥ aa, ‘to be,’ answering to Gr. 

éwy or wy (for erway) and Lat. ent and sent (for csent.)
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means ‘sky,’ ‘ water,’ ‘ supreme being,’ ‘ speech,’ ‘ a sylla- 

ble,’ &c. 

102, With Wat aksara, which has been derived above, 

I would connect the Gr. ‘ Eozepos and Lat. vesper, in which 

the letters k and s of WAT aksara are transposed and k 

changed into p (vide p. 164). In the Latin and Greek 

words the initial % and v are extraneous additions as in 

Lat. Vesta, Gr. ‘Eoria, which have been derived from Sans. 

BAW atasa. ‘Eorrepos was the son of Japetus, brother to 

Atlas. The peninsula of Italy was called ‘Eovepia from 

him. ‘Eovrepos and ‘Eovepa mean ‘ evening’ and also the 

‘west.? The Lat. vesper similarly refers to evening and 

the west. Vesperus is applied to the planet Venus when 

it shines in the west, and Vespera, to evening. 

104. From Q¥T char, meaning ‘bright,’ may be 

derived a form WAT agar which, being transposed, pro- 

duces the words apyos, ‘bright,’ apyns, ‘white,’ apyupos, 

© the white metal, chat is, ‘ silver,’ — apy + vpos, in which 

upos is a termination indicating possession, corresponding 

to Sans. YT ura, as in zat dantura, ‘having teeth,’ that 

is ‘having protuberant teeth.’ Apyvpos answers to Sans. 

THAD rajatam and Lat. argentem, of which the latter 

seems to have been formed from argos, ‘ brightness,’ and 

ent-um (= Sans. aq vant + RA_ am, aa vant being a 

pafix indicating possession) ; அரே ercis, ‘ brightness,” 
“flame, wa arka, ‘sun,’ ‘the plant asclepias, %€ ark, 

‘to be fit,’ ay arc, ‘to worship,” ஏல் மார்க, ‘price,’ 

‘ preciousness,’ may be referred to the same source ௧௦௫௦. 

105. The Jans. ஆ arya, ‘respectable,’ அ arya, 

‘lord,’ ‘a Vaiésya,’ and the Gr. apetos or apnios, are to be 

connected with the above words, the final consonants of
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which kh, 6 h, &c., are softened into y in Sans. WTS arya and 

We arya. In the Gr. apesos, there seems to be a formal 

convergence of two different words, one derived from 

Sans. QTY arya, good’ and ‘respectable,’ in which the 

ஏழ ௦4 WTY arya is clided, and the other, meaning ‘ mar- 

tial,’ ‘brave, and derived from Sans. @q vrsa, ‘ brave.’ 

‘manly, and allied to Lat. mars, maritus, ‘husband, 

mares, ‘to marry,’ and the Gr. Apys, apany and appny, 

Ton. eponv, ‘male,’ opposed to OyAus, just as Sans. Fea 

puruga is opposed to ta} stri3 

The word apieros seems to be the superl. degree of the 

adjective Wa arya which loses its final consonant before 

the suffix sctos. In the corresponding Sanskrit word 

அரு arista,? the original suffix ZB ista ig preserved 

  

1 Sans. Tea puruga is an epenthetical modification of GU vrea; 
and a strt and Gr. OyXus seem to be allicd. 

2 Just as many words have passed fromone meaning tothe opposite 

one (e.g. fafa siti, ‘white’ and ‘black,’ g. உ) 30 has the word 
come to mean also what is not good, that is, evil. The word was 

then wrongly analyzed into Wa + ftz rista, Ya being supposed 
as a negative particle ; and thus came into existence a new word as 
fre rista to which were also attached the opposite meanings, ‘ good’ 

and ‘evil.’ Apsorepos, ‘left,’ =aptoTrore-os, from apioros, ‘ evil? 
The Gr. aprorov meaning ‘morning meal,’ may either be con. 

nected directly with the above word, or with nws and ews, ‘ dawn,’ 

and 9pt which appears to be the dat. case of np, an obsolete word 

allied to the Ang.-Sax. ere and Eng. eve and early, and traceable +o 

Sans. WA ahas, ‘day,’ and Gr. acava, ‘ brightness,’ 

Apevoy and apisros are substituted for the comp. and superl. 

degrees of ayaos, which ought to be respectively aya0sav and 

aya0.oros in analogy of ரிகா sadhiyas and arfug sadhig- 

tha (vido p. 1 7)
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instead of FB istha found in the superlative forms of 

other adjectives. If apsoros is to be connected with Sans 

ஜரீர் ஐ arista, then it follows that answering to apevev which 

is the comparative degree 01 ௧௦௮௦9)” good,’ there must have 

existed in Sanskrit a comparative of ஜா arya 2s aqua 

ariyas, 

106. Here I have to mention the word Apiadvy which 

I have explained under the suf. Svos (p. 181). It answers 

to Sans. WEA) arhatart and means radically ‘very fit.’ 

I have already referred to her parentage ; and the names 

of her father and mother are allied to the Sans. ZW vrea 

meaning ‘ox’ and have been mentioned in the Vrea 

Group, her father’s name, Minos, being allied to Sans. 

afea mahisa (properly HY mésa and faa misa, h being 

a mere orthographical outgrowth), BAH mainaka and 

Faz mena, and her mother’s name, Pasiphe, to GAA vrsa- 

tha. Minos was the son of Zeus and Europa, and as the 

word Europa is .wnnected with Sans. FRY vrsabha, FTA 

urabhra, and Gr. opevs, and radically means ‘a cow,’ the 

legend simply means that a bull was born to Zeus by 

Europa, and his son married Pasipha, a cow, in his turn ; 

and this legendary interpretation is sufficiently borne out 

by the continuation of the myth, that, by the curse of Ov- 

pavos or LocesSov, Pasiphe fell in love with a bull and 

brought forth Minotauros who was partly of bovine and 

human forms Minos l., the grand-father, was the wise 
  

  

~ 

1Indra, becoming AAT mand, fell in love with Hat mena 

who was the daughter of அரு Vrsanaiva. This is mentioned 

in the following passage of the Rig Veda; earaar ஏர 

Mendbhavo vrsanasvasya. (I. 51, 13),—‘ Thou hast become Mena to 

Vrsanagva, that is, ‘thou hast been living with Vrsana&va just as 

Mena, his daughter was. The Commentator Sayana quotes pass- 

ages from the Satyayana and Tandya Brahmanas, which say that 

Z
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legislator in every city of Greece and was made the 
supreme and absolute judge in the infernal regions. His 

equity and justice, the radical connection of his name with 

Sans. @¥ orga, and the fact of his being the king of Creta, 

the Grecian original forms of which are Kpnra and Kpnrn, 

remind us of the Hindu Kria Yuga, the first of the four 

great periods of the world, in which Vrsa, the bull of 

Virtue, stood with four legs and reigued supreme (vide 

the Vrsa Group). In Kpnry I see a trace of «pres, ‘ choice,’ 

or the act of chosing, that is, the human volition, or of 

Sans. Wa krta or afa krti, ‘action ; and the legendary 

government of Kpyry by Minos and the standing of Virtue 

of a bovine form on four legs must refer to the virtuous 

disposition of the people in a good age. The Greek 
Kpnra in its secondary meaning refers to the locality of 
the virtuous action and the Sans. qa kria, to the age. 

  

Indra was living with Vrsanaéva and when Méng attained her 
age, Indra married her. Iam sure that the above connection of 
Indra and Ména is referred to in the following passage of the 
Taittiniya Ara:yaka: ஏர ஏன99 | WIUTPTA டாக 
nasvasyaméné gauravaskandin. There is no doubt uhat the words 
GAY Vreanasva and Har Lfén% are the same words usea in 
the Rig Vedic passage quoted. I therefore translate the ebove 
passage thus: O bull (ata gaue) that has covered (aqeafes 
avaskandin, ‘having covered,’ voc, sing. rualifying - ௭ 9௧௧௯), 
and O Mena(daughter)of Vrsanafva. I do not quote here the interpre- 
tations of the Commentators as they will appear in the Vrea Group 
in Part II, to which I refer the readers. The word ZAIN Vrea- 
nasve is formed from Cay vrsan and “WR aéva, ‘cow’ and ‘ horse,’ 
respectively and answers to Minotauros in formation and meaning. 
Ihave to mention in support of the alliance of ZI Vrsa, Hart அக 
and Minos another legend, that Himavan, the personification of the 
Mount Himalayas, who married Mena, assumed the form of a calf 
to suckle at the udder of the Goddess of earth in her bovine form.
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Apeadvy is therefore the offspring of Virtue personified 

as a bull and is the type of merit or fitness created by 

the possession of virtue, and a suitable wife of ‘rhesus 

who is a great hero, representing the sun. But she was 

at last forsaken and left in the island of Naxos and her 

fate must be a sy nbol of neglected merit. 

The Vedic name aaa aryaman is traceable to "aq 

arya and formed by the addition of the suffix Aq man to அஜ 

arya. The radical meaning of the word must, therefore, 

be, ‘having the quality of goodness,’ or ‘very good.’ 

The next meaning is ‘friendly’ and ‘liberal,’ in which it is 

used in the Vedas, besides being the proper name of a deity 

who is so called on account of his goodness. He is gene- 

rally invoked with Mitra and Varuna in the Rig Veda and 

in the Yajur Veda he is separately mentioned, and rice 

cakes (caru) are to be offered to him. 

கச வார்சா ளி ஸ்சாகார ன சள ௭94 

விராட wafravadaai aaa sae ha 

9 : காக காள? எசா aufzat 

e =~ t be ௩ கூ கூட கூ கூ ! 

dara: ட டட்க்க ப பிம்ப பப்பட்டம் ப பட ட்ட்பிட்ட்ப 

afa ॥ 

Aryamnécarumnirvapttsuvargakambsauva adityoryama 

ryamanamévasvénad..agadheyenopadhavutisa évainam suva 

rgam lokamgamayatyaryamnécarumnirvapedy ahkamayétada 

nakamaméprajasyurityasauea adityoryamayahkhaluvaidada 

tisoryamaryamanamévasvenabhagadhéyénopadhavati. 

The above passage shows that the radical idea of good- 

ness which was attached to waaay aryaman was not lost 

sight of even when the word was monopolized as a proper
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name ; from proper name it resumes its adjectival charac- 
ter with a slight change in the meaning ; for the above 
passage says that he who gives is Aryaman (sc. a liberal 

man) ஏன ணா Yahkhaluvaidadatisoryama. 
Even in the Rig Veda he is represented as particularly 
good as can be seen in the following passage :— 

aaqauafiaradat areca fate | 
Teamaryandbhavasiyatkaninani ndmasvadhavanguhyambibharsi, 

‘Thou art charitable, O giver of food, as thou protectest 
the secret name of virgin.” Rig Veda V. 3, 2. 

But Sayana takes the word ௪௭ aryaman to mean 

faaqat ~iyanta, that is ‘a restrainer, and interprets the 

passage in a different way. But the translation of the 
passage I have given is in accordance with the meaning 
given by Haradatta in his commentary on the Taittiriya 
Mantra Pragna in which also the above passage occurs 
with slight modification. 

107. To thesame source apyos may be :.aced Sans. Taq 

rajas, ‘brightness, TH] rajani, night,’ because of the 
twilight with which it begiis and the light of the moon, 
1௭ ratty, ‘to be bright with colours,’ (99 rasmi, ‘rays,’ 

118௭ rajan, ‘king,’ and the corresponding Latin and Greek 

rex and apywy, and {TH raj, ‘to shine.’ The Lat. rea is a 

saortened form of 1௭௭ rajan and answers to ITZ ras 

(<TH raj). THA rajan is a derivative noun of agency 

derived from <TH raj, ‘to shine, by the suffix By an 

_-which answers to the suffix ov (ovr) of the correspondir g 
  

1 It means also ‘region of clouds,’ ‘atmosphere,’ ‘ air, ‘ firma- 
ment,’ ‘ any sphere’ or ‘ world’ as the heaven and earth, ‘ dust,’ &.
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Greek word apywy (apxovres). The difference between the 

declensions of {THA rajan! and apyor is exactly like that 

between அ atharvan and @epatrav, of which the declen- 

sion of the former is more radical and that of the latter, 

secondary ; and the existence of such a feminine form as 

Gaparraiy» leads as to think that in Greek @aparov was 

originally declined as Oepamroves. Even when we naturally 

have the ovt declension, there arises along with it also the 

ov declension as in mecowy, (Sans. WY pacan), which is 

modified as werowv. The former ராசசசலற is declined as 

“eoocorvtTos and the latter சானாலற ௨5 சானா. 

108. With T#@ rajas may beconnected 1௪ சர எகா 

raka and ITB rahu. tf Rajt is the name of a son of 

ஜா Ayus and he had five hundred sons who were known 

for their bravery. In a war which occurred between the 

Raksasas and the Deities he sided with the latter and de- 

feated their enemies and received in return for the service 

he rendered the sovereiguty of Heaven instead of Indra, 

The word occurs 11 the Rig Veda where it is taken to mean 

a damsel betrothed to a person called Pithinas and in 

another place, to mean either heaven and earth, or the sun 

and the moon. Hither of the latter meanings is possible 
மெய்ய 

2 The existence of a feminine form as regina, ‘a queen,’ and an 

abstract for as regnwm which may be analyzed thus, regina = 

regin + @, in analogy of Sans. wrt சம) ‘a queen’ = 11௭௭ 

rajan + = i, and regnum = regin + um in analogy of claustrum = 

clauster + wm, seems tu warrant the supposii‘on in Latin of a form 

like regin corresponding to Sans. 19௭ rajan. It looks also pos- 

sible that the genitive plural of rex, regerwm may be owing to the 

influence of a form reginum = regin + um, answering to Sans. 

CIQIA rajnanr = TAT rajam + WATT Am, WT Gm being the 

gen. suf. answering to the Gr. wy and Lat. wm. These three 

suffixes a.e contractions of ATA sim, ATH nam and rum, derived
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as the word Tf# raj? is a contraction of TAY rajas which 

means among other things ‘any world,’ ‘ heaven and earth.’ 

TTHT Raka is a Vedic deity representing the full-moon 

day, and the name must certainly refer to the radical 
meaning of the word ‘ brightness.’! 

109. {1H Rahw is the personification of the eclipse of 
the moon. Notwithstanding the radicr] idea of brightness 
the word refers to the dimness of the part of the solar 
and lunar discs which are eclipsed. When ambrosia 
which was obtained by the Gods and Raksasas by churning 
the milky ocean, was to be divided only among the deities 
to the exclusion of the Raksasas, Rahu, who was a 
Raksasa, assumed the form of a deity and sat among the 

deities. The sun and moon detected him and reported 
his presence to Visnu who struck off his head with his 
chakra. But as he had already tasted ambrosia, he be- 
came immortal, and, incensed at the injury done to him by 
the sun and the moon, he swore vengeance on them and 
began to eclipse them every year. The owry reminds one 
of the Teutonic god Logi who was a fire-god and resembled 
Hephaistos in the ugliness of his person, for he was Limp- 
ing, and his deformed figure provoked the laughter of the 
  

from @q svam (p.172), The former are added to consonantal stems 
and the latter to vowel stems. But the wuf. rum occurs in the 
consonantal stems also. But Greek which often elides unsteady 
ennsonants between vowels has universally cut off the initial Gs of 
ara sim and has changed the remaining ATH Gm into wy, and 

் 

this suffix is used in all stems, vowel and consonantal, 

1 எளியன் sinivalt, which ig the name of the new moon 
with a visible digit of the moon, seems to have been originally 

(கஸா் kinivart, which form may be a modification of க் 
kaniwart, from WF kan, ‘to shine,’ and vara, suf.
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celestials. He assumed the form of a wolf and swallowed 

the moon. (Cox’s Introd. to Myth. and Folklore, p. 172.) 

110. The word tT@q raksasa and TA rakeas are to 

be derived from {TH rajas of which the central ¥ ja, 

originally Wf ga, is replaced by Wks. They meant origi- 

nally ‘ bright,’ ‘strong’ and ‘ powerfui,’ and the transition 

irom the last meaning to ‘ wicked’ and ‘mischievous,’ 

which has taken place in the words being the same as 

that which has taken place in the word WAT asura. In ‘the 

following passage the word {W¥ raksas is used in the 

sense of strength or of injury or wickedness :— 

oral aaa AMAA TATA I 
Tvesasbagnéramavanto arcayabhimasonapratitays 

னம ள்ளி ங்க ஸு 1. 36. 20. 
Raksasvinassadamidyatumavato viévameamatrinaindaha. 

‘The effulgent, strong and formidable rays of Agni are 

not to be approached. O Agni, always burn the strong 

or injurious Raksasas and all enemies.’ 

111. The Sans. F@ ghasra, ‘ day,’ is a corruption of 

Wea ahas which, taking the suffix { ra, becomes W¥@ 

ahasva, and We ghasra by the change of € & into | gh. 

All the names of the day have been derived in this Group ; 

and one of these naises, viz., Tq vasara which I have 

taken as a metathetical modification of uhe Gr. onpepov 

and capepor, ‘ day,’ -nay otherwise be d-rived from a form 

WAT asar of Waa atasa of which WA ahas is a modifi- 

cation. (p. 180.) 

112. Gr. Acyeus (Aigeus) who was the father of Theseus 

by AcOpa, represents Yq ahas, ‘day,’ and the name is 

allied to ௫௬௭ ahas and STHTY akasa, from which can be 

derived aiso the Gr. Ayasos, ‘an Achaian.’
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113, I have shown that the word அரு Agastya is 

formed from WIA agas, ‘ brightness,’ or WIHT akasa, 

“sky or brightness,’ by the addition of the suffix q y, 

the change of ¥ / into Wg and the euphonic addition of 

the consonant q ¢ between sand yy. Suppose we add 

the same termination Y y to @Ty kasa contracted from 

WTRTH akaéa, we shall then have Hrwyy kaéya which may 

be modified as FEY kaspa by the change of 4] y into yp, 

@ process often taking place in Sanskrit ; 6. g., சார 

மீச்றசரம/, ஏர ஏ [ள் கீக்ரயக/, - Etdi + Wa_ay + Wa 
+ f&ti, wherein TT da, is the root meaning ‘to give,’ and 

WY ay, causal termination corresponding to ¢, a, e, af, 

&c., in Greek. Compare AMAR vanipaka, TAAR vani- 

yaka, நாரி எக vanayaka, qq van, ‘to want,’ 

BATE vanaiyd, ‘desire, ‘thought ; ௬ mapustaka, 

another form of ௪953௩ mayustaka, a kind of mustard : and 

qaqa pautavam, another form of alaa yautava, a mea- 

sure in general. WY kaspa is modified -- Hwy Kasyapa, 

the name given to a Prajapati, creator, who in the later 
mythology of the Hindus was the son of Marici ani the 
husband of the thirteen daughters of Daksa, and who was 

the ancestor of all the deities, giants and other beings and 

animals. In him we see the personification of the Gr. Koo- 

pos, ‘order or beauty,’ with which .woru qwyYy Kasyapa 

is closely connected, the m of Koopos being a modification 

of p in Hwy Kas apa. With HWY -“asyapa I would cor- 

nect the Sans. afayy kasipu, ‘food and clothing,’ which 

meaning must be a secondary one, the primary one being 

order, beauty, harmony or good living. 

114, From Waa atas we may go to WTI Gpas, ‘water,’ 
and WY ap, a contracted form of it. WTYE apas is men- 

tioned in the Unadi Siitra and occurs rarely in the classical _
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Sanskrit, as in WIGYAAA aposanam = WIGA apas + 

ABUAA wana, * drinking of water.’ But the contracted 

form WY ap of which the nominative plural is WITTE apas 

and which changes p into ¢ before the casal terminations 

beginning with ¥ bh as in afga adbhis, WAZA adbhyas, is 

more frequently used ; and the fact of this change of y¥ p 

into @ ¢ is an evidence in favor of the above conjecture 

that STIR apas proceeds from waa atas. It may, other- 

wise, be derived from Waq abhra as 3a ambhas and 

wa ambu have already been derived. The Latin word 

ebrius, ‘drunk,’ ebriosus, ‘given to drinking,’ and their 

derivatives, may be traced to Sans. wqaq apas or Wy 

abhra. Compare 9faqa abhriya, ‘what springs from the 

clouds,’ and Wf abhri, ‘a spoon for drawing water from 

ships.’ The Gr. vndeo,! < not to drink wine,’ and yndadtos, 

‘drinking no wine,’ may beanalyzed respectively asvn+ ago 

and yn + adadvos. Adadsos is an adjective from aga- 

Xov which answers to Sans. Was ambhas or SIGE apas, 

‘ water,’ and represents the final ¥ s of the last two words 

by 2 ; and this conjecture is warranted by the existence of 

a verb as aguoow, ‘to draw liyuids,’ ‘ to drink,’ in which 

the fnal « of the root ague, answering to that of Sans. 

௭௭ ambhas, or SITTA apas, ‘water,’ is doubled as in 

xnpvoow of whivh tt.e radical part is knpus, an enlarged 

form of Sans. Wq krt, * to speak,’ ‘ to pre slaim.’ 

115. From §TQq apas are to be derived WUE apas, 

Lat. opus, and Gr. orwpa and omdov,” WAG apnas, ‘ pos- 

session,’ ‘ property,’ Wa apta, ‘a sacrificial act,’ 39 aptu, 

sama,’ wat aptur, ‘water, and ‘YY apne, ‘work.’ In 

  

1 Nader declined as pydoves bears the same relation to pndw 

as Temep (Temovos) bears tomergw. —* Vide p. 169. 

1A
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அர கறம, ‘arm,’ so called because it works, the 

suffix aq van is changed into 4T@ vana as aq man is 

changed into QT@ mana, as in WUATA edhamana, the pres. 
part. adj. of TY édh, ‘to grow,’ (vide p. 112). 3 yaTa 
apnavana means also {having progeny.’ 

116. aq atas is modified as WaT atara and then 
WAG atala, meaning ‘a hell beneath the earth,’ or one of 
the seven nether worlds, which lie immediately under the 
earth, The Greek story of Atlas bearing up the pillar of 
the high heaven may be explained by reference to the 
word Rae atala, ‘air,’ or ‘ empty space,’ which lies under 
the earth. The right form of the word seems to be Ara- 
Aos shortened into Ardos and not AtAas (gen. ArAavTos), 
which latter form was given to the word owing to a wrong 
derivation assigned to it from trae, ‘ to bear up,’ of which 
it was supposed to be a pres. part. adj. form, the initial A 
having been treated as a euphonic addition. 

117. From WAT atara we can derive குச adri! used. 
in several meanings of which ‘ heaven’ or ‘ sky’ is the first. 
It is used in the senses of ‘ the sun,’ ‘ cloud,’ ‘ thunderbolt,’ 
from which meaning the word passes to those of ‘a mcun- 
tain’ and ‘a tree.’ From fz adri may be derived ௩ 
dru, Za druma, A& taru, Gr. Sevdpov, ‘a tree,’ கா மகாமு, 
    
  

க டட தத் a 4. . 1 அகார) Adrisiailadrumirké (n@).—Medini. 

eust as afz adri, the original meaning c£ which is ‘heaven’ or 
‘sky,’ comes to mean ‘ clouds,’ and then ‘mountains’ and ‘stones,’ so 
does, SUT upara which, originally means ‘ heaven,’ take the mean- 
ings of ‘ cloud,’ ‘ mountain’ and ‘ stone,’ in the last three of which it 
is changed into Yy@q wpala, sometimes. ரச ஏஏ. - அட் 

ட்டா ப ப்ப்ட்பட்படகி ப டக. 
upalah ti trimsanmeghanimant.—Nirukta, Nighantu, L. 10.
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‘a piece of wood,’ Gr. dopu, ‘the stem of a tree,’ ஏரி 

darvi, ‘ ladle,’ Gr. dpus, ‘ the oak tree.’ எ] adri may be 

modified as aq vajra by the change of Z d into Wj and 

the euphonic addition of q v to the beginning of the word, 

while qa ff asant, another word meaning ‘thunderbolt,’ 

may be directly referred to Wa atasa. From அஜ கலில் 

meaning ‘high,’ may be derived Sans. YY agra, ‘ top,’ 

Gr. axpa, ‘a peak,’ axty, ‘a mound.’ To WY] agra aro 

allied Gr. ay and Lat, acies, ‘a point,’ ‘ edge,’ Gr. axis, ‘a 

point, barb,’ axwxn, ‘a point,’ Sans. ayy ankuéa, ‘a goad,’ 

Gr. axwy (ovtos,), ‘a javelin, from which Sans. na kunta 

is contracted, axovy, ‘a whetstone,’ of which Sans. Wry 

Sana, Lat. cos and cautes are modifications; and axpm, 

‘point,’ acype, ‘the point of a spear,’ in which « is aspirated ; 

and aipos, a shorn,’ in which the « is clided. ww agra yields, 

further, WAT vitura and QAT ankiira,)‘ a bud,’ because 

it is pointed, Wye aicala, ‘tip,’ ‘ border,’ and HF asri, 

‘verge,’ ay aark, க angula, ata anguli, ‘ fingers,’ 

Lat. ungula, ‘hoof, unguis, ‘nail, கறக, எர amhri and 
sifqaighri, ‘leg.’ AWS angustha? which means ‘the big- 

gest finger or toe,’ is only a modification of AAT angura of 

which the final < r is changed into B sth as in the follow- 

ing :— 

Witte gambhira, afarg gambhistha, ‘ deep.’ 

MT gaura, ‘red,’ gy kustha, ‘a disease which changes 

the colour of the skin into red.’ 

  

1 3 nkuronkiraevaca,—Dvirtipakoga. அக்க ankuronkuraévaca, virtipakoSa. 

2 SWE angustha is modified in Marathi as iz gota and then 
ழி 

as ae cota, ‘a finger,’ ‘a toe.
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ATA amra, ‘sour or WAT ambastha,) several plants, 

mango.’ such as Clypea Hernandifolia, 

Oxalis, Cormi-cu-lata, and others 

which are so called perhaps on 

account of sour taste. 

WAT angura is changed into Wye azgura, then 

WANT anagara by the insertion of YW ~ between the anus- 

vara and Wg. While WaT anagara is shortened into 

ovv€ (xos) in Greek by the elision of the latter part, it is 

shortened into 4@ nakha and AQT nakhara, ‘nails,’ by 

the elision of the former part. (Compare waa ambhas 

which becomes WHA anabhas and then awa nabhas.) 

WT khura, ‘hoof, is a further contraction of @@TU na- 

khara and is allied to Gr. Xnry. 

118, From afz adri, ‘tree,’ can be derived அனா 
ajira, ‘a field,’ originally ‘a field of trees,’ Lat. ager, ‘a 
field of trees,’ Gr. ayopa,? ‘an assembly,’ ‘a market-place,’ 
in all of which there is a regular transi*icr of meanings, 
the original idea being that of tree; secondly, that of a 
field of trees ; thirdly, a habitable ground, and lastly, the 
inhabitants of a place assembled or any assembly of 
people. In Gr. ayo which is a contraction of ayopa, the 
r of ayopa is changed into y as in the allied Sans. WarW 
wigana and WF angana, ‘ courtyard.” Sans. 3wTT agara, 
‘a house,’ comes irom Gr. ayopa. From ayopa is derived 
tho root ayeipo which is a shortened form of aryopew con- 
tracted into ayopyo and then modified as ayeipw by the 
elision of y and the conversion of the preceding short vowel 
  

1 WqT ambastha becomes BAT ambata, meaning ‘ sour.’ 
*From ayopa are to be derived the Tam, ams. angadi, 

Mal. @66899) aniadi and Kan. and Tel. wox& angadi, ‘ hop.’
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o into « the long. Ayopa is shortened into aypos and 

means ‘a country or a rural habitation,’ in contrast to a 

town. Aryopa is modified as ayyopa (avyopa),* and this form 

ஊரக receiving an epenthetic a between » and y becomes 

avayapa from.which Sans. WT nagara, ‘ town,’ has origi- 

nated. These ¢volutions and contractions are very like 

those that have taken place in the words ௭௭௭ nabhas and 

ABST nakhara (pp. 136 and 204). 

119. Akin to afz adri is Sans. »f Atri, the name 

of the author of several hymns of the Rig Veda. The moon 

is called =afaaa Aérisuta, ‘son of Sf Afri,’ and is sup- 

posed to have sprung from the eye of the sage. But I 

should think that in this connection Wf@ Atri is only a 

personification of the sky or Heaven. There is no doubt 

about the alliance of this word to the Gr. Arpeus. 

According to the Greek theogony Azpevs was the son of 

Pelops and Hippodamia and was the husband of Aerope 

by whom he had two sons, Menelaus and Agamemnon. 

These are called ArpeSas, just as the descendants of 4 {4 

Atri are cal'ed yy Ae Atréya. . Regarding the identity of 

thu formations of these two words compare ‘I77oradns, 

Sans. கரஅ194௭ Aévapateyas and Naas and ளா 

Nadéyas mentioned in pp. 121-22. 

120. f£ ma y ucxt proceed to Sans. BRA asman, 

‘stone,’ which comes from SI@Y atmon by the change 

‘of @ t into qs and then into Ys. The transition of the 

meaning from the ‘sky’ to a ‘stone’ is the same as has 

‘occurred in many other words originally ‘sky’ and then 

applied to a ‘mountain,’ because, being high, it is connected 

with the sky, and at last to ‘a stone.’ Compare GY upara, 

1 Vide p. 104. 

5 Vide the Note, p. xii, Table of Alphabets.
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ஏர upala which are derived froin WUT upara, ‘sky,’ and 
safe adri. The Gr. axpwv, ‘ anvil,’ so called on account ofits 
hardness, adayas (adapavros), ‘the hardest of metals, steel 
and also diamond,’ and @fa mani, a contracted form of 
WMA asman, ‘a precious stone, |Arfaaqy manikya, ‘a 
ruby,” are to be connected with the Sans. WBA asman. 

wrfaud phamta which is applied to a kind of crystalized” 

sugar, seems to be a modification of afq mani. In 

eaHfea sphatika which contains an initial s added to the 

root to strengthen W ph, the word afy mani has under- 
gone the same change as in MIfWa phanita. Perhaps 

the names of some other gems also may be traced to 

the word WA asman. OCHA marakata and Rata 

makarata and the corresponding Gr. cpapaySos, Lat. 
smaragdus, ‘a precious stone of green colour,’ may be 
derived from QWa asmanta modified as WMH asiman- 
taka by the addition of the suffix @ ka, then taqan 
smanataka by the elision of the initial a and the insertion 
of a between the letter @ ¢ and the anusvara preceding 
it; and at last SATA smarataka by the change of zn 
into<r. From this common form WCAG smarataka we 
can derive on the one side Sans. AlaR marataka by’the 
elision of the initial q s and AlHa marakata and FATA 
makarata by metathesis ; and opapayoos' by the softening 
of @ k and @ ¢ into y and é respectively. €QqaqR sya- 
muntaka, a precious.gem which was worn by Krishna, may 
be a corruption of RAB asmantaka modified as WAAR 
samantaka and then WAAR syamantaka by the addition 
of Y@ytoas. This gem was given to Satrajit by the 
God sun whose favour he sought by his piety ; and it was 
    

1 Also paparydos and ATA marakta.
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lost and came to the possession of Jambavan who was living 

inaden. Krishna discovered and recovered it from Jamba- 

van whom he attacked and defeated ina duel. Jambavan 

knc wing that Krishna was Vishnu himself gave him the 

gem and married his daughter Jambavatito him. Krishna 

returned the gem to the King Satrajit who presented it to 

Krishna and asked him to marry his daughter. 

எவர எரர் காணாக் : ॥ 
Satrajittanayam tanvim krisnayagata kilbisah, 

quaaraferrqaygag nas 
Syamanitakéna manina svyamudyamya dattavan. 

Bhayavata, Sk. X, Ch. 16. 

King Satrajit who was absolved from sin, having taken 

up his lean daughter Satyabhama with the precious gem 

syumantaka, preseuted them to Krishna,



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA. 

Paar, Line. 

Scueme or TRANSLITERATION. 

vi, 18, fore and om read om or %, fi, n,n, and m. 

ConTENTs. 

viii, the last out two lines, for deorcpos read Seurepos. 

x, 20, for Twepiwy read Trepiov ; delete supar- 

van. 

xi, 14, Vis doga read dosi. 

» 1, for diva read diva. 
+”) 18, 

93 19, for dévata 20௨0. 860810. 

xii, 9, delete ksima. 

xiv, 5, for epOgos read epOepos. 

xv, 14, for fecudus read fecundus. 

Xvil, 7, for 9, 1௦0 999. 

» 26, for yavan read yavana. 

xviii, 5, or Sevos read Eevos. 

xxi, 28, for Azpidns read Arpeidys. 

xxii, த for formidolosus read formidolosus. 

xxiv, last but one line, for yoryyudos read ryoyyudos. 

xxv, 6, for gavini read gavins. 

xxvi, 10, for atharvyu read atharyu. 

” 31, for ahaé read ahas. 

xxvii, 10, for ahas read agas. 

» 27, + foe aryeddos read ay, chaos. 

xxviii, 19, for gasanti read hasantt. 

” 24, for catu read catu. 

xxix, 9, for analogy read analusis. 

» 28, for arya read arya. 

xxx, 12, for Aeyeus read Acyeus. 

xxyi, 4, for drghri read anghrt.



2 

In?rRoODUCTION. 
Paoz. Linx. 

vi, 14, for qa marta read Raj martya. 

xvii, 9, 1807802௦73 read ளி. ச 

xxii, 22) $02 ககர 10௦0 (2277. 
xxx, Note for Angellos read Angeloe. 

” » for Breareds read Briareds. 

” » for Hanvany read Hauvanu, 

Tus Boox. 

12, 18, for Scorepas read Seutepas. 
» 19, for Seo read duo. 
15, 8, for hkusamud read khusamud. 
ம » for hkug read khus. 
ற 9, for hkust read khusi. 
» 25, for ovas read das. 
» 20) for form read word. 
19, 28, for sagnus read sanguis. 

21, rf delete Sans. ayqqa suparvan, ‘a deity.’ 
2 4, த ௩ 

32, = 6, for the lust Group read p. 184. 
3 8, for puvy read yun. 

18, 
ப் 19° delete and then aforart ganika, ‘ a whore.’ 

87, 20, for vuy read pf. 

38, 16, for trae read frag 

42, 12, for faeq viyas read faa a viyat. 
46, 20, for IAvvs read Ios, 

48, 28, efter ‘ sky’ insert vide p. 167, 
51, 6, for 7Bos and 48 read )Bos and 48n. 
» 15, fo. Ocdsurous read Oudetrous. 
55, 4, for you brought read thou broughtst. 
59, 5, after Ikswakus insert out of spite. 
» 16, for iés read her. 
64, 17, for laweroy read lamrnrov. 
» 20, after ¢o insert deep-eddying Uceanus. 
1» 25, for commentators read commentator. 

67, 0, for development rend counterpart.



‘Pace. Lax, 
74, 15, for 45 read 44. 

» 2%, for fecudus read fecundus. 

» 88, for foecudus read foccundus. 

76, 19, for wm@ufa read என, 

5 20, or bhartsayati read bhartsayaté. 

81, 19, for #dus read 400. 

82, last lino, for p. 96 read pp. 95 and 96. 

88, 24, at the end of the second paragraph insert 
Vide p. 76. 

85, 8, after divas insert or Wafer gabhasti. 

88, 10, for xorrus read xortos. 

90, 1, for Waar read ட்ப்ட்ப 

16, for @ read a. 
3 

94, 15, after and insert JU suc and, 

98, 1, 
92 3, 

» A, sfor leik read lie. 

a 8, 

» OU, 
»» last line, for adyntos read advyxios. 

99, 21, after non-radical insert Vide pp. 188, 189. 

107, 1%, for txrov read rextov. 

” 22, for ctouo read erupo. 

108, 13, for TAT tvana read WAT 00218. 

” 29, for 119-120 read 121-122. 

109, 7, afterrobigon, q. v., inset fromrobus + tvan, 
by the elision of t and the change of 
v into g. 

114, 1, for yooor read joowr. 
” 2, for ecowyr 1060. 672௧5. 

118, 30, for analogy of such wrong forms read wrong 
analogy of such furms, 

119, 8, for yy édh + ta is + Wa an read 

WHedh + Ti+ Dz yis + Wz an.



120, 

120, 

121, 
123, 
” 

124, 
125, 
128, 
132, 

134, 

136, 

ரு 

139, 

145, 
153, 
155, 

>) 

159, 
39 

160, 
163, 
172, 
174, 

175, 

182, 
185, 
186, 
189, 

791, 
198, 
204, 

Liye. 
28, for Gyrus read Tyéus. 

24, for Arpsdns read Arpecdys. 

a for ௧௭௭ lélihvatas read fafasiqa 

”  Liléhviimsas. 
6, for formidolosus read forisidolosus. 
4, for lvwwv read ‘I77av. 

28, for Bondvoy read 8௦:64. 

24, for Faq tvata read TAT van. 

17, for Bq syana read Eqa sthana. 

18, for Naides read Natades. 
20, for Adpvades read Adpuades. 
21, for (des) read (odes). 

31, for Aavasos read Aavaos. 

14, for glebus read globus. 

20, for 91 fq] read ஸா 

7, for canabum read cannabum. 
26, for arp and acOpa read anp and aOnp. 
24, for repuxuca read meducvia. 
26, for eduaws read reduws. 
27, for repivia read medivia. 
10, for aun read atpos. 

18, for WO athar read BAT athara. 
21, for rorvea read சாமா. 

3, for U¥ ésa read UY ésa. 

11, sr pascwy and padiov read pacocwy and 
padzov. 

9, aft r stands insert directly. 

ப் for ayyeAXos read ayyeXos. 

last line but one, for identical read differently 
connected. 

5, for 164 read 146. 

29, after of insert the day of. 

- Yyseton onB (pos) road ovuf (05)
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